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A B ST R AC T
In reference to my artistic work, this practice-as-research 
project explores the concept of bare bodies and how to en-
counter them in contemporary choreography. The thesis 
draws on philosophical, bio-political and ethical discourse 
relevant to my discussion of the emergence of bare bodies in 
choreographic work, and creates a critical framework for a 
self-reflexive movement between affect and ethics, sensuous 
address and response. Narrations of bare bodies emerge in 
both the written component of a choreographed book, and 
in the creative component consisting of the live event of a 
lecture performance inhabiting an anarchive. The anarchive 
is a kind of research repository created and accumulated in 
the course of my PhD project.
Throughout I argue for acknowledging acts of baring and 
concealing as culturally situated, anchoring my thesis in 
practices of being in contact and decolonising practices, and 
unearthing their methodological weight and nanopolitical 
significance. I explore non-subjective performativity, imply-
ing a fluid conception of identity. Furthermore, I introduce 
the ideations of an-archic responsibility and choreo-ethics for 
reassessing contact, relation and solidarity as an ethico-aes-
thetic project of current choreographic performances. These 
propositions get probed alongside a shift from spectator to 
wit(h)ness. In the core chapter on bare bodies, I differentiate 
and untangle the tones and shades of the triplet naked, nude, 
and bare, each term referring differently to body and per-
formativity. All in all, the choreographic is conceptualised as 
a complex field of revelatory experiences built on ecologies 
of aesthetic perception and realising ethico-political agency.
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Now that  I  have  to  save  tomorrow,  that  I  have 
to  have  a  form because  I  don’t  sense  that  I  have 
the  strength to  stay  disorganized,  now that , 
fatefu l ly,  I  sha l l  have  to  f rame that  monstrous , 
inf inite  f lesh and cut  it  into  pieces  that  some-
thing the  s ize  of  the  mouth can take  in ,  and 
the  s ize  of  my eyes’  v is ion,  now that  I  sha l l 
fatefu l ly  succumb to  the  necess ity  of  form 
that  comes f rom my fear  of  being unl imited – 
then let  me at  least  have  the  courage  to  let  that 
form form by itsel f ,  l ike  a  crust  that  hardens 
on its  own,  a  f ier y  nebula  that  cools  into  ear th. 
And let  me have  the  great  courage  to  res ist  the 
temptat ion to  invent  a  form.
Clarice Lispector 2
1) I deliberately start from zero, 
from nothing, aiming to make 
productive no thing that exists. 
See further elaborations in 5.1. The 
Power of Non-, Not-, Un-Doing, 
p.307 ff. Insofar as the masculine 
form is used in the contents of this 
thesis it is assumed that this refers 
to both genders on equal terms.
2)  Clarice Lispector, The passion 
according to G.H., Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 
1964/2009, p.7.
Preface
0 .  PR E FAC E 1
I work in the fields of dance, choreo- 
graphy and artistic research with a 
focus on expanded choreographic 
means, and somatic practices as 
compositional tools. Over the last 
two decades, I have been exploring 
forms of collaboration and the eth-
ics of togetherness. Through the 
academic framework of my PhD 
it soon became clear that my cre-
ative-critical practice would once 
again be altered, and would most 
probably reinvent itself in this sustained pursuit. In the or-
biting of open questions through both artistic and scholarly 
work, I attended to ‘a crust that hardens’ as Lispector figures 
it  into the temporary form of both the written and perform-
ative components of the thesis. This has involved the patient 
reworking and reprocessing of my growing collection of 
research materials. Alongside my scholarly written work, 
which comes in the form of a choreographed book (the text 
you are currently reading), in ongoing studio practice inter-
polated by intensives (I called them core labs) I developed 
my creative work component, leading to the creation of a 
lecture performance with the title: Baring or red herring? I 
include a link to a digital version of my anarchive, including 
the documentation of the live-performance followed by an 
anarchival stroll (see Appendix). As part of the lecture per-
formance I exhibit various objects: (1) wig, a hairy prop for 
veiling and defacement (2) salty glass, a reminder of pro-
cesses of sedimentation and crystallisation (3) Handapparat, 
a collection of 365 cards filed in a wooden box. The cards all 
relate to the topic of my thesis and mostly display photos, 
9
3) See Anarchive – Concise Defini-
tion by SenseLab, a Laboratory for 
thought gathered around Canadi-
ans Erin Manning and Brian 
Massumi. Founded in 2004 and 
based in Montreal, the SenseLab is 
an international network of writ-
ers and makers, working together 
at the crossroads of philosophy, 
art, and activism. http://senselab.
ca/wp2/immediations/anar-
chiving/anarchive-concise-defini-
tion/ [accessed January 15, 2018].
4) My first encounter with the 
concept of implication was during 
my scholarship at Herbstacademy 
Nothing but control at Steirischer 
Herbst 2006 in Graz (A), when 
I participated in a workshop 
directed by Florian Schneider with 
guests Lawrence Liang (IND), 
Sebastian Luetgert (D) and Irit 
Rogoff (GB). I remember Rogoff 
introducing ‘the implicated’, and 
ever since I referred to the ‘im-
plicated spectator’, but of course 
Cvejić’s ideation of ‘implicating 
the attender with resonance’ is 
more elegant. Rogoff pointedly 
articulates the relation between 
criticality and an ethics of us (and 
therefore deserves an expansive 
quote, I find): ‘My understanding 
of criticality is that even though 
critique has given us an amazing 
set of analytical terms by which to 
understand the world around us, 
we also live out its conditions and, 
therefore, we never have any dis-
tance. We know, but that doesn’t 
produce any distance from the 
problematic. You have to produce 
language that is both analytical 
and experiential; that is critical-
ity. You are implicated, you are 
inside, you are part of it, and you 
can’t step aside and look at it from 
the perspective of critique. But 
you also have to understand that 
these very conditions are shaping 
you. They are your subjectivity. 
[…] I am trying to develop a new 
language for this, and I would 
call it the “implicated”, not as in 
a crime, but a kind of narrative 
implication. The conversation 
that I am interested in is one that 
extends whatever project, and 
takes it elsewhere, through us. 
The most important thing in the 
world to me is “us”.’ See ‘Marina 
Vives, Sonia Fernández Pan in 
A Conversation with Irit Rogoff 




drawings, cut ups and cut outs, collages. It is a mapping de-
vice for dis- and re-organising my movements in relation to 
my research process. A selected sample is included in the 
choreographed book. (4) decaying fig leaves, a reminder of 
a crumbling concept and a need for reframing exposure but 
also shame (5) handmade book to make available for audi-
ence to flip through, a fragmentary reading, after the event 
of the performance lecture, to taste some scholarly pieces 
‘the size of the mouth can take in’ (6) two stones, as wit-
nesses to ongoing conceptual rubbings and the potential for 
sparkling ideas (7) one pomegranate, the patient unpeeling 
of seeds of thought and (8) one heart. Those objects come 
together in a form of spatialisation and materialisation as 
an anarchive, ‘a repertory of traces’ and ‘carriers of potential. 
They are reactivatable, and their reactivation helps trigger 
a new event’3. For me, the anarchive invites encounters be-
tween human and non-human agents, movements across 
spaces and times, pages and various surfaces, passing be-
tween us in a state of lure and curiosity, activation and cho-
reographic handling of materials. The lecture performance 
is documented in the digital version of the anarchive on the 
Research Catalogue and a link is included in the Appendix, 
providing retainable documentation of the live event. The 
creative component consists of a lecture performance fol-
lowed by an anarchival stroll, where the audience is invited 
to view, touch, move, read, turn upside down, scrutinise, 
displace and replace the objects handed over for enlivening 
the anarchive with our shared curiosity – or as Bojana Cve-
jić puts it ‘implicating4 the attender with resonance’.5 Dur-
ing this time frame for dwelling in the post-lecture-perfor-
mance sphere, the choreographed book is present and can 
be approached with light touch also by those, who haven’t 
had the opportunity before, but might want to return in the 
10
this/ [accessed Feburary 10, 2018]. 
I elaborate the critical-creative 
agency passed between artist and 
audience in 1.3. An-archic responsi-
bility, p.111ff.
5) See Bojana Cvejić, Choreo-
graphing Problems, Basingstoke: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, 
pp.220–221.




future for reading, since copies will be available in the li-
brary as a common way of disseminating PhD research.
My process was to try to balance a dedication to openness 
(and even open-endedness of artistic research) with precise 
decisions on which works to include for both the written 
and practical component, and what needed to go where. The 
selection was based on criteria of relevance, singularity and 
a sense of what they hold available in relation to the the-
sis’s focus: practices of baring. Drawing on philosophical, 
bio-political and ethical discourse relevant to my discussion 
of the emergence of bare bodies in contemporary choreo-
graphic works I explore the relation between bare bodies 
and encounter. My aim is to condense what acts of baring 
and concealing mean as culturally situated activity and as 
singular syntheses of ethical and aesthetic forms of engage-
ment with and through the body. In an attempt to untangle 
tones and shades of the triplet naked, nude and bare, and 
how each term refers differently to body and performativity, 
I conceptualise the choreographic as a complex field of reve-
latory experiences built on ecologies of aesthetic perception, 
participation (Teilhabe), collaboration (Zusammenarbeit) 
and implication (Einbeziehung) realising ethico-political 
agency. Narrations of bare bodies emerge in resonance with 
Giorgio Agamben’s conception of bare life, as existence, 
without reason or unqualified, subject to arbitrary violence. 
See in depth discussion in 3. Bare Bodies. The thesis is a 
methodical accumulation and synthetic movement between 
bodies, philosophical discourses and experiences of making 
and wit(h)nessing performances, materialising as the cho-
reographed book, anarchive and lecture performance, as 
material objects and live event, subsequently documented 
in digital form.6
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My reflections and compositional frameworks at home in 
the field of contemporary choreography are an attempt in 
communication on the topic of bare bodies, which tended to 
be insufficiently studied in this field.7 In my thesis, I empha-
size the differentiated use and vital potential of performance 
as revelation and develop my thoughts on bare bodies in di-
alogue with philosophy and choreography. This articulatory 
practice led me (on a conceptual as well as a practical level) 
to increased attention to Practice as Werkform8, which I ad-
dress in 5.3 Expanded Choreography: Terms and Conditions. 
Contextualised in the current debate about expanded choreo- 
graphy I outline there my understanding of practice’s sed-
imenting into formats and work forms. But let me start at 
the beginning, my first problem – namely, what my research 
questions are – already led me onto slippery terrain, as the 
questions themselves eluded formulation, or in no time at 
all slipped into triviality. Probably because those questions 
were nested in the ambiguity and vagueness between terms, 
not necessarily in the intelligibility of words, but residing 
exactly between delicate distinctions of the qualities of artis-
tic practices associated, and experienced, with nude, naked 
and bare, besides their semantic territories and logics. There 
is always leeway in the implementation of terms, scope in 
dealing with language, and actually in the use of each word, 
a haziness between the meaning of a word and its sensible 
qualities. In other words – I felt as if I were on the prowl 
for a tangible relation between sensual sense-making and 
its conceptual bearing. As a matter of fact, my questions ap-
peared to be liable to withdrawal,9 similar to my experience 
of withdrawal of the naked body in performance. There 
seems to be a correspondence between the body’s withdraw-
al and the withdrawal of language, of disrobing and naming, 
an analogy in the hunting of something that keeps escaping 
when we go at it directly, untouchable and obeying its own 
7) When I was approaching the 
final stages of my PhD research, 
Mette Ingvartsen completed her 
Artistic Research PhD with the 
title EXPANDED CHOREO- 
GRAPHY: Shifting the agency of 
movement in The Artificial Nature 
Project and 69 positions in October 
2016, supervised within the grad-
uate program in Choreography at 
Stockholm University of the Arts. 
Especially her work 69 positions 
addressed nudity and sexuality, 
actualising selected historical 
works in search for an under-
standing of the contemporary 
condition and how representations 
of sexual bodies work on us in 
public contexts. Her dissertation 




8) There is no direct translation 
from German Werkform to 
English, but work form gets rather 
close.
9) Adrian Heathfield writes: 
‘Choreography is a corporeal 
passage in which the body is both 
a question and an inaccessible 
answer’. See Adrian Heathfield, 
‘Thema/Theme #7: Was ist 
Choreografie/What Is Choreo- 
graphy?’ in Corpus, 2007. www.
corpusweb.net/answers-2228-2.
html [accessed January 15, 2017].
Preface12
logic. When I perform naked, the skin becomes costume. 
But I also know of those other moments in performance, 
where I might be all dressed, but become a bare body, vul-
nerable and in contact with bare human existence, no longer 
boxed in costume or custom, fully available, totally bare. I 
was aiming for revealing encounters with bare bodies not 
only in terms of live performance, but also at the skin of lan-
guage, since writing lately emerged as a component part of 
my artistic practice. It took a while to realise the dynamics 
of the research process and find solutions to the approach 
to the topic of the thesis, without letting what mattered slip 
away. The great challenge of this work, my Practice as Re-
search (PaR) PhD, was to find a balance between the prac-
tices of thinking through and action, gauging necessity and 
passion in relation to philosophical terminology and the 
field of discourse. In the following I hope to offer enough 
guidance and transparency for the reader, while not domes-
ticating the wildness of this enduring process of scrutinising 
‘how I do’.10 Still, along the way I identify recurring groups 
of questions, which together form fields, distinguished, but 
rife with indices that turned out to be useful for orientation. 
In German, we say ‘etwas hat Hand und Fuss’11 when some-
thing is sound. A translation that comes close to this Ger-
man idiom might be the British ‘rhyme and reason’. I wish I 
could submit a reasonable thesis in rhyme (quite a beautiful 
idea!), but since my medium is not words but the body (as 
you can already tell from the chosen German idiom), I cre-
ated a ‘Handapparat’. The ‘Handapparat’ is a kind of reserve 
shelf, the physical object of a small wooden box filled with 
365 cards, materialising my research process that is activat-
ed in the practical component during my performance lec-
ture, alongside other objects and a lecture performance. The 
web of footnotes (in German: Fussnoten) performs on the 
page of the written component and has a core role in the 
10) See Emma Cocker, Nikolaus 
Gansterer, Mariella Greil, ‘How-
ness’, in Emma Cocker, Nikolaus 
Gansterer, Mariella Greil (Eds.), 
Choreo-graphic Figures: Deviations 
from the Line, Berlin: De Gruyter, 
2017, pp.63–68.
11) The literal translation would 
be ‘something has hand and foot’. 
Both those body parts feature 
significantly – as footnotes or 
handwritten notes in the written 
component and also thematical-
ly – in the performance lecture 
‘Baring or Red Herring’, but also 
accumulate in the Handapparat.
Preface 13
book. Footnotes centre around the spine of the book. The 
web is close knit and fragmentary at the same time, since it 
reveals mostly scholarly details, further elaborations, sup-
plementary and necessary background information. Notes 
and remarks are usually short, but often revealing anno-
tations. The curious somewhat unspectacular footnotes 
caught my interest as much as my provocativeness was 
roused, because I appreciate attention to minor gestures and 
movements. Also, their curious placing – usually huddled at 
the bottom of the page, still providing the footing of the text 
as they reveal a web of relevant references – I thought called 
for subtle intervention. I felt sympathy for the small print, 
often skipped or skimmed, but certainly widely underval-
ued footnotes. In short, I was convinced that I wanted to 
explore their potential as a choreo-graphic12 movement on 
the page and an invitation to choreographic reading across 
the space of the page, but also as a movement of zooming in 
and out of details, contextual information and related fields 
of discourse. I consider the extensive, maybe even over-use 
of footnotes a gently provocative experiment as part of my 
attempt to attend to the integrity of form and content, which 
I deem crucial for practice as research. How could I not act 
on those little feet, standing up for their meaningfulness? I 
am convinced that the various contextualisations, remarks, 
specifications, explanations, explications are most valuable 
for understanding the scope of my enquiry in the full sense.
12) Choreo-graphic (with hy-
phenation) attends to developing 
the graphic elements of artistic 
writing, which manifests for me 
as choreography of text and in 
its expanded form includes the 
conceptual understanding of 
the book-format and the craft of 
book-making. For an elaborate 
differentiation of choros / chōros 
as a category between being and 
becoming see German philoso-
pher Dieter Mersch, ‘Figuration / 
Defiguration – For a Dialectic of 
Choreo-graphy’, in Gansterer, 
Cocker, Greil (Eds.), 2017, 
pp.111–123, here p.113. Especially 
the subsection entitled Leap, Plas-
ticity and the Attempt of the Essay, 
is relevant for contextualising the 
leap (here between text body and 
footnote). He writes ‘the leap is 
always already at another place; 
its witty jumping – as a practice – 
always happens in between.’ Rosi 
Braidotti undertakes the investiga-
tion of ‘creative force of transpo-
sitions’ and its ‘potential grounds 
for a new political ontology’, 
arguing that ‘such a creative move 
takes the form of a qualitative leap’ 
which ‘takes the form of a change 
of culture’ (See Rosi Braidotti, 
Transpositions – On Nomadic 
Ethics, Cambridge: Polity Press, 
2006, p.8.) – here meaning a 
change of culture with regard 
to the role of footnotes. She 
further states that ‘The qualita-
tive leap necessary to induce a 
positive ethics of sustainability 
is a creative process, a praxis, an 
activity […] which needs to be 
performed.’ (ibid., p.259). For me 
the movement across the page, 
the jump also testifies to both 




Hands reach out and open or close, they welcome or fend off. 
Hands and the labour they perform bring forward cultural 
developments. When hand meets apparatus, a Handapparat 
is born.
leap [lēp]
A leap takes place while in movement, in the transfer between 
places. It encompasses the entire movement between jumping 
and landing. It is a way to transport ourselves forward, and to 
practise mobility by setting bodies, words, ideas in motion.
understanding [ˌʌndəˈstændɪŋ]
Unfinished. Uncertain. Under. How do you stand against the 
wall of truth and infinite time?
15
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0 . 1 .  OV E RV I E W: 
M A PPI NG A N D NAV IG AT ION 
One would think that there exist comprehensive treatises 
on nude, naked and bare bodies, since it is such an obvi-
ous node for cultural production and evolution. Still, when 
I started out with my research in the field of contemporary 
dance I found few contemporary and even fewer historical 
elaborations that unearth and engage with the complicated 
nature of undressed bodies. An even more surprising phe-
nomenon, given the fact that we are naturally born without 
clothing, and that the wrapping of the body is a cultural ac-
complishment and has evolved out of bare necessity, since 
we have had to endure the freezing cold with our rudimen-
tary furs around the brain, the genitals and under the arm-
pits. My research revolves around Agamben’s term ‘bare life’ 
and is a problematisation of bare bodies in contemporary 
performance. My debate centres on the cultural and philo- 
sophical resonances of encounter, revelations and ethics in 
current choreographic work. The negotiation between the 
revealing and veiling of what and how the body articulates 
in performance locates and contextualises my own perfor-
mance activity in relation to other artistic statements. By 
making use of ‘a system of relays within a larger sphere, 
within a multiplicity of parts that are both theoretical and 
practical’13 (as Gilles Deleuze elaborates) I will investigate 
events of ties, touch, contact and relation in search for the 
space and meaning traded between self, spectator and sov-
ereignty in performance. A desire to ‘make sense’ meets my 
insistence on empathetic, kinaesthetic and at times viscer-
al response to the spectral of the performing body. Being 
in contact under the predicament of a melancholic core of 
the choreographic always already confronts the ephemer-
al of an emerging self. The volatile, dancing body generates 
13) Deleuze and Foucault: A Con-
versation… – the post-structuralist 
philosophers Michel Foucault and 
Gilles Deleuze discuss the rela-
tionship between theory, practice 
and power. This discussion was 
recorded March 4, 1972; and the 
transcript was published in a spe-
cial issue of L’Arc (No. 49, pp.3–10) 




September 13, 2014]. 





in-betweeness, bridging from eroticism to its death. Two 
questions instantenously ensue: Is there a link between a 
desire for self-perpetuation and hope for sovereignty? Is it 
possible to claim autonomy when I can’t ‘leave aside the liv-
ing human body, as a network, a system of systems, a hier-
archy of self-regulations’?14 To encapsulate, I am interested 
in the poetic capacity of bare bodies in relation to thinking 
and its becoming gesture.
But to give an overview and assist in the navigation of the 
written component of my thesis, let me explain what the 
proposition is. The handmade book invites the reader to 
follow the choreographed texts, a journey beginning from 
zero, with 0. Preface, setting the tone for the thesis. Here 
in 0.1. Overview: Mapping and Navigation, I introduce the 
relationscape of my research, situating the various chapters. 
I explain my artistic interventions into the form of the writ-
ten component of the PhD, by way of a diagrammatic map-
ping, laying out the choreographic route through the thesis. 
In the digital anarchive you have the opportunity to move 
along the timeline of my works and investigate the field 
generated by a selection of works concerning my doctoral 
research.
14) See Henri Lefebvre, Key 
Writings, London: Continuum, 
2003, p.22.
zero [ˈzɪəɹəʊ]
Zero is nestled in the centre of mathematics, opens up towards 
the discursive space of thinking against logics and hierarchies. 
The tens, the hundreds, the thousands, the millions of options 
show up. You want an audience? Find zeros instead.
Overview: Mapping and Navigation22
A body that doesn’t resemble a human 
body, but is a body. A body whose heart 
beats as you turn the page. A body that 
is all  about speaking to and from the 
heart and has its own life.  The anato-
my of this book consists of spine (foot-
notes),  core (continuous text),  organs 
(process notes,  somatic ref lections and 
further thoughts),  extremities (abece-
darian expansion, appendix, bibliogra-
phy, human index). The spine supports 
the argument, core is about f leshing 
out. It is  the cardiac textures,  a mix be-
tween cardiac muscle (core ideas) and 
connective tissue (the conjunctive and 
associational fabric),  where the body of 
work obtains concrete form. The corpus 
of the book has agency as has its con-
tents.  A wild proposition – as it  is  an 
invitation to navigate text(ure)s that 
are choreographed as much as reasoned. 
I took it as my task to f ind a balance 
between giving direction and releasing 
you into a creative reading space, were 
you move across the page in various 
ways, different speeds and decide on the 
densities and the sequence of qualities 
you engage with. I was crafting this 
‘body’ made of written and visual tex-
tures,  aiming at a bodily experience – a 
journey starting in sensation and mov-
ing towards imagination and thoughts, 
since I believe in the complete intercon-
nectivity of those three. 
The body as essential processor and 
empathetic assimilator of the per formed 
movements transposes motion into 
thoughts and feelings. I  encountered 
(im)possibilities around the embod-
iment and spatialization of ideas in 
book format, and questions around the 
various overlapping temporal layers: 
the per formance of reading, the memory 
of per formance, the writing about felt 
situations, the exposition of nuanced 
differences in those readings and writ-
ings and a host of other complications 
we deal with in Practice as Research. 
So, I open the door metaphorically with 
a sentence by Sabina Holzer, which will 
set the page as a stage: ‘Writing shall  be 
a striptease revealing the body.’15
0 . 2 .  PR E LU DE : 
PLU R A L I T Y A N D T H E C HOR E O G R A PH IC
Early on in my continuing professional artistic practice I 
chose a route that was based on an understanding of the 
choreographic16 as a complex field of revelatory experiences. 
I see performance as encounter and consider collaboration17 
as an art form in itself. I have investigated forms of working 
together in practice and theory over a much longer period 
of time than the PhD process. I deliberately opted for the 
model of a single-authored practice such as the PhD, be-
cause I was curious and had the intuition that it might be 
an interesting challenge for me to reformulate my artistic 
practice, pressed to find a fresh approach to my most basic 
work mode or assumption (namely collaboration rules!) by 
way of research undertaken in partnership with my thesis – 
an assumedly rather solipsistic process. To my surprise, I 
found myself in intense and complex conversations that in-
formed, shaped, challenged and supported the building of 
an argument for my thesis, much of it mediated encounters 
(performances, books, films, audio files), but also various 
personal ones (with a generous team of supervisors, col-
leagues, friends). However, before long, I understood what I 
had unconsciously experienced – without naming concepts 
or discourses – many times before: that I am never one18 
and always more-than-one.19 Even the ‘individual’ (I) is not 
beyond the desires for differentiation, but oriented towards 
a more-than-one, a kind of lavish distribution of sensibili-
ties, responding to distinct situations and ideas with singu-
larities,20 a range of singularities. As much as there are the 
many others of the other,21 there are also the many Is of the 
I. The notion of identity is heavily laden, and an unnuanced 
use of the term identity can be totalising or appear naïve. 
15) My translation. German orig-
inal: ‘Schreiben soll wie Striptease 
sein und den Körper enthüllen.’ See 
Sabina Holzer, ‘Tänzer lesen, was 
nie geschrieben wurde’, in Helmut 
Ploebst and Nicole Haitzinger 
(Eds.), Versehen – Tanz in allen 
Medien (Mistaken – dance in all 
media), Munich: Epodium, 2011, 
p.127.
16) For sophisticated discussion 
and working through of the term 
see Jenn Joy, The Choreographic, 
Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 
2014. She weaves practical and 
theoretical critical-creative practic-
es together in a shimmering fabric 
of movements of thought.
17) For elaboration on the art of 
collaboration see Martina Ruhsam, 
Kollaborative Praxis, Choreogra-
phie: die Inszenierung der Zusam-
menarbeit und ihre Aufführung 
(Collaborative practice, choreogra-
phy: the staging of the collaboration 
and its performance), Vienna: 
Turia [und] Kant, 2011; Noyale 
Colin and Stefanie Sachsenmaier, 
Collaboration in Performance 
Practice: Premise, Workings and 
Failures, Basingstoke, Hampshire: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2016; Silke 
Bake, Peter Stamer, Christel Weiler 
and Maud Capelle, How to Collab-
orate?: Questioning Togetherness 
in the Performing Arts, Vienna: 
Passagen, 2016.
18) Adrian Heathfield argued in 
the trialogue ‘On Sedimentations 
of Sensitivities’ together with 
Emma Cocker and myself: ‘One is 
never one. You are always in rela-
tion to some other.’ See Heathfield 
in Gansterer, Cocker, Greil, 2017, 
p.217. 
19) See Erin Manning, Always 
More Than One – Individuation’s 
Dance, Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2013.
20) See André Lepecki, Singular-
ities – Dance in the Age of Perfor-
mance, Oxon: Routledge, 2016.
21) See Heathfield, ibid., p.218.
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Assuming that identity has to do with a range of (per)form-
ing ‘Is’, differentiating themselves respectively into plural 
ontology, non-subjective performativity, and forms of sol-
idarity, implies a fluid conception of identity. Though I find 
myself attracted to anti-identitarian concepts22 based and 
organised by somatic life and affect, time and space, empha-
sising becoming over being, as well as blurring lines between 
objects and subjects, I still decided to engage through my art 
work with dynamic forces in forming political subjectivi-
ties and communities, who practice solidarity. 23 At the same 
time, the justified claim for self-determination (or in other 
words, autonomy24) must not be diminished, and thus ques-
tions of power, persistence and government stay lingering 
and simmering, as burning issues concerning marginalised, 
threatened, or underprivileged minorities, in the midst of 
escalating precarisation. Following Judith Butler,25 I suggest 
conceiving performativity as a way of subject-development, 
and I encourage a critical-subversive reading of my perfor-
mances insisting on their political potential. Butler states: 
‘For politics to take place, the body must appear.’26 My many 
bodies appear in many ways, a selection of which I bring 
together in my thesis under the notion of bare bodies – in 
both reflective and practical form. Derrida states that 
The identity of a language (in this case, artistic lan-
guage) can only affirm itself as identity to itself by 
opening itself to the hospitality of a difference from 
itself or of a difference with itself. Condition of the 
self, such a difference from and with itself would then 
be its very thing, … the stranger at home.27
In Derrida’s text, there follows a critical discussion confus-
ing host and guest, debating the reciprocity of giving and 
receiving. I perceive a resonance and even translatability 
22) See Gilles Deleuze and Félix 
Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: 
Capitalism and Schizophrenia, Min-
neapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2004/1987; Jane Bennett, 
Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology 
of Things, Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2009; Michael Hardt, ‘What 
Affects Are Good For’ in The Af-
fective Turn – Theorizing the Social, 
Durham: Duke University Press, 
2007, pp.ix –xiii.
23) See Basic Income Dance - 
the original title is in German: 
Grundeinkommenstanz. Basic 
Income Dance deals with ideas 
of resource-oriented, sustainable 
re-distribution and is a plea for 
freedom of spaces, interpersonal 
relationships and new valuations. 
Taking our body as an uncondi-
tional resource that constantly 
conditions us, we relate visions and 
questions about the potential of 
unconditional basic income by way 
of common and individual utopian 
maps to choreography. The project 
was developed in collaboration 
with Sabina Holzer, the score of the 
performance was drawn by Nikolaus 
Gansterer and is available for down-
load. The project was co-produced 
by Imagetanz – festival for choreog-
raphy, performance and care at brut 
and was invited by ImPulsTanz in 
Vienna for performance and work-
shop (free for participants) in 2014. 
Parts of the work were performed in 
public space. See https://grundein-
kommenstanz.wordpress.com.
24) I work in a formerly squatted 
building as part of a self-organised 
group of artists (ttp) at WUK – 
previously a locomotive factory that 
today is home to around 150 groups, 
initiatives and individuals working 
in seven self-organised sectors: 
Dance/Theatre/Performance, Music, 
Visual Arts, Workshops, Intercul-
tural initiatives, Socio-political ini-
tiatives and Children/Youth. What 
they have in common are grass-
roots democratic decision-making 
structures and the management of 
sectoral issues by way of a plenary 
assembly, which convenes once a 
month. Self-organisation and auton-
omy are at the heart of each sector 
just as the support of an alternative, 
autonomous cultural enterprise.
25) Judith Butler, Gender trouble: 
feminism and the subversion of 
identity, New York: Routledge, 
2006/1990.
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Inconsistencies, differences in mode of 
address and modality as well as obvious 
distinctions and at times rubbings be-
tween various discursive dispositifs made 
it necessary – already in the first place –  
to split and subdivide30 my work into dif-
ferent projects. In terms of the philosoph-
ical field of involvement I had not been 
differentiating accordingly. Instead, it was 
an intuitive, organic movement from idea 
to matter, from one instance to another, 
from this opportunity to the next, unstra-
tegic and systemless. Fundamentally, I 
needed to acknowledge and scrutinise both 
the nature of singularity of each artistic 
work and its related artistic-philosoph-
ical engagement, allowing for overlaps, 
variations, declinations. Rather than a 
loss of integrity, this meant letting go of 
what Isolde Charim31 calls full identity 
to exchange it for partial identity, which 
she outlines as the coming of contingency 
characteristic of contemporary plural so-
ciety. She clear-sightedly detects the pre-
carious situation we currently face with 
populist movements gaining momentum in 
Europe and beyond, where pluralism is the 
declared enemy. Populism – in the cas-
es at issue32 – emerges as rhetoric, often 
through unrealistic propositions, merely 
seemingly sympathising with ‘the people’ 
in order to gain constituency across a 
broad political spectrum. Similarly, in my 
field, the circulation of performances 
within a network of highly rated festivals 
has a major inf luence on the building of 
a career as choreographer and dancer. I 
was able to witness how it became a highly 
successful strategy for some artists to put 
naked bodies on stage, filling theatres. It 
simply was attractive, sexy and popular, 
and obviously was selling well. My work 
around bare bodies however, is instead 
interested in ‘being itself as the absolute 
value in itself of all that is, but this abso-
lute value as the being-with of all that is 
itself bare and impossible to evaluate’.33
The dance artist’s and choreographer’s 
(full) identity was previously mostly as-
sumed under the organisational form of 
Dance Companies, validated by success 
and usually manifesting as teaching of a 
Dance Technique named after the found-
ing person (Graham, Cunningham, 
Hawkins, Klein, Limón, Bartenieff, 
Chladek et al) that relied on oral trans-
mission through multiplying systematised 
forms of physical training within the pro-
fessional field. Today ‘dance artist’ itself 
seems to be a new classification (in dis-
tinction from ‘dancer’ or ‘choreographer’) 
that is part of the ‘age of performance’,34 a 
term to be understood in inextricable but 
critical relation to an economy of liberal 
rationality. I sense hesitation – not just 
personally, but also within the community 
of people working in the field of dance and
art – to believe in the need for ongoing, 
ever-expanding economic growth, as it 
were bodies living and breathing ‘neolib-
eral conditioning’.35 In my community, I 
register wariness regarding the paradigms 
of comparative as well as superlative, the 
faster, stronger, higher of physical perfor-
mance, but also in relation to economy. 
Still, even though approaching current 
conditions and modes of production with 
scepticism, and well aware that capitalism 
came hand in hand with colonialism, we – 
as a society – (see 6.1. Being Human and 
Choreo-ethical Praxis) still seem happily 
and conspicuously to consume ever more 
intensities anytime and everywhere in 
our hunt for physical as well as spiritual 
satisfaction.
My singular artistic voice in the cultural 
field (sounded out as part of a communi-
ty of forward-moving dance artists and 
choreographers) distinctly chose another 
route. I decided to resist a certain pull of 
the (art) market economy by purposeful-
ly positioning myself at the margins, the 
supposedly unnoticed, non-significant 
periphery (a deeply anti-populist, even 
anti-popular decision in a career-ori-
ented world ruled by successful perfor-
mance36 and productivity). In the follow-
ing I insert two short fragments from two 
lecture performances that respond to the 
discussed issue.
E XC E R P T F ROM L E C T U R E 
PE R F OR M A NC E 
Take the heart in your hands (2015)37
My life takes place on many fringes,  con-
stitutes itself  and confesses to the edge. 
At the edge of society, I  live in a precar-
ious position on the outskirts,  working 
artistically,  in research and curatively 
with people who are also on the mar-
gins, some in minorities,  as minorities 
spewed out of social life,  the sand in the 
capitalist production machine. 
The edge calls for ethical action and 
a practice of becoming insignificant. 
Such ‘becoming-minor’ (as Guattari 
and Deleuze think about it) undermines 
representations and recognition mech-
anisms and perseveringly lingers on the 
edge. Simple is what it  is,  without 
elevation. 
According to Luhmann, ‘the meaning is 
ongoing updating of possibilities’ .  The 
possibilities of the edge are based on the 
freedom of the periphery and precisely 
that decentral relevance.
E XC E R P T F ROM L E C T U R E 
PE R F OR M A NC E
 … because thinking-in-the-act lingers in space … 
(2014)38
Alternatively, my attempt is to let the 
always already conjoint,  the thought-
in-the-act,  somatic knowledge and 
intellect come together – in slow-burn 
processes,  no longer possible in a man-
ic circus of production as default in 
the art markets,  because inevitably the 
solidif ication of artistic positions is 
needed for commercial exploitation of a 
recognisable diction.
Not yet willing to become product, 
means to resist commodification and 
subvert consumption.
It is exactly my polyvocality – the di-
versity of my artistic works rather than 
a streamlined recognisable style – that 
made it possible (and necessary) to 
meet in concrete terms the challenge of 
being singular plural.39 Nancy’s attempt 
is to elaborate and develop a contem-
porary concept for community, while 
thinking the social as beyond individ-
ual subjectivity, but as a forming of we 
that does not succeed the I,  but rather 
embodies and has knowledge of co-ex-
istence. His core concept is being-with 
as a fundamental condition.
The diversity of the many Is and prac-
tices grew organically out of my desire 
to experiment and probe different possi-
bilities of artistic expression, not bound 
to a specif ic style,  genre or even medi-
um, meaning that I created omnifarious 
works. The only constant was to work 
with and from my body as a medium 
for sharing meaning, which manifest-
ed in per formances, concerts,  videos, 
texts,  photographs, soundscapes, de-
bate, weird prayers,  open letters,  scores, 
an outdoor partita, improvisations, 
poems, installations, homemade circus 
acts,  live cinema, dances for radio and 
lecture formats, all  in all  addressing a 
wide spectrum of audiences in a range 
of formats.
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26) See Judith Butler, ‘Bodies in Al-
liance and the Politics of the Street’, 
Lecture held in Venice, 7 September 
2011, in the framework of the series 
The State of Things, organized by the 




27) See Jacques Derrida, Aporias, 
Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1993, p.10.
28) Before each performance I pass 
through agitation, suddenly aware 
that there is a realistic possibility 
that no one will come tonight to 
take on their roles as spectators.
29) Choreo-ethics is the ideation I 
propose around an enfleshed ethics 
that attends to the dance of per-
forming presence embedded in an 
ecology of immanence and mobilis-
ing bareness in encounters between 
bodies (human and non-human). 
See elaboration and discussion of 
the concept of choreo-ethics in 4.1. 
Being Human and Choreo-Ethical 
Praxis, p.269.
30) Or, as Clarice Lispector put it in 
the epigraph of the preface, to ‘cut 
into pieces that something the size 
of the mouth can take in’.
31) See Isolde Charim, Ich und die 
Anderen, ORF – CD 790 LC 11428, 
published as part of the Ö1 series 
Dimensionen, 2016 and also Isolde 
Charim, Ich und die Anderen –  
Wie der neue Pluralismus uns alle 
verändert, Vienna: Paul Zsolnay, 2018.
32) Since the turn of the 
millennium, the conservative party 
in the UK, FPÖ (Freiheitliche 
Partei Österreichs) in Austria, AfD 
(Alternative für Deutschland) in 
Germany, FN (front national) in 
France, PP (partido popular) in 
Spain have been voted into political 
responsibility and moved into 
parliament – we can observe a wave 
of success for populist rhetoric in 
Europe. See critical reflections on 
contemporary populism in the 
keynote lecture Agonistic Democracy 
and Left Populism: An Hegemonic 
Approach by political theorist 
Chantal Mouffe in collaboration 
with artist Nikolaus Gansterer 
from the shifting host-guest relation (who hosts whom?) to 
the relation between performer and – desired as much as 
expected28 – spectator. There is a similarly complex trading 
of addresses, crossing of thresholds, and mutual hospitality 
at work. I also sense the reverberations of confusion caused 
by the interchange of assumed attributions, and reflect its 
repercussions as a generative move. In my view, it is a move-
ment towards understanding the crossing of borders as en-
tering an extended space of possibilities, on condition that 
care and choreo-ethical29 responsibility is performed in and 
through the work.
Videostill © Victor Jaschke / Baring or red herring? / performance: Mariella Greil.
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performing a live Translecture 
performance at the international 
conference ‘Concerning Matters 
and Truths. Postmodernism’s Shift 
and the Left-Right-Divide’ on 4th 
October 2018, at HKW - Haus 
der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin. 
This event was organised by the 
Graduiertenkolleg: Das Reale in 
der Kultur der Moderne under the 
direction of Albrecht Koschorke in 
cooperation with Karin Harrasser.
33) I would like to give here the 
full context of the quoted fragment, 
because it seems to me to be rele-
vant – not necessarily for under-
standing the current paragraph, 
but for comprehending the wider 
framework of my work and the 
research questions it concerns itself 
with. Jean-Luc Nancy continues: ‘It 
is neither meaning [vouloir-dire] 
nor the giving of value [dire-valoir], 
but value as such, that is, ‘meaning’ 
which is the meaning of Being 
only because it is Being itself, its 
existence, its truth. Existence is with: 
otherwise nothing exists.’ (Jean-
Luc Nancy, Being singular plural, 
Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
2000/1996, p.4.) Birth and death 
as the two extremes of life, bear 
witness to the transition from one 
state to another, the passage from 
enfleshment to embodiment and 
unfleshment again.
34) Writer and curator André 
Lepecki acknowledes that ‘a dancer’s 
labor is inseparable from the 
conditions of the world’ (see André 
Lepecki, Singularities – Dance in the 
 Age of Performance, Oxon: Rout-
ledge, 2016, p.2). He continues to 
discuss ‘the permeation of neolib-
eralism into the very fibres of our 
flesh’ and ‘that the affective charge 
of each performance cannot but 
resonate with, and be informed by, 
such conditions’ (ibid., pp.2–3).
35) See Lepecki’s remarks especially 
ibid., pp.3–8. 
36) See Jon McKenzie, Perform or 
Else: From Discipline to Perfor-
mance, Abingdon: Routledge, 
2008. McKenzie examines cultural, 
organisational and technological 
‘performance’ creating powerful and 
contradictory pressures in the 21st 
century. His conception of a general 
theory of performance partially 
differs from Lepecki’s use of theVideostills © Mariella Greill / because the thinking-in-the-act lingers in space / 
performance: Mariella Greil.
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term when referring to ‘the Age 
of Performance’. Lepecki develops 
his singularising theory of dance 
in the age of performance from the 
perspective of critical dance studies, 
performance theory, contemporary 
dance, visual arts performance and 
curatorial practice. Though keeping 
in mind that the differences between 
the two approaches to performance – 
generalising and singularising theo-
ries and movements of thought –  
might not be as clear-cut as I am 
suggesting here, they still contradict 
each other and perform (sic!) in
parallel, though in the same world. 
One might even think of general 
and singular as antonyms. I find 
McKenzie’s critical discussion of ‘in 
betweenness’ and the ’normative 
dimension of liminality’ (ibid., p.50) 
within the field of performance most 
valuable, also his call to ‘seek out 
other sites, other premises, other 
performances’ (p.53.). Conclusive-
ly, both perspectives battle with a 
shared problem – economic alien-
ation and political repression – but 
found different ways of handling the 
concept of performance.
37) The German text Das Herz in die 
Hand nehmen was performed as a 
contribution to Unter Tag/ Assembly 
for Everyone invited by AO&, Mari-
no Formenti & Tanzquartier Wien 
as part of a 24 hours performance, 
Halle G, Museumsquartier, Vienna.
38) The German title plays on Hand 
(hand) and lung-ert (lingering) by 
fusing the last and the first syllable 
into the meaning of a third word –  
Handlung, which translates as 
act(ion), …denn das Denken der 
Hand /lungert herum … therefore 
plays on acts of hands and acts of 
lingering, opening up the potential 
for again other acts. The lecture 
was first held on November 14, 
2014, followed by a lecture of Gesa 







39) See Jean-Luc Nancy, Being 
Singular Plural, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2000/1996, espe-
cially the preface (p.ix–xv) and the 
principal essay (p.1–99) are relevant 
for my discussion here.
40) Nancy, 2000/1996, p.2.
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Being in Contact with bare bodies – so my contention – cre-
ates bodies of human evidence. The question of address was 
throughout at the heart of each project. It was a major part 
of my work to empathise with the imagined wit(h)nesses, 
dreaming up their feelings, attempting to anticipate their 
thoughts, fine-tuning towards a dramaturgy that has the ca-
pacity to host as much as provoke the presence of the other. 
Nancy would even go so far as to argue that ‘There is no 
meaning if meaning is not shared’.40 In this radical thought 
and his fundamental argument that being at all times needs 
to be being-with in order to be meaningful. However, I sus-
pect that sharing in his sense does not necessarily mean har-
monious agreement, but rather sharing as vital engagement, 
at times in dissent or dissidence with the work of art.
Nancy writes that ‘we have not even begun to discover what 
it is to be many’.41 I engage with the discovering and uncov-
ering of a plurality consisting of remnants of my live perfor-
mances and layers of affective reminiscences – equally ‘an-
archived’ in myself, others, and various media. In keeping 
rigorously open and mobile as to what meanings could be 
revealed, or asking the question what community or human-
ity involve in the face of such openness, I perform not out 
of moralising piety, but felt curiosity, acknowledging con-
tradiction and ambiguity as valid possibilities. Apparently, I 
risk to compromise making the work meaningfully speak – 
meaningful in the strict sense of coherencies, rational logics, 
and in terms of recognisable artistic identity, but actually 
the contrary is the case.
My premise: Whatever form the work of art might take, 
when encountering bare bodies, we are not handling the ra-
tionale of meanings or indulge in confirming the known.42 
Conversely, we experience vital contact as a form of bare 
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being-with, establishing affective connections where they 
did not exist, in a distinctive form of distributed sense-mak-
ing.43 For sure the purpose is not the (destructive) denial of 
existing conflicts among identities44 – nor embellishment or 
harmonisation of divergences. Instead, I rather clearly af-
firm – with conviction – plurality and the choreographic45 
as concepts that consciously advocate the radical undoing 
of homogenisation of culture, bringing along frictions and 
controversies, while instigating generative movement.
I aim at articulating the body as bare immanence46 at the 
horizon of a still forming, unpredetermined encounter, 
the singular plural we, always in negotiation with the other 
and the world we live in. In the artistic context, this means 
for me to think in a sustained manner about the address 
of the other, the ontological circumstances forming our be-
ing-together, coming up with plural forms of being-with – 
or as Nancy describes it, the ‘gesturing only toward “us” 
and toward our curious “being-with-one-another”’.47 
Here it feels important also to attend to the resonance of 
Hannah Arendt’s thinking48 on ‘human plurality’ as manifest 
in this ‘us’, deeply conditioning our speech and actions. For 
Arendt, ‘This revelatory quality of speech and action comes 
to the fore where people are with others and neither for nor 
against them – that is, in sheer human togetherness’.49 Ideal-
ly, the theatre – not necessarily its architecture, but also be-
yond in its function as cultural institution – effectuates not 
only the human condition, but also the human contingency.
The flesh of my artistic work consists of an assemblage of 
embodied practices50 of togetherness, which is often based 
on self-reflexivity, a politicised stance, and the practice of 
moving in and out of fields of discourse with their respective 
regulations (Ordnungen) – each project forming a singular 
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41) Ibid., p.xiv.
42) In my view, it is obligatory for 
contemporary artists to reflect the 
conventions of the theatre and 
culture, which obviously can be 
challenged more or less radically, 
but I presume thoughtful decision 
on the artists’ part concerning 
their position towards tradition, 
standard of presentation, common 
conduct, and a commitment to 
searching for innovative, contem-
porary forms of addressing and 
further developing those conven-
tions. The creation of a work of art 
goes hand-in-hand with the artist‘s 
grasp of her/his own socio-polit-
ical, historical situation and re-
quires as much self-understanding 
as knowledge of the contemporary 
condition.
43) In collaboration with the 
cognitive scientist Dr. Michael 
Kimmel (University of Vienna) 
for our shared presentation and 
workshop in the framework of 
the symposium on Educational 
Consultation in Contradictory 
Times (Bildungsberatung in 
widersprüchlichen Zeiten) in 
December 2017, we addressed the 
concept of ‘distributed creativity’ 
as aspiring after enthusiasm for 
the process of interaction between 
performers. My interest in an 
awareness of the interrelatedness 
between spectators and performers 
emphasises their interdependent 
sense-making.
44) More relevant than my 
infra-personal plural identity 
conflicts, is a (de)pressing list of 
existing identitarian/identity-re-
lated conflicts, wars and bloody 
terrorist acts (Boko Haram leading 
the list as the world’s deadliest 
terrorist group); to name just a 
few: Syria, Afghanistan, Mexican 
drug war, Iraq, Somalia, Myanmar, 
Kurdish-Turkish conflicts, Libya, 
Yemen, South Sudan, Ethiopia, 
etc.). There were more than 200 
wars from 1899–2001, https://
www.nobelprize.org/educational/
peace/conflictmap/about.html 
[accessed December 19, 2017]. The 
question is: why are we still hold-
ing onto solid concepts of identity 
as crucial for our life, when it 
causes so much troubles?
45) In resonance of choreo – stem-
ming from Greek khoreia – danc-
ing and graphic, writing or forms 
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of inscription, the choreographic 
as relational articulation has two 
functions: firstly, it calls for posi-
tioning in relation to body, space, 
text and secondly, as a concept in 
motion, permanently rethinking 
itself, it defends transformative 
figuration and diversity as a vital 
value. Therewith it constitutes the 
variety and variability inherent in 
the compound choreographic.
46) In distinction to indulging in 
transcendency, I refer to Deleuze’s 
conception of immanence as a 
self-organising, ongoing process 
which qualitatively differentiates 
from itself.
47) Ibid., p.xvi.
48) Hannah Arendt writes in The 
Human Condition (1998/1958): ‘In 
acting and speaking, men show 
who they are, reveal actively their 
unique personal identities and 
thus make their appearance in the 
human world, while their physical 
identities appear without any 
activity of their own in the unique 
shape of the body and sound of 
the voice.’ (p.179). In the context 
of dance as an art form based on 
exactly an ‘activity of their own in 
the unique shape of the body’, this 
is a provocative statement, and 
undoubtedly needs unpacking.
49) See Arendt, The human condi-
tion, p.180. For contextual under-
standing of the argument leading 
to this statement see pp.178–180.
50) The practice of encounter 
present in my work is ‘Aware of 
the etymological root of “practice” 
from Greek praktikos “active, ef-
fective, vigorous, fit for action” and 
its close nexus to the verb prattein 
“to do, act, affect, accomplish” 
[…]’ and attends to the need to 
actively ‘open up towards paradox, 
[…] approach complexity, accom-
modating the “too muchness” of 
perceptual overload when dancing 
and thinking are understood as an 
embodied practice’. See Mariella 
Greil and Vera Sander ‘On Practic-
es of Shining Back’ in (per)forming 
feedback, Centre for Contempo-
rary Dance Cologne, in collabora-
tion with the Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research and the 
Dance Education Biennale, 2016, 
p.23. The practice of encounter 
present throughout my work is in 
reflective focus for my thesis.
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Photos © Werner Moebius / →back to front← / concept and 
performance: Mariella Greil.
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choreographic format that manifests as a hospitable space-
time, where contemporary community is explored. The cir-
culation between movements of thought and concomitant 
regimes of body politics and ethics performs a spin, or bet-
ter, forms a posthermeneutic51 spiral. The circularity of such 
processes was most boldly manifest in the performance 
→back to front← (2005)52.
Photos © Werner Moebius (left) / Arnold Haberl (middle) / Walter Lauterer 
(right) →back to front← / choreography and performance: Mariella Greil.
For my thesis, what was clear from the outset was how im-
portant it is to be sensitive and precise in the synthesis53 
and reflection of created relations and the choreography 
between them, acknowledging their ethical dimension and 
also – as I will elaborate in the following – their choreo-eth-
ical dimension.54 
When we encounter the experience of art (be it as wit(h)ness 
or performer), we are within a field of practising choice55 
and attitude, composition and decomposition in an impro-
vised encounter. From time to time we might encounter a 
bare body (be it nude, naked or clothed), offering an ines-
capable experience.
As part of my laying out the framework of my thesis, I find 
it necessary to acknowledge today’s lengthy discussions in 
the field of contemporary performance – stretched out be-
tween allegiance to or disentanglement from the traditional 
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51) The term ‘posthermeneutics’ 
is elaborated by Dieter Mersch 
and springs from the experience 
of involvement. It is the attempt to 
rethink this other side of under-
standing – thus including what is 
not understanding – to understand 
what is not a sign, but remains the 
necessary prerequisite of all sign 
processes. Finally, Mersch resumes 
‘posthermeneutics’ as attempt to 
revitalize the indispensable conditio 
humana. See Dieter Mersch, Post- 
hermeneutik, Berlin: De Gruyter, 
2010, especially the epilogue ‘On 
the way to a posthermeneutic 
philosophy of the cultural’, pp. 
309-339.
52) →back to front← was performed 
in the framework of a series I 
co-curated with Sylvia Scheidl 
entitled Superrouter. A tempo-
rary autonomous gathering in a 
two-week long lab at WUK, that 
was dedicated to experiments with 
an invited group of independent 
artist from both experimental 
music and the field of experimental 
dance. The participating artists also 
recorded a CD at Amann Studios, 
concepts and performances by 
Peter Brandlmayr, Mariella Greil, 
Arnold Haberl (aka noid), Jack 
Hauser, Sabina Holzer, Kerstin 
Kussmaul, Matthias Meinharter, 
Werner Möbius, Michael Moser, 
Jörg Piringer, Frans Poelstra, Sylvia 
Scheidl, Sonja Schmidlehner. See 
https://doi.org/10.22501/rc.505199.
53) Immanuel Kant dedicates 
chapter IV of The Critique of Pure 
Reason to elaborate the nuanced 
differences between analytical and 
synthetical judgements. He writes: 
‘Analytical judgements (affirmative) 
are therefore those in which the 
connection of the predicate with 
the subject is cogitated through 
identity; those in which this 
connection is cogitated without 
identity, are called synthetical 




a gaze passed between us.
Is  there another side to the subjective? 
And how is  it  to be on this  other side?
(Excerpt from the script →back to front← (2005) projected in light lines 
during the live-performance.)
ST R A NG E E ST R A NG E M E N T
Exploring ethics as theorised by 
Emmanuel Levinas, particularly at-
tending acutely to his understanding of 
an ‘alienating, even disruptive nature 
of certain art forms’,56 my thesis cen-
tres around figures57 of estrangement in 
per formative encounters.  I  argue that 
bare bodies (in reference to Agamben’s 
term bare life) are strangely activated 
in exposed situations such as per for-
mance (self-chosen) or in crisis58 (most-
ly not freely chosen). Obviously, having 
a choice makes all  the difference, and 
careful differentiation is absolutely 
necessary to unravel the non-equiva-
lence of those who can choose, indeed 
those who can theorise choosing, and 
those pressed to survive. Viktor Frankl59 
writes in his book Man’s Search for 
Meaning: ‘Everything can be taken from 
a man but one thing: the last of the hu-
man freedoms – to choose one’s attitude 
in any given set of circumstances, to 
choose one’s own way.’60
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Of the Difference Between Analyt-
ical and Synthetical Judgements’, 
https://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/k/
kant/immanuel/k16p/complete.
html#section4 [accessed January 
25, 2018].
54) For a brief explanation see 
footnote 28, p.17, for detailed 
elaboration and discussion of the 
concept of choreo-ethics see 4.1. 
Being Human and Choreo-Ethical 
Praxis, p.269ff.
55) On the side of the wit(h)ness 
it might be more about choice 
between propositions, whereas 
for the choreographer/performer/
dance artist it might be more 
about decision-making processes. 
Although the difference between 
choosing and decision-making 
might be obvious, I would like to 
spell it out here. Choice is about 
preexisting options, whereas 
decisions result from a – at its best 
– creative process of developing 
or inventing the way you decide 
for, not as given options, but as 
something that emerges from the 
not-given. For delicate thinking 
about choice and decision, see 
Krassimira Kruschkova, Dance 
Aesthetics as Politics of Friendship, 
p.6. The short text was published as 
booklet in the frame of Crisis? What 
Crisis? Dance & Aesthetics – Dance 
& Labour – Dance & Politics, in 
the frame of Impulstanz Festival 
2017 (see https://www.impulstanz.
com/archive/performances/2017/
id1184/). With the permission of 
the author and Impulstanz, we 
uploaded the text on the blog fabric 
of trust, a collaborative contribution 
of Mariella Greil and Martina 
Ruhsam, originally developed for 
the symposium On Collaboration, 
taking place on May 18, 2013. 
(http://mdxoncollaboration.
blogspot.co.uk). The blog posts 




56) See Abi Doukhan, Emmanuel 
Levinas – A Philosophy of Exile, 
New York: Bloomsbury, 2012, p.6. 
Abi Doukhan offers exile as a posi-
tive trope in her affirmative reading
 of Levinas’s philosophy as a tool for 
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concept of artistic work – bearing witness to the necessity as 
much as the ambivalence that comes with any conceptual 
categorisation; therefore, I acknowledge but resist the pull of 
this debate, which would go beyond the scope of my discus-
sion here. Let me just say that, in accordance with an open, 
expanded concept of choreography, the work of the artist 
ranges from producer of entities such as productions, to no-
tions of a participatory perception of choreography and its 
possible ‘turning into curatorial practice’.61
I propose being in contact: encountering a bare body to be a 
vital process, though not quite life, still in inextricable inter-
connection. In my capacity as an artist, I am conscious that 
we move – particularly in contemporary art – within an ex-
tended concept of work that rests on free-spirited creativity, 
interrelation and aesthetics, pointedly probing human agen-
cy62 and providing a field for exploring our attitude towards 
life, not to be confused with life itself, its emergence beyond 
conception. Let me for now briefly explain and contextual-
ise Agamben’s conceptualisation of bare life, knowing that 
I will take it up again for scrutiny at a later point as well as 
attending to bare bodies in the context of contemporary per-
formance and choreography in more detail and depth (see 
3. Bare Bodies). The Italian philosopher and author Giorgio 
Agamben, has pointed out the difference between bios (the 
form, quality or manner in which life is lived) and zoē (the 
biological fact of life; la vita nuda or bare life).63 In his ar-
gumentation, bare life stands for a conception of life that is 
the sheer biological fact, not attending to the way in which 
life is lived in its possibilities, as a play of forms and forces 
and their potentialities. Rather, it is life reduced to biology, 
not in relation to the very circumstances or potentialities of 
life, somewhat detached from prospects and realities.64 Ag-
amben states that ‘excluding bare life from and capturing it 
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bridging the gap between exile and 
ethics. She thinks about societies in 
crisis in relation to the exile inside 
and outside the community.
57) ‘The figure is actually composed 
of both figure and ground (figur-
ing), untamed in its movement as 
a vibrational figure-in-figuration. 
[…] We use the term figuring to 
describe those small yet transfor-
mative energies and experiential 
shifts within the artistic process 
that are often hard to discern, but 
which ultimately shape or steer the 
evolving action. […] our figures 
shimmer between the states of form 
and formlessness, our quest is for 
a sensibility within practice where 
the performance of the figure 
incarnates […] with corresponding 
vitality.’ (See Gansterer, Cocker, 
Greil, 2017, pp.69–80.)
58) Both – contemporary 
performance and crisis – resist 
normativity as they each are highly 
singular happenings in the midst 
of a general flow of events and are 
subject to unique performance and 
decision-making processes. Ashon 
Crawley pointedly described in his 
book Blackpentecostal Breath an en-
gagement in ‘crisis as process’ and 
he continues that ‘The “crisis” as 
the thing so believed to be the only 
future is but one possibility.’ (See 
Ashon Crawley, Blackpentecostal 
Breath – The Aesthetics of Possibili-
ty, New York: Fordham University 
Press, 2017, p.177). His statement 
questions the very concept of crisis 
while at the same time holding on 
to its affordance. To be accurate, 
however, the above quote is situated 
at the heart of his discussion of 
crisis aversion. Again, I notice – 
admittedly at second sight – not 
just an affinity, but a crucial relation 
and creative potential between 
performance and crisis in terms of 
the dynamics at hand, which might 
be worthwhile to disentangle a 
bit. The contiguity between crisis 
and performance became clear to 
me when confronted with a flood 
of bodies in migration, who were 
escaping the war in Syria. Faced 
with exile, contemporary precariat, 
poverty, and a range of other ex-
ceptional states, often pathologised 
or criminalised, I experienced con-
temporary bare bodies, performing 
in the midst of crisis. As we know, 
all that exceeds the dominant order 
of things and norms will have been 
discarded, will have become outcast
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 or will have been pushed to the 
margins of cultural life. However, in 
the heat of the moment in 2015 at 
the Austro-Hungarian borders, but 
also in the cities, various forms of 
support (opening spaces caring for 
the most basic bodily needs of ref-
ugees such as distribution of food, 
sleeping places, hygiene, clothes, 
psychological support, transport) 
were performed not by governmen-
tal but by civilian bodies. I heard 
various people speak about ‘a sense 
of meaningful actions’ alongside 
obvious exhaustion, which spread 
not only among refugees but also 
their helpers, who worked 24/7. 
The attempt of working thor-
oughly through our relations to 
bare bodies, revitalising affinities, 
resonances and contiguities of 
exposedness across the field of 
artistic, cultural, political and social 
context is a complicated, challeng-
ing, and probably impossible task. 
Still, since our times are intensely 
marked by the fact of exile, it has 
become increasingly urgent to 
engage with that phenomenon, and 
find our stance towards it. Contem-
porary bare bodies emerge across 
socio-political and cultural spheres, 
and their bareness cannot be negat-
ed nor suppressed or suspended.
59) Viktor Frankl is a Holocaust 
survivor and the founder of 
logotherapy, which is a form of 
existential analysis.
60) See Viktor Frankl, ‘Experiences 
in a Concentration Camp’, in Man’s 
Search for Meaning, Reading: Ran-
dom House, 2004/1946, p.75. For 
in-depth discussion of baring as a 
fundamental attitude see 3. Bare 
Bodies, p.185ff.
61) See Antje Hildebrandt, PhD 
thesis ‘Expanding the object: 
post-conceptual dance and choreo- 
graphic performance practices’, 
University of Wolverhampton, 
2014, p.142. For her comprehensive 
account on post-conceptual dance 
see her PhD thesis available for 
download: http://wlv.openreposi-
tory.com/wlv/handle/2436/558802. 
She conceptualises ‘post-conceptual 
dance as an expanded practice that 
does not necessarily involve the
conventional object of dance: danc-
ing.’ (ibid., p.88.) Her understand-
ing of post-conceptual dance
 resonates with my proposition and 
iteration of expanded choreography, 
permeated by (but coming after) 
Photo © Werner Moebius / either or or and / performance: Mariella Greil.
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ontology [ɔntolədʒi]
The so-being of being emerges and is ready to be part of an 
order. The poetic and conceptual come hand in hand just as an 
orientation and realisation tending towards the future.
quality [kwɒlɪtɪ]
The pages turned to the letters, some of which were sitting 
conveniently on them and others dancing across the white 
pages: ‘Paper, do you know why we have come to you?’ – Their 
response: ‘How should we know?’ Valuation is different from 
appreciation and dialogue.
conceptual dance, informed by 
reflective, critical approaches to 
theory and philosophical discourse 
combined with an awareness of 
choreo-ethical assemblages. I will 
elaborate this discussion in 5.3. 
Expanded Choreography: Terms and 
Conditions, p.323ff.
62) Even when performances are 
developed for animals or with 
animals, they are after all subject to 
human agency and responsibility. 
No animal would make the decision 
to book a ticket for the theatre or an 
art exhibition, and although artists 
perform in the homes of and for 
animals, the question for whom and 
why we make art is addressed to us, 
humans in their curious plurality 
and diverse attitudes. Krõõt Juurak 
concludes her autodomestication 
research as part joke, part irritation, 
part sticky metaphor, for more 
detailed information see her blog 
https://autodomestication.word-
press.com.
63) Agamben observed that the 
Ancient Greeks had two different 
words for what in contemporary 
languages is simply referred to as 
‘life’ and argues that the loss of this 
significant distinction obscures the 
issue that specifically in a political 
context, the word ‘life’ refers mostly 
to the biological dimension or 
bare life, and implies no assurance 
concerning the conditions or the 
quality of the life lived. Agamben 
famously discusses concentration 
camps and Guantanamo Bay, as 
‘states of exceptions’, situations 
where human rights were suspend-
ed, bodies tortured, susceptible to 
death, brutally exposed to violence, 
the danger of being killed, treated as 
flesh rather than bodies. Now, if we 
consider the artist’s work as a form 
of politicised language (created 
through a body of work, an oeuvre), 
the particular case of dance artists/
choreographers/performers stands 
out, because the body is intensely 
and inextricably folded into the fab-
ric of its language. In contemporary 
performance, an extended, often 
multimodal form of expression 
has emerged, and its decisive fact 
is not interdisciplinarity, but the 
conscious exposure to its capacity 
to be ‘killed’, condemned as not 
valid, marginalised or abject to the 
culture. The shift from creating an
object or delimitable work of 
art to the affirmation of a subject of 
art, the artist`s life and body
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 as the very material, mirrors the 
movement that Agamben detects 
in correspondence with ‘the birth 
of modern democracy, in which 
man as a living being presents 
himself no longer as an object but 
as the subject of political power’. 
It is modern democracy’s most 
significant aporia that ‘wants to put 
the freedom and happiness of men 
into play in the very place – “bare 
life” – that marked their subjection.’ 
(p.9). Bare bodies then become a 
place of negotiation searching the 
bios of zoē. Agamben places the un-
covering, critical understanding of 
the complicity and ‘inner solidarity 
between democracy and totalitar-
ianism’ (p.9) at the heart of ‘the 
new politics, which remains largely 
to be invented’ (p.10), a politics 
to come. (See Giorgio Agamben, 





64) See ibid., p.10.
65) In some contexts, also referred 
to as qualified life – see Amy 
Swiffe, ‘Derrida Contra Agamben: 
Sovereignty, Biopower, History’, 
in Societies 2012, 2, pp.345–356; 
doi:10.3390/soc2040345, here p.352, 
[accessed February 08, 2016].
66) Lepecki critically elaborates 
those strange zones hated by neo-
liberal capitalism and populated by 
‘those who want to run things’ and 
the ‘things that want to run’ (Stefano 
Harney and Fred Moten, The Un-
dercommons. Fugitive planning and 
black study, Wivenhoe: Minor Com-
positions, 2013, p.51) recurrently 
in relation to Stefano Harney and 
Fred Moten’s work. Lepecki critically 
reflects and addresses the ‘conditions 
of neoliberal performance’ (2016, 
p.3) in relation to colonialist logic, 
forms of bio- and necropolitical 
devices for the construction of the 
individual and the potentiality of 
dance and choreography as count-
er-movement to neoliberalism’s ki-
netics, which is based on controlled 
and managed logistics of efficiency 
and power. He traces the root of 
today’s extensive logistics – again 
quoting Harney and Moten –  
to their foundation in slave trade. 
In my view, this reconfiguration of 
logistics with its political impact and 
meaning reveals that all planning 
and coordination of the movement
within the political order’ constitutes ‘the new biopolitical 
body of humanity’. He further asks: ‘How is it possible to 
“Politicize” the “natural sweetness” of zoē? And first of all, 
does zoē really need to be politicized, or is politics not al-
ready contained in zoē as its most precious center?’ Also, 
Agamben’s concept of homo sacer, protagonist of bare life, 
rests on this crucial distinction. At first sight, a particular 
mode of life65 (bios) appears to have an affinity for singu-
larities, whereas bare life (zoē) emerges as sheer fact, as life 
stripped down. But if we attend closely to singularity – es-
pecially as developed by Lepecki – contemporary dance and 
choreography hold a potential to activate the ‘actual, real 
zones of existence’,66 uncovering and criticising the funda-
mental rationalities at work in the age of performance.67 My 
thesis attends to strange zones, and embraces choreo-ethical 
actions and their aesthetic epistemes as valid cultural and po-
litical activities. Although proposed within the framework 
of contemporary choreography, encountering the bare is 
alert to its broader conceptual significance, poised to engage 
in politically responsible art and life practice.
The artificiality of theatrical frames – shifted and extended 
as they might and must be in contemporary performance – 
means to attend to artificial hell,68 if we use André Breton’s 
term (lately reactivated and invigorated by Claire Bishop69). 
Breton and companions (‘the true Dadaists’) were dissatis-
fied with the audience’s ‘entrenched expectation (and desire 
for) provocation’.70 Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes argued 
that ‘At all costs, they must be prevented from accepting 
shock as a work of art. […] Scandal, for all its force […], 
would be insufficient to elicit the delight that one might 
expect from an artificial hell’,71 and alike from a bare body. 
Since the era of postmodern dance and in the last decades a 
significant body of works (associated with artists La Ribot, 
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 of materials is never just pragmatic, 
but inextricably has bio-political 
significance (be it implicit strate-
gic-territorial powers or – in the case 
of supplying arms – explicit military 
powers).
67) See footnotes 34 and 36, p.34-35.
68) See André Breton, ‘Artificial 
Hells. Inauguration of the „1921 
Dada Season“’ in October 105, Sum-
mer 2003, pp.137–144, here p.139. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3397688 
[accessed February 13, 2018]. 
Original in French: André Breton, 
Les ‘Enfers artificiels.’ Ouverture 
de la ‘Saison Dada 1921’. Original 
manuscript in the collection of the 
Bibliothèque Littéraire Jacques 
Doucet, Paris, inv. 7210-85; pub-
lished in André Breton, Ouevres 
completes, ed. Marguierite Bonnet, 
vol. 1, Paris: Gallimard, 1988, 
pp.623–630.
69) See Claire Bishop, Artificial 
Hells – Participatory Art and the 
Politics of Spectatorship, London: 
Verso, 2012.
70) Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes 
in Hans Richter, Dada, London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1965, p.183.
71) Ibid., p.183.
72) ‘What I call a form-of-life, is a 
life which can never be separated 
from its form, a life in which it is 
never possible to separate some-
thing like bare life. And here too 
the concept of “privacy” comes in to 
play.’ See Ulrich Rauff, ‘An Interview 
with Giorgio Agamben’, German 
Law Journal 5.5, 2004, p.613.
73) Agamben attributes to that link 
the power to heal the fracture that 
he ascribes to western politics since 
Aristotle (See Homo sacer, p.10.)
74) See ibid.
75) See i.e. Basic Income Dance, 
footnote 23, p.26).
76) See Homo sacer, p.10.
77) I differentiate between practice 
and praxis, praxis refers to the
application of a field of knowledge, 
whereas practice refers to repetition
of an activity. Obviously, there are 
zones where the two notions over-
lap and extend into each other.
Jerome Bel, Angela Schubot and Jared Gradinger, Mette 
Ingvartsen, Boris Charmatz, Florentina Holzinger, Ann Liv 
Young, Doris Uhlich, Trajal Harrell and others) has accu-
mulated, predominantly interrogating life which cannot be 
separated from form, body that cannot be separated from 
work. They prompt questions on the boundaries of hu-
manity and materiality, the power of decision over life and 
forms-of-life.72 To me, many of those artistic works seem 
to be ‘constructing the link between zoē and bios, between 
language and voice’73 in order to ‘make it possible to clear 
the way for the new politics, which remains largely to be 
invented’.74 I believe that artists need to engage in and feed 
processes and discussions around dance and politics.75 
Agamben writes in inverted commas about the ‘natural 
sweetness’ of zoē, and articulates the need for ‘a completely 
new politics – that is, a politics no longer founded on the 
exception of bare life’ and continues that ‘the “beautiful day” 
of life will be given citizenship only either through blood 
and death or in the perfect senselessness to which the soci-
ety of the spectacle condemns it’.76 I am curious about what 
perfect senselessness would mean in the praxis77 of a danc-
ing body, a paradox marrying perfection78 – as that which is 
completed – with the senseless, which would mean the im-
possibility of attributing sense, affirming the nonsensical. In 
my understanding, the reluctant pair keeps actively open, 
attending to the threshold of sense,79 striving to delay the 
temporary closure80 of a Sinngestalt81 by holding the space 
for the (unknown) other, the stranger available and open – as 
live-performance does. The resistance to predefined sense, 
experiment and dedicated openess can be read as an affirm-
ative form of perfect senselessness. Through doing something 
non-functional, something that does not make sense in the 
usual semiotic frames of signification, the mechanics of 
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Shifted sense
As a famous example for shifted sense Jérôme Bel’s 
Nom donné par l’auteur (name given by the author) 
(1994) comes to mind, which he classified as ‘pure 
choreography’, a sequence of ‘objects placed in space 
with set times’,82 subverting the known grammar of 
choreographic movements and narratives. Assumably, 
Bel’s initial point was a linguistic one: the lexicon. As 
a description of the work on his website he gives the 
French word spectacle or in English – ‘Performance: 
General effect of things or facts, which are present-
ed to public view, capable of provoking reactions. 
(in Petit Robert 1, French dictionary)’.83 Alike, the 
dictionary from A–Z, he introduces the ‘inventory’ of 
ten objects that constitute the material for his piece: 
stool, a vacuum cleaner, a flashlight, a saltbox, skates, 
a French dictionary, a banknote, a plastic ball, a rug 
and a hair drier. In addition to these objects there 
are the bodies of Bel and his co-performer Frédéric 
Seguette and four letters acting as cardinal points. 
Sitting in the middle of the performance space, they 
place these letters upon an initially empty stage and 
they each pick up objects, always simultaneously. Bel 
choreographs ‘a ballet with ten objects’,84 exploring the 
notion of authorship, representation and the presence 
of bodies. Bel emphasises the activation of the spec-
tator’s ‘practice of being a spectator’,85 meaning to 
spectate with – as PA Skantze felicitously articulates 
it – ‘a form of critical immanent attention’.86 Bel’s 
shifting of semantics however stayed within the frame 
of semiotic rules; subjects and objects87 switched roles, 
the previously active was stilled, and the previously 
objectified was activated through choreography, but 
all in all it did not jar the semiotics of theatre. A less 
far travelled, but exquisite performance is shifted 
views (2007), where Doris Stelzer choreographed the 
visceral, minor shifts of body parts through breath, in 
my view, attending to the semiotics of the body. The 
choreographer aimed at scrutinising the objectifica-
tion of bodies in advertisement and media, taking a 
critical-feminist stance against the beautified images of 
supermodels. Instead of getting caught by great, shiny 
surfaces of promotional posters, she invited the audi-
ence into the dark microcosm of the body, attending to 
the movement of fleshy masses, subtle turns of bones, 
sounding out volumes and plasticity betwixt organs, 
connective tissues and ligaments. I collaborated with 
Werner Moebius on the sound concept and dramatur-
gy, which supported the delicate shifts of perception, 
revealing skin as a surface with depth effect. 
  
Photos © Bettina Frenzel / shifted views / performance: Lieve De 
Pourcq / choreography: Doris Stelzer.
The photographs document shifted views, where the 
insides, the cavities and hollows empty and refill with 
enforced breathing. Minor movements such as twists 
and turns stage such small acts. Stelzer’s subversive 
use of light, costume and a female body is a criti-
cal-creative intervention, baring not only sensation-
alised technics of advertising agencies, but also the 
spectator’s desire for not having to shift one’s views. A 
highly differentiated, delicate minimalist performance 
that managed and bravely battled its way in the midst 
of festivals88 mostly dedicated to spectacular dance 
shows, demanding and guiding the audience through 
attentiveness to the details and potential excesses 
dwelling in the profundity of our bodies, engaging 
with the minor rather than the spectacular. Or – if 
we shift our views – revealing the spectacular of the 
minor. There occurs a radical shift from the linguistic 
(Bel) to the sensory (Stelzer) reading of performance, 
still I perceive shared conceptual rigor and a critical 
attitude in both performances. Both choreographers 
rub against pop culture and the stereotypical pro-
duction of meanings (of objects – Bel) or images (of 
bodies – Stelzer), they reveal the underbelly of such 
productivity, without sentimentalism or arrogance. 
They simply lay bare all there is. We, as audience, are 
asked to name, and therewith co-author the singular 
meanings we give to the work.
In nexus to the above discussion, I would raise an 
objection to Leo Michel Abrami’s somewhat romantic 
statement that ‘Engagement is about flow: being one 
with the music, time stopping, and the loss of self-con-
sciousness during an absorbing activity’.89 If flow is 
suggested to be the only form of (spectatorial) 
engagement, I feel compelled to stand up first of all 
for plural ways of engaging with an art work, and 
secondly propose to foreground the potent contingen-
cies of hiatus, the going against the grain of usual or 
comfortable thinking or perception patterns, exactly 
those strange zones where we do not yet know, in the 
sense that we cannot classify or pin down an expe-
rience, but are bewildered. On the contrary, for me 
(being a spectator), the unwieldiness of a performance 
might even attest to its quality, when it challenges the 
spectator not only as emancipated,90 but even as con-
stituent co-creator of performance as a meaningful 
encounter. The risk of failure comes as a real possibili-
ty, as the spectator decides if and how to engage with, 
and attribute singular meaning to the artistic work. 
Too smooth performances provoke my scepticism (and 
reserve towards entertainment91) much more. 
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78) Perfect from Latin perfectus 
stems from the verb perficere, from 
per- ‘through, completely’ and facere 
‘do’, so ‘through the doing some-
thing completely’, which resonates 
with the definition of performance 
as ‘accomplishment of something’ 
as ‘a thing performed’. I would like 
to draw and reinforce another line 
of connection here, emphasising 
the thinglyness of performance 
rather than its objecthood. Camilla 
Egg-Tverbakk traces the etymologi-
cal root of the word ‘ting’ (thing) in 
connection with practices of assem-
blage and gathering in her disserta-
tion (2016) ‘Theatre-ting – Toward a 
Materialist Practice of Staging Docu-
ments’. She writes: ‘The theatre-ting 
brings the factual into the spaces of 
the fictional, which destabilizes both 
demonstrating how they are equally 
theatrical, truthful and mystical.’ 
(p.2). Especially, influenced by the 
processes of re- and fine-tuning my 
awareness of thingly performance 
throughout the three-year research 
project Choreo-graphic Figures:  
Deviations from the line, I feel an 
affinity for her argumentation 
and find it particularly relevant in 
relation to bodies performing thing-
lyness as bare bodies rather than 
bodies as objects of desires.
79) Viktor Frankl, ‘What is Meant 
by Meaning’ in Journal of Existen-
tialism, (7), 1966, pp.21–28.
80) Temporary Closure as part of the 
elemental figures developed within 
Choreo-graphic Figures: Deviations 
from the Line, 2017, pp.100–110.
81) This German word is difficult to 
translate, because when translated 
as meaning it loses all its conno-
tations Both composites of the 
compound word Sinn-Gestalt have 
rich undertones. Sinn – meaning, 
significance, making sense, while 
Gestalt – means shape, figure, form, 
but also in reference to anglicised 
gestalt perception and gestalt theory 
‘it has the meaning of a concrete 
entity per se, which has, or may 
have, a shape as one of its character-
istics.’ (see Wolfgang Köhler, Gestalt 
Psychology: The Definitive Statement 
of the Gestalt Theory, New York: 
Liveright, 1992/1970, pp.177–178).
Photos © Mariella Greil and Werner Moebius / get a comet /concept and 
performance: Mariella Greil and Werner Moebius.
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cessed December 14, 2017].
84) Gerald Siegmund, ‘Ballett mit 
zehn Gegenständen’ (Ballet of ten 
objects), in: Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung, March 10, 2000.
85) See PA Skantze, ‘Take me to the 
Bridge’ in Gansterer, Cocker, Greil 
(Eds.), 2017, p.176.
86) Ibid.
87) A selection of objects came out 
of Pandora’s Box – all culturally 
laden and revealed in their naked-
ness.
88) The performance was per-
formed at ImPulsTanz Festival (July 
2007) and ARGE Kultur Salzburg 
(December 2007). For documenta-
tion and video link see: http://www.
dorisstelzer.at/works.php?works=5.
89) Leo Michel Abrami, ‘The 
Importance of Meaning in Positive 
Psychology and Logotherapy’ in 
Alexander Batthyány (Ed.) Logo-
therapy and Existential Analysis, 
Basel: Springer, 2016, pp. 303–310, 
here p.304.
90) See Jacques Rancière, The 
Emancipated Spectator, script dated 
Frankfurt, August 20, 2004. The in-
vitation to open the 5th Internatio-
nale Sommerakademie of Frankfurt 
am Main came from the Swedish 
performer and choreographer 
Mårten Spångberg, later published 
with London: Verso, 2011.
91) In an accumulation of short 
theses Guy Debord pointedly anal-
yses from the perspective of Marx-
ist critical theory the impoverished 
‘quality of life and depletion of 
humans’ perceptive receptivity and 
criticality’. His book has consistent-
ly been a relevant point of reference 
for my artistic work from the start 
of my career in the early 90’s. In 
1988, he published Comments on 
the Society of the Spectacle, however, 
in my edition of the widely read 
book The Society of the Spectacle 
(1967) he added a preface in 1992 
referring to the then latest societal 
changes (the fall of the Berlin Wall
Photos © Mariella Greil and Werner Moebius / get a comet /concept and 
performance: Mariella Greil and Werner Moebius.
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performance practice tied to the horizon of biopolitics are 
revealed generating another or shifted sense. 
With this briefly introduced conceptual background in 
mind, the thesis speculates about the meaning and weight of 
choreo-ethical assemblages and generative forces of engage-
ment within encounters. I propose a shift from spectators to 
wit(h)nesses.92 Bracha L. Ettinger states, 
the question of wit(h)nessing arises, where the I re-
attunes itself in co-response-ability with the non-I’s 
traces within a shared psychic space … where we 
can talk about co-response-ability and asymmetri-
cal responsibility and coemergence-in-difference on 
a transsubjective level, as the time-space of encoun-
ter-event is shared by several borderlinking I(s) and 
non-I(s) […] Here a copoietic jointness evolves, only 
inasmuch as it is transfused with compassion.93
The being-with of wit(h)nessing is an ethical-empathet-
ic activity with thoughtfulness and curiosity for otherness 
and dialogue. In the following, attention to forms of contact 
in encounters as bodies and with bodies will influence how 
ideas and affects articulate and circulate through engaging 
with my work and the work of others. This is evidenced by 
forms of scholarly writing threaded through with perform-
ative-experimental writings such as thick descriptions,94 
scored practices, written inner monologues, self-interviews, 
notes and fragments from scripts of lecture performances. 
The tracing of ideas and the emergence of meaning takes on 
the form of movements, words, sounds, drawings and other 
(undisciplinary95) means to revolve – in practice and theory – 
around these key questions: (1) Which modes of singulari-
ties96 are operative within my artistic enquiry around bare97 
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and the disintegration of Russia), 
once again affirming his critique 
of contemporary consumer and 
entertainment culture. See Guy 
Debord, The Society of the Spectacle, 
(Trans.) Donald Nicholson-Smith, 
New York: Zone Books, 2012. 
Today we could continue a long 
list of social changes in relation to 
Debord’s discussion of spectacular 
domination. To name but a few for 
updating the list of current political 
affairs: there is warfare intrinsical-
ly linked to neoliberal economy, 
brutal terrorism and the equally vi-
olent return of ‘homeland security’ 
as propagated in the US but also by 
various nations within the Europe-
an Community, defending fortress 
Europe (i.e., in Austria the Federal 
President recently had to inter-
vene to prevent the inauguration 
of a ministry for ‘Heimatschutz’ 
(homeland security) as intended by 
the right-wing party FPÖ).
92) See Gansterer, Cocker, Greil, 
‘Practices of Wit(h)nessing’ in 
Gansterer, Cocker, Greil (Eds.), 
2017, pp.162–170. We conceptual-
ised practices of wit(h)nessing that 
‘engage with the unfolding process 
[…] a means of reconnection, the 
revitalising of one’s engagement 
[…] an enabling activity then, for 
re-activating heightened states of 
alertness, vigilance and receptivity’ 
(p.164), and in resonance of  
Nancy’s reflections on ‘being-with’.




node-562.html [accessed March 
14, 2017].
94)  ‘Thick description’ qualifies 
for the purpose of performance 
for the page with its dense, viscous 
language of reflective recollection. 
This way of describing perfor-
mances activates a recollection 
through techniques of thickening 
and condensing, cristallises into 
sensate memory. See Clifford 
Geertz, ‘Thick Description: Toward 
an Interpretive Theory of Culture’, 
in The Interpretation of Cultures: 
Selected Essays, New York: Basic 
Books, 1973, p.5.
95) For elaboration on Becoming 
Undisciplinary see Gansterer, Cocker, 
Greil (Eds.), 2017, pp.37–47. We 
argued for: ‘A liminal zone […], 
where “normal” rules are 
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bodies? (2) What kind of embodied or enfleshed sense-mak-
ing can be recorded in each singular, performative mode 
(nude–naked–bare)? (3) What sense of self emerges (beyond 
the defined individual identity of ego), and how to work one’s 
way around issues arising from the situation of encounter-
ing the other ‘I’ (within myself), at times even unhinged by 
unexpected (inner) negotiations and controversies98? And 
(4) how does the stranger in myself (the stranger at home, as 
Derrida addressed that process of differentiation from and 
with itself99) encounter others and other others100 – human 
others but also non-human others? Not at all did I shy away 
from the complexity of the topic, when faced with the mul-
tifariousness of how laying bare would happen in my field of 
research: with or without clothes, with or without language, 
with or without bodies. My research process required precise 
reflection and patient staying with the withdrawing dynam-
ics of bare bodies. The affordance of a bare body provokes 
the shiftiness of affects, withdrawal emerging as its most sig-
nificant movement, meaning to take back or remove oneself. 
For me, the skilful performer can navigate differentiated 
layers of selves for the purpose of performance. To mini-
mise the risk of psychological instabilities, this skill needs 
attentive anchoring through a form of invigorating practice 
of self-care. For me (and I think for many dancers) this is 
a combination of somatic practice,101 preparatory physical 
exercises, free style tuning into my body with simple move-
ment combinations and refocusing of mind by breath and 
voice.102 In a paradoxical twist, grounding oneself deeply 
opens the possibility for taking back or removing oneself 
from the performance work. In working with bare bodies, 
this dynamic seems to be even more pointed. Illuminating 
the withdrawal of bare bodies turned into an instrument103 
for propelling forward my research, reclaiming its dynamic 
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suspended or subverted, where 
emergent ways of operating must 
be negotiated, inviting the playful 
and experimental’ (p.310) as well as 
‘the value of trial and error and of 
“feeling one’s way”; intuition, “not 
knowing” – that have habitually 
been marginalised by a (Western) 
knowledge economy that tends to 
favour rational and discursive logic, 
where knowledge is transmitted, 
traded and “banked” as product, 
rather than necessarily activated as 
a live, embodied process’ (p.9). This 
movement ‘towards the undisci-
plinary – an “inside out”, indisci-
plined or anarchist moment’ (p.39) 
holds the potential for rupture and 
disturbance, subjecting practice to 
critical scrutiny.
96) Mode and singularity at first ap-
pear to indicate contrary tendencies – 
mode bringing about a manner, 
mood or method often in reference 
to patterns, systems or known pro-
cesses, whereas singularities refer 
to unique crystallisations and pe-
culiarities. Still, I found it useful to 
outline strands of concerns related 
to modes of thinking and doing for 
a temporary gathering and bundling 
of works that share a specific though 
singular mode. I differentiate these 
performative modes of singularities 
(nude–naked–bare), but also relate 
them in terms of shared features.
97) Given the title of my thesis, 
I prioritise bare over naked and 
nude modes, but throughout the 
research I found that I appreciated 
the transitions and nuances between 
the three terms, each situated and 
singularly bound to the affordances 
of the artistic works.
98) For an elaborate discussion 
on schizoanalytic art making refer 
to Tero Nauha, Schizoproduction: 
Artistic research and performance in 
the context of immanent capitalism, 
Helsinki: Acta scenic, 2016. For my 
discussion here, it can only be an 
aside.
99) See above, p.25.
100) See the performance lecture 
‘Thinking Matters Other Others – A 
Translecture’, a collaboration with 
Nikolaus Gansterer performed in 
2014 at Tanzquartier Wien in the 
framework of SCORES N°9 (No/
Things) taking an expanded view on 
choreography – also beyond
 the body, extended to things, 
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as preparing the grounds for the sensible synthesis between 
creative and reflective practice.
Lepecki claims that ‘the production of strangeness (in dance 
and art at large) brought about by singularities is a helpful, 
analytical tool’. He argues craftily that the replacing of ‘the 
modernist notion that conceives of art as the creation of “the 
new”’ and ‘the debunking of the figure104 of artist as unique’ 
had preceded a conception of singularity that ‘disidenti-
fies105 works from their author’s “selves”’.106 The withdrawal 
of bare bodies in performance is a complex problem with 
ample scope for contradiction and completely incongruous 
discussion. I observe that there are various forms of with-
drawal emerging in relation to bare bodies in performance, 
therefore I take withdrawal as ontological fact, its concrete 
emergence however as differential and navigable actuality. 
Still it absolutely requires differentiated discussion of how 
that withdrawal surfaces in the singular event of life perfor-
mance, each time negotiated and figured (even in repeated 
performances). I tracked down a paradoxical disidentifica-
tion of performative bodies from personal bodies that seems 
to happen alongside deeply personal-singular performance. 
In reference to ‘Didi-Huberman’s notion of singularity as a 
complex multiplicity generator of “strangeness”’107 it seems 
essential to Lepecki – and I underscore the importance – to 
trace the source of the concept of singularity to its Deleuzian 
rhizomatic roots. Only if we are fully aware of the overchal-
lenging108 complexity of singularity’s entrenchment in an 
ongoingly multiplying, lively proliferating humus,109 we can 
activate and affirm potential through both composition and 
decomposition. Humus – here understood in its concrete 
and metaphorical sense as a differential culture medium110 – 
holds the potential for continuous transformative processes 
in both its creative and subversive dynamics, integration and 
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materials, to the autonomy of 
the non-human. In the process 
of choreographic mentoring we 
discussed the following questions: 
How to get matter to speak, and 
with which organ to listen to it? 
How to reorganise perception? 
How to assume responsibility for 
the surroundings that we ourselves 
shape? How to focus on the way in 
which things choreograph us? Using 
shown, drawn and superimposed 
configurations, the semantic field of 
the table was investigated as a site of 
permanent exchange, of negotia-
tion and arranging (oneself): signs, 
gestures and things all become equal 
players in a rapid table choreogra-
phy that successively extends into 
an auto-poietic space-body diagram 
interfering with its ad hoc notation. 
For documentation of the work refer 
to: http://www.gansterer.org/Think-
ing-Matters-Other-Others/.
101) Somatic Practices are physical 
training forms that emphasise 
self- reflective perception and an in-
tegrated, open view of a mind-body 
relationship. Martha Eddy states 
that ‘The field of ‘somatics’ is barely 
a field’ and continues ‘If necessarily 
seen as one, I liken it to a field of 
wildflowers with unique species ran-
domly popping up across wide ex-
panses’. Still, in all diversity, somatic 
practices share a form of ‘being 
engaged in attentive dialogue with 
one’s bodily self ’ and attends to ‘the 
self that moves’. See Martha Eddy, 
‚A brief history of somatic practices 
and dance: historical development 
of the field of somatic education and 
its relationship to dance‘, Journal of 
Dance and Somatic Practices, vol. 1, 
no. 1, 2009, pp.5–27, here p.6.
102) For a selection of ‘practices of 
attention’ that I like to work with, 
see Gansterer, Cocker, Greil (Eds.), 
2017, pp.132–145.
103) Claire Bishop writes ‘to build 
instruments as precise and as well 
adapted to our practical needs’ (see 
Claire Bishop, Articifical Hells –
Participatory Art and the Politics of 
Spectatorship, London: Verso, 2012, 
p.139). Revealing the dynamics 
around withdrawal became my 
instrument to approach bareness.
104) Here Lepecki’s use of the word 
figure differs significantly from the 
term I elaborated above 
(footnote 57, p.42) in relation to 
Choreo-graphic Figures.
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105) The concept of disidentification 
can be traced via the work of José 
Esteban Muñoz to Judith Butler, 
who in collaboration with Athena 
Athanasious lately developed 
Dispossession: The Performative in 
the Political, 2013. They elaborate 
on ‘the condition of those who have 
lost land, citizenship, property, and 
a broader belonging to the world’ 
and political promise of the perfor-
mative dispossession of the subject, 
stating that ‘we cannot understand 
ourselves without in some ways 
giving up on the notion that the 
self is the ground and cause of its 
own experience‘ (p.4) and further 
suggest that ‘belonging is not just 
about being and having but also 
about longing: perhaps longing for 
a different way to cohabit the polit-
ical.’ (p.159). This notion resonates 
with the affects discussed, generated 
and shared in public space during 
the Basic Income Dance, where 
performers and wit(h)nesses in-
terchangeably exchanged on ideas, 
desires, hopes for a politics to come 
and practiced solidarity.
106) See Lepecki, 2016, p.6.
107) Ibid.
108) Overchallenging in terms of 
tracing the self-organisation of 
cognition and flexible knowledge 
in artistic improvised or composed 
processes. See Helmut Ploebst, 
‘Overchallenge as an Artwork – De-
viations in the System of Cultural 
Bookkeeping’, in Gansterer, Cocker, 
Greil (Eds.), 2017, pp.296–299.
109) I like the metaphor of earthy 
decomposing and vivid bacterial 
activity in relation to performance 
and its subversive, fertile potential. 
For delicate elaboration on the 
shared semantics of humus and ho-
minus, see the letter H as ‘Humus’ 
in the A–Z accumulating twenty-six 
reflections under the title Being 
Nude – The Skin of Images. Nancy 
and Ferrrari write: ‘It touches the 
confusion of being between man 
and earth, homme and humus, fer-
tile earth and life visited by death, 
the flower that disappears into 
the fruit, spirit passed into body.’ 
(See Jean-Luc Nancy and Federico 
Ferrari, Being Nude – The Skin of 
Images, New York: Fordham 
University Press, 2014/2006, p.44.
110) I appreciate this biological 
term with its semantic resonance
joint [dʒɔɪnt]
Joints are major parts of the body where articulation happens. 
A joint is a meeting point between bones (or people), enabling 
them to move in contact with one another. The adjective joint 
means sharing an activity, doing together, or being close.
Videostills © Victor Jaschke / Baring or red herring? / performance: Mariella Greil.
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disintegration. I like the metaphor of earthy decomposing 
and vivid bacterial activity in relation to performance and 
its subversive, fertile and singular potential. Let me recall 
what Deleuze wrote about singularities: ‘Singularities are 
turning points and points of inflection; bottlenecks, knots, 
foyers, and centres; points of fusion, condensation and boil-
ing; points of tears and joy, sickness and health, hope and 
anxiety, “sensitive” points’.111 The motility of the concept of 
singularity is significant, persuasive, and acts on space, time, 
dynamic and affect in a choreographic way, because it moves 
and weaves through the various layers of existence, making 
it a relevant concept for the discussion of bare bodies. Of 
course, the body too performs singularity in the matter, in 
the forming of the flesh,112 manifest as singular bodies113 of 
a solidary ‘we’.
The thesis – based on but distinct from my artistic practice114 – 
cultivates forms of encounter115 alert to the ‘sensitive’ life 
circumstances of thinking within practice, foregrounding 
process and emphasising the methods and mechanics of ex-
perience. I speak of experience which attends to the qual-
itative shifts, how and when the vitality of ‘now moments’ 
(Stern116) of something happening (live) emerges in contact 
with bare bodies. My thesis evolves as a methodical search 
for externalising and articulating the unfolding of meaning 
as a means of expression that remains faithful to the ‘mo-
ment’ of choreo-ethical performance and the openness of 
process, rather than holding on to an understanding of per-
formance in search of finished or final, perfect solutions. To 
all intents and purposes, I attended to perceptual shifts and 
shivers when creating or encountering artistic work which 
formed and led to a methodology117 making its way hand-
over-hand along processes of laying bare, on quest for those 
‘now moments’ that had to do with lifting veils, disclosures 
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of culture, linking biological with 
cultural life in a discussion of the 
biopolitical, culturally bare body.
111) See Gilles Deleuze, The Logic 
of Sense, New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1990, p.52.
112) Ashon Crawley elaborates 
enfleshment as distinct from and 
other than embodiment. For a 
more detailed discussion of both 
terms, see 0.3. Subject and Method: 
Partial Enunciators and Together-
ness, p.65.
113) We are 7.6 billion of those 
singular bodies which in turn form 
humanity in its plurality, as we 
suspect we are an unprecedented 
singular phenomenon on planet 
earth. We can reflect our ‘sensitive’ 
points and even discuss concepts 
such as singularities at length.
114)  The thesis is distinct from 
my artistic productions in so far 
as I would (and could) take less 
time for reflexive processes and 
tracing of decisions in relation to 
the field of discourse – mostly for 
production pressures and eco-
nomic pragmatics. In the research 
for my thesis, I exclusively gather 
those artistic works that assemble 
around the issue of bare bodies.
115)  I.e., scored or ritualised 
forms of encounter, in letters, 
choreographed game structures for 
dialogues, etc.
116) Psychoanalyst Daniel Stern 
conceives the sensate movement 
of ‘the coming into being of a new 
state of things’ (see Daniel Stern, 
The Present Moment in Psycho-
therapy and Everyday Life, New 
York: W. W. Norton & Company, 
2004, p.7.) as a micro-kairotic 
‘now moment’, where the ‘present 
moment’ ‘lean(s) toward a next 
action’ (Stern, 2004, p.xv.); See also 
Gansterer, Cocker, Greil (Eds.), 
2017, p.71.
117) See 0.3. Subject and Method: 
Partial Enunciators and Together-
ness, p.65ff. for detailed explana-
tions.
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and epiphanies.118 It is the forming of a response that the the-
sis addresses, and it concerns itself with how the visible and 
invisible narratives in the act of laying bare are articulated. 
Furthermore, I conceive documentation as being both a gen-
erative method within practice and a reflexive tool of com-
munication between a plurality of ‘Is’ and ‘Others’, envision-
ing an unearthing of choreo(-)graphed, social fabric and its 
spirited, tangible tendencies to solidarity.119
‘Each “individual” is made up of all possible histories of vir-
tual intra-actions with all Others’, writes Karen Barad.120 I 
invoke a variety of modalities of intra-actions, asking how121 
they are ‘made up’. Furthermore, I am particularly interested 
in those moments of being in contact (including the insen-
sible/non-sensical/un-senseable and unsayable122) activated 
through performance that hold transformative (in an em-
pirical-pragmatic sense) potential. In my proposition, this 
transformative potential elucidates a quality of plasticity 
and cultural translucence of meaningful becoming through 
encounter. This evoking contingency is offered (even some-
what suggested) by a sequence of experiences of: being 
addressed, being in contact, being wit(h)ness, forming a 
response and – potentially – being transformed by the per-
formed encounter. ‘The understanding of the work develops 
during and in a process of contemplation, an open-ended 
process’,123 Janeke Wesseling writes in her book The Perfect 
Spectator, and therewith attends to an opening and activa-
tion on the part of the spectator, allowing for the potential 
of change.124 I emphasise – though above hesitantly125 put 
in brackets – the empirical-pragmatic dimension, because I 
don’t mean transformative in any transcendental manner or 
form, but rather in its immanent proliferating becoming as 
we constantly transform ourselves into who we are by way 
of subtle interweaving and differentiations of self and world.
118) See 2. Contact, Revelation and 
Epiphanies, p.127ff.
119) See elaborations 1.2. Decol-
onising Practices and Solidarity, 
p.99ff.
120) See Karen Barad, What Is the 
Measure of Nothingness? Infinity, 
Virtuality, Justice in the series of 
dOCUMENTA (13): 100 Notes – 
100 Thoughts, Hatje Cantz Verlag. 
Kindle Edition, 2012, location 173.
121) For elaboration on Howness 
see Gansterer, Cocker, Greil, ‘How-
ness’ in Choreo-graphic Figures: 
Deviations from the Line, 2017, 
pp.63–68. We wrote: ‘How is less 
the destination, rather the journey 
travelled.’ (ibid., p.64)
122) For comprehensive discus-
sion of the unsayable as ‘count-
er-philosophy to the philosophy 
of Logos’ (p.1) and its history 
throughout Western thought see 
William Franke, A Philosophy 
of the Unsayable, Notre Dame: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 
2014. Though his deeply apophatic 
thought rooted in the structural 
negativity of human experience 
goes against my attitude towards 
being (or more precisely, being 
human) as absolute affirmation, 
some resonances of such discourse 
are discussed in 5.1. The Power of 
Non-, Not-, Un-Doing, p.307.
123) See Janneke Wesseling, The 
Perfect Spectator, Amsterdam: 
Valiz, 2017, p.233. For further 
discussion of Wesseling’s differen-
tiated understanding of experience, 
see footnote 487, p.172.
124) Change can here be read 
as difference of state and scope 
of experience in relation to 
performance. Obviously the 
Deleuzian concept of difference 
and repetition is resonant in this 
proposition. Though his oeuvre 
might be deemed romantic by 
critical contemporaries (in the 
face of current political affairs), 
I still find Deleuze’s thinking 
on difference and repetition has 
vigour with unpredictable effects 
relevant. Generally, his fore-
grounding of creative, exuberant 
dynamic along a moving horizon, 
and his consequent attempt to 
resist binaries (so well-established 
in western thinking) continues to 
speak to contemporary 
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My thesis – and this coincides with a significant part of my 
artistic practice – explores the qualitative transformations at 
stake in strategies of laying bare in contemporary choreo-
graphic practices and specifically in works exposing the bare 
body. I refer throughout my thesis to the choreographic as 
relational practice,126 feeling a distance from purely semiotic 
approaches to choreography,127 for the reason that while the 
semiotic approach focuses on meaningful reading of signs 
and symbols of contemporary performance and choreogra-
phy, it falls short on affective and ethical readings and inter-
pretations. In my view, to be ‘observant of signs’ sēmeiōtikos 
(in Greek) happens to be an objectifying method, when the 
performative forces of contemporary performance actually 
rupture through much more than a system of semiotic rules. 
Instead I propose that any artistic work wants to be received 
by contemporaries and comes with a call for positioning, 
demanding a self-reflexive attitude and an opening up for 
us to perceive, experience and think about this encounter.
As a choreography of thought, my thesis wants to hold to-
gether a collection of materials – through the concatenating 
movement between them. Forms and formats emerge from 
dance, reflection, poetry, video, sound recordings, draw-
ings, photos and become anarchival material. I point to the 
inextricable linking of thought and movement, a literal and 
literary motion across the page in associative meanderings 
and leaps of a reader. I conceive the choreographed book – 
the written component of my thesis – as graphic body living 
in the in-between, the interjacent aspects of form and con-
tent. Devoted to the dynamics of tentative knowing, a falter-
ing that rigorously embraces the omnifarious dimension of 
movement, my thesis still rebelliously claims weight. My de-
sire for other fields and other cultures forms practices that 
are aware of ‘the sense of mediums being both porous and 
choreography, I think. In this 
sense, I have much appreciation 
for repeatedly performing a work, 
but also for repeatedly approach-
ing a work of art as wit(h)ness, 
re-searching (in the sense of 
searching again and again) my po-
sition, self-reflexive and embodied, 
a situated perception of body and 
space in relation to the scope of 
discursive thinking that it opens 
up for us.
125) Probably this hesitation is 
symptomatic to my fear of tackling 
complex philosophical concepts, 
which in the course of developing 
the thesis became apparent as 
unavoidable, so I had to tackle 
the tackling, and here my artistic 
practice became indispensable for 
grounding my thinking (through 
doing).
126) See Erin Manning, Relation-
scapes: Movement, Art, Philosophy, 
Cambridge: MIT Press, 2009 and 
Petra Sabisch, Choreographing 
relations: practical philosophy and 
contemporary choreography: in 
the works of Antonia Baehr, Gilles 
Deleuze, Juan Dominguez, Félix 
Guattari, Xavier Le Roy and Eszter 
Salamon, Munich: Epodium, 2011 – 
both approaches to choreogra-
phy are informed by Deleuze’s 
conceptualisation of philosophy as 
creational process (and vice versa) 
and becoming as the creation of 
intensive, relational zones.
127) See Nikoleta Popa Blanariu,
‘Towards a Framework of a 
Semiotics of Dance’, CLC Web: 
Comparative Literature and 
Culture 15.1, 2013, see https://doi.
org/10.7771/1481-4374.2183.
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fluid today’.128 The relationship between medium and prac-
tice – in its linking and transgression – affords both frictions 
and blur. Craigie Horsfield argues that ‘mediums are struc-
tures of conventions, their forms the forms of convention 
and not of an inevitable practice’.129 The collection of my 
‘inevitable practices’ guides the ideas moving through the 
choreography of the written component of my thesis and is 
particularly featured in the digital anarchive.130 The chosen 
format of thesis by way of practice as research (in the histo-
ry of theses, still quite young a convention) makes practice 
per se inevitable. However, the tricky task was to bring the 
inevitable to the fore and carefully decide for a selection of 
practices that could thoroughly guide my doctoral research. 
The proposal is to read this choreographed book131 as body 
without organs – as Deleuze coined this term132 – and to 
trace the process of being in the midst of the flesh of my 
artistic body of work in a melange of doing and reflecting. 
In my reading of the Deleuzian conception of body with-
out organs, this term attends to functions and dynamics of 
the various parts (here concretely the written and creative 
components of the thesis) in mutual pervasion, in the sense 
that the material gets turned upside down and inside out, 
attending to its liquid133 abundance. It is important to keep 
in mind that this is a reading which rather than consolidat-
ing an organism, organs or one identity,134 creates transver-
sal135 relations, vibrational fields, not delineated lines or sol-
ids. It is the endeavour throughout my choreographic work 
to avoid torpor, attachments to or appropriation of the ‘I’, 
and instead to draft a singularity that is composed of and by 
its very rhizomatic relationalities forming fields.136 Rather, 
there are subtle resonances with what Cocker and Thornton 
(2014) call ‘The Italic I’, a version of I that arises through ‘an 
attempt to slow and extend […] to suspend and elaborate 
[…] to shed light on […] the making of meaning within 
128) See Catherine de Zegher, 
Craigie Horsfield: Relation, Paris: 
Jeu de Paume, 2006, p.63.
129) See ibid., p.63.
130) See https://doi.org/10.22501/
rc.505199.
131) I emphasise here that the 
thesis comprises the various com-
ponents (written material, anar-
chive and live performance lecture, 
activating the materials, the body, 
the book, Handapparat, various 
objects) in play and interaction 
with each other.
132) The term Body without 
Organs – for Deleuze afficionados 
usually abbreviated BwO – was 
first used in The Logic of Sense 
(1969) in relation to discussing 
Antonin Artaud’s experiences. In 
a pursuit of differential presence, 
Laura Cull situates BwO at the 
interzone between theatre and 
philosophy and explains that ‘the 
body without organs does not 
achieve self-identical expression 
with its cries, but rather feels 
the “problem” of language’ (see 
Laura Cull, ‘How Do You Make 
Yourself a Theatre without Organs? 
Deleuze, Artaud and the Concept 
of Differential Presence’, in Theatre 
Research International, Vol.34, 
No.3., pp.243–255, here p.243). She 
also argues that ‘To make yourself 
a BwO […] involves a process of 
disorganization or destratification’ 
(ibid., p.246).
133) Attending to the process of 
solving, aware that there is no 
complete solving of the issue, 
though some of it has crystallised 
into performances and lectures 
and into other forms and formats. 
Re-solving understood as making 
liquid again – liquidate in its most 
positive meaning, not to kill, or 
execute, but rather attending to its 
malleability and vitality that resists 
solidity. Evaporations and sedi-
mentations into form through slow 
processes that could potentially be 
moistened again (see salty glass as 
part of the anarchive).
134) See also the philosophical 
work of Foucault, who opposes a 
‘fixed’ identity and discusses the 
self as being continuously in dis-
course and as a shifting commu-
nication of oneself to others. In a 
fundamentally different tone 
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and of course to different ends, the 
literary and theatrical work by  
Antonin Artaud, who took 
suffering as intrinsic and vital to 
existence, he attends to and even 
calls for an ecstatic losing of the 
self in the act of performing. I will 
take up that threat of thought at a 
later point in more detail (see 2.1. 
Figures – Methods – Practices of Be-
ing in Contact, p.133ff), attending 
to the differentiation between self 
and I.
135)  The collaborating philoso-
phers elaborate their concept of 
rhizomatic transversality on the 
base of not a neurotic (contra-
dicting Freud), but rather a basic 
schizoid condition, assuming an 
inconsistent and even conflicting 
unconscious as fundamental. For 
an elaborate discussion see The 
Anti-Oedipus – Capitalism and 
Schizophrenia (2000/1972), A 
Thousand Plateaus (2005/1980). 
Especially relevant appears Félix 
Guattari’s move From Trans-
versality to Ecosophy (see Gary 
Genosko’s commentary) in The 
Three Ecologies. Especially the 
‘“partial enunciators”: these are 
the references (objects) by means 
of which subjectivity enunciates 
itself ’ (Guattari in Chaosmosis: an 
ethico-aesthetic paradigm, 1995, 
p.13) impress as significant for my 
enquiry and particularly the use 
of things as part of the anarchive. 
Also, I refer to Gilles Deleuze and 
Félix Guattari, ‘November 28, 
1947: How Do You Make Yourself 
a Body Without Organs?’ in A 
Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism 
and Schizophrenia, Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 
2004/1987, pp.165–184.
136) See André Lepecki and Jenn 
Joy, Planes of Composition: Dance, 
Theory, and the Global, London: 
Seagull, 2009.
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Videostill © Victor Jaschke / Baring or red herring / performance: Mariella Greil.
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creative labour’.137 I call for such an italic I in relation to bare 
bodies – as surfacing in my artistic practice – but especially 
focussed here in my thesis. The collapse of inter-relation (I 
to you) into intra-relational reflection (I to I) surfaces were 
appropriate. Here, inter-relation understood as the ties be-
tween bodies (performers and spectators138), materials or 
ideas, will be expanded (and flanked) by intra-relational re-
flections that draw exclusively on the relations within my 
artistic body of works.139 I reactivate relations within my 
artistic works as lecture performance and in the (digital) 
anarchive.140 This attempt brings together both emergent 
somatic experience and conceptual lucidity while aware 
that circumstances, situations and time matter significantly 
in the forming and emergence of my artistic works. Also, 
the constitution of self as artistic persona141 is a movement 
through time,142 affect and communities, not hinging on or 
contingent to marketing strategies, approved funding, nor 
to the evaluation of a recognisable ‘successful artist career’. 
Instead, the narration of why and how we are doing what 
we are doing seems to be most crucial. The thesis formed 
the reliable frame for articulating my narration around the 
issues of bare bodies, exposedness and encounter. In the 
process of responding to my artistic work in this frame, my 
research attended to the ‘subselves’,143 a wild collection of 
‘choreographic selves’ devoted to expanded aspects of this 
art form with the aim to develop ‘increasingly coherent 
and complex forms of self-organization’.144 This exploration 
of self-actualisation, attunement, resonance145 and respon-
siveness in here and now experiences was explored through 
developing the concept of the choreo-ethical.146 Conscious 
that what we call the ‘self ’ is profoundly shaped by others 
and can have many different and at times competing facets, 
qualities and states, I found myself acknowledging that the 




138) I elaborate my proposition 
for a shift from spectator to wit(h)
ness in the following. So as not to 
preempt the discussion, I here use 
the word spectator.
139) See text excerpts from my 
notebooks on black pages inserted 
throughout the book.
140) See documentation of lecture 
performance ‘Baring or red 
herring?’ and anarchival stroll: 
https://doi.org/10.22501/rc.505199.
141) From Latin per-sonare – 
sounding through.
142) The continuity of self refers to 
Bewusstsein (consciousness) and 
differs from Bewusstheit (aware-
ness) in its relation to presence. 
See Mariella Greil, Ambulant 
musictherapeutic after-treatment of 
a premature child – accompanying 
of a foster-mother and infant in the 
short-time therapy (in a 3-phas-
es-setting) TRIAS and video analy-
sis according to EBQ (Evaluation of 
the Quality of Relationship), thesis 
Mag. art., 2004, p.38.
143) In retrospective, I realised 
that my work was following a 
multiplicity model of self.
144) In the article ‘Of the Self, by 
the Self, and for the Self ’ associated 
emotions, thoughts and memories 
are discussed as conducive mate-
rial for developing ‘coherent and 
complex forms of self-organiza-
tion’. Detached from its psycholog-
ical context and boldly transposed 
into the field of contemporary cho-
reography, the linking of self-de-
velopment as self-organisation and 
its radical political dimension, the 
re- and de-organisation of selves, 
seems exciting to me and makes 
for a vital avenue of thinking about 
choreographing selves. See Of the 
Self, by the Self, and for the Self: 
An Intra-relational Perspective 
on Intra-psychic Attunement and 
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[accessed Jan 03, 2018].
145) There is a striking proximity 
of both words (attunement and 
resonance) to song – in reference 
to tune or sound (from Latin 
sonare).
146) For a brief explanation see 
footnote 29, p.33, for detailed 
elaboration and discussion of the 
concept of choreo-ethics see 4.1. 
Being Human and Choreo-Ethical 
Praxis, p.269ff.
147) See William James in ‘CHAP-
TER X. The Consciousness of Self ’, 
in The Principles of Psychology Vol. 
1–2, North Charleston: Create 
Space Independent Publishing 
Platform 2017/1890, p.125.
148) For elaborations on dividual-
ity see Raunig, 2016, particularly 
pp.11–68.
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core self is substantially organised by motives and affects in 
an intra-relational rhizomatic field. William James wrote:
The Empirical Self of each of us is all that he is tempt-
ed to call by the name of me. But it is clear that be-
tween what a man calls me and what he simply calls 
mine the line is difficult to draw. We feel and act about 
certain things that are ours very much as we feel and 
act about ourselves.147
One hundred and twenty-eight years later, this line between 
social selves and (in)dividual148 is still difficult to discuss 
and ensures debate across the fields of art and humanities, 
specifically philosophy, performing arts, psychology and 
cognitive sciences.
Photo © Mariella Greil / making-of the choreographed book.
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0 . 3 .  SU B J E C T A N D M ET HOD : 
PA RT IA L E N U NC IATOR S A N D 
TO G ET H E R N E S S
To capture the subject, it seems relevant to try and circum-
scribe my approach to practice as research and to begin with 
articulating a perspective, which strives not to dilute the rel-
evant differentiations of the debate on bare bodies in relation 
to nudity and nakedness. However, presumably this dis-
cussion still will have to adapt to precise vagueness,149 since 
there are no clear-cut definitions at hand, but rather delicate 
distinctions in qualitative, affective-aesthetic sensations. 
Topologically, my discussion is anchored in contemporary 
dance practice within the contextual field of post-conceptual 
dance and expanded choreography navigating my philosoph-
ical involvement generated by both artistic-performative 
and creative-reflexive practices, two distinct approaches to 
the isssue of bare bodies, but methodologically intertwined. 
If I say method, what I mean is a self-reflexive way of doing 
based on experiences of ‘now moments’,150 laying bare shifts 
and shivers in encounters with bareness. My departure 
points are encounters with bare bodies against the backdrop 
of thinking about how being in contact emerges, and what 
it means in the context of my work. Such heightened atten-
tion to micro-kairotic epiphanies can happen when writing 
or making, with texts or performances, between performers 
and wit(h)nesses. In opposition to the objectifying method I 
refer to an empathising method. This calls for a short digres-
sion into the relation between dance and politics. Objecti-
fying methods claim an unbiased, neutral position towards 
body politics, without attitude or criticality in terms of po-
litical content. In my view, politics are inherent to all move-
ment, gesture and dance forms, which is why contemporary 
149) See 8. Appendices for link to 
the digital anarchive, specifically 
the lecture performance video 
documentation addresses precise 
vagueness, generating and reflect-
ing ‘now moments’, or directly 
here: https://doi.org/10.22501/
rc.505199.
150) See footnote 116, p.57.
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artists by all means need to attend to the political and social 
dimensions of their art form. This deliberate decision for 
an empathising method is aware of the gravity of a sense of 
self that is both the actor who dances (‘I am dancing’) and 
the object of dancing (‘dance’s ontology’). ‘Moreover, the ac-
tor both is able to think and is aware of doing so.’151 For me 
‘the motivation to use self to make meaning’152 is a stable, 
performative-reflexive capacity. The psychologists Daphna 
Oyserman, Kirsten Elmore and George Smith – the authors 
of the abovementioned Handbook of self and identity – dis-
cuss the separated (‘me’) versus the connected (‘us’) aspects 
of the self as ‘not fixed by culture but influenced by context’ 
and identify two forms of how people consider themselves 
from immersed or distal perspectives.153 What is interest-
ing to me is firstly that in their proposition of self-concep-
tion the body as a category does not even feature as relevant 
for the emergence of self, and secondly that they argue that 
‘identities are distinct parts of the self-concept, the inter-
nalised meanings and expectations associated with the posi-
tions one holds in social networks and the roles one plays’.154 
Conclusively, the authors conceive ‘both stability and fluidi-
ty as aspects of the self ’155 and ‘the self as context sensitive’.156 
I address and engage with methods, not strategies – etymo-
logical references157 to generals and the military seem utter-
ly inadequate for my enquiry – as I wish to emphasise prac-
tices of self-care and empathy. To ‘unfold the spectrum of 
differentiated layers of self ’158 is pivotal for a methodological 
working through of self as material for affective labour in re-
lation to artistic work. I would like to recall the political di-
mension of ‘The Foucauldian self-care and self-government 
as modes of subjectivation’ that ‘attends to the tensions and 
potentials between freedom and discipline or even more 
pointed obedience’.159 The bare body ‘dispositif ’160 in relation 
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151) See Daphna Oyserman, 
Kirsten Elmore and George Smith 
‘Self, Self-Concept and Identity’ in 
Handbook of self and identity, New 
York: The Guilford Press, 2012, 
p.71.
152) Ibid.
153) They write: ‘Rather than 
considering these multiple selves, 
we propose considering each of 
these as structuring self-concepts. 
Self-concepts are cognitive 
structures that can include 
content, attitude or evaluative 
judgements and are used to make 
sense of the world, focus attention 
on one’s goals, and […] ideas of 
who one is, was and will become. 
These mental concepts are the 




157) See Greek strategos – ‘general, 
commander of an army’, https://
www.etymonline.com/word/strate-
gy [accessed April 3, 2016].
158) See the section on ‘An 
Epilogue to Doing – Quartet in 
Words’ with Ulrika Berg, Samara 
Davis, Mariella Greil, Rasmus 
Ölme in Mariella Greil and Vera 
Sander (Eds.), (per)forming feed-
back, 2016, pp.46–56, here foot-
note 1, p.56. Differentiated layers 
of self stand for a form of Self-Di-
vision or being in (differentiated) 
difference with ourselves – or 
perhaps in Deleuze and Guattari’s 
(1983) words – it means to employ 
schizoanalytical sensibilities.
159) Ibid., p.56.
160) For the minute and precise 
elaborations on the distinction 
between dispositive, dispositif and 
apparatus please refer to Jeffrey 
Bussolini, 2010, Foucault Studies, 
No. 10, pp.85–107. Bussolini un-
earths that particularily ‘in 
Agamben, the terms are diamet-
rically opposed in a crucial legal 
meaning.’ (p.87). The use of dis-
positive with its ontological-mate-
rial meaning can be traced to Latin 
disponere (to organise, to distrib-
ute), while apparatus (french: 
appareil) seems more state-cen-
tered and instrumental – as
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to self-care operates on the basis of perceived and materi-
al needs, developing, establishing and performing resistant 
potential. Resistance is understood in the sense of rejection 
of externalised hierarchies such as a state apparatus or mor-
al paradigms (i.e. efficiency, proficiency and – in a general 
sense – the neoliberal paradigm of smooth performance. 
But to make it explicit, in my view, the important point is: 
there is no legitimisation for obedience in the sense of dele-
gating one’s ethical sovereignity to dominant regimes of at-
titudes and values.161 As we know, any apparatus will work 
across layers, often even with unforeseeable consequences 
and complexities. Instead I see it as deeply particular to hu-
man agency to make the attempt to think and act, reflect 
and decide responsibly and relationally. It is our freedom 
and burden at the same time to try and keep body and soul 
in vital human process, as best we can. We are all subject to 
a call for autonomous, political and ethical decision-mak-
ing. Admittedly the circumstances are different for each of 
us, but there is always room for indicatory decision, both 
concerning personal and political life. Arendt’s sentence 
in a radio interview in dialogue with Joachim Fest from 
1964,162 where she discussed the infamy of the desk mass 
murderer Adolf Eichmann, who had claimed to have act-
ed all his life in accordance with Kantian moral rules and 
with its understanding of responsibility. She amended that 
Immanuel Kant had argued that ‘Everyone is legislature. No 
one has the right to obey Kant’.163 The imperative to prac-
tice responsibility and ethical conduct has to come as a pre-
condition, or hand in hand with the desire to say ‘we’,164 to 
participate in a collective body that acts together, reserving 
some scepticism towards smooth functioning. Arendt elab-
orated that the ‘perversion of action is functioning’165 – the 
idle running in its purest form. This deviancy moves along 
the difference between moral and ethics. In my view, human 
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Bussolini demonstrates (Ibid., 
p.93). However, here for my 
use, dispositive is the adequate 
term, less charged with strategic 
‘manipulation of forces’ and is 
less ‘inscribed in a play of power’ 
than the term apparatus (see 
Michel Foucault, ‘The Confession 
of the Flesh’, in Colin Gordon 
(Ed.), Power/Knowledge: Selected 
Interviews and Other Writings, 
1972–1977, New York: Pantheon 
Books, pp.194–228). It is a compli-
cated matter to differentiate those 
terms (reputable scholars debate 
at length) since in the course of 
translations between languages, 
the fine lines of differentiation 
were liable to many interpretations 
and decisions. I therefore found 
the conversation ‘The Confession 
of the Flesh’ the probably most 
direct response of Foucault to this 
question, though also here – as in 
most english discussions the term 
apparatus was dominant and more 
in focus than dispositif, which was 
only mentioned twice. For further 
discussion see footnote 260, p.86.
161) The neoliberal production 
machinery and capitalist domi-
nance, or political-racist ideol-
ogy, as was the case during the 
Nazi-regime during World War II, 
or similarly religious fanatisms are 
such examples.
162) The conversation was 
broadcast by the Austrian Radio 
Broadcast (ORF) on November 
9, 1964 in the series ‘Das Thema‘. 
See Ursula Ludz and Thomas 
Wild (Eds.), ‘Hannah Arendt 
im Gespräch mit Joachim Fest – 
Eine Rundfunksendung aus dem 
Jahr 1964’, in Journal for Political 
Thinking, Issue 3, vol.1 (2007). See 
http://www.hannaharendt.net/in-
dex.php/han/article/view/114/194 
[accessed December 3, 2017].
163) See ibid. There are several 
wrong (curtailed) versions of the 
quote to be found in public space, 
i.e., at the Mussolini-relief at the 
building of finance authority in 
Bolzano, Italy (see http://orf.at/
stories/2413658/ [accessed Febru-
ary 19, 2018] and at a park bench 
at the Maria-Tusch-Street at the 
living project Seestadt Aspern in 
Vienna, Austria.
164) For elaborations on solidarity 
see 1.2. Decolonising Practices and 
Solidarity, p.99ff.
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dignity is activated in the ‘we’, where we negotiate how we 
live together. In those vital processes the bare body man-
ifests in various rituals and is the carrier of socio-cultural 
acts, rites of passage, but also as biopolitical categorisation. 
As I argue, the body expands in contemporary performance 
encounters towards the spirited, mental, conscious dimen-
sion, in its immanent bare-bodyness. I therefore locate the 
bare body underneath the bio-psycho-social dimension 
and the spiritual-intellectual dimension with its potential 
self-distancing. The bare body withdraws from systemati-
sation and manipulation. In my conception, the bare body 
becomes a matrix, that is always of value and keeps its dig-
nity beyond death.166 Expanding the ultimate physical in all 
its radical immanence towards a bare body,167 matters as the 
distancing of the body from its purely physical features and 
objective representations. Instead I aim to unearth a bare 
body below the factual anatomy of the body, attending to its 
somatic integrity.168 Beginning and end of life, – birth and 
death – fold back to bare bodies, as the grounds for encoun-
tering liminality, and issue a call for human ethics.
In the context of my doctoral research, there is a fundamen-
tal aspiration and orientation towards processual openness, 
forming a collection of articulations created in and through 
encounters, cherishing the micro-stutters, the stumbles, the 
obstacles in artistic practice which approaches questions 
of responsibility and bare bodies. My methodological task 
is to create performative and reflexive tools for those artic-
ulations, and to compose two bodies – a body of choreo-
graphed text (book) and a performative body (lecture per-
formance and anarchive169). I decided for the format of a 
lecture performance, since this allowed for a composition 
based on both talking and dancing,170 a species of dance that 
probably is akin to or exists in close vicinity to ‘discourse 
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165) Hannah Arendt’s original 
German statement is: ‘Und ich 
würde nun sagen, dass die eigen-
tliche Perversion des Handelns das 
Funktionieren ist; dass in diesem 
Funktionieren das Lustgefühl im-




166) A corpse is no longer availa-
ble for any form of play, reframing 
or making productive within 
socio-cultural activity. Here, my 
discussion in the framework of 
the thesis approaches its limit, 
though I am acutely aware that 
ethics obviously is a responsibility 
reaching beyond death. Still, I 
delineate my discussion from a 
discussion reflecting necropolitics, 
because first, my debate centers 
around artistic practice enabling 
experiences of vitality, even if 
paradoxically activated in its 
critical-creative potential. (I think 
here of Agamben’s discussion of 
Vanessa Beecroft’s performance, 
see Giorgio Agamben, Nudities, 
Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2011/2009, pp.55–57. For 
my discussion of his narration of 
the performance, see p.202f.)
167) The bare body – as I concep-
tualise it – has more resonances 
with the German word Leib than 
with the English word body, that 
has connotations with an integrity 
of body, self and – the old-fash-
ioned but still useful word – soul. 
Both German words Körper and 
Leib are translated into English as 
body, in some translations there 
is the difference made between 
subjective body (Leib) and objective 
body (Körper).
168) I observe waves of debate in 
popular media about autonomous 
functioning of bodies, when the 
brain is dead, but the bare body 
functions are still alive, as seen for 
instance in bodies on the border 
of euthanasia as well as ethical 
concerns in relation to eugenics. 
The so called ‘life unworthy of 
life’ is commemorated at Schloss 
Hartheim bei Linz/Alkoven, where 
during Nationalsocialism 30 000 
people with disabilities were vic-
tims of euthanasia. In a similarly – 
maybe even more spectacular
way – the bioethical questions
provoked by frozen bodily tissues 
such as umbilical cord blood and
68
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 tissue with neonatal stem cells or 
a whole frozen body, awaiting their 
future defreezing, provoke contro-
versial debate in mass media. The 
US-American James Bedford was 
frozen on January 12, 1964, a few 
hours after his death (caused by a 
tumor). Bedford‘s body has since 
been preserved in a metal tank 
with minus 190 degrees.
169) The video documentation 
of my lecture performance is 
retrievable from the digital anar-
chive: https://doi.org/10.22501/
rc.505199.
170) Sima Belmar wrote ‘Talking 
and dancing are never mutu-
ally exclusive enterprises, and 
both talking and dancing flesh 
out theory’ in reference to the 
lecture-demonstration ‘Ordinary 
Practices of the Radical Body’ 
performed by Judith Butler and 
Monique Jenkinson on November 
3, 2017 at CounterPulse stage. 
It was the opening night per-
formance of Hope Mohr’s 2017 
Bridge Project: Radical Movement: 
Gender and Politics in Perfor-
mance, which was inspired by the 
question, ‘What does it mean to 





171) The neologism ‘discourse 
choreographies’ (original German: 
Diskurs-Choreographien) was 
developed by Constanze Schellow 
as a ‘combination of dance, dance 
theory and philosophy’ (‘Ver-
quickung von Tanz, Tanztheorie 
und Philosophie’, see Constanze 
Schellow, Diskurs-Choreographien 
zur Produktivität des “Nicht” für 
die zeitgenössische Tanzwissen-
schaft, (Discourse choreographies 
on the productivity of the “non” 
for contemporary dance studies) 
Munich: Epodium, 2016, p.43), 
which intrigues me as a generative 
amalgamation. I remember that – 
at the beginning of the process of 
engaging with the thesis –  
I keenly felt the apparent gap 
between those fields, alongside an 
intuitive sensation that I wanted to 
bridge the gap, though not neces-
sarily sure what I wanted from that 
bridging; something felt promis-
ing, though. Maybe it was
 a melange of my interest in the 
construction of bridges between 
Photo © Mariella Greil / wig.
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choreographies’.171 In all bodies of work related to my doctor-
al research I am interested in non-subjective performativity, 
beyond a subject’s firm identification as ‘I’. The proposition 
instead is to tune into the connected we and a fluidity of and 
between selves.
Methodologically, I acknowledge and want to reveal a range 
of presuppositions: First, an analogy between choreography 
as organisation of movement that enables ‘the organised ac-
tivity of achieving access to the world around us’172 and a 
form of ‘reorganizing ourselves’173 through the ‘strange tool’174 
that choreography is to human nature. Mårten Spångberg 
argues that ‘[…] choreography is a matter of structuring. It 
goes without saying that structuring does not necessarily 
imply tidy, ordinary or formal. Structuring though implies 
the existence of some kind of system, code or consistency’.175 
Accordingly, he refers to dance as ‘a non-organized some thing 
[…] a dance that has not been domesticated by any form of 
structure’.176 Dance – so Spångberg states – ‘exists only in 
presence’,177 so in conclusion dance is an affective experience 
and an embodied, non (or not-yet) ordered practice. Espe-
cially in reference to contemporary forms of dance, such as 
authentic movement or contact improvisation that have a 
good deal of somatic practice and self-experience as part of 
their creative practice, I agree with Spångberg concerning 
the untamed wildness of dance. The choreographed text of 
my thesis likewise invites the reader to jump and dance (un-
domesticated) across the pages, and consequently insist on 
an embodied, probably wild reading and ‘presencing’ expe-
rience (enjoyable or annoying – depending on the way you 
are inclined to make sense of the offered experience).
The second presupposition of my artistic research is de-
marcating the subject as dividual. ‘Gerald Raunig develops 
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seemingly disparate shores of 
thought, enthusiasm for a bold
 architecture of arguments, a fasci-
nation with the dangerous gap and 
the possibility of falling (failing), 
but also the silent promise of yet 
unknown perspectives and views. 
See PA Skantze for graceful elabo-
ration on the inventive weaving of 
a delicate rope – a bridge – to cross 
the ‘chasm of distance’. See ‘Take 
Me to the Bridge’ in Choreo- 
graphic Figures: Deviations from 
the Line, p.175–179, as well as her 
public lecture ‘I’m A Strange Kind 
of In-Between Thing’, which was 
performed as part of Choreo- 
graphic Figures involvement in 
Visual Arts X Dance / ImPulsTanz 
on July 22, 2016 at Angewandte In-
novation Lab, Vienna, a research/
workshop programme curated by 
Tino Sehgal, Louise Höjer, and Rio 
Rutzinger.
172) See Alva Noë, Strange Tools: 
Art and Human Nature, 2015, p.10.
173) Ibid., p.11–18.
174) Alva Noë emphasises that 
‘Works of art are strange tools, 
after all. That is, they are tools we 
can’t use, they are useless. […] 
And so they require us to stop 
doing. To stop acting and to stop 
demanding application or even 
pertinence’ (ibid., p.115).






177) He continues, ‘It [dance] has 
no history, no future, it doesn’t 
have anything and certainly not 
identity.’ His argument supports 
my discussion of a fluid concep-
tion of identity of the dance artist 
(ibid., p.5).
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the concept of dividuum that can be traced from Cicero, 
Epicurus and Plato to medieval scholars such as Gilbert de 
Poitiers into a philosophy of dividuality in clear differenti-
ation from the “individual”.’178 I suggest that experiences in 
performance are constituted by ‘us’, a plural, collaborative 
we, a crowd, together in its search for another, experience of 
encounter and living together, questioning our assumptions 
about individuals and communities. Gerald Raunig argues 
in his book Dividuum – machinic capitalism and molecular 
revolution (2016) that con/dividualities give rise to a form of 
resistance, which meets with my third presupposition. 
The last methodological assumption attends to the politi-
cal dimension of self-care in its plural contemporary mean-
ing. Explicitly, I do not mean a form of apolitical self-care, 
the retreating of the bourgeoisie into privacy and idyll as 
in Biedermeier times. I speak of self-care as a performative, 
nanopolitical179 movement. This is potentially a movement 
in solidarity or resistance180 that is momentous and always 
in dialogue with our community’s values.. Self-care in its 
methodological weight, assuring fluidity and agility in re-
lation to one’s selves and potentially inviting self-revelation, 
has a refreshed urgency in times of global political disaster 
and the political disinterest in its tow.
In the context of post-conceptual dance and expanded cho-
reography181 in general, and my artistic work in particular, 
I find Félix Guattari’s outline of ‘partial subjectivation’182 
useful. He argues in an elaborate discussion – in proximi-
ty to those proliferating subjectivation processes – that ‘the 
crucial thing is to move in the direction of co-management 
in the production of subjectivity’.183 From my perspective 
as practicing artist, he points at a dynamic I recognise, the 
co-managed and co-constituted emergence of subjectivity 
178) See my statement in footnote 
1, p.56 in ‘An Epilogue to Doing –  
Quartet in Words’ with Ulrika 
Berg, Samara Davis, Mariella 
Greil, Rasmus Ölme in Mariella 
Greil and Vera Sander (Eds.), (per)
forming feedback, 2016, p.46–56 in 
reference to Raunig, 2016.
179) Paulo Plotegher, Manuela 
Zechner, Bue Rübner Hansen 
(Eds.), Nanopolitics Handbook, 
Wivenhoe: Minor Compositions, 
2013.
180) Gurur Ertem speaks of ‘mo-
bilising vulnerability for resistance’ 
in her article ‘Gezi Uprising: 
Performative Democracy and the 
Politics of/with the Body’ present-
ed at Psi#23, Kampnagel Hamburg, 
June 9, 2017, p.1.
181) See detailed discussion of 
terms below. Both terms are 
recurringly discussed throughout 
the thesis, I deem 2.2. From Reve-
lations to Disclosures, from Epiph-
anies to Veils, p.139, and footnote 
206, p.68 particularly relevant for 
differentiations around expanded 
choreography and post-conceptual 
dance.
182) Félix Guattari, ‘On the 
production of subjectivity’ in 
Chaosmosis: an ethico-aesthetic 
paradigm, Indianapolis: Indiana 
University Press, 1995, p.15.
183) Ibid., p.12.
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passed between performer and wit(h)ness. He coins ‘par-
tial enunciators’ as ‘the references (objects)184 by means of 
which subjectivity enunciates itself ’.185 The psychoanalyst 
Steven Wainrib writes: ‘We are not born subject but become 
one.’186 The subjectivating positionality of the dance artist 
organises itself and is organised by the encounter with the 
other, the wit(h)ness, and proliferates into multiple partial 
enunciators as artistic works, be it performances, installa-
tions, videos, writings, or other formats. To put it differently 
and more broadly, we all have ‘many social selves’187 consti-
tuted by situations and contexts, but there are also our pres-
ent versus future selves, or – probably more accurate – pres-
ent selves with or towards future selves, as we continuously 
perform and shape our sense of self.188 
Bare Bodies as partial enunciators – in contrast to ‘Cadavre 
Exquis’ – disclose everything that was already there, reveal-
ing the whole field rather than a partial extract (purposefully
hiding the previous creations). In this sense partial is not 
related to the internal structure of singular projects, nor 
the overall body of work, nor does it follow a pars pro toto 
paradigm. Instead, partial enunciators mediate a dynamic 
relational structure that is aware of its singular granularity, 
but relies on the interplay of its parts, forming a field of force 
that is not wilfully fragmented, but rather counts on connec-
tive sensibilities. The togetherness of partial enunciators – 
as I propose – is not for the release of free associations or 
unhinging of overly critical thinking, as the methodical in-
tent of cadavre exquis might be, but for affirming and es-
tablishing a creative relational practice, not subordinated 
to perfection or coherence, but instead fully devoted to the 
activity of reformulation. Each and every reformulation is a 
complex attempt at a narrative structure tracing the process 
of encountering bare bodies.
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184) Here I would like to point 
out the double meaning of a) the 
object – in its thingness, and b) the 
psychoanalytical object embedded 
in psychodynamic development of 
psyche in relation to others.
185) Ibid., p.13.
186) Steven Wainrib recognises 
and argues for a plurality of sub-
ject positions and the importance 
of the ‘subjectivating link’ with 
each other. See Steven Wainrib, 
‘Is psychoanalysis a matter of 
subjectivation?’ in The Interna-
tional Journal of Psychoanalysis, 
2012 Oct; 93(5), p.1115–1135. doi: 
10.1111/j.1745–8315.2012.00645.x 
[accessed January 2, 2018].
187) The philosopher William 
James wrote ‘Properly speaking, 
a man has as many social selves 
as there are individuals who rec-
ognize him and carry an image of 
him in their head.’
188) As we all know from the con-
flicts that arise at times between 
the multiplicity of self-states, i.e., 
one part of us falls in love while 
another wants to escape in antic-
ipation of the assumed pain of a 
future loss. 
189) See footnote 135, p.61 for a 
brief contextualisation of Guattari’s 
conception of partial enunciators. 
Guattari states ‘that which can
give an enunicative consistency to
phenomenal multiplicities, is 
not a matter of a pure objective 
description’ (Félix Guattari, 
‘Schizoanalytic metamodelisation’ 
in Chaosmosis: an ethico-aesthetic 
paradigm, Indianapolis: Indiana 
University Press, 1995, p.61). I 
carry forward that instead it is 
the togetherness of the partial 
enunciators, based on a practice 
of distributed sense-making that 
articulates ‘sense’.
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Right here and now – while you read these words – a chore-
ography of text is forming a body of work (in the format of 
a choreographed book) created by practices of reading and 
writing. Growing a sense of continuity through practice can 
also mean to weave together the partial enunciators189 into 
a consistent ensemble, a practice situated in the in-between, 
between projects. The partial enunciators are brought to-
gether for the thesis in: firstly, a lecture performance with 
the title Baring or Red Herring? – which intertwines various 
projects around bare bodies, their emergence and withdraw-
al. Through the making of a lecture performance I am meth-
odologically unearthing how Being in Contact and Encoun-
tering Bare Bodies occurs in my various projects. I revise, 
revisit, reconsider my artistic work and step into the space 
of the doubled world of artist researcher, writing and mak-
ing. Secondly, a book containing the choreo-graphy of text 
(you are currently in the process of co-composing this body 
as you read across the pages and move between the vari-
ous texts and footnotes); here the methodological attempt is 
to develop an aesthetic object that has the capacity to hold 
together and contain my discursive-scholarly research, re-
vealing my creative process alongside the discussion of my 
artistic work and the work of others relevant to the issue 
of my thesis. My methodological aim is that the underlying 
principles and rules of organisation of the content perform 
and manifest equally in the formal aspects of the book, so 
that the format, aesthetics and content embrace each other, 
co-constituting and enhancing their interrelationship and 
significance for each other. Thirdly, a collection of things – 
salty glass, wig, Handapparat, pomegranate … which are 
located between archive, trace and prop.190 This third meth-
odological question revolves around the performativity of 
anarchives, by way of gathering objects relevant to the the-
sis and creating a Handapparat, documenting as much as 
190) Camilla Egg-Tverbakk dis-
cusses the gathering of things in her 
dissertation (2016) ‘Theatre-ting –  
Toward a Materialist Practice of 
Staging Documents’. See also foot-
note 78, p.51. She elaborates that 
‘a collection of things separate and 
connected, offers spaces not only 
for the known, but also […] we 
attempt to preserve and respect the 
unknown aspects of things in per-
formance.’ (p.33) Well aware that 
even a comprehensive collection 
will stay partial in the face of the 
complexity of what processes took 
place, and that such a collection 
will not be able to give a reliable 
account in terms of phenome-
nological experience, I want to 
acknowledge memory as escaping 
not only fact, but fiction, too. I 
therefore advocate active unknow-
ing of what is true and false, past 
or future selves, and instead to ex-
pose oneself to an encounter with 
‘some thing’ in all its complexity, 
possibly meaning to submit to 
an experience in overchallenge 
and total openness, to wit(h)ness 
the unfolding encounter. Nicola 
Clayton and Clive Wilkins discuss 
memory as prospective as much 
as retrospective, which seems a 
promising revelation concern-
ing the relays between memory, 
experience and time, but also 
specifically the histories, potentials 
and modifications of behaviour 
over time in relation to things, but 
also of things. (See also Nicola S. 
Clayton and Clive Wilkins, ‘Seven 
myths of memory’ in Behaviour-
al Processes, 2017, https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.beproc.2017.12.018. 
[accessed December 30, 2017]. 
Nicola Clayton is Professor of 
Comparative Cognition at the 
Department of Psychology at the 
University of Cambridge and the 
first Scientist in Residence at Ram-
bert, a Dance Company founded 
in 1926 by Marie Rambert that has 
shaped the landscape of dance in 
the UK significantly.
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mobilising thought in relation to performance experiences 
of both performer and spectator. The lecture performance 
takes place in the environment of the anarchive, subse-
quently inviting a temporary inhabitation of the anarchive 
in the so-called anarchival stroll.
Now let me backtrack a bit and focus on a simple obser-
vation. It seems quite specific to dance artists to cultivate 
a fluid movement between bodies and materials, multiple 
evolved ‘subselves’, no longer identical to the classical un-
derstanding of ‘roles’ (which sounds quite delineated and 
definitive, something to slip in and out of), but rather ded-
icated to process and working through complex enwrought 
layers of selves. If I resume, post-dramatic theatre meant the 
detachment of performance not only from the text, but also 
from the grammar of narrative dramaturgy, postmodern 
dance brought about the use of everyday movement, ac-
knowledging gravity and momentum as constituent compo-
nents of dance, valuing embodied perception and physical 
diversity and – the youngest of the triplet – post-conceptual 
dance191 conceives dance in its expansion claiming relevance 
to social, cultural and political fields making itself at home 
at the boundaries of the art form, consistently asking how 
we are making sense of each other. What strikes me here is 
that the three post-movements seem to share an increased 
interest in self-reflexive practices192 in relation to form and 
scope. Self-reflexivity for sure has been present way before 
postmodernism, however, the fragmentation (or in Deleuze 
and Guattari’s terms, schizoanalytical dimension) and emer-
gence of partial enunciators appears to be a development of 
the last decades.
In relation to such contemporary partiality, David Kishik 
writes: ‘A whatever singularity may accept and reject the 
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191) There are currently vari-
ous terms circulating such as 
post-dance (Mårten Spångberg), 
post-choreographic dance 
(Constanze Schellow) and post-con-
ceptual dance (Antje Hildebrandt), 
but also expanded choreography 
(Mette Ingvartsen), all aiming at 
hosting creative contemporary 
practices in their relation to 
contemporary concerns, envi-
ronments and ecologies (in their 
broader sense). The promiscuous-
ness of terms – and performance 
is a perfect example of this – can 
hollow out their meaning. Instead 
of territorial claims of terms, I sug-
gest to engage with the underlying 
dynamics – such as choreo-ethics, 
transfigurations, change of states.
192) These self-reflexive practices 
might include ‘perfectly sense-
less’ or ‘paradox’ performance, 
which crops up within common 
utilitarian, neoliberal, effective 
performance as a marginalised 
abject practice, only ever possible 
in the field of art where the uncon-
ditional unfolding and acting out 
of ideas is permitted. In my project 
Theorem Trans Radix (2005), I 
collaborated with Werner Moebius 
on an outdoor partita tracing 
each and every idea that comes to 
mind. In a three-month residency 
at the Center for Choreography in 
Hebron, New York, we obligated 
ourselves to unquestioning and 
unjudged articulation and collec-
tion of all ideas. We recorded every 
seed of an idea and the following 
developments, the lives of ideas, so 
to speak. Ideas popped up under 
the shower, in the middle of the 
night, or during working hours 
in the studio. In the partita, we 
meticulously tracked the shiftings, 
reworkings, developments, and 
editing that happen to ideas in 
artistic creation alongside the 
emergence of ‘now moments’ (see 
Stern, 2004, 2010). Recalling the 
narration of a friend, one of my 
favourite artists’ boy groups, the 
Vienna based collective Gelitin, 
have agreed on the rule to realise 
whatever idea comes to mind, 
which leads – as one can guess – to 
an incredible collection of wild 
works (http://www.gelitin.net). See 
also the discussion of perfect sense-
lessness in relation to the spectacle 
(p.32) and strange acts, as the 
most stupid ideas come just as the 
most sublime ideas do, oftentimes 
unasked and unpreventable.
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193) See David Kishik, ‘Present 
While Absent’ in The Power of  
Life – Agamben and the Coming 
Politics, Stanford: Stanford Univer-
sity Press, 2012, p.83.
194) See 4.1. Being Human and 
Choreo-Ethical Praxis, p.269ff.
195) Probably choreography is 
more prone to such realising of 
ideas and sneakily inhabits some 
space between dance and visual 
arts, which might be the reason for 
choreography’s currency in both 
fields in the last decades.
196) Mårten Spångberg doesn’t 
give any reference here for laying 
bare the philosophical embedding 
of, or context for his thoughts on 
one as well as One. However, his 
reading of one or One (already 
indicating a multiple reading) 
obviously differs from Plotinus, 
a protagonist of Neoplatonic 
mysticism, who discusses the 
One as transcendent and infinite, 
not as multiplicity, nor distinct 
or differentiated. In my reading 
of Spångberg however, he rather 
affirms the formless, unstructured 
emergence of dance, which only 
apparently has commonalities with 
the Neoplatonic One, but differs 
in its whateverness in its accepting 
attitude bound to betweenness and 
movement as permanent transition. 
Or, as Tristan Garcia writes, ‘it 
is nothing other than a balanced 
milieu between the things that 
compose it and the thing that it 
composes.’ (see Tristan Garcia, 
Forme et objet: Un trait des choses, 
Paris: Presses universitaires de 
France, 2011, p.85).
197)  See Mårten Spångberg 




198) See Giorgio Agamben’s first 
section entitled ‘Whatever’ in The 
coming Community, where he 
writes that Quodlibet ens is not ‘be-
ing, it does not matter which’, but 
rather ‘being such that it always 
matters’. He affirms ‘it’s being such 
as it is’ and continues, ‘Singular-
ity is thus freed from the false 
dilemma that obliges knowledge to 
choose between the ineffability of 
the individual and the intelligibil-
ity of the universal.’ (The coming 
Community, Photo © Mariella Greil / spine.
same identity or shuttle between a number of identities.’193 
Instead of desperately subjecting the work to an identity, an 
‘integrated whole’ that coheres with the laws of the market, 
is recognisable and therefore accumulated into the sellable 
artistic signature – the integrity of the work may lie within 
its untameable incoherence and multiplicity, formed along-
side the togetherness of partial enunciators as a choreo-eth-
ical assemblage.194 However, the dynamics within dance 
are slightly different from ‘realising an idea’.195 Seemingly 
contradictory, I agree with Spångberg when he writes that 
‘Dance in its first instance is one, or One,196 and One can 
not be negotiated, it thus exceeds the realm of the possible. 
Dance is not a matter of imagination, but some thing that 
traverses imagination to also conspire with realms that we 
can not even imagine imagining.’197 In my point of view one-
ness of dance embraces the plurality of whateverness. Con-
temporary dance practice within the context of post-con-
ceptual dance – viewed through the prism of Agamben’s 
terminology – is whatever singularity,198 and exactly in its 
whateverness assures the agency and mattering199 of dance.
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Dance’s open-texturedness provokes me to think selves 
as organisms in a permanent state of becoming (see 4. Be-
ing and Becoming) – that can decide to come to or towards 
choreography. An interest in this coming together of par-
tial enunciators informs my interest in, and approach to, 
the format of lecture performance. It is the listening for a 
co-emergent call that may turn out to be a song.200 Andreas 
Weber writes: ‘The strange and wonderful thing about crea-
tures, the subjects concerned with themselves, is that they 
only ever come about in connection with the Other. Exist-
ence is always “being in-between”; its interest in continu-
ing existence and flourishing is always “inter-essere”.’201 It is 
my interest in words and movements, reading and choreo-
graphing that (in)forms my lecture performance202 and ac-
tivates the (per)formative part of my thesis. The lecture per-
formance is ‘conceived as intersection of partial autopoietic 
components’203 or ‘a collection of loose ends’204 that brings 
and holds together work relevant to the topic of the thesis – 
the partial enunciators selected for my PhD project.
In my approach to practice as research, I feel affinities with 
phenomenology, cultural studies, performance studies and 
take philosophical aesthetics as a source of inspiration. My 
orientation as artist-researcher is grounded in choreograph-
ic, material thinking and making. Such a paradigm invites 
not-yet-knowing into art works and creative processes, 
including the unthought or unexpected. I feel entirely at-
tuned to the statement that ‘artistic research is an activity 
for border-crossers’.205 Philosopher and music theorist Henk 
Borgdorff articulated three aspects as constituting the ‘met-
aphysics’206 of artistic research: realism, non-conceptualism 
and contingency. My approach to practice as research reso-
nates with those aspects and builds on embodied, real expe-
riences that create room for understanding our relationship 
to the world and other people. In the course of my research, 
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Minneapolis: University of Minne-
sota Press, 2007/1990, p.1–2, here 
p.1). I hear in Agamben’s call to 
construe community as based on 
singularity, an orientation towards 
affordances to move beyond iden-
tity or representation, instead fully 
acknowledging our being liable 
to co-managed subjectivation 
processes and solidarity (see below 
1.2. Decolonising Practices and Sol-
idarity, p.99ff.. Spångberg focusses 
on the whatever, Lepecki on the 
singularity; for me it is the togeth-
erness (sic!) of the two that makes 
sense, as well as both of them as 
singular concepts. Also, the French 
philosopher Tristan Garcia speaks 
about n’importe quoi – no matter 
what, not in a negating or nihilistic 
manner, but distributing sense 
and agency by such affirmation 
of exactly that which is no matter 
what, besides all valuation, because 
it performs rather than pointing 
towards an idea. Its value lies in 
both the doing, in performance 
and as event, but also its mattering 
as matter. Full inhabitation and en-
fleshment of post-conceptual dance 
can only and indispensably come 
after conceptual dances rise, as an 
emancipatory movement from it, 
and thus is closely related to it.
199) See the rich archive of 
Performance Matters, scrutinis-
ing what matters. ‘Performance 
Matters was a five-year creative 
research project exploring the 
cultural value of performance, its 
increased public presence and vital 
force, and its extensive circulation 
as a concept and metaphor in 
critical discourse.’ I contributed 
a dialogue project with Emily 
Sweeney which was documented 
in various media (video, audio, 
drawing and writing, but also 
activated in a performance) and 
is available for viewing on http://
www.thisisperformancematters.
co.uk/home.html. Mattering in 
terms of cultural production is of 
course quite disputable. However, 
my thesis focusses and rests on 
proposing otherwise forms of ecol-
ogies based on incessant practices 
and insistence. I use ‘otherwise’ 
in resonance of Ashon Crawley’s 
elaborations on ‘otherwise worlds 
of possibility’. See Ashon Crawley, 
Blackpentecostal Breath – The 
Aesthetics of Possibility, New York: 
Fordham University Press, 2017, 
p.84. I attend particularly to the 
slow but sustainable mattering 
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of minor gestures, a concept that 
Erin Manning develops in her 
thinking about the politics of 
movement. Insisting on dance as 
an art form (besides social forms 
of dance and huge commercial 
productions) – particularly in 
its emergence as contemporary 
choreography – offers a delicate 
form of being in contact with 
the dividual dimension of being 
human. Encountering bare bodies 
provokes the spectator to attend to 
such a shared dimension, which is 
folded – as I think – into the minor. 
Manning carefully elaborates the 
interlacing of major and minor 
keys, emphasising the minor’s 
‘unmooring its structural integrity, 
problematizing its normative 
standards […] the minoritarian 
tendencies that initiate the subtle 
shifts’ (Manning, 2016, p.1) and 
potentialise transformation.
200) Andreas Weber attends in his 
short, but expressive text The Song 
of the Mistle Thrush to the ‘promise 
of newly flourishing life’ and poet-
ically describes the complex pro-
cess of how spring comes about, 
concluding that it is a co-created 
evolution, co-emergent between 
awakening of I and nature.
201) See Andreas Weber, ‘The 
song of the mistle trush’ in Simona 
Koch (Ed.), Organism, Nürnberg: 
Verlag für moderne Kunst 
Nürnberg, 2012, p.15.
202) See video documenta-
tion: https://doi.org/10.22501/
rc.505199.
203) See Félix Guattari, ‘The new 
aesthetic paradigm’ in Chaosmosis: 
an ethico-aesthetic paradigm, Indi-
anapolis: Indiana University Press, 
1995, p.118.
204) See video work with the same 
title ‘A Collection of loose Ends’ 
made in collaboration with Emily 
Sweeney as part of our Dialogue 
Project in the frame of ‘Potentials 
of Performance’ featuring the Asso-
ciate Researchers of the creative re-
search project Performance Matters. 
See https://vimeo.com/41343238 
[accessed July 3, 2012].
205) See Florian Dombois, Ute 
Meta Bauer, Claudia Mareis,  
Michael Schwab (Eds.) in Intro-
duction to Intellectual Birdhouse –  
Artistic Practice as Research, Photo © Mariella Greil / spine.
the necessity evolved ‘to self-define the workings of the ar-
chive’ and to ‘re-think[ing of] their role and function for 
artistic research and society at large’.207
Before bridging to the next section Encounter, Affect and 
Response I would like to conclude this chapter with para-
graph 67 in Philosophical Investigations by the Austrian phi-
losopher Ludwig Wittgenstein: ‘[…] And the strength of 
the thread resides not in the fact that some one fibre runs 
through its whole length, but in the overlapping of many 
fibres.’208 For me this metaphor of yarning, threading, braid-
ing and weaving together of fibres, elucidates my process 
and approach towards a methodological thread, ouvertly 
gendered in its labour of caring, persisting and nurturing 
of various lines of thought, sharing in tedious patience for 
forming an acceptable thread, ready for weaving the fabric 
of the thesis by practices of writing and making.
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Diagram © Mariella Greil / potent affect.
London: Koenig Books, 2012, p.11.
206) See Henk Borgdorff, ‘Where 
Are We Today? – The State of the 
Art in Artistic Research’ in Art and 
Research – Can artists be researchers?, 
2011, pp.29–79.
207) See Henk Slager, ‘Coun-
ter-Archival Dissemination’ 
in Michael Schwab and Henk 
Borgdorff (Eds.), The Exposition of 
Artistic Research Publishing Art in 
Academia, Leiden University Press, 
2014, pp.287–245, here p. 194.
208) This is Wittgenstein’s 67th 
paragraph. See Ludwig 
Wittgenstein, Philosophical 
investigations, (Trans.) G.E.M. 
Anscombe, P.M.S. Hacker, and 
Joachim Schulte, Chichester: 
Wiley-Blackwell, 2009/1953, p.36. 
The German original reads as 
follows: ‘[…] die Stärke des Fadens 
liegt nicht darin, daß irgend eine 
Faser durch seine ganze Länge 
läuft, sondern darin, daß viele 
Fasern einander übergreifen.’
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Encounter, Affect and Response
1 .  E NC OU N T E R ,  A F F E C T  
A N D R E SP ON SE
I explore the various affects and qualities that are at stake 
in encountering works that expose the bare body or com-
positional methods of laying bare in contemporary cho-
reographic practices and performance. The ‘laying bare’ 
essentially concerns relations with the audience that are 
created through an intensified, impersonal intimate way 
of being in contact, offering revelation and/or provoca-
tion as a mode of being with bodies-and-compositions or 
compositions-of-bodies. I describe forms of contact that 
are mediated or aestheticised to be impersonally intimate, 
different from private or social forms of intimacy. The 
American performance artist Karen Finley entitles the col-
lected writings of her memoir – ‘a different kind of intima-
cy’.209 This form of transmogrified intimacy emerges only 
when performing, in the midst of artistic performance as 
cultural activity. Affects cross borders and belong to both 
sides of the relation. In the foreword of the book ‘The Af-
fective Turn’, Michael Hardt wrote: ‘The challenge of the 
perspective of the affects resides primarily in the syntheses 
it requires’,210 and he points at affects referring equally to 
body and mind, reason and passions. Affects do not only 
mediate between two sides (of the same coin – or better 
experience), but all along negotiate between the potential 
to affect and be affected, as well as the relation between 
both contingencies. 
However, approaches to the bare are not easily described 
and become an even more complicated and elusive matter 
in the present-day context of an unfolding de-sensitisation 
to biopolitical211 issues. Throughout my thesis I outline the 
‘bare body’ as anchored in three significances:212 the body, 
209) The provocative performance 
artist Karen Finley works with 
self-exposure, bringing to her 
art a big portion of idealism and 
political engagement. She writes: ‘I 
am interested in exposing devices 
and artifice, and, by reading this 
incredibly private document [her 
father’s suicide note – my remark], 
I was trying to expose the absurdity 
of the idea that the theatre can truly 
represent emotional pain, that it can 
cause the audience to experience 
emotions that are ‘real’.’ (See Karen 
Finley, A Different Kind of Intimacy 
– The Collected Writings of Karen 
Finley, New York: Thunder’s Mouth 
Press, 2000, p.61.) Karen Finley 
here refers to her work A Suggestion 
of Madness (1988), a short play with 
a monologue. The work was shown 
in Performance Space 122’s down-
stairs space on January 19,1988. 
Jennifer Monson and The Dance 
Troupe were nude when performing 
interludes. The performance ended 
with Finley reading her father’s 
suicide note. Here a quote from 
the note: ‘My light has darkened. 
I stand naked as a day hawk. This 
is my destiny I must go.’ (Ibid., 
p.64). Stephen Holden wrote in a 
review published in the New York 
Times on January 20, 1988: ‘Finley 
used the scenario to evoke life 
stripped of its civilized veneer.’ He 
further states that her work ‘fused 
post-adolescent rebellion, feminist 
rage, evangelical moralism and hip 
disgust into a relentless critique.’ 
Unfortunately, the critic doesn’t 
mention Monson’s choreographic 
interlude in the whole review, as if it 
hadn’t happened.
210) See Michael Hardt, ‘What 
Affects Are Good For’ in Patricia 
Ticineto Clough, Jean Halley (Eds.), 
The Affective Turn – Theorizing the 
Social, Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2007, pp.ix –xiii, here ix.
211) Still my research clearly is not 
an application of biopolitical phi-
losophy, but some of my argumen-
tation moves through that field.
212) All three appear as highly 
contested areas of our contempo-
raneity as they touch each and 
everyone’s life.
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politics213 and intimacy.214 The specific knotting of the re-
lations between them lies at the core of my enquiry. My 
hypothesis is that a bare body reveals and provokes af-
fects, and that the laying bare of methods and processes 
can be cultivated for choreographic practices that take the 
choreographing of encounters between wit(h)nesses and 
performers as a central concern. This entanglement of per-
formativity and receptivity stretches out between the agen-
cy of performers and wit(h)nesses as a field triangulated 
between (1) sensitivity to others (other human bodies, but 
also other others,215 i.e., things or animals, manifestations 
in material form); (2) receptivity for other ways of thinking 
(modes of thought or attitudes, manifestations in immate-
rial form as ideas of others); and (3) capacity for experience 
(opening up towards the potential for participation and 
active mutual interest). As we know, affects and relations 
(as well as their powers) are extremely difficult to grasp, 
subtle and transitive in their sensate differences; both form 
intensities as they embody intimate experiences. Still, they 
are a peculiar, sensible and elemental216 matter to consid-
er in the context of choreography and performance. The 
closer we look into relational affects the more they tend 
to shift, and this shiftiness of relational affects specifically 
is a recurring interest of my research, be it on the layer of 
phenomenological-perceptual, conceptual-composition-
al, or ethico-aesthetic shifts. Aside from the fact that the 
sensible217 holds concurrent potentials to be either striking 
disclosure or meaningless utterance, eminently dependent 
on the fragile relations between performer(s) and wit(h)
ness(es) and always revealing their shared but at the same 
time separated experience, a bare sensation of encounter 
lies at the heart of performance. A denuding performance 
mode centred on the body aspires to an intensified encoun-
ter that has the potential to surmount conventions and 
213) Politics means of, for, or relat-
ing to citizens (See Henry George 
Liddell, Robert Scott. πολιτικός ‘A 
Greek-English Lexicon’. Perseus 
Digital Library) with – as the 
argument will show – an emphasis 
on the relational.
214) Lauren Berlant points out in 
the editorial note with the title: 
Intimacy: A Special Issue that 
‘Intimacy builds worlds; it creates 
spaces and usurps places meant 
for other kinds of relation’. (2000, 
p.2). This particular potential of 
intimacy makes it such a prolific 
process if appearing in contempo-
rary performance.
215) See footnote 100, p.54-55.
216) For in-depth discussion of 
the elemental see the research 
project Choreo-graphic Figures, 
specifically the ‘Elemental Figures’. 
This group of figures emerges 
and attends to the opening up 
and exposition of the relational 
elemental encounter between 
performer and wit(h)ness ‘in the 
form of curves, arcs, waves of 
intensity: rising, ebbing […] they 
articulate rudimentary first prin-
ciples, the essential vitality curves 
of the creative process [my note: 
here in relation to encounter]: 
how to begin, how to continue, 
how to end’. ‘[…] we conceive 
them as “elemental” rather than 
“fundamental”, less the basic foun-
dation or fundament of practice, 
but rather an exploration of the 
generative forces and energies that 
connect artistic endeavour to a 
wider creative ecology.’ – I would 
like to add, an ecology traded and 
shared between wit(h)ness and 
performer in the encountering 
of the artistic work. See Nikolaus 
Gansterer, Emma Cocker, Mariella 
Greil, ‘Elemental Figures’ in 
Gansterer, Cocker, Greil (Eds.), 
2017, pp.81–110, here p.83.
217) The ‘sensible’ refers to what is 
capable of being apprehended by 
the senses in its double meaning 
as a relation of sensation and of 
sense pertaining to the ethical and 
aesthetic regimes – as elaborately 
discussed by Jacques Rancière – 
articulated in choreographic per-
formance. I refer to the German 
translation: Jacques Rancière, Die 
Aufteilung des Sinnlichen – Die 
Politik der Kunst und ihre 
Paradoxien, (The distribution of 
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detachments. Affirming an intimate218 space where seeking 
access in and through performance happens, my research 
touches base with Nancy’s argument that the arts form ‘the 
exposition of an access concealed in its own opening […], 
the plural touching of the singular origin’219 (which again 
is of course always already plurally touched). He further 
emphasises that ‘every position is also dis-position […] all 
appearance is co-appearance’,220 which is lucidly palpable 
in performance as I can only become a performer if the 
spectator co-appears as wit(h)ness, co-constituting the 
performance. The creation of a performance as the origin 
or ‘birth of a world’221 therefore (besides infinite other op-
tions) holds the potential to reveal the meaning of being in 
contact and encounter with the other. Through the expo-
sure of body, movement, gesture to the choreographic pro-
cess, an assemblage based on the dispositive222 of the bare 
emerges. In other words – this is an investigation into the 
mode of baring as in- and ex-citement for affective trans-
formative encounters in contemporary choreography. Af-
fects are – after the lived experience of the here and now – 
bound to memory, attending to both the retrospective and 
prospective dimensions of memories.223
Let me propose a slight shifting of the discussion towards re-
sponse, not as assumptions or a patterned mode of exchange, 
but rather as a practice of encountering and laying bare what 
is at stake. My proposition is to make a try at remembering 
one of my most intense affective-visceral responses to live 
performance. Though a long time ago (nearly a decade), I 
vividly remember being a wit(h)ness of the performance 
Transmission by Dominic Johnson. Here his rather prag-
matic description of the piece:
the sensible – The politics of art and 
their paradoxes), Berlin: b_books 
Verlag, 2008/2000.
218) Intimate is the past partici-
ple of late Latin intimare ‘make 
known, announce, impress’. As 
Berlant argues ‘to intimate is to 
communicate with the sparest 
of signs and gestures, that at its 
root intimacy has the quality of 
eloquence and brevity […] and 
the inwardness of the intimate is 
met by a corresponding public-
ness.’ (See Lauren Berlant (Ed.), 
Intimacy, Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Press, 2000, p.1) Highly 
interesting for performance I find 
also Maureen McLanes critical 
response included in this publica-
tion, which identifies the rhetorical 
figure of the apostrophe as indica-
tive of potential for intimacy. She 
writes, ‘to conjure a presence, a 
conjuring the very power of which 
depends in part on our awareness 
of what’s missing, that is the living 
hand, warm, capable, the palpable 
presence’. (Maureen McLane ibid., 
p.436.) I carry forward that the 
emergence of a bare body in per-
formance concludes with intimacy 
as a crisis of address. Both absence 
and a crisis of address are subjects 
that emerge in the works of Jared 
Gradinger & Angela Schubot, 
Trajal Harrell and Ivana Müller, as 
well as my own work, which will 
be elaborated in the chapters chain 
of reasoning.
219) See Nancy 2000/1996, p.14.
220) See ibid., p.12.
221) Nancy states that ‘the concept 
of creation […] renders the “crea-
tor” indistinct from its “creation”.’ 
See ibid., p.15. This is particularly 
true for dance-artists, whose 
body is both subject and object of 
creation.
222) For the minute elaborations 
on the distinction between dis-
positive, dispositif and appa-
ratus please refer to Bussolini, 
2010, Foucault Studies, No. 10, 
pp.85–107. Especially useful is 
his reference (p.100) to Deleuze 
(presented at the ‘Michel Foucault 
Philosophe’ conference in Paris in 
January 1988) saying that, ‘the two 
first dimensions of a dispositive 
[…] are the curves of visibility
 and the curves of enunciation. 
Dispositives are […] machines to
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The piece uses glittering chains suspended from hy-
podermic needles inserted into the skin of my hair-
line, which I swing like a long sparkly fringe to ornate, 
florid music I commissioned from Othon Mataragas. 
When I take them out this triggers bloodletting, and I 
carry out a few more actions so that by the end all the 
rivulets of blood are encrusted in glitter.224
Photo © Eirini Kartsaki / Transmission / performance: Dominic Johnson.
Remembering, which is always a complicated undertaking, 
becomes even more tricky in this case because I had lost 
consciousness for a short time: I passed out during his per-
formance. Reawakened, I found myself in a kitschy pietà 
on the floor, being held by a friend, prevented from falling 
hard; I recall sinking into his hands and warm support. My 
body responded, overwhelmed by the intense entanglement 
of pain and trashy beauty radiated by the body in perfor-
mance. I recall sensations of tenderness and violence hand 
in hand. The brutality of virtuoso and highly aestheticised 
self-composure met with my radical openness to witness 
and undergo transformative experience. Dominic John-
son’s work Transmission was initially created in 2007, but 
I saw the re-staged, expanded version in London in 2009. 
 make see and make speak’, which 
definitely indicates an affinity to 
performance. Therefore, besides 
its obviously central meaning in 
Foucault, Deleuze and Agamben’s 
work, this term appears to be 
adequate for the analysis at hand 
of the dynamics and precepts 
revealed and provoked through 
the bare body in performance. 
However, to make feel and to make 
sense are definitely included in the 
proposed rendering of disposi-
tives for relational choreography. 
Generally, my usage of the term 
dispositive is closer to Agambens 
than Foucaults conception, which 
is more open and expansive. (See 
Giorgio Agamben, What Is an Ap-
paratus, (Trans.) David Kishik and 
Stefan Pedatella, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2009/2006, p.14).
223) For a discussion on memo-
ry as speculative, prospective as 
much as retrospective see footnote 
190,p.73. Also, Henri Bergson’s 
famous metaphor of the ‘memory 
cone’ as discussed in the third 
chapter ‘Of the Survival of Images. 
Memory and Mind’ in Matter and 
Memory comes to mind. He em-
phasises the movement of memory 
across time as the body stretches 
between action and its contempla-
tion. See Henri Bergson, Matter 
and Memory, (Trans.) Nancy Mar-
garet Paul and W. Scott Palmer, 
New York: zone books, 2005/1896, 
especially relevant pp.150–170.
224) Interview with Dominic 
Johnson: ‘On Pain and Perfor-





January 22, 2018]. Transmission 
was performed in the Great Hall, 
People’s Palace, Queen Mary Uni-
versity of London January 2009.
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What I recall is an experience of total surrender, my body 
fainting in the face of self-inflicted pain. The artist was oc-
cupying the position and disposition of suffering and pain 
so promiscuous to cheap pearl of beauty, an aestheticised 
and anaesthesising, stylised image of the bleeding body. I 
remember my bodily response of withdrawal, the somatic 
reactions of softening and surrender, paired with my curi-
osity about such somatic response. I felt a wave of intensity, 
pleasurable but coming with a sense of ‘too-much-ness’ and 
total authority. I had no choices, my viscera responded for 
me, my somatic response was to faint, since I couldn’t find 
any replies to such a ‘speech’, to such diction, surprised at 
the sovereignty radiated by the bare body in front of me. 
I felt speechless, excited muteness, my body hesitant to 
split from my mind. In the face of the happenings in the 
performance a shy feeling arose of being pressed to vo-
yeurism, condemned to witnessing. There was no sense of 
shock, I felt moved by the experience, touched by the vi-
olent imagery, but not merely its visuality; much stronger 
for me was the somatic visceral response to the bare body 
in transmission. In retrospect, I think that I was receptive 
to the vibrations of transmission (beyond psychoanalytical 
dynamics) in their forceful visceral mattering, responding 
as a body to another body, in compassion and empathy, not 
in any way overly sentimental, but true to what was set in 
motion. If I forget just briefly – for the sake of research – 
about the ‘uncoolness’ and embarrassment of not bypassing 
the intensity of exactly the moment when I met the eyes of 
the performer, my close-reading of his body, the reactions 
of his muscles, discerning the alignment of bones in sus-
pense, listening to the song of the screaming fascia, all or-
chestrated for the triumph of imagery over body, mind over 
matter, then I know that the transmission has arrived in my 
flesh, syncope.225Unwavering opening up to the intensity of 
225) Munir Zagga and Ali Massumi 
explain ‘Neurally mediated synco-
pe is caused by “hypersensitivity” 
of the autonomic nervous system, 
which overresponds to different 
stimuli.’ See Munir Zagga and 
Ali Massumi ‘Neurally mediated 
syncope’ in Texas Heart Institute 
Journal, 2000, 27(3), pp.268–272. 
From: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/pmc/articles/PMC101078/ 
[accessed January 20, 2018].
My response was entirely gov-
erned by my body, the flesh and 
the viscera, sensitive (or maybe 
hypersensitive) to the performative 
stimulus.
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the experience, then the sudden loss of consciousness. The 
strength of my muscles surrendered to a passive, predomi-
nantly somatic reaction, total chaos in my neural mediation 
and autonomic regulation of tone, it meant the paralysis of 
active response. I recall an experience of dizziness, sweating, 
a feeling of warmth, my heart slowing and then I feel em-
braced by black, I slide deep into the opened gloom. Then I 
return and continue to witness the performance. Transmis-
sioned. Dominic Johnson says: 
I don’t like to assume anything about audiences – how 
they will react, what they want, what they need from 
me. If they find a situation difficult, they know that on 
some level they can refuse it – leave, cry, laugh, faint. I 
certainly don’t like the idea of assuming I know what 
they want, what they feel, what they like to do in bed, 
or what they find offensive.226
Retrospectively, what was difficult for me was to encoun-
ter the bare body. For me, it was a meeting with ‘The body 
as the raw matter of human existence’227 – as Tim Etchells 
wrote. After years of working with my body as a dancer, cho-
reographer and performer the time had come to rethink my 
work and its significance in the light of Being in Contact: En-
countering A Bare Body. In an interview, Johnson succinctly 
said: ‘We were all asked to respond to the work of Georges 
Bataille, which wasn’t too challenging for me as my perfor-
mances assume that horror is a byword for possibility.’ In the 
context of my questions around encountering bare bodies, 
the tension between excess and vulnerability, the messiness 
of body, exuberance of affect and intensity of intimacy opens 
up the potential for an experience of corporeal presence 
and human consciousness that emerges as shared cultural 
agency. Acknowledging also the risk of failure, always just 
226) Interview with Dominic 








227) Tim Etchells ‘By word of 
mouth: Ron Athey’s Self-Oblite-
ration’ in Dominic Johnson (Ed.), 
Pleading in the Blood: The Art and 
Performances of Ron Athey, Bristol: 
Intellect, 2013, p.227.
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around the corner of any performance whatsoever, makes 
performance such a gripping experience that I228 – and we – 
repeatedly are searching for it, even if I/we regularly get dis-
appointed, if it doesn’t live up to its promised transform-
ative, life-changing potential. In the process of writing, I 
came to appreciate the practice of looking after my memo-
ries of encounters from both sides – the perspective of the 
performer and the perspective of the wit(h)ness, too. Adrian 
Heathfield describes the amalgamation of times, past, pres-
ent and future in relation to live-performance pointedly: 
‘Eventhood allows spectators to live for a while in the para-
dox of two impossible desires: to be present in the moment, 
to savour it, and to save the moment, to still and preserve its 
power long after it has gone’229 (emphasis in the original). If 
we isolate the italics, the emphasis, it reveals the paradox of 
performance, its real impossibility, which I think draws us 
to invest in performance: the desire for a safe present, the 
‘presencing’ of safety (Geborgenheit) as well as the saving of 
presence. As a hypothesis, I propose to think contemporary 
choreographic performance radically as a laying bare and 
opening up of an intensified space of receptivity to concept 
and imagination alongside sensitivity to other bodies. At all 
events, we will have to think contemporary choreography 
along the paradigm of exteriority230 and the encounter as a 
tension, a tendency or the threshold were the potential to be 
in contact is staged – still connected to other socio-political 
practices, often life practices.
Encounters with what I call bare bodies invite to explore 
deep surfaces, while entering into aesthetico-ethical dia-
logue with the work and its political outline. I emphasise the 
layer of the minor once again, because I appreciate its coun-
tercultural potential within the field of contemporary dance. 
I want to take action against its overlooked potentiality, both 
for quick epiphanies and for gradual unfolding of minor 
228) Here I mean both the italic 
and the non-italic I – see above 
p.60.
229) See Adrian Heathfield, ‘Alive’ 
in Adrian Heathfield and Hugo 
Glendinning (Eds.), Live: Art and 
Performance, London: Tate 
Publishing, 2004, pp.6–15, here p.6.
230) The restoration of words and 
movements in their constitutive 
exteriority (see Gilles Deleuze, 
Foucault, Paris: Édition du Minuit 
2006/1986, p.37) is elemental for 
choreography (in difference to 
dance) and is introduced in refer-
ence to Sabisch’s line of argument. 
She states that ‘Deleuze expounds 
this constitutive exteriority 
explicitly as an issue of method’ 
(Sabisch, 2011. p. 87.) For further 
elaboration see also 2.1. Figures –  
Methods – Practices of Being in 
Contact, p.133ff.
231) See Gerald Raunig, ‘After
Community: Condividuality’, in
Gerald Siegmund and Stefan
Hölscher (Eds.) Dance, Politics
& Co-Immunity – Thinking
Resistances – Current
Perspectives on Politics and
Communities in the Arts, Vol.1,
Zurich: Diaphanes, 2013, p.
271 and p.279.
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kindness [ˈkaɪndnəs]
Kindness requires courage, attends to the other with gener-
osity, and comes with affection. Radiating human kindness 
makes you vulnerable, because you care. Being human is a 
practice of profound richness, never innocent.
encounter [in-ˈkau̇n-tər]
The encounter with new choreography has a tension, a ten-
dency – or addresses the threshold where the potential of be-
ing in contact is staged. – One can consider the encounter in 
performance a socio-political practice. It is a meeting place, 
unplanned, expected, long or brief, maybe arising violently or 
intimately, as a (clash, or better) collision, confrontational or 
gentle. It is the revolutionary everyday struggle – the partici-
pation of us all, since we are in the situation together.
acts and movements. The scholastic philosopher Gilbert de 
la Porrée introduced similarity as producing the dividual, 
knowing that ‘that which something is and that through 
which it is are related to one another’. The appreciation of 
the wit(h)ness as co-constituent for performance attends to 
the dividual dimension of bodies, and in the context of my 
discussion here, the dimension of bare bodies. The term di-
vidual sensibly refers to both the separation and the sharing 
taking place in both live-performance and life-performance 
(I allude to the connotations of German: teilen; French: 
partager, both can refer to affects such as joy or sorrow, 
but also responsibility). Dance repeatedly affirms its value 
and meaning in and through its doing, its performance in a 
‘rampant middle’ between wit(h)ness and performer as con-
division, the term Gerald Raunig proposes. Condividuality 
arises as singularity and concatentation of co-emergent con-
dividuals, permeating not only ‘the hetero-cosmoses of art’ 
but also ‘the fields of economy and sociality’.231
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Between My Body and the Body of the Other
1 . 1 .  BET W E E N M Y B ODY A N D 
T H E B ODY OF T H E OT H E R
There are various layers to the between. In-between-zones 
are not just emerging in my work, more importantly, there 
are plural strata activated and present in contemporary cho-
reographies and performance to a great extent: between 
dancing bodies, between media, between times, places, cul-
tures, between performers and audience. Nevertheless, in 
the following I will focus on what is negotiated ‘between my 
body and the body of the other’.
Say there is a body and another body. Between them 
is air, perhaps matter. For if not on some psychologi-
cal level, if not via dramaturgical scenarios, one must 
seek a connection between the two in qualitative 
changes or states that cannot be expressed in words. 
One finds not theatre, but dance sensibilities between 
the two.232
Saburo Teshigawara suggests that there is something else 
alongside the air between bodies, energy or spirituality. 
While keeping in mind his cultural context, I still feel he 
points at something deeply engrained in dance. For me, 
dance sensibilities are not in any way a term for esotericism 
or sentimentalism, but refers to the concrete conditions, af-
fordances and emergences within dance practices. Dance 
sensibilities have an affinity for transformative movements 
and show an interest in thresholds, liminal experiences and 
potentials for temporary communities based on the willing-
ness to be moved and move (affectively, intellectually, im-
aginatively). If we start with the last one of the ‘betweens’ 
listed, between performers and audience, I think of Mette 
Edvardsen’s statement, as she captures and encapsulates the 
232) See Saburo Teshigawara – in 
the Pro Series 1992 brochure by 
ImPulsTanz Festival, Construction 
and Dissolution of the Body / 
Creation / Dance Sensibilities, p.25.
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phenomenon of ‘we’, stretched between the desire for be-
longing to a group, being part of a plurality, but also for dis-
appearing in the crowd. She says:
And I like to say audience instead of spectator, be-
cause it doesn’t single out individuals. For me ‘spec-
tator’ focuses more on the individual, and ‘audience’ 
assumes a ‘we’ and can refer to both the space of the 
audience and the people (one or many). It allows for 
both anonymity and belonging together. As an audi-
ence, my experience is singular and personal. When 
I am an audience myself, I like to disappear in that 
collective moment, in the dark, and just be with my-
self. To share this space of imagining together, in a 
space that offers something without wanting some-
thing in return.233
With this statement, Edvardsen locates the ‘space’ of per-
formance somewhere outside of capitalist dynamics and de-
sires, as if there were no ‘trading’ at hand, but instead ‘a space 
without wanting something in return’, a space of uncondi-
tional giving. I am not quite convinced that today there ac-
tually exists an outside of the paradigm of capitalism, since 
capitalism permeates all of our culture, but I am hopeful 
that the creation of insular areas (Temporary Autonomous 
Zones – TAZ234) is actually a possibility still available to us 
working in the arts. Though the market economy, even in 
its eco-social dimension,235 pervades, dominates, and en-
ters the most minuscule and elemental cells of the world we 
live in, I support the idea of dreaming up alternative spaces, 
other possibilities. We know that consumerism is ubiqui-
tous and resistance to the dominant paradigm is a tough 
practice, a complicated negotiation for artists entangled in 
an art market that even embraces our resistances.236 Besides 
233) See ‘I don’t think we make 
things alone, even when we are 
alone’ – A written interview with 
Mette Edvardsen by Eva 
Decaesstecker, Kaaitheater, 2017, 
http://www.metteedvardsen.be/
texts.html [accessed January 24, 
2018].
234) Hakim Bey, Temporary Au-
tonomous Zones, New Jersey: Grim 





pdf [accessed January 3, 2018].
235) It seems appropriate to use 
that term for those fields outside 
of the hard-core business zones 
of monetary economy, stock 
exchanges, private business, or the 
area of finance.
236) The philosopher and dram-
aturge Boyan Manchev argues 
that we live today in a form of 
performance-capitalism, and that 
the main aim of this performance 
capitalism is the production of sub-
jectivity, the marketing of life styles 
and social situations. See Boyan 
Manchev, Nothing in Common. 
Collaborations, Relations, Processes 
and the Actuality of Artistic Labour. 
The first draft of this essay was 
presented at the conference The 
Public Commons and the Under-
commons of Art, Education, and 
Labor, organized by Bojana Cvejić, 
Stefan Apostolou-Hölscher, and 
Bojana Kunst at Frankfurt Lab in 
June 2014.
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Edvardsen’s winsome, idealistic version (imagine a space 
free of return or profit-seeking economic systems) there are 
obviously as many perspectives on the trade between audi-
ence and performers as there are people. However, we know 
that there are also the concrete pragmatics of buying tickets 
(on the side of the audience) and all kinds of investments for 
producing the event (on the side of the performers, chore-
ographers and cultural agents such as institutions, funding 
bodies, curators, etc.). Still, I would like to call attention to 
at least two observations: (1) The ‘not wanting something’ is 
not actually the case; even though ‘a space offers something’ 
it is also true that exactly this performance space asks for an 
audience – if the audience doesn’t show up, ‘the space’ prob-
ably won’t be able to sustain itself, at least not comfortably, 
and at the centre of attention of the art market. And (2) as 
an audience I have made the choice for attending a perfor-
mance, I gave an advance of trust and came with some sort 
of curiosity, openness for experience or simply expectations. 
The transmissions between bodies, the atmospheres, vibra-
tions, the sparking of ideas and imagination, the sensual 
reception and rigorous scrutiny of who and how we are to-
gether today, is at stake each time in the between space of an 
encounter created through choreographic performance. It is 
and always will be a gamble, whether the sorcerous match, 
the correspondence (or correspondance) between my body 
and the body of the other will happen or not. The curator 
Pierre Bal-Blanc wrote: ‘The traditional form of the passive 
spectator is dead, and instead everybody is invited to take 
part in an open form.’237 I read this grand statement as an at-
tempt to revitalise the discussion on spectatorship. Different 
in tone, but with a similar intent, my own proposition re-lo-
cates the activity of spectating by shifting the whole issue 
towards acts of wit(h)nessing.238
237) See Pierre Bal-Blanc, The 
Death of the Audience, Zurich: 
Verlag Niggli AG Sulgen, 2011, 
p.189. The curator Pierre Bal-Blanc 
made the daring move to curate 
artists who were ‘being marginal-
ized, or in allowing themselves to 
become marginalized from the art 
market or institutions, these artists 
have each given priority to a form 
of art as a critical, concrete, and 
daily practice’ (ibid., p.188). The 
quote is taken from the catalogue 
published on the occasion of the 
exhibition The Death of the Audi-
ence at Secession in Vienna, July 3 
to August 30, 2009.
238) I introduce the ideation of 
wit(h)nessing in 0.2. Plurality and 
the Choreographic, p.53.
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In the last decade, there was increased debate around the 
term voyeur in relation to theatre’s assigning of a practice of 
watching, even shifting terms from spectatorship towards 
voyeurism have been suggested. I prefer to not use the 
word ‘voyeurism’ in regard to experiencing performance, 
dance and choreography, as it refers to a commonly used 
and pathological term, describing ‘the desire to spy on un-
suspecting and non-consenting people during their private 
activities such as undressing, being naked and/or seeing 
people performing a sexual act’.239 In the American Psychi-
atric Association’s DSM 5 Voyeuristic Disorder belongs to 
a group of mental conditions under paraphilic disorders. 
Voyeuristic Disorder brings sexual gratification on seeing 
other people perform private activities, none of which is 
happening in a performance: neither the sexual gratification 
nor the private activity. A performance is – in my view – per 
se made for others to view, perceive, experience, therefore 
intended for the public sphere. The form of gratification 
when viewing theatre or dance would – if we want to stay 
within the psychoanalytical vocabulary – be a sublimated 
form of gratification – an aesthetic, intellectual-sensual (but 
mostly not sexual) form of satisfaction. Especially, when not 
enjoying the performance, it might as well evoke all kinds of 
emotions, dissatisfying being one of the more innocuous240 
ones. In Theatre as Voyeurism: The Pleasures of Watching 
George Rodosthenous wants to ‘offer[s] an alternative per-
spective and aims to redefine the term.’241 For him the notion 
of voyeurism needs to be liberated from its clinical psychiat-
ric ‘negative heritage’, which he attributes to psychoanalysis. 
Marianne Karabelnik argues that ‘Sigmund Freud242 took up 
this definition [voyeur] as a perversion of the human spirit 
and banished it to the dark chambers’243 (footnote added). 
Given that Freud, was actually lifting the veils from subcon-
scious desires and addressed psycho-sexual development as 
239) See Voyeuristic Disorder 
DSM-5 (F65.3) in American 
Psychiatric Association: Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, Fifth Edition. Arlington, 
VA, American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013.
240) I wonder about the strong 
sentiments of Mr. Raymond 
Whitehead, who made a legal 
complaint following the viewing 
of the piece Jérôme Bel (1995) by 
the choreographer Jérôme Bel. See 
footnote 279, p.112.
241) George Rodosthenous. Theatre 
as Voyeurism: The Pleasures of 
Watching, 2015 (Kindle Locations 
221–222), Palgrave Macmillan UK, 
Kindle Edition.
242) I notice a tendency that 
Sigmund Freud ‘personifies’ 
psychoanalysis, regardless the 
multiple voices actively and 
articulately forming the body of 
psychoanalytical practice up to to-
day. However, when looking closer 
at the historical developments of 
the various working groups for 
psychoanalysis, it becomes obvious 
that he might have been leading 
in the foundational conceptualis-
ation, but embedded as he was in a 
field of intellectual discourse at the 
end of 19th century – Freud was 
supported as well as challenged by 
his contemporaries as well as those 
coming after him, continuing the 
linage and working around, against 
and with his ideas.
243) See Karabelnik, Marianne. 
Stripped Bare: The Body Revealed 
in Contemporary Art: Works from 
the Thomas Koerfer Collection. 
London: Merrell Publishers, 
2004, p.130. The footnotes are my 
addition.
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In per formances, I  am one – perhaps 
among many – addressing many or one, 
and then I am one among many re-
ceiving one or many. I feel the impetus 
of the movement towards the other on 
each occasion as a valuable cultural 
matter,  a giving and receiving, returns 
and tides of contingent, resistant, po-
tential encounters.
Ref lec tions  on being  a  per former  or  a 
wit(h)ness ,  excer pt  f rom my notebook,  
August  19 ,  2014.
At the beginning of work on the thesis, 
there were several boxes f illed with note 
books, drawings, props, costumes, vid-
eo tapes and audio recordings, several 
devices,  sketches, scripts (some unfin-
ished) and choreographic notes in the 
form of scores or partitas,  all  that mess 
piling up at my desktop. It was a collec-
tion ready for laying bare what I mean 
when I speak of bare bodies.  I  intended 
to reveal or discover why I had confi-
dence in this term, I was on search for 
something that would demonstrate what 
I intuited. Though dedicated, I felt  I 
had nothing on: no cover up of this rare 
relish for naked skin, not even unchal-
lenged whether I wanted to even both-
er with what that all  means, but there 
was this lucid, strange kind of fasci-
nation. When I started my research, 
I had noticed a nonchalant ignorance 
around bare bodies,  especially in terms 
of ref lexive articulation in reference to 
artistic works. Even more bewildering 
since there was an obvious increase of 
naked skin manifesting in current cho-
reographic work as well  as in contempo-
rary per formance.
Remember ing  where  my interest  in  bare 
bodies  began,  excer pt  f rom my notebook, 
Februar y  17,  2015.
a pioneer – during the repressive historical context of the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire ruled by the Habsburg Monar-
chy, I doubt that he had in mind to banish voyeurism to 
the dark chambers, but rather think that he was curious to 
discover and uncover the psychodynamics around para-
philic disorders from the perspective of in depth psycholo-
gy. However, in current psychotherapeutic practice there is 
a myriad of possible interventions, besides psychoanalytical 
treatment, and also a range of psychiatric diagnostic tools 
such as DSM-V, which Rodosthenous mainly and exclu-
sively refers to. Patrice Pavis, a retired Professor of Thea-
tre Studies, acknowledges the voyeuristic qualities of thea-
tre as inherent. In his definition, theatre is a ‘visual art par 
excellence and an institutionalized space for voyeurism.’244 
I deeply disagree with this statement, as I find the kinaes-
thetic-somatic-empathic dimension as well as resonances of 
voices, sounds, touches and smells equally important as the 
visual component. I would not want to feed up the broadly 
attested visual dominance in western culture. Alternatively, 
I propose a relational calling for the sensorial emergence of 
bare bodies, by which I mean radical attention to the senses. 
 
Handapparatcard © Jérôme Bel / Jérôme Bel.
244) Pavis, 1998, p. 388.
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There is a proliferating discourse on spectatorship inter-
ested in what kind of activity emerges and which dimen-
sions (aesthetic, physical, psychological, cognitive, political) 
are addressed in the practice of being a spectator. Dennis 
Kennedy argues in his book The Spectator and the Specta-
cle that audiences are essential to performance, and elabo-
rates that an imagined demarcation between spectator and 
participant won’t be functioning upon close inspection. He 
writes that ‘a spectator is a corporeal presence but a slip-
pery concept’.245 The neologism spectating was employed 
by Bruce McConachie246 when seeking to explain the role 
of attention, consciousness, empathy and embodiment in 
performance reception in relation to findings of cognitive 
science, operating as a key to understand the workings of 
spectatorship and engagement. A shift has happened from 
a semiotic-based analysis247 to exploring relational-immer-
sive practices as meaningful site for studying the contiguity 
between human beings and their environment.248 One of 
the most recent publications, Immersive Theatre: Engaging 
the Audience, 2017 edited by Josh Machamer discusses how 
immersive experiences engage the general notion of ‘the 
community’ and embraces the collaborative requirements 
for living in society and participating in art, as a practice 
of ‘story-telling’, specifically exploring the way in which we 
tell them.
In conclusion, from my perspective, Rodosthenous’s argu-
ment that ‘the contemporary audience has been placed in 
the position of a voyeur not by an inherent pathology but 
by the nineteenth- and twentieth-century insistence on the 
‘fourth wall’249 in theatre’250 provokes a range of questions. 
The most burning one for me is: What does the shift from 
spectator to voyeur mean both politically and cultural-
ly? Since I propose a shift from spectator to wit(h)ness – 
245) Dennis Kennedy, The Spectator 
and the Spectacle – Audiences in 
modernity and Postmodernity, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2009, p.3.
246) See Bruce McConachie, 
Engaging Audiences: A Cognitive 
Approach to Spectating in the 
Theatre. Basingstoke: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2011.
 
247) See Anne Ubersfeld, L’école du 
spectateur, Paris: Belin, 1996. 
248) See Josephine Machon, 
Immersive Theatres: Intimacy and 
Immediacy in Contemporary 
Performance, London: Palgrave, 2013.
249) He developed this argument 
in reference to Dr Duška 
Radosavljević, who pointed out 
this perspective on the issue.
250) See George Rodosthenous, 
Theatre as Voyeurism: The Pleasures 
of Watching (Kindle Locations 
259-260), Palgrave Macmillan UK, 
Kindle Edition, 2015.
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applying Ettinger’s conception to my field – I also ask what 
political and structural implication does such a movement 
entail?  Contemporary choreography (unlike theatre) par-
ticularly in its manifestation as post-conceptual dance and 
expanded choreography, anyways don’t cohere with the 
‘fourth wall’ conventions of theatre.
Etymologically251 spectator from Latin ‘viewer, watch-
er’ stemming from the past participle of spectare ‘to view, 
watch, behold’ has an affinity with Latin spectaculum ‘a 
public show, spectacle, specially prepared or arranged dis-
play’. Instead the French voyeur, literally is the ‘one who 
views or inspects’. The connotations have a slightly different 
shading for me; spectator seems to lean towards the event-
ness of spectating, the sharing of something deliberately 
prepared to be made public, whereas voyeurism has a scent 
of examining, checking and controlling, bringing an intru-
sive-inquisitive quality of the gaze to the fore, but also has 
the smell of something forbidden or outrageous. Rodosthe-
nous252 argues with Irvin Yaloms words ‘that the practice of 
voyeurism, as a forbidden pleasure, lies within the “doing 
of that which is prohibited”’,253 which of course was written 
in the context of psychoanalytical-medical set up for treat-
ing patients suffering from symptoms, and not in relation 
to theatre. For me such assumptions of both the prohibited 
and the forbidden contradict freedom and responsibility of 
all agents involved in performance (performers and wit(h)
nesses alike). This doesn’t go together with my conception of 
an-archic responsibility and choreo-ethics254 and also rubs 
with shifting paradigms towards wit(h)nessing. I therefore 
find the idea of the voyeuristic theatre not useful in relation 
to my work, both theoretically and practically.
251) All etymological details are 
[accessed July 8, 2017] from http://
www.etymonline.com.
252) George Rodosthenous, The-
atre as Voyeurism: The Pleasures 
of Watching (Kindle Locations 
255–256), Palgrave Macmillan UK, 
Kindle Edition, 2015.
253) Irvin David Yalom, ‘Aggression 
and forbiddeness in voyeurism’ in 
Archives of General Psychiatry 3, 
1960, pp. 305-319, here p. 318.
254) See 1.3. An-Archic Respon-
sibility, p.111 ff.; and 4.1 Being 
Human and Choreo-Ethical Praxis, 
p.269 ff.
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Bare bodies (but also in the shades of nude and naked) 
pointedly expose the problem255 of how to relate to each oth-
er. An undressed body seems to intensify the problem. Each 
of the three instances activates the problem in a singular and 
differentiated way. All three instances have in common that 
they invite the wit(h)ness to an encounter, where relationali-
ty and forms of being-in-contact will be negotiated between 
performer and wit(h)ness along the ineluctable withdrawal 
of bare bodies. Acknowledging the complexity of a coming 
together of dance sensibilities, somatic reactions, conceptu-
al, ethical and philosophical positioning, in most cases re-
veals all kinds of debatable impossibilities. This assembly of 
issues acutely calls for response. Many people feel provoked 
by the encounter with bare bodies, which is often a binding 
and relentless experience, worthy of ample discussion.
It is true that on the path which leads to that which 
is to be thought, all begins with sensibility. Between 
the intensive and thought, it is always by means of 
an intensity that thought comes to us. The privilege 
of sensibility as origin appears in the fact that, in an 
encounter, what forces sensation and that which can 
only be sensed are one and the same thing, whereas 
in other cases the two instances are distinct. In effect, 
the intensive or difference in intensity is at once both 
the object of the encounter and the object to which 
the encounter raises sensibility.256
In the age of commodified relations and post-fordist pro-
duction the problematising of such an encounter obviously 
is complicated and calls for profound reflection of recep-
tion conditions, affordances and relationscapes not only 
of the work, but also of the works’ encountering. The phi-
losopher, psychoanalyst and cultural theorist Luce Irigaray 
255) In Bojana Cvejić’s book Cho-
reographing Problems, she quotes 
Gilles Deleuze stating that ‘prob-
lems belong on the side of events, 
affections, or accidents rather than 
that of theorematic essences’ (see 
Cvejic, 2015, p.46 or in the original 
Gilles Deleuze, Difference and 
Repetition, London: Continuum, 
1994/1968 p.187).
256) See Gilles Deleuze, Difference 
and Repetition, London: Con-
tinuum, 2004/1968, p.182; my 
emphasis.
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writes: ‘Between “I” and “you”, I want there to be once again 
a passage and a sharing in life and death’.257 She is brave in 
naming the gateways that we all have to pass through at the 
beginning and end of our lives; in-between, we share our 
worlds. To sum up, I can say that encounter – as I concep-
tualise it – manifests as a situated sensation between bodies. 
The subtleties of correspondence between the performance, 
the passage of affect, and the reception of response is poised 
for appropriation of both – performer and spectator –, each 
of them inclined to taste conceptual delights, shimmers of 
discourse, as much as sensual address.
257) See Luce Irigaray, Marine 
Lover of Friedrich Nietzsche, 
New York: Columbia Press, 
1991, p.18. The quote refers to a 
refusal to keep still and give up 
one’s playfulness for another. In 
relation to the discussed passing 
of affects between wit(h)ness and 
performer, given the conventions 
of the theatre, Irigaray’s call for the 
passage has an obvious impact on 
the chiasm of I and you that can 
make us fly. Do you remember 
when you last left the theatre with 
such a sensation? Nevertheless, I 
honestly hesitate to approve such 
flight tout court in the perfor-
mance encounter. Maybe a walk 
or digging for ‘what’s going on 
underneath the garden’ (as Karen 
Finley’s mum said) or other pos-
sibilities can also be a valid option 
for assimilating the experience 
of the performance? However, 
that may be, I here add the whole 
passage of the quote: ‘Between “I” 
and “you”, I want there to be once 
again a passage and a sharing in 
life and death. And not stay you 
within you. To make you even 
more I – jumping higher, spinning 
faster, living without living, and 
being satisfied when you soar high 
above.’ (Ibid., p.18).
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Decolonising Practices and Solidarity
1 . 2 .  DE C OL ON I SI NG PR AC T IC E S  
A N D S OL I DA R I T Y
The poet and philosopher Édouard 
Glissant’s Poetics of Relation re-
peatedly orbits around the com-
monplace. In my reading of his 
efforts – it opens up (besides it’s 
discredited notion of platitude) the 
meaning of a shared space, unclosing ‘A poetics that is latent, 
open, […] directly in contact with everything possible’.259 
With his consistent orbiting, he methodically breathes life 
into the hollowed-out, speculating that ‘amassing common-
places is, perhaps, the right approach to my real subject – 
the entanglements of worldwide relation […] We have to 
enter into the equivalencies of Relation’. Equivalence here 
does not mean equilibrium, balance or equation, but rather 
acknowledges the diversity and plurality in subsistence, at-
tending to appreciation of equal value in difference. The re-
lation between art and politics and its inventive, co-consti-
tutive potential, has been much discussed recently.260 Also, 
the question of whether and how a common denominator 
could be established and made productive for either fields is 
under debate. I find Giorgio Agamben’s unambiguous state-
ment that ‘Art is inherently political’261 striking; there are 
no ‘buts’ and ‘ifs’ and for sure no ‘maybes’ in his statement. 
I agree, but in the same breath I want to advocate holding 
the suspense between the political and artistic fields vital 
and motile, decisively engaged in friction and negotiations, 
their relation never too simple, fixed or resolved. For me 
decolonising practices mean the active undoing of territo-
rial thinking, and tenaciously counteracting dominant so-
cio-political, gender, religious or biological262 normativities. 
Glissant  of fers  us  a  radica l  spat ia l  pol it ics 
that  harnesses  creat ive  energ y and the  en-
tanglements  of  world-wide relat ion engages 
the  di f f icu lt  project  of  honouring our  col-
lec t ive  inter-human lands  without  the  man-
date  for  conquest ,  without  terr itor ia l isat ion. 
Katherine McKittrick258
258) Katherine McKittrick, ‘Com-
mentary: Worn Out’ in south-
eastern geographer, 57(1) 2017, 
pp.96–100, here p.96.
259) Édouard Glissant, Poetics of 
Relation, (Trans.) Betsy Wing, Ann 
Arbor: The University of Michigan 
Press, 2009/1990, p.32.
260) See Gerald Siegmund and 
Stefan Hölscher (Eds.) Dance, 
Politics & Co-Immunity – Thinking 
Resistances – Current Perspectives 
on Politics and Communities in the 
Arts, Vol.1, Zurich: Diaphanes, 
2013; Tobias Huber, Marcus Stein-
weg, and Daniel Birnbaum, Politics 
of Art, Zurich: Diaphanes, 2009; 
Jacques Rancière, The Politics of 
Aesthetics, (Trans.) Gabriel Rockhill, 
London: Continuum; 2004/2000.
261) The complete citation reads 
as follows: ‘Art is not an aesthetic 
human activity that can also, in 
certain circumstances, acquire 
a political significance. Art is 
inherently political, because it is 
an activity that renders inactive 
and contemplates the senses and 
habitual gestures of human beings 
and in so doing opens them up to 
a new potential use. This is why art 
resembles politics and philosophy 
almost to the point of becoming 
one with them.’ The coalescence 
of art, philosophy and politics in 
its ‘shared, but at the same time 
separated experience’ needs to stay 
complicated and difficult, similarly 
the relation between bare bodies 
and spectators will need to be so 
(see Pavlos Kountouriotis, ‘Nudity, 
Nakedness, Otherness and a Still 
Difficult Spectator’ in Movement 
Research Performance Journal 34, 
2009, pp.8–9).
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Take a deep breath of air and hold it.
Doubt lies on hope.
Hope breathes out.263 
(Erwin Wurm)
Decolonising practices emerge from a sense of human sol-
idarity. The most basic solidary act we perform is to keep 
breathing together. Breath is a subsistent264 agent in the life 
of bodies, its constant movement, the flowing into and out of 
the body is life sustaining. Hope breathes, doubtful hoping 
and hopefully doubting is the elemental figure underlying 
all my critical-creative practice, my dances and choreogra-
phies. Breathing in. Breathing out. Existence. Consistence. 
Insistence. Subsistence.
Solidarity is a subsistent265 agent in the life between bodies: a 
dance, that sustains dialogue in political discourse. Etymo-
logically, solidarity derived from the Latin solidus for solid 
or real, refers to an attitude of attachment to - and support 
for - ideas, activities, objectives and sympathies of others, 
often referring to ethical-political ties in a society. It also ex-
presses the cohesion between like-minded or equal persons 
or groups and the commitment to shared values, responsi-
bilities and ethics.
In my work, solidarity is an intrinsic affective substructure 
that supports a movement away from power-over towards 
power-with a performative situation. Unearthing a sense of 
solidarity in the act of wit(h)nessing, means to understand 
solidarity as a base condition, a form of being-with, a way 
of presence-ing in or in relation to performance, to another 
human or non-human being, text, sound or artwork. The 
activity of wit(h)nessing happens not only in time, but rath-
er moves across time. The movement – in creative contexts 
262) The fact that rhetorics of 
biologisms (race, colour of skin 
or disabilities) have lately become 
socially acceptable gives me goose 
bumps – I grew up not far from 
the Nazi concentration camp 
at Mauthausen. I consider it to 
be important to discuss history 
appropriately and sensitively, be-
cause I find the shallow language 
of populist discourse appalling. 
Differentiated articulations emerg-
ing around decolonialising and 
deterritorialising projects in search 
for alternative modes of social and 
political organisation, or around 
concepts such as neurodiversity 
seem to open up and invite life-af-
firming (rather than simplified or 
categorising) potential for (inter)
change. As we know, language 
matters, and – whether we like 
it or not – language of today 
indicates the future we co-create; 
therefore, mind the public political 
language! 
263) The original German text 
reads: ‘Tief Luft holen und Luft an-
halten. Zweifel liegt auf Hoffnung, 
Hoffnung atmet aus’. See Erwin 
Wurm, Tief Luft holen und Luft 
anhalten / Take a deep breath of 
air and hold it, Cologne: Walter 
König, 2017 (no pagination).
264) Without going into detail, I 
still want to acknowledge that it 
was Immanuel Kant who thought 
in a differentiated way about the 
nuanced, but important dis-
tinction between substance and 
subsistence, both discerned from 
existence.
265) Without going into detail, I 
still want to acknowledge that it 
was Immanuel Kant who thought 
in a differentiated way about the 
nuanced, but important dis-
tinction between substance and 
subsistence, both discerned from 
existence.
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often lead by intuition – from felt affinity to affect towards at-
titude and action is an open, porous experience, sometimes 
a maturing or fermenting process that takes time. Katerina 
Paramana266 discusses the meaning of solidarity between 
empathy and politics, and articulates a need ‘to rethink the 
definition, use and potential of the term solidarity’. For me 
solidarity is both empathetic and political activity. Since all 
humans are political beings by default, such elemental ex-
periences as trust, empathy and a human desire – often a 
shared struggle – for freedom and justice, are at the affective 
roots of solidarity.
While we keep breathing – ideally an affordance for felt sol-
idarity is created between self and other. As movement to-
wards and together (Zu- und Miteinander) solidarity is the 
underlying affect that has the potential to act as connective 
tissue between performer and wit(h)ness in performative 
situations. If we expand on its broader political significance – 
between agents of society at large – solidarity as connect-
ing force has an impact, encourages and transforms civic 
debate. Being-with has a subsistent nature and belongs to 
a sense of community and the building of political-artistic 
collectives. Media theorist and philosopher Wolfgang Sützl 
argues that in sharing such acts ‘(…) we experience “us” si-
multaneously as present or absent, as one’s self or stranger 
and exactly thereby we are able to build a culture of political 
solidarity.’267 At the intersection of art, research, society and 
politics, I find cultivating decolonising practices and soli-
darity key for my artistic work, and also for creating plurali-
ty and social movement in the public domain or envisioning 
pathways for a sustainable and hopeful future.
266) See Katerina Paramana, 
Solidarity and/in Performance: 
Rethinking Definitions & Exploring 
Potentialities, activate, Volume 3, 
Issue 1 (Spring 2014), here pp.1-2.
267) See Wolfgang Sützl, ‘Teilen. 
An der Grenze des Tausches’, 
Kindle Edition, Location 232 
in Nikolai Blaumer, Johannes 
Ebert, Klaus-Dieter Lehmann and 
Andreas Ströhl (Eds.), Teilen und 
Tauschen, Frankfurt: Fischer, 2017.
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268) See Félix Guattari, The three 
ecologies, (Trans.) Ian Pindar and 
Paul Sutton, London: Continuum, 
2008/1989, p.45.
269) For elaboration see footnote 
23, p.26. For project documenta-
tion see https://grundeinkommen-
stanz.wordpress.com.
270) The original German text 
reads: […] ‘vielmehr offenbart es 
sich in Gestalt jener Praktiken, 
die im Prozess selbst als seinem 
„Werden“ am Werk sind.’ See 
Dieter Mersch, Epistemologien 
des Ästhetischen (Epistemologies 
of Aesthetics), Zurich: Diaphanes, 
2015, p.11.
271) In a radio interview Margit 
Appel discusses the idea of Un-
conditional Basic Income, various 
models, pros and contras alongside 
feminist issues. Available for 
listening (in German): https://cba.
fro.at/350883 [accessed February 
5, 2018].
272) ATTAC – Association for the 
Taxation of financial Transactions 
and Aid to Citizens, is an activist 
organisation created for promot-
ing the establishment of a tax on 
foreign exchange transactions and 
links with ideas of an Economy 
for the Common Good. Christian 
Felber, one of the co-founders of 
the initiative was awarded a prize 
in 2017 as pioneer enriching our 
society with his ideas of sustain-
ability. For more information see 
his latest book: Christian Felber, 
Change everything: Creating an 
Economy for the Common Good, 
(Trans.) Susan Nurmi, London: 
Zed Books Ltd., 2015 (German 
edition: 2012). For further infor-
mation see: https://www.ecogood.
org/en/.
273) For information on the pro-
ject see the blog: http://geldoderle-
ben.imagoscope.com/.
274) Coming Undone by Adrian 
Heathfield are ‘Notes from a 
Process’ (says his last sentence) 
written in March 2001 (before 
9/11) in connection with the 
performance by Goat Island It’s 
an Earthquake in My Heart http://
www.goatislandperformance.
org/writing_comingUndone.htm 
[accessed October 20, 2012].
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Since 2014 I have been working with 
the per former, choreographer and au-
thor Sabina Holzer, and we co-devel-
oped the participatory per formance 
project Basic Income Dance.268 We 
shared an interest in the topics of 
unconditionality and nanopolitics. 
Our opening towards a direct engage-
ment with a sphere that had a polit-
ically charged urgency came out of a 
long-standing concern witnessing both 
the horrendous local politico-cultural 
decisions and the changes in global po-
litical climate. We concerned ourselves 
with decolonising practices,  the inter-
action with each other and the environ-
ment, not as a meta-discourse, but as 
a concrete, bodily-aesthetic movement 
and a writing-talking practice, ‘which 
unfolds its gestalt while the process it-
self  is  “becoming”’.269 We shared an in-
terest in bodies of resistance and strate-
gies of refusal within artistic practices, 
with a focus on resource-oriented and 
sustainable, critical,  social,  and aes-
thetic practices.  Our point of depar-
ture was the debate of redistribution of 
income and wealth in connection with 
precarious living conditions and ideas 
of alternative, sustainable economy. We 
discussed various local-regional or na-
tional experiments (realised in Kenya, 
Namibia, Finland) and political debate 
(in Switzerland, Germany) exploring
 the potential of basic income as an 
alternative economic concept, not only 
in its local scope, but also towards its 
speculative horizon: in its global reali-
sation. Guattari states – admittedly in a 
polemic tone: 
Rather than remaining subject,  in perpe-
tuity, to the seductive eff iciency of eco-
nomic competition, we must reappropri-
ate Universes of value, so that processes 
of singularization can rediscover their 
consistency. We need new social and aes-
thetic practices,  new practices of Self  in 
relation to the other, to the foreign, the 
strange – a whole programme that seems 
far removed from current concerns.170 
For me, the vision of a different social 
fabric became tangible when discussions 
and exchanges about unconditional 
basic income (pros and contras) were 
debated in public spaces as we provoked 
interaction with individual,  communal, 
and local resources.  Preferences,  choic-
es and of course obstacles of how to live 
one’s life were promptly at stake. During 
our working process with a mixed group 
of people, the atmosphere kept shifting 
between systemic structural impotence 
and consciousness of one’s own possibil-
ities and desires.  Of course, the aware-
ness of us as consumers led to transna-
tionally and globally burning
 issues of redistribution, social justice 
and stability (recharged in relation to 
the current asylum politics in Europe). 
We were dealing with the following ques-
tions: What are artistic strategies of 
resistance? How do they per form? How 
do resistant practices deal with visibil-
ity and what impact do they have? Do 
they have to be positioned in order to be 
useful and effective? What forms of de-
colonising practices can we imagine and 
what is the role of the artist in our socie-
ty today? What kind of sociability do we 
practice when we engage with aesthetic 
practice? And once again: how to frame 
sustainability and resource-oriented 
ways of production and forms of living? 
How does art weave political and social 
awareness into the cultural fabric of liv-
ing together? Where are historical traces 
of this interweaving to be found, and 
what could be generated for the future? 
We approached critical aesthetics and 
social practices as ref lexive movement, 
debating topics of sustainability,  re-
source-oriented frames of production/
forms of living, and the gravity of nan-
opolitical acts.  Sabina and I gave work-
shops and created scores for participa-
tory per formances in public spaces.  We 
invited to public talks and moderated 
debate with the political scientist and 
member of the Basic Income Network
 Margit Appel171 as well  as Harald 
Kaiser from ATTAC172 – Work Group 
Basic Income and member of the Basic 
Income Network. We also gave an in-
terview for the web series Your Money 
or your Life?173 by Florian Razocha and 
Petra Ganglbauer. Furthermore, in col-
laboration with Nikolaus Gansterer we 
developed a ‘Kartitur’,  a made-up word 
combining the German words Karte 
(map) and Partitur (score) – see below:
Drawing © Nikolaus Gansterer / Basic Income Dance.
With a group of activists,  artists,  peda-
gogues, economists and senior citizens, 
some of them experts in the concepts of 
Unconditional Basic Income, we investi-
gated in practice how body and politics 
mutually shape each other, the sensate 
differences between soft and hard bod-
ies,  the different corporealities emerging 
in relation to nano-political acts and 
encounters,  affects and responses,  what 
we desire,  descry, or fear. We discussed 
normativities,  what we dream of in re-
lation to social development, we shared 
our failures and struggles,  but also what 
activates our enthusiasm.
How to lay bare our vulnerabilities to 
each other, in the midst of the pressure of 
having to per form professionally and suc-
cessfully? What kind of political practices 
can we form by being-with our affective, 
sensing body, while still  resilient and 
resistant to the poison of our time, the 
neoliberal pressures,  stresses,  traumas of 
lives lived in constant defensive mode?
Adrian Heathfield states: 
The dependency of the aesthetic upon 
this exploratory lived practice contains 
an ethical dynamic, not simply because 
of its use of relation in collaboration 
and its negotiation of sources through 
collective processes,  but because the ori-
entation of these processes is towards 
the discovery of otherness.  This is both 
an unearthing of the otherness of the 
other members of the group (the qual-
ities that emerge in their givings, their 
unconscious per formances),  and also 
the alterities of meaning resident in the 
combination of materials with which 
they work.174
We were obviously not working within a 
company structure (as did Goat Island, 
a Chicago based Per formance Group, 
working between 1987 and 2009 whose 
work the above quote refers to) that 
would allow for the slow and steady 
building of trust and relation; instead, 
it  was a loose coming together for set 
time frames. As much as this obviously 
was a weakness,  it  also worked out – 
surprisingly – in its potential for tem-
porary and instant community celebrat-
ing otherness and diversity, not without 
commitment. There seemed to be – 
though not undiscussed – an agreement 
of valuing ‘as worthy objectives –  
social justice,  freedom, equality and 
security’.175 The workshop groups we 
worked with were delightfully hetero-
geneous and versatile,  differently abled 
bodies and minds. As we know, work is 
more and more dissociated from in-
comes, and precarious work conditions 
are getting pretty common – not just for 
artists,  but in a growing and
 diverse f ield of professions. We (howev-
er temporary those we-bodies might be) 
are called to lay out a future – and the 
Basic Income Dance proposes to donate 
some thoughts and vitalising dances for 
the idea of unconditional basic income, 
an alternative, ethical-ecological move-
ment forward, towards humane living 
conditions, towards being human 
(see 4.1. Being Human and Choreo-
Ethical Praxis,  p.269). 
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1 . 3 .  A N - A RC H IC R E SP ON SI BI L I T Y
Anarchy and archive both stem from archon, the present 
participle of arkhein ‘be the first’, thence ‘to begin, to make 
preparation for’, but also – and this is its more common no-
tion – ‘to rule, lead the way, govern’.276 I suggest that we dwell 
a bit on the first notion of innovation and visionary inklings, 
the beginning of something, and the making preparations 
for what is to come, and then – in a second, definite step – 
attend to its negation. With the alpha privativum277 the word 
gets divested of what used to be its presaging as well as its 
governing meaning. The an-archon unearths (1) layers of 
unpreparedness, doing without preparation (which notion 
resonates with certain forms of live art, or performance tra-
ditions rooted in visual arts),278 and (2) layers of resistance to 
ruling or rules (which notion resonates with specific forms 
of conceptual and post-conceptual contemporary dance 
that resist fulfilling dance’s conventions and promises).279 
In my work, I see lines of affinity to both, resistance to rules 
and preparedness as methodical and praxeological drivers 
for pushing forward in the art form. Also, a Bartlebian at-
titude with its insistent denial echoes anarchic arguing and 
putting up resistance.
275) See Guy Standing, ‘Reducing 
Poverty, Inequality and Insecurity’ 
in Basic Income: And How We Can 
Make It Happen, UK: Pelican, an 




chives [accessed January 15, 2017].
277) In linguistics, the alpha 
privativum has the capacity 
for divesting, cancelling out or 
withdrawing the meaning of 
the alpha-word which was first. 
Interestingly, in pre-classical texts 
the prefix a- or an- (before vowels) 
also was used to intensify the 
alpha, though there is debate about 
its use as alpha intensivum. (Franz 
Passow et.al., Handwörterbuch der 
Griechischen Sprache, Leipzig: Frie-
drich Christian Wilhelm Vogel, 
1831, p.1.) Alpha privative is used 
in Greek and Sanskrit (in Latin: 
in-; in Germanic languages: un-), 
expressing negation or absence. 
For a detailed discussion of the 
relevance of renunciation and 
the making productive of denial, 
see 5.1. The Power of Non-, Not-, 
Un-Doing, p.307.
278) Dominic Johnson, perfor-
mance artist, writer and Reader 
in Performance and Visual 
Culture at Queen Mary Univer-
sity in London, makes a point 
of deliberate unpreparedness, 
saying: ‘I don’t have a studio 
practice and I never rehearse. 
I tried rehearsing once and it 
was boring’. See Interview with 
Dominic Johnson ‘On Pain and 
Performance Art Embodiment’, 





279) The exhaustion or deferral of 
the promised experience of dance 
as we used to know it complicates 
not only the presence of the 
body (not just the bare body but 
anybody), its political as well as its 
philosophical framing, but most 
notably changes and challenges 
the relation between audience and 
dance artist. Instead the pleasures 
lie in performance’s subversive, 
an-archic powers, betraying de-
sires for entertaining consumption. 
It is the invitation to mutual 
engagement with a critical-
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creative movement of thought, an 
appeal to an-archic responsibility. 
The meanwhile famous lawsuit 
around the piece Jérôme Bel (1995) 
by the choreographer Jérôme Bel 
was based on claims that the piece 
Jérôme Bel did not classify as dance 
performance (see André Lepecki, 
Exhausting Dance – Performance 
and the politics of movement, 
New York: Routledge, 2006, p.2). 
Furthermore, the shifting from 
dance to art context (see Tino 
Sehgals work), or – viewed from 
the institutional side – a shift away 
from the object-oriented attention 
economy of museums towards 
dialogic encounters with visitors, 
bring about complex changes of 
reception rules and conventions. 
All these displacements testify to 
fluid borders between genres, and 
the mutual interest and prolific 
exchange between visual arts and 
dance. However, what is at stake 
here is more than just the canny 
act of an artist, it has ramifications 
for future cultural shifts. Also, not 
to neglect the complicated inter-
cultural unruliness that Sanjoy 
Roy, a dance critic for the Guard-
ian, points out when he jestingly 
advises his readers: ‘Do say: “Ceci 
n’est pas une danse.” (Which makes 
you sound totally au fait with 
French discourses on art and rep-
resentation.) Don’t say: “This is not 
a dance.” (In English, it just sounds 
whiney. And bourgeois.)’ https://
www.theguardian.com/stage/2011/
nov/22/step-guide-dance-jerome-
bel [accessed February 3, 2018]. 
Though Roy obviously jokes about 
cultural differences and conno-
tations of the same sentence in 
English and French, I feel his joke 
alludes to a problem worthwhile 
discussing. When working across 
the Anglo-Germanic cultural 
zones (even between the German 
speaking countries Germany, 
Switzerland and Austria), I face 
more or less subtle, untranslatable 
cultural differences. In the example 
mentioned, I indeed agree to better 
stick with the French version with 
its subtle art historical resonances 
branching out to the pipe.
280) The American writer Herman 
Melville (who also wrote Moby 
Dick) published in 1853 a short 
story with the title Bartleby, the 
Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street. 
He introduces the clerk Mr. Bartle
by, who refuses in his modest and 
quiet way any task required of him,
Photos © Mariella Greil / Hair.
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Many reasons come to mind for a con-
temporary Bartlebian280 attitude of 
preferring not to (dance), why not to 
begin. This may not necessarily be for 
reasons of procrastination or inabili-
ty, but rather a conscious hesitation, 
decided deceleration, and deliberate 
scepticism towards smooth per formance 
as proclaimed in concepts of infinite 
economic growth and progress.  I  per-
ceive the subtext of Bartleby’s message 
to be a deliberate positioning balanced 
between compliance and refusal,  with 
a tendency to failure and imper fection 
as much as excellence and power. Still , 
he per forms a meaning ful movement 
of insistence and resistance alike. It 
is  the f igure of not actively throwing 
a spanner281 in the works, but holding 
ourselves in suspense. Agamben attests 
to Bartleby that ‘his potentiality is not 
without effect,  he doesn’t stay inactive 
in absence of will :  on the contrary, it 
surpasses all  together his will  (and also 
the will  of others)’ .282 
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 with the words “I would prefer not 
to”, ending with starvation since 
he even preferred not to eat. In 
the final paragraph, he discloses 
‘one little item of rumor’ – namely 
that he had previously worked in 
a Dead Letter Office, so he might 
have spent years and years with 
undeliverable mail, letters that 
would not reach their addressee 
but were also unreturnable, since 
the return address is missing. 
This speculative biographical fact 
gives the ending a human (or even 
all-too human, though Nietzsches 
book has not yet been written) 
twist (see Herman Melville, Bartle-
by, the Scrivener: A Story of Wall 
Street, p.29, http://moglen.law.
columbia.edu/LCS/bartleby.pdf 
[accessed March 7, 2016]). Ever 
since Bartleby has embodied the 
figure of both tenacity and reluc-
tance, also alluding to philosophi-
cal-ethical agency and the lives of 
economically inactive members 
of society, meandering between 
free will and clinical condition of 
depression.
281) Spanner in German means 
voyeur or secret observer, in Eng-
lish it is a tool for repair.
282) Agamben discusses the 
relentless Bartleby in the light of 
a ‘formula of potentiality’, which 
is also resonant in the famous 
sentence of the comedian Karl 
Valentin: ‘I would have liked to, 
but I dared not dare’ (my trans-
lation; in the German original: 
‘mögen hätt’ ich schon wollen, 
aber dürfen hab ich mich nicht 
getraut’). See Giorgio Agamben, 
Bartleby oder die Kontingenz / Die 
absolute Immanenz (Bartleby or 
Contingency / Absolute Imma-
nence), (Trans.) Maria Zinfert and 
Andreas Hiepko, Berlin: Merve, 
1998, p.36.
283) Resonances with the psycho-
analytical term ‘equally tempered 
attention’ (in German: ‘gleich-
schwebende Aufmerksamkeit’) are 
intended, but not direct. Freud de-
scribed how a psychoanalyst must 
pull his attention away from his 
own desire-driven train of thought 
to make it available to the patient. 
As a performer, I can relate to such 
a form of relationality that aims to 
make itself most fully available for 
the wit(h)ness.
Drawing © Mariella Greil / non-dance.
An-archic responsibility – this is my proposition in refer-
ence to arkhein’s first notion – is a movement underneath 
that wishes to sustain the agency of creative-critical prac-
tices. It resists a certain kind of productivity, the dominant, 
all-too-well prepared, smoothened functioning for sleek 
success stories and performances. In my proposal, an-ar-
chic responsibility is a movement that takes place below will 
or any willing activity or willful ambition, and surfaces as a 
force, in a quirky form of equal attention or non-ruling.283 
As we have subtly slid towards the second, more common 
notion, the ruling over and leading the way, let me now ad-
dress those layers of an-archon – and its disreputable sibling 
anarchy – that stand for non-governance or lack of a leader. 
In a range of works such as participatory performances, in-
stallations or other kinds of spaces created as deregulated 
zones of encounters,284 guidance and direction are suscepti-
ble to experiments with choreographic formats and hospi-
table practices of meeting unknown others (such as wit(h)
nesses).
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284) I am thinking of dancer, DJ 
and orator Isabel Lewis’s work 
where ‘the performer becomes 
a host crafting the atmosphere’. 
See her statement in Isabel Lewis’ 
artist bio https://www.impulstanz.
com/en/archive/artistbios/id1136/ 
[accessed July 13, 2017].
285) The cultural historian and 
specialist for history of affects Ute 
Frevert heads the research field 
“History of Emotions” at the Max 
Planck Institute for Human Devel-
opment in Berlin. She discussed 
in a talk with Isolde Charim ‘the 
conditioning of emotions, human 
dignity and chains of interdepend-
encies within societies’. I attended 
the live event; the dialogue on 
‘Politics and Emotions’ at the 
Radiokulturcafe was also live-
streamed by Ö1 on November 5, 
2018.
286) The majority of institu-
tions (i.e. libraries, bureaucratic 
administration) carry on the tradi-
tional classification systems (i.e. 
disciplinary boundaries, gender 
categories, racial differences).
287) For elaboration on praxeolo-
gy and reference see footnote 519, 
p.183.
288) Performed at Chelsea Theatre 
in London, Tanzquartier Wien and 
sead in Salzburg.
289) The lecture In Praise of 
Rootlessness by Reza Negarestani, 
who was present via Skype was 
moderated by Hisham Awad, live-
streamed on May 20, 2013. Here a 
short resume: ‘As the arch-nemesis 
of both localist fundamentalism 
and the global myth of common 
grounds, universalism can be 
traced back to the public and com-
munal organization of the world 
in the absence of any possibility of 
privacy-in-the-last-instance. The 
aim of this talk is threefold; one, to 
examine the conceptual structure 
of universalism as a generative 
field between understanding and 
action; two, synchronizing univer-
salism with the post-Copernican 
universe of modern sciences; 
and three, to propose a general 
topography of the universalist 
thought as a regional procedure 
that step-by-step frees the subject 
from “the tyranny of the here and 
now”’. See http://ashkalalwan.
org/?s=Reza+Negarestani 
As part of the chapter on Encounter, Affect and Response, but 
also retracing what I said about the stem of the word archon, 
I arrived at an interesting bend: the question of how lived 
historicity of encounters, affects and responses285 and the 
future memories of performance experiences, are subject to 
rules of archives and the making preparations for what is 
to come next. Unless taking responsibility to create alterna-
tives to what will be remembered by the state apparatus or 
private investors, it will be factual filing of profits, audience 
figures and institutional records286 in relation to art produc-
tion circulated in festival circuits. 
The proposed anarchival stroll as part of the live compo-
nent of my PhD is teasing out and probing an invitation for 
moving with and alongside an audience through the space 
of the anarchive, imaginatively and as concrete spatio-tem-
poral movement, the weaving together of movements of 
bodies and things, organising and reorganising themselves 
and the materials gathered in my research anarchive on 
bare bodies. The invitation to take an anarchival stroll, feels 
most meaningful in its sense of a praxeological287 offering. 
It activates the potential of documentation to become a live 
and lived event.
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Videostill © Victor Jaschke / anarchival stroll / Mariella Greil & participants of the 
lecture performance Baring or red herring? Performed in London on June 20, 2018.
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When I  trace  the  beg inning of  my interest 
for  anarchives ,  I  want  to  make a  l ink to  a 
projec t  entit led  local  hor izon –  col lapsed 
form 288 (2013)  in  col laboration with  Li sa 
Hinterre ithner.  This  col laborative  projec t 
was  informing and feeding  into,  though in 
no way direc t ly,  my engagement  with  cho-
reographic  forms and potential s  of  col lec-
t ions  and archives .  It  prov ided the  f rame to 
fol low up my cur iosity  in  new mater iali sm 
and al lowed for  test ing  ar ti st ic  research 
methods .  For  example ,  we  made a  tran-
scr ipt  in  10  at tempts  of  a  l ive-streamed 
lec ture  by  the  Iranian phi losopher  Reza 
Negarestani  held  on Skype .  The t it le  of  hi s 
lec ture :  In  Praise  of  Rootlessness , 289 the 
content  of  which resonates  with  my ques-
tions  around f luid  identit ies .  We worked 
f rom a recording  made as  par t  of  the  doc-
umentation of  the  Festival  Ashkal  Alwan 
in  Beirut ;  it  had low quality,  at  t imes  was 
quite  di stor ted,  so  guessing  what  was  said , 
catching  what  we could  understand became 
a  game,  and our  impossible  transcr iptions 
a  metaphor  for  the  always  par tial  trans-
mission of  knowledge .  The transcr iptions 
were  then transformed into  an objec t  in 
an instal lation,  each version pr inted on 
overhead transparencies  in  10  colours .  The 
acoustic  impossibi l ity  of  catching  what  the 
other  had said  had become a  shimmer ing 
‘body’ ,  an objec t  in  it s  own r ight .  We both 
were  hooked on the  idea of  a  democracy 
of  subjec t  and objec ts ,  a  shif t  to  f lat  re-
lation between them,  extending  hor izons 
of  concepts ,  our  becoming se i smograph of 
atmospheres ,  shades ,  shif t s ,  tones .  Some 
resonances  f rom the  depth of 
those  processes  re-emerged in  my deci sion 
to  create  a  Handapparat ,  a  col lec tion of 
365 cards  f i led  in  a  wooden box,  mapping 
my research process .  The  cards  al l  relate  to 
the  i ssues  di scussed in  my thesi s  and most-
ly  di splay  photos ,  drawings ,  f ragments  of 
text ,  cut  ups  and cut  outs ,  col lages . 290 
When creating my Handapparat as expansion towards the 
object,291 I was inspired by Doreen Massey´s concept of 
‘throwntogetherness’ and her unearthing of ‘nonhuman 
connectivities’. She writes: ‘The non-human has its 
trajectories also and the event of place demands no less than 
with the human, a politics of negotiation.’292 The shuffling 
and spatial rearranging of Handapparatcards opened 
up playful exploration of unusual vincinities, linkings 
or unbundlings of naturally associated connections, an 
anarchic relational field emerged. Massey further argues: ‘If 
time is the dimension of change then space is the dimension 
of the social: the contemporaneous co-existence of others.’ 
The an-archive at large and the Handapparat in particular 
became for me the perfect conceptual container for bringing 
together my collection of research materials. Its anarchic 
‘throwntogetherness’ aptly activated my thinking on post-
conceptual dance with regard to choreo-ethics and an-
archic responsibility, two concepts that evolved as central 
to my discussion of Being in Contact: Encountering Bare 
Bodies. Derrida writes ‘[…] not simply one ethic amongst 
others’ – as I add choreo-ethics (more than one ethics) in 
the face of our contemporary throwntogetherness, is ‘[…] 
the manner in which we relate to ourselves and to others, 
to others as our own or as foreigners, ethics is hospitality’.293 
There is scope to move between ethics, not established 
moral rules. This leeway in how we relate to each other, to 
the created artistic environments and offered experiences, is 
the space where choreo-ethics lives and works and breathes.
To put it a bit more pointedly, I argue for an-archic respon-
sibility that operates below artistic practice as fundamental 
condition for wit(h)nesses and performers alike. In my view, 
an-archic is often misread as ‘just’ chaotic, though when we 
attend to its etymological rooting, a more adequate reading 
[accessed February 11, 2018]. 
Questions of rootlessness, living in 
‘a provisorium’ and the emergence 
of ‘now-moments’ were addressed 
in my project Theorem Trans Radix 
in collaboration with Werner 
Moebius (see digital anarchive: 
https://doi.org/10.22501/rc.50 
5199).
290) At the local horizon of con-
temporary choreography and dance 
in Vienna, there are institutions 
like ImPulstanzFestival, Tanzquar-
tier Wien, brut and WUK that are 
forming communities. The range of 
performances, workshops, scholar-
ships and work opportunities I had 
access to through those frame-
works, impacted on and shaped 
profoundly my understanding of 
contemporary dance, choreography 
and performance. Most of the raw 
materials from which I created 
the Handapparat were donations 
by ImPulstanzFestival and my 
private collection of such materials 
(brochures, evening programmes, 
other printed matter in relation to 
performances.)
291) In resonance of, but in vari-
ation to Hildebrandt’s title of her 
dissertation, I collected, created 
and performed with objects. See 
Antje Hildebrandt, Expanding the 
object: post-conceptual dance and 
choreographic performance practic-
es, University of Wolverhampton, 
2014.
292) See Doreen Massey, for space, 
London: Sage Publications, 2005, 
p.160.
293) See Jacques Derrida, On cos-
mopolitanism and forgiveness, Lon-
don: Routledge, 2001, pp.16–17, 
emphasis in the original.
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294) At times, I felt quite relieved 
that someone has already taken on 
the task to create a performance, 
that I could wit(h)ness, taking 
from me the responsibility of 
‘making’. Still there are works that 
I feel I needed to or wanted to 
perform.
295) See Sarah Richter, ‘Towards 
an Immanent Choreoethics of the 
Anarchive’ in Mariella Greil and 
Vera Sander (Eds.), (per)forming 
feedback, Centre for Contempo-
rary Dance Cologne, in collabo-
ration with the Federal Ministry 
of Education and Research and 
Dance Education Biennale, 2016, 
p.119.
296) Ibid., p.122.
297) Here is how Richter describes 
the neologism anarchive: ‘The 
term anarchive might be under-
stood as an informal, etymological 
sleight of hand: an- (against, a 
negation, to scramble) mixing 
and reversing the promises of 
origins, sources, beginnings in 
the governing body of arkhe. 
Anarchives might re-traverse the 
archive held the home of the state 
by scrambling or reorganizing 
its materiality from within; by 
creating heterotopic spaces inside 
the totalizing encroachment of 
normalization and control; by 
producing knowledge within an 
enfolded space within and against 
the state. Anarchives are thus an 
outside from inside. They collect 
the garbage remains of the state 
(the refuse of resistance) to con-
struct alternative modes of being 
and doing beyond the quagmire 
of the present. Anarchives are 
critical archives reconstructing 
alternative narratives about the 
state as a state of crisis.’ See Sarah 
Richter, ‘Towards an Immanent 
Choreoethics of the Anarchive’ in 
Mariella Greil and Vera Sander 
(Eds.), (per)forming feedback, 
Centre for Contemporary Dance 
Cologne, in collaboration with the 
Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research and Dance Education 




Photo © Mariella Greil / Handapparat.
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The craf t ing  of  the  Handapparat  was  a 
dr if t  into  the  past ,  remember ing  per for-
mances ,  somewhat  archived in  my body,  re-
membered in  movement  as  I  had per formed 
few of  them or  (more  or  less  enthusiasti -
cal ly)  sat  through many of  them as  wit(h)
ness .  The  dances  and choreographies  I  saw, 
informed the  dances  and choreographies  I 
made or  didn’t  make. 294 
DIG R E S SION ON A NA RC H I V E S
Member  of  the  editor ial  col lec tive  of  Wom-
en & Per formance ,  Sarah Richter  elaborates 
non-governance  in  re ference  to  archives . 
She  concretely  at tends  to  the  unruly  cho-
reographies  of  the  Inter ference  Archive ,  an 
archive  of  soc ial  movement  ephemera in 
Brooklyn,  New York,  in  relation to  ‘a  ki -
netic  theor y  of  the  anarchist  archive’ . 295 In 
search of  a  ‘methodical ly  responsible  rela-
tion to  the  now’ ,  she  ar ticulates  that  ‘the 
enlivened mater iality  of  the  archive  organ-
izes  it s  human actors’ . 296 She  fur ther  ob-
ser ves  the  organisation of  the  anarchive 297 –  
deemed a  cr it ical  alternative  to  state-run 
archives  –  ‘as  both the  actant  archiv ing  of 
col lec ting,  cataloguing,  and holding  ephem-
era,  in  addition to  the  careful  soc ial  l i fe 
which tends  to  and i s  the  archive’ . 298 Here 
the  notion of  ‘a  we enfolded into  the  act  of 
hi stor ical  doing’ 299 emerges  not  only  in  the 
form of  a  col lec tion of  objec ts ,  but  al so  as 
body archives  set  in  motion,  ac tivated and 
‘enf leshed’ .  The  entangled modes  of  exper i-
encing  and modes  of  ac ting  point  towards 
l i fe  practices :  a  thoroughgoing  movement 
shared by  ar ti st s  and activ i st s  occupy ing 
‘ inter-human lands’ 300 w ith  their  bodies . 
Yes ,  it  feel s  appropr iate  ( though declama-
tor y)  here  to  wr ite  in  plural ,  that  we have 
a  dream, 301 a  dream that  wants  to  over-
come the  domination of  the  market  and 
the  state ,  instead bui lding  relations  and 
l ives  that  counter  exploitation and shatter 
hegemonies ,  car ing  about  ecolog ies ,  land, 
and l iv ing  conditions  f it  for  human beings . 
As  we know,  we exper ience  dif ferent  inten-
sit ies  of  exploitation,  but  we al l  exper ience 
exploitation,  for  the  s imple  reason that  the 
pr iv i leged,  too,  have  to  face  exploitation’s 
totality  –  thus  the  fact  i s  that  ever yone 
throughout  the  world  i s  included,  or  bet ter, 
implicated.  No one  can escape  thi s  recogni-
t ion (whether  you l ive  in  the  f irst ,  second 
or  third  world) ,  we  obv iously  have  more  or 
less  scope  for  shaping  our  relation to  com-
prehensive  totalit ies  ( such as  capitali sm, 
dig ital  technolog y,  or  cl imate  change) . 
seems to expound the deliberate dismantling of hierarchies 
of any kind. Therefore, only at first sight, it might appear 
to be a paradoxical conceptual constriction of the reckless 
chaotic on the one hand, and liability on the other hand. As 
I have argued before, I understand my artistic practice as 
the coming together for a common purpose, as an encoun-
ter trading affects between wit(h)ness(es) and performer(s) 
acknowledging the associative as well as dissensual potenti-
alities302 of worlding. Brian Massumi understands the body, 
the self-network, as a worlding of the human.303 Concluding 
from his discussion and my life and art practice alike, such 
human worlding is existentially bound, arising between 
pre- and post-humanity. The worlding essentially takes 
place at the ‘limit-expression of what the human shares with 
everything it is not: a bringing out of its inclusion in mat-
ter’.304 An-archic responsibility is at the same time delimit-
ed – to the zone created by defining an activity as artistic 
work – and permeating – as responses to the work of art 
escalating into the world, as proliferating processes of com-
position and decomposition. I consider tending ‘processes 
of dissociation’305 as central to artistic statements and works, 
I am specifically referring to breaks between modalities of 
understanding, ranging from negotiating the relation be-
tween performer and wit(h)ness, or us to the state, between 
bare body and cultural body. Those associative, proliferating 
and dissociative processes feed the nuanced articulation of 
artistic attitude crystallised into works. The mode of art306 
attends to both the anarchic field of affects, sensations and 
transmissions taking form as composed, ethico-aesthetic 
encounters, and also as the field created through respons-
es to those encounters. I perceive these interchanges not as 
the lonesome activity of one (i.e., the artist, the critic, the 
curator), but as evolving from a shared cultural responsi-
bility that decides for and moulds our world-making – the 
300) See Katherine McKittrick, 
‘Commentary: Worn Out’ in 
southeastern geographer, 57(1) 
2017, pp.96–100, here p.96.
301) Martin Luther King, I have a 




302) The Austrian extreme punk 
performer and politician Franz 
Morak, minister of culture and 
media from 2000 to 2007, spoke 
about ‘natural opposition’ as part 
of artistic practice. More theoret-
ically sophisticated are Jacques 
Rancière’s elaborations on dissen-
sus. See Jacques Rancière, ‘The 
Thinking of Dissensus: Politics and 
Aesthetics’ in Paul Bowman and 
Richard Stamp, Reading Ranciere, 
London: Continuum, 2011, pp.1–
17, and Jacques Rancière, Dis-
sensus: On Politics and Aesthetics, 
(Ed. and Trans.) Steven Corcoran, 
London: Continuum, 2010.
303) See Brian Massumi, Parables 
for the Virtual, Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2002, pp.127–128, 
and the more detailed discus-
sion in 4.1 Being Human and 
Choreo-Ethical Praxis, p.269. For a 
brief introduction of the concept of 
choreo-ethics see footnote 29, p.33.
304) Ibid., p.128.
305) See Jacques Rancière, 
‘Aesthetic Separation, Aesthetic 
Community: Scenes from the 
Aesthetic Regime of Art’, in Art 
and Research, Vol.2, No.1, Summer 
2008, p.12. Here I would like to 
give the full context of the quoted 
fragment, where he writes: ‘There 
is no straight way from looking at 
a spectacle to understanding the 
state of the world, no straight way 
from intellectual awareness to po-
litical action. What occurs is much 
more a shift from a given sensory 
world to another sensory world 
which defines other capacities and 
incapacities, other forms of toler-
ance and intolerance. What works 
out are processes of dissociation: 
the break in a relation between 
sense and sense – between what 
is seen and what is thought, what 
is thought and what is felt. Such 
breaks can happen anywhere at 




[accessed February 2, 2018].
306) Chris Cutler attends to 
the fluid nature of both, art and 
culture, and writes: ‘It is a field 
whose power flows around every 
synapse, floating between stimulus 
and response, and thriving in 
the creative freedom of reflexive 
thinking.’ I read the German 
translation by Troy Rapp: ‘Es ist 
ein Feld, dessen Kraft jede Synapse 
umfließt, zwischen Reiz und 
Reaktion umhertreibt und in den 
kreativen Freiräumen reflexiven 
Denkens gedeiht’. See Chris Cutler, 
File Under Popular – Texte zur Pop-
ulären Musik, (Trans.) Troy Rapp, 
Neustadt: Buchverlag Michael 
Schwinn, 1995, p.47.
307) See Jacques Rancière, ‘Aes-
thetic Separation, Aesthetic Com-
munity: Scenes from the Aesthetic 
Regime of Art’, in Art and Research, 
Vol.2, No.1, Summer 2008, p.5, 
where he writes: ‘On the one hand, 
the ‘“community of sense” woven 
by artistic practice is, in the pres-
ent, a new set of vibrations of the 
human community; on the other 
hand, it is a monument that stands 
as a mediation or a substitute for 
a people to come. The paradoxical 
relation between the “apart” and 
the “together” is also a paradoxical 
relation between the present and 
the future.’ http://www.artandre-
search.org.uk/v2n1/ranciere.html 
[accessed March 18, 2017].
308) My translation. French 
original: ‘On plutôt le gouverne-
ment n’existe plus: de l‘an-archie 
est sorti l’ordre. Là enfin vous avez 
la liberté des citoyens, la vérité des 
institutions, la sincérité du suffrage 
universel, l’intégrité de l’adminis-
tration, l’imparialité de la justice, 
le patriotism des baïonnettes, la 
soumission des partis, L’impuis-
sance des sects, la convergence de 
toutes les volontés. Votre société 
est organisée, vivante, progressive; 
elle pense, parle, agit comme un 
homme, et cela précisément parce 
qu’elle ne plus représentée par un 
homme, parce qu’elle ne reconnaît 
plus d’autorité personnelle, parce 
qu’en elle, comme en tout être 
organisée et vivant, comme dans 
l’infini de Pascal, le centre est par-
tout, la circonférence nulle part.’ 
See Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, Les 
confessions d’un Révolutionnaire, 
worlding of a ‘community of sense’ woven by artistic prac-
tice307 embedded in and enwrought by its milieu. Perfor-
mance and reception are mutual products, the one cannot 
emerge without the other. The following is an extract from 
Confessions of the Revolutionary (1849), addressing the in-
terdependency between order and anarchy, circumference 
and center, and its vital, human potentiality:
Rather, the government no longer exists: out of ‘an-ar-
chy’ order has emerged. Finally, you have the freedom 
of the citizens, the truth of the institutions, the sincer-
ity of universal suffrage, the integrity of the adminis-
tration, the imperiality of justice, the patriotism of the 
bayonets, the submission of the parties, the impotence 
of the sects, the convergence of all the wills. Your soci-
ety is organised, living, progressive; it thinks, speaks, 
acts like a human, precisely because it no longer recog-
nises personal authority, because in her, as in all being 
organised and alive, as in Pascal’s infinity, the centre is 
everywhere, the circumference nowhere.308
In this fragment by the controversial political philosopher 
Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, issues of responsibility are dealt 
with in terms of acknowledging the colourful differences 
of societies, the diverse relations to others – precisely sit-
uated, implying accurate accountability and cartographic 
exactitude, which obviously goes against human acts and 
movements. Following up what I wrote earlier on organi-
sation, reorganisation, and self-organisation, I affirm cho-
reography as organisation of movement that affords us ac-
cess to the world surrounding us. For my artistic practice 
knowledge of an-archic responsibility seems constitutive, in 
so far as it allows me to approach distinctiveness and com-
munity simultaneously and not as mutually excluding. Each 
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singularity contributes to our cultural diversity, and it is our 
duty to lavish care on its maintenance by way of creating 
meaningful encounters, committing to decolonising prac-
tices or – in the words of Jenn Joy – cultivating the ‘pos-
sibility of sensual address’309 as human nature. When I am 
entering a creative process, I tune into emergences and sen-
tiences from the ground of an-archic responsibility, formed 
by confluences of fields and intensities, between my selves 
and others. When I am concluding a creative process, I con-
template not only what has happened, but also the complex-
ity of a cultural body that lives in the many bodies of us, 
who together form fields of forces extending our singular 
body. We are carefully wrapped in skin, our outmost layer 
of the body, a sensible matter, where we meet the world. I 
imagined the traces that encounters in performances left in 
bodies, minds and souls, the contaminations and catalyses 
that took place in terms of shared experiences of making 
or attending performances. I reflect what my share in such 





309) See Jenn Joy, The Choreo- 
graphic, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 
Press, 2014, p.1. I think of the 
potential of sensual address as 
ambiguous option hovering 
between consensual and dissensual 
forms of negotiation. I like to call 
it the Maybe space – in resonance 
of Emilyn Claid’s elaborations on 
and re-figuration of ambiguity. See 
Emilyn Claid, Yes? No! Maybe…: 
Seductive Ambiguity in Dance, Lon-
don: Routledge, 2006. Previous to 
and as part of the invitation to the 
Lab Who’s Afraid of the In-Between, 
I wrote a Maybe Manifesto (2009) 
in response to the No Manifesto 
(1965) by Yvonne Rainer and the 
Yes Manifesto (2004) by Mette Ing-




[accessed January 25, 2018].
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Photo © Antje Beutler / a piece you remember to tell – a piece you tell to 
remember / concept: Silke Bake and Peter Stamer.
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worlding [wɜː(ɹ)ldɪŋ]
Working very hard to have a world – or did it begin altogether 
differently? The wrong-placedness of self is the constant of a 
worlding, which surrenders to emergence and an-archic re-
sponsibility.
cultural memory and archiving might be, while I recall a 
piece by Silke Bake and Peter Stamer a piece you remember 
to tell – a piece you tell to remember310 that gives thought to 
history telling in and as dance performance. All of us –per-
formers and wit(h)nesses – enter the stage. As the commo-
tion settles, the directors briefly explain the score. There are 
four rounds of narration in word and movement, the first 
narrators remembering – with eyes closed – a work of their 
choice which was significant for them. They recall it physi-
cally and in words, and we all remember or make up which 
performance it might be, whether we have seen it or heard 
or read about it. In my reading, the work is concerned with 
collective and communal practices in relation to historical 
inscription, orality, and embodied narrations. It brings to 
surface the anarchic responsibility we take on in both roles – 
as performer or wit(n)ness – to carry further human, cul-
tural activities. 
310) In the programme folder of 
Tanzkongress 2016 in Hannover/
Germany it said: ‘When talking to 
someone else about dance perfor-
mances, one often realizes that the 
description does not correspond 
with the experiences of what was 
seen. So, what do we remember, 
when we talk about dance per-
formances? Standing or moving 
about in the room, three choreog-
raphers of different artistic styles, 
eyes closed, describe to another 
person a contemporary dance per-
formance they remember and that 
was important for them. In the 
next round, ‘witnesses’ then relate 
what they just heard and saw. In 
four rounds of narrating, listening, 
and passing on, a new piece 
emerges according to the whisper-
down-the-lane principle, a piece 
that was not talked about in the 
beginning, because it never existed 
before. This work by Silke Bake & 
Peter Stamer was performed with 
Angela Guerreiro, Janez Jansa 
und Sheena McGrandles as first 
narrators and passed on to further 
witnesses Johanna Ackva, Andrea 
Bozic, Ingo Diehl, Raphael 
Hillebrand, Emily Jeffries, Rhys 
Martin, Jochen Roller, Kareth 
Schaffer and Frank Willens, per-
formed at Schauspielhaus 
Hannover on June 19, 2016.
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Contact, Revelation and Epiphanies
2 .  C ON TAC T,  R E V E L AT ION 
A N D E PI PHA N I E S
As a dancer and choreographer – so much historically in-
debted to postmodern dance with its techniques of new 
dance, release technique, somatic practices and of course 
contact improvisation, I need to say a few things about con-
tact improvisation, which is the dance form that radically 
builds on the somatic relation between one and the other. 
The form of contact improvisation has determined how my 
understanding of contact was formed. My various strands of 
practices – both in relation to moving and thinking – rest 
on the presencing of the one towards the other, with to-
getherness as its outcome. The German word ‘Zueinander’ 
(to one another) means a turning towards each other, the 
precondition for encountering bare bodies. I will first de-
lineate the context of my discussion, and then unravel and 
develop my understanding of contact in its conceptual 
scope in relation to my artistic work. Historically, contact 
improvisation developed in the aftermath of the Vietnam 
War and the countercultural hippie movement, which em-
braced sexual revolution and the exploration of altered 
states of consciousness.311 Contact improvisation (develop-
ing since 1972) is a dance form that rests on improvisation 
and plays with physical contact, constituted by finding and 
sustaining a point of physical contact, and sharing weight. 
For establishing the ‘rolling point’312 the dancers maintain a 
focus on the quality of touch and physical contact. For me, 
a profound understanding of physicality and openness to 
encounter, exploration and creative play with another body 
are central to contact improvisation. Retrospectively, I real-
ise that my longstanding practice of contact improvisation 
has formed embodied knowledge both in terms of in-depth 
understanding of physical laws working on the body – in 
311) For elaboration see Pavlos 
Kountouriotis, ‘Analysing perfor-
mance training practices at the 
intersection of Somatic Practices 
and Altered States of Conscious-
ness’ in Techniques of Training Pain 
in Performance: Somatic Practices 
and Altered States of Consciousness, 
dissertation submitted at University 
of Roehampton, 2017.
312) ‘The rolling point of contact 
is usually practiced as a duet form, 
where the dancers keep continu-
ously moving around, above, be-
tween, and underneath each other, 
while the point of contact steadily 
rolls on’ (my translation). See Jörg 
Lemmer Schmid, Kontakt-Improv-
isation als Lebenskunst – Mehr Leb-
ensqualität durch Flow-Erleben und 
Achtsamkeit (Contact improvisa-
tion as a way of life – More quality 
of life through flow experience and 
mindfulness), dissertation submit-
ted at Philipps University Marburg, 
2011, here p.59.
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situations where counterbalance, momentum, various forms 
of falling or being upside down arise – and also appreciation 
for bio-physical mechanics inherent to bodies – operating 
as leverage for lifts. Finding shelf spaces of the body or the 
body’s capacity for softening into the pull of gravity are es-
pecially useful in landings. Yielding or resistance, both ways 
provide the ground for shared decisions on direction, still-
ness and flow of movement according to physical propor-
tions and relations. Contact improvisation provides a meet-
ing point focussed around bodies, physicality and dance 
techniques, but has the potential as well to proliferate into 
the social, the erotic, the sexual, also hosting political ideas. 
As much as there are claims for increased well-being and an 
improved quality of life,313 there are countercultural claims 
raised for example with regard to Round Robin, a commonly 
used structure where dances happen in the center of a circle 
formed by other dancers. There is a fluid movement into 
and out of the circle, changes between supportive and flying 
roles, exchanges of touch and weight, which – if need be – 
can be read as an ethico-political life script affirming ecolo-
gies of sharing and democratic forms of moving and living 
together. Soon after initial experiments by Steve Paxton, 
Nancy Stark Smith, Nita Little, Lisa Nelson, Karen Nelson, 
Daniel Lepkoff and others, contact improvisation developed 
into a practice as social dance form as much as it was used 
by professional dancers and choreographers for generating 
movement material. Meg Stuart observes that ‘Contact is 
not defined as “Paxton’s technique”, it’s an open field, a liv-
ing form’.314 Cultivating contact as ethico-philosophical pro-
ject makes the practice of such a living form an extensive 
quest calling for ever more subtleties and differentiations, 
as well as exploring its conceptual scope. My proposition is 
the amalgamation of registers, the bodily and philosophi-
cal movement towards a somatic-practical philosophy. As 
313) Ibid.
314) Meg Stuart, Jeroen Peeters 
(Ed.), Are we here yet?, Dijon: 
Presses Du Réel, 2010, p.82.
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Photo © Bernadette Reiter / schichten (2003) / choreography and per-
formance: Mariella Greil with Armin Morandell, Bernhard Kummer, 
Arnold Haberl, Philip Rhode, Katharina Weinhuber, Sabina Holzer, 
Anja Wiesinger.
C ON TAC T
Exploring forms of contact has many 
faces in my artistic practice. I  created 
soundscapes by the self-brazed pie-
zo used as input device, acting as the 
sensing component – a kind of home-
made contact microphone – to amplify 
the buzzing315 of my aloe vera plant. 
On the occasion of per forming at the 
festival f luten in an historic water 
tower in Vienna’s 10th district Favorit-
en, I created a site-specif ic installation 
which I called schichten (layers).  Seven 
bodies were breathing together in full-
body-contact as a corporeal ground on 
which I was dancing. As a dancer on 
other’s bodies,  I  engaged with dealings 
in relation to gravity, softening of my 
body into other bodies,  physically and 
metaphorically.  The choreography was 
viewed by wit(h)nesses from the top. In 
a range of works (solo and in collabo-
ration), I  ref lected on contact,  touch, 
resistance and obstacles in 
relationscapes.316
   
Nancy states: ‘Contact is beyond fullness and emptiness, be-
yond connection and disconnection.’317 I am convinced that 
contact in its profound sense cannot be located, attributed 
or mediated; instead, it configures the passage between us, 
expanding beyond and across the physical dimension.
315) I live-manipulated, distorted 
and crafted the feedback of the 
plant with the software Ableton 
Live 10 (https://www.ableton.com).
316) Relationscapes is a neologism 
coined by the artist-philosopher 
Erin Manning, who proposes a 
philosophy of movement based on 
relational taking form. She writes: 
‘Relationscapes places the emphasis 
on the immanence of movement 
moving: how movement can be felt 
before it actualizes.’ See Manning, 
2009, p.6.
317) See Nancy, 2000/1996, p.5.
Handapparatcards © Mariella Greil & participants of the lecture performance 
Baring or red herring? Performed in London on 20th June 2018.
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Figures – Methods – Practices of Being in Contact
2 . 1 .  F IG U R E S –  M ET HOD S – 
PR AC T IC E S OF BE I NG I N C ON TAC T
Such amorphous and contingent matters as atmospheres, 
relations, boundaries are figures of being given and embod-
ied by contact. Those figures of being in contact are move-
ments entangled with the other. Nancy writes, ‘If “to come 
into contact” is to begin to make sense of one another, then 
this “coming” penetrates nothing; there is no intermediate 
and mediating “milieu”’.318 Contact – as I conceptualise it 
in my thesis – is nothing that we can touch physically, it 
moves across and beyond bodies, in fact, contact in its pro-
found sense is the untouchable319 layer of touch. Its pres-
ence emerges as revealing absence, overcoming the body’s 
shadow.320 Being in contact as a performative act is always 
singular, happening between deviation, iteration and alter-
ation, taking place in difference. When encountering a bare 
body, both the occurrence of being and the occurrence of 
address are constitutive preconditions for the emergence 
of the figure of being in contact. In contrast to Bartleby’s 
experience in the dead letter office,321 the address of per-
formance is an address not to one but many, even in one-
on-one performances, it is not a performance made for one 
specific, predetermined person. Each performance is made 
for many, even if performed for one at a time, but most often 
the performance is addressed to many ones,322 to a general 
public, a community. ‘The political foundation rests on this 
absolute signifying circularity: that the community should 
have body as its sense and that the body should have com-
munity as its sense’.323 I find such political foundation par-
ticular to choreographed situations, and even more point-
edly so, when intimate moments of contact are created, 
involving requests and responses, empathic sensation, kin-
aesthetic attunement. Also, affective excess such as feeling 
318) Ibid.
319) Untouchable is used in its 
double rendition of something or 
someone impossible to touch and 
to corrupt.
320) Nancy wrote ‘the body is the 
subject of the shadow’ (see Jean-
Luc Nancy, Corpus, (Trans.) Nils 
Hodyas and Timo Obergöker, Zu-
rich: diaphanes, 2007/2000, p.60), 
and in the following elaborates its 
incarnation as figure, as reference 
to sense, which withdraws at the 
boundary where the figure medi-
ates itself in presence.
321) See footnote 280, p.112.
322) See the collaborative struc-
ture of the artists Juan Dominguez, 
Alma Söderberg, Sarah Vanhee, 
Mette Edvardsen, which performs 
independence (in terms of finance) 
and solidarity (in terms of artistic 
affinities), is both one and many. 
See http://www.manyone.be.
323) Jean-Luc Nancy, Corpus, 
(Trans.) Richard A. Rand, New 
York: Fordham University Press, 
2008, p.71.
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overwhelmed, embarrassment324 or resistance might arise. 
Emmanuel Levinas has elaborated the encounter between 
self and other, revealing and acknowledging infinite other-
ness of the other. He alerts us to the call for responsibility 
and commencing ethics in encounter. I propose to question 
the sovereignty of the performer, due to the notion of its 
subjectivity being formed by a co-constitutive process and 
its relations with others. Heathfield writes ‘Choreography is 
a transaction of flesh, an opening of one body to others, a vi-
bration of limits’.325 Experiencing the liminal in encountering 
a bare body is one of the methodological threads that runs 
through both performances and discourses I engage with 
in my thesis. When we are in contact with another, such 
encounters might take place at some sort of interface, skin, 
between bodies, gazes, and our tactile, kinaesthetic or pro-
prioceptive senses – in the instance of the choreographed 
encounter in performance –, attending to ‘a different kind 
of intimacy’,326 different from intimacy in personal contacts. 
The framework of art makes it possible to challenge differ-
ently limits and taboos, which are certainly linked to specif-
ic cultural contexts. Performance creates and sets a cultural 
framework, is somewhat ‘authorised’ to reveal atmospher-
ic sensing and relations between and with each other, lay 
bare layer by layer our being in contact in its potential and 
wildness. I find Esther Hutfless’s elaboration of wild Being 
(être sauvage) as ‘ontology of the flesh, that thinks somatic 
body and world as intertwined with each other […] inter-
linking aesthetics and ontology’327 most useful for ground-
ing my thinking around being in contact. Wildness – of a 
dancing body and in untamed movements of thought – oc-
curs between organisms328 and realities, but the word also 
refers to wildness in the sense of unspoilt or true nature. 
The second notion, I challenge, since in art and as choreo- 
graphers we partake in an ‘unnatural’, ‘not- or non-natural’ 
324) Embarrassment as over-
whelmingly excessive amounts of 
affects, an overabundance.
325) Adrian Heathfield, ‘Thema/
Theme #7: Was ist Choreografie/




326) See Karen Finley, A Different 
Kind of Intimacy – The Collected 
Writings of Karen Finley, New 
York: Thunder’s Mouth Press, 
2000, p.61, and my previous 
discussion in Chapter 1. Encounter, 
Affect and Response.
327) See Esther Hutfless, ‘Das wil-
de Sein – Akt – Ereignis – Schöp-
fung’ (Wild Being – Act – Event – 
Creation) in Critica – Zeitschrift 
für Philosophie und Kunsttheorie 
(Critica – Journal for Philosophy 
and Art Theory), Vol. 1/2012, p.17.
328) See Simona Koch’s ‘works 
on organisms’, as documented 
in her artist’s book Organism, a 
blend of biology, philosophy, and 
art. See Simona Koch, Organism, 
Nuremberg: Verlag für Moderne 
Kunst, 2012.
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(but culturally charged) form of encounter. Recognising the 
ontological world and the somatic world as us, brings us in 
touch through encounter. Thinking about the structure of 
encounters, compositionally, dramaturgically and philo-
sophically, made me critically scrutinise what methods, fig-
ures and practices we engage in. 
Against this backdrop, I remember the performance by the 
collective LISA329 at Hundsturm structure multifunction, 
performed in the framework of ImPulstanz Festival in Vi-
enna in 2006.330
Photo © ImPulstanz Archive, 2006 / structure multifunction / concept and 
performance: LISA.
Based on the sculptural module by Nicolas Floc’h,331 the 
piece offered a structure for open encounters, choreograph-
ing one-on-one encounters in a shared space. According to 
the sculptural module, each wit(h)ness was seated around 
a sort of table, where negotiation and conversation took 
place about what the desired exchange might be, what kind 
of contact might be performed. Given time slots were indi-
cated by a sound signal that prompted performers to move 
on, shift space, and approach a new audience member. Each 
329) LISA about herself: ‘Individ-
ual subjects usually refer to me as 
a collective or as an organisation, 
group of friends, even group of 
groups. (In the worst case, people 
call me foundation or production 
house – although I much prefer 
that to being called ‘football club’, 





9308586 [accessed February 15, 
2018]. Nicole Beutler, Hester van 
Hasselt, Ivana Müller, Paz Rojo 
und David Weber-Krebs – asso-
ciated artists of LISA perform in 
the Viennese edition of structure 
multifunction alongside guest per-
formers Christine Gaigg, Dominik 
Grünbühel, Krõõt Juurak, Miriam 
Klebel, Claudia Mader, Sabile 
Rasiti, Nicole Rutrecht, Oleg 
Soulimenko, Peter Stamer, Martin 
Tomann, Robert Woelfel, Kathar-
ina Zakravsky, and Robert Steijn.
330) The performance took place 
in the framework of [8:tension] 
young choreographers’ series, 
curated by Christa Spatt.
331) See Nicolas Floc’h talking 
about his work structure multi-
fonctions, which can be activated 
in various ways, and was also 
appropriated by LISA and other 
artists, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=JFdU8bzU5WA [accessed 
February 15, 2018]. His sculpture 
is a modular system consisting of 
cubes and plates of metal that can 
be rearranged in myriad ways.
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time the signal sounded, encounters were re-arranged, con-
versations and intimate choreographies restarted. The five 
rounds of time slots varied in length, and shifts mostly oc-
curred unexpectedly, which left me (as wit(h)ness) with a 
range of experiences, self-reflections, and of course a wide 
range of questions such as: how (openly, flexibly, rigidly) do 
I move through the experience of Being in Contact? How 
much do I get involved with the other, when I am aware of 
his role as a performer, or does this not matter at all? I re-
alised that I attributed some sort of power or command of 
the situation to the role of performer, which was suddenly 
radically questioned? What kind of intimacy may emerge 
between foreigners – and is it different if I know the per-
former, and we have collaborated before? Why actually so, 
since this is – as always – a new encounter, with its call for 
activating it anew, so what kind of (real, imagined, illusory) 
histories do we bring to the table? 
Here, discursive threads of my explorations of Levinas’s 
infinite otherness and Nancy’s conception of the impossible 
community coalesce in the practice of LISA, culminating in 
their work structure multifunction (2004–2006). Their work 
provides me with the concrete framework to test both con-
cepts as generative philosophical figures for encounters with 
bare bodies. The choreographers’ collective LISA revealed 
the bare structure of encounter – its beginning, the multi-
functional nanostructures of social particles traded in small 
gestures, movements or big words, exchanged at the passage 
between you and I, the liminal zone, and – inevitably – its 
ending. The arc of each encounter heads for an end, which 
is a feature shared by all encounters, however short or exten-
sive or intensive they may be. LISA creates a multifunction-
al structure and structural multifunctioning, unveiling the 
liminal experience of wild being together332 in an encounter. 
332) I think of this together as 
together alone (etymologically 
the compound of all and one, 
meaning, wholly oneself) – while 
recalling the sentence ‘I want to 
work with you because I can speak 
for myself ’ in resonance with a 
paragraph in the text ‘No matter 
how much you love me, I do not 
want to belong to you’ by the Bo-
livian activist Maria Galindo (see 
https://fabricoftrust.wordpress.
com/2012/05/02/video-skype-ses-
sion [accessed July 27, 2017]. 
Martina Ruhsam and I discussed 
the question how being, speaking, 
working together actually disclose 
themselves in collaboration, and 
how the entanglements and differ-
entiations between self and other 
emerge, see the whole dialogue: 
https://vimeo.com/41489283 
[accessed July 27, 2017].
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There are at least two layers of togetherness that we are im-
plicated in, the one-on-one encounter between one wit(h)
ness and one performer, but also the group that consists of 
fifteen duet-encounters happening at fifteen tables simulta-
neously. Both these layers radiate that ‘presence is impossi-
ble except as copresence’,333 and perform ‘the stripping bare 
of being-in-common’.334 I remember that the atmosphere 
in the space changed significantly when the performers ar-
rived and left the space, a subtle imprinting of the space with 
gentle co-presence, a shift that was fine-tuned and – at least 
in my perception – actively counteracted the (potentially 
bombastic) appearance of (the actor’s) presence. 
The second methodological thread in relation to con-
tact attends to its material dimension, aiming to unearth 
its ethico-political significance. This thread addresses the 
laying bare and cultivating encounters with bare bodies 
that have non-human agency, that are neither delineat-
ed, self-contained durable objects nor purely processual 
events.335 Things are always in relation with their environ-
ments, as are humans. Tristan Garcia writes:
Being enters the thing, being comes out of it. And 
a thing is nothing other than the difference between 
what enters and the being that comes out. Thus, the 
circuit of being is never halted. In the thing, there is 
never the thing-in-itself. And the thing is never in-it-
self, but outside of itself.336
There is an ongoing discussion in the field of choreography 
about its interiority or exteriority. In agreement with Petra 
Sabisch, I conceive contemporary choreography along the 
paradigm of exteriority. Concluding from her argument, 
and more broadly supported by Deleuzian thought, I believe 
333) See Nancy 2000/1996, p.62.
334) Ibid., p.63.
335) Nicolas Floc’h’s sculptural, 
modular structure with the title 
structure multifonctions support-
ed and informed – in a subtle, 
substantial and material way – the 
conditions for the choreography 
of being in contact, encountering, 
the emergence of a bare body 
at the threshold of a meeting 
point, around the table. Another 
project that carefully interweaves 
material and discursive matters is 
Table Talks. The dramaturge Igor 
Dobricic (regular collaborator with 
Nicole Beutler from LISA) devel-
oped the continuous project Table 
Talks using the format of a con-
versation and the act of building 
tables together for staging a dis-
cursive meeting around the table 
‘about social and cultural relevance 





bricic/ [accessed June 27, 2013]. 
I encountered his work in the 
framework of the field project 
A Mo(ve)ment of Community: 
Furnishing The Group, as part 
of my participation in A Future 
Archeology, Impulstanz 2013.
336) See Tristan Garcia, Forme et 
objet: Un trait des choses, Paris: 
Presses universitaires de France, 
2011, p.19. Translated by Graham 
Harman.
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337) See Petra Sabisch, Choreo-
graphing Relations: Practical 
Philosophy and Contemporary 
Choreography: in the Works of 
Antonia Baehr, Gilles Deleuze, 
Juan Dominguez, Félix Guattari, 
Xavier Le Roy and Eszter Salamon, 
Munich: Epodium, 2011, p.88. 
To contextualise her statement, 
I here give the full sentence. She 
writes: ‘The differential relations 
to which sensations give rise, the 
“conjunctive reason” of sensation, 
so to speak, therefore enters more 
complex compositions and forms 
of relational assemblages.’
338) The interiority of sensation 
is in danger of collapsing into 
romanticism and sentimentality, 
therefore for me to think contem-
porary choreography along the 
paradigm of exteriority, counter-
balances the paradigm of interiori-
ty of dance in a productive way.
339) See the performance entweder 
oder oder und (either or or and) 
(2009, concept and dance: Mariella 
Greil, dance: Emily Sweeney, live 
electronics: Werner Moebius, 
cello, voice, analogue electronics: 
Audrey Chen.) In the performance 
either or or and, I investigated 
the gravity of the conjunctive 
words or, either, and. In contin-
uous modifications, we explored 
the conjunctive tissue of vibra-
tions passed between sound and 
movement. We explored Gerald 
Raunig’s statement that ‘In the new 
mode of modulation, you never 
stop beginning’ (in German: ‘Im 
neuen Modus der Modulation 
hört man nie auf anzufangen.’) 
See Gerald Raunig, In Modulation 
Mode: Factories of Knowledge, 
(Trans.) Aileen Derieg, 2009, 
http://eipcp.net/transversal/0809/
raunig/en [accessed September 20, 
2009]. The work either or or and 
was performed at Akzent Theatre 
in Vienna in a shared gala evening 
with other participating artists 
Rose Breuss, Andrea Bold, Max 
Nagl, Frans Poelstra, Chris Haring, 
Hilde Kappes, and Tanja Simma 




340) For an elaborate discussion of 
choreography as expanded object 
see Antje Hildebrandt, Expanding 
the object: post-conceptual dance 
and choreographic performance 
that the movement of negotiating exteriority manifests as 
a constitutive element for the choreographing of relations, 
because the methodical suspension (but not elimination) of 
interiority makes possible what Sabisch calls the ‘conjunc-
tive reason’337 of sensation.338 This methodical shift towards 
sensation allows us to overcome the polarisation of either or 
(either exteriority or interiority), and instead acknowledges 
the plane of and or – as I propose – the either or or and339 (ei-
ther exteriority or interiority or exteriority and interiority), 
entering into and coming out of choreography.340 Obvious-
ly, movement is neither bound to exteriority nor interiority 
but moves (in its exuberance) across the planes of either or 
or and. It is neither the plane of exteriority nor interiority, 
where we eminently find relational movement. The negotia-
tion rather takes place in its choreographic properties. This 
is also the reason why I prefer keeping the reference to the 
poles (either or) as an option rather than focussing solely on 
the conjunctive (and) of sensation. I think that the accumu-
lation of conjunctive words keeps this negotiation sprawl-
ing, vital and open, yet specific, preventing an and-mush of 
sensations. Although conjunct, it is so with differentiation. 
Choreography’s suspending the inwardness of sensational 
movement makes space for the decided folding of exterior-
ity into the body’s visceralness. In particular when the dis-
tinction between inside and outside, flesh and the elusive 
matter of choreographic encounter becomes complicated, 
chaotic and intangible, we unsettle choreography and set it 
in motion once again. It is precisely the opacity of exposure 
to such a process that holds the space for relational potential-
ity and affectivity: the contamination of connective relation 
and the reasoning between an exteriority and the constitu-
tive, still indeterminate ‘inner’ movement. Deleuze states: 
‘[…] we must conjure up the illusory interiority in order to 
restore words and things to their constitutive exteriority’.341 
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PRO C E S S NOT E S ON ST U DIO 
PR AC T IC E :  J U LY,  7 ,  2 0 1 6
There is a felt  discrepancy: when con-
catenating the method of authentic 
movement – a form of self-directed 
movement in presence of a witness, 
exploring ‘ interiority’  or ‘attention 
directed inward’,  with eyes closed – 
with generating movement material 
for per formances. It is  almost as if  I 
simultaneously per form the roles of 
witness and mover. It strikes me that 
this particular linkage of interior and 
exterior functions creates a gap. A void 
bypassed as both wit(h)ness and mover 
build a bridge from their shore, hoping 
to reach each other somewhere around 
the middle. Particular to Authentic 
Movement is the instantaneous embod-
iment of the qualities created by wit(h)
nessing, acting as relational catalyst for 
processes just as the immediate chaos of 
dissociative and associative movements 
of attention – in leaps and circles,  turns 
and tides.  In the particular knotting 
of Authentic Movement Practice for 
generating per formance material,  the 
percipient wit(h)ness becomes a tool 
for transposition of movement material 
into exteriority. It  is  creating a distance 
from one’s separate experience and in-
stead mines the shared f ield of mutual 
realisation, a close connection. 
p.s:  A camera in that sense cannot be a 
wit(h)ness,  but functions as an expand-
ed tool for viewing of the process from 
an outside eye. Thus, the camera can 
assist (in a factual way) the process of 
movement becoming dance and dance 
becoming choreography.
As I contemplate the two methodologi-
cal threads (liminality and materiality) 
that invite encounters to emerge in cho-
reographic work, I also recollect various 
Practices of Being in Contact,  informed 
by my work in a range of f ields,  in-
cluding paedagogics,  therapeutic work, 
and predominantly art-making. Here 
I would like to introduce a tool I work 
with regularly. I  made the observation 
that resonances and repercussions of 
my long-standing practice342 in these 
f ields seep through and are traceable 
in my artistic work. It definitely has 
an inf luence on how I think about and 
come into contact,  as similarly does 
my long-standing practice of contact 
improvisation as a dancer. The frame-
work of the thesis allowed me to explore 
these points of contact.  The EBQ in-
strument343 is  a tool for evaluating the 
emotional relational quality per formed 
in a situation, and differentiates be-
tween seven modes of contact.  Karin 
Schumacher, Claudine Calvet and Silke 
Reimer developed four scales
of evaluation344 (bodily-emotional, 
vocal-preverbal,  musical-instrumen-
tal,  therapeutic).  For my discussion 
here, I  deem the f irst one relevant. The 
modes of contact are divided into seven 
modes.345
Mode 0: without contact
Mode 1: contact-reaction
Mode 2: functional-sensorial contact
Mode 3: contact with self / sense of self / self experience
Mode 4: contact with the other / intersubjectivity
Mode 5: relation with the other /interactivity
Mode 6: encounter / interaffectivity
Though this might at f irst sight appear 
to be an analytical (categorising) tool,  I 
need to counter this,  because my expe-
rience using the EBQ tool mainly with 
children diagnosed with autism spec-
trum disorder (ADS)346 has shown that 
(if  mastering the instrument) it  actual-
ly works towards a synthetical-experi-
ential approach that supports naviga-
tion of a process that is highly intuitive 
and in f lux. I f ind it thought-provoking 
to fan out the range of contact modes347 
and its potential for illuminating forms 
of being in contact in relation to choreo 
graphic composition, attending to rela-
tional aspects.  Especially interesting 
is for me to attend to this peculiar 
encounter that a bare body invites in 
relation to the seven modes of contact. 
I do not aim at applying this music 
therapeutic tool for per formances and 
choreographic work,348 but appreciate 
the revealed affective-relational com-
plexity in understanding differentiated 
modes of being in contact in relation to 
the model of layered self.
practices, Dissertation, University 
of Wolverhampton, 2014.
341) See Gilles Deleuze, Foucault, 
Paris: Édition du Minuit, 
2006/1986, p.37.
342) I was part of the Rater team 
during its intense phase of devel-
opment and research during early 
testing of the EBQ instrument, 
which meant extensive and in-
depth analysis of many and varied 
situations of contact.
343) EBQ stands for the German 
term Emotionale Beziehungsqualität 
(emotional relational quality).
344) See Karin Schumacher, 
Claudine Calvet and Silke Reimer, 
Das EBQ-Instrument und seine 
entwicklungspsychologischen Grun-
dlagen mit 10 Abb., 5 Tab und einer 
DVD mit 28 Praxisbeispielen (The 
EBQ instrument and its develop-
mental psychology basics with 10 il-
lustrations, 5 tabs and a DVD with 
28 practical examples), Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2013.
345) See Karin Schumacher, 
Musiktherapie und Säuglings-
forschung: Zusammenspiel. Ein-
schätzung der Beziehungsqualität 
am Beispiel des instrumentalen 
Ausdrucks eines autistischen 
Kindes, (Music therapy and infant 
research: interplay. Evaluation 
of the relational quality in the 
example of musical expression of 
an autistic child, Frankfurt a.M: 
Peter Lang, 2000/1998, p.116. 
Schumacher develops her tool in 
close nexus to the psychiatrist and 
psychoanalytical theorist Daniel N. 
Stern’s concept of the layered self. 
He distinguished four main senses 
of self: ‘the sense of an emergent 
self, which forms from birth to age 
two months, the sense of a core 
self, which forms between the ages 
of two and six months, the sense 
of a subjective self, which forms 
between seven and fifteen months, 
and a sense of a verbal self ’. See 
Daniel N. Stern, The interpersonal 
world of the infant; a view from 
psychoanalysis and developmen-
tal psychology, New York: Basic 
Books, 1985, p.11.
346) For an elaborate discussion 
of neurodiversity and activism see 
Erin Manning ‘In the act’, and
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In response, I argue that concerning the body and move-
ment, we must conjure up their illusory exteriority.
In the framework of my thesis, the overlaps and areas of 
contact between figures, methods and practices of being in 
contact inform creative-critical processes of thinking-mak-
ing. I synthesise my observations and self-reflective process-
es in the studio with discursive thinking and wit(h)nessing 
of performance works. My questions and experiments orbit 
around non-subjective performativity and responsibility. 
What does it mean to make an informed choreographic de-
cision when thinking choreography as relational composi-
tion? How to attend to the chaotic processes activated by 
contact – when encounters cling to, or interweave between 
bodies? Where are those beginnings and ends of us? Guatta-
ri states: ‘Being is affirmed as the responsibility of the other 
(Levinas) when nuclei of partial subjectivation are consti-
tuted in absorption or adsorption with the autonomy and 
autopoiesis of creative processes.’349 I find that his statement 
needs digesting and chewing as the consequences of such a 
thought are likely to run rampant. Following Guattari’s call 
for a shift towards the ethico-aesthetic paradigm, I outline 
choreographed encounters as forming along the ethico-aes-
thetic lines of being. I wrestle with two questions: In the 
midst of entangled co-presences and togetherness, does the 
choreographic hold the potential for autopoietic autonomy? 
And under what condition can non-subjective performativ-
ity beyond personal intensities emerge and tune into minor 
acts of bare bodies? Being in contact is central to the way I 
approach theory and practice in the thesis, therefore I care 
about sounding out being’s conceptual gravity in relation to 
bare bodies.
 specifically the section entitled 
‘Activism’, in The Minor Gesture, 
2016, pp.185–188.
347) Here the EBQ tool is obviously 
used for therapeutic purposes.
348) Such a transfer would be ab-
solutely feasible, given its tailoring 
towards nonverbal situations of 
making contact, mostly applied in 
the field of music therapy when 
working with children diagnosed 
with autism spectrum disorder 
(ADS). Over the course of the 
therapy, music therapist and client 
invent various forms of being in 
contact with each other, expanding 
the range of modes available for 
social interaction. Similarly, a form 
of being in contact evolves over the 
time of the performance between 
performer and wit(h)ness.
349) See Félix Guattari, Chaosmo-
sis, an ethico-aesthetic paradigm, 
(Trans.) Paul Bain and Julian 
Pefanis, Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1995/1992, p.84.
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AU G U ST 5 ,  2 0 1 2 /  W I T N E S S : 
E M I LY S W E E N E Y
I N SE RT:  S OM AT IC R E F L E C T ION
I feel a desire for the back space. I 
turn not only my head, but rather the 
whole body gets its turn. Gravity gets 
amplif ied. My leaning towards you is 
a movement that carries me beyond 
the movement that I decide. I sense the 
radiation of a shared centre of grav-
ity, you are not my outside, but I am 
also not my inside. Feeling the opening 
of the in-between. A space you may 
touch. Holding tight what is bound to 
diminish. Breathing-with has a sweet 
air around it.  Eyes closed I see another 
body, darker, deeper, softer,  subtler and 
very fragile.  She lost skin, this is an un-
protected moment. My bare body. I am 
stretching towards another body, anoth-
er me, another we.
Photo © Werner Moebius / either or or and / performance: Mariella Greil.
revelation [ˌre-və-ˈlā-shən] 
is an articulation that lies bare, an opening towards something 
less concealed, more explicit. In the context of choreography, 
this may concern the structural organisation of relations be-
tween bodies (mediated or not, spatial). The relations within 
the body – anatomically speaking – concern and impact the 
conception of a body that doesn’t have a pre-established cen-
tre. Instead, they have the potential to establish a multitude 
of different temporary centre-periphery relations. Sometimes 
there are ontological and/or apocalyptic connotations, wildly 
unrestrained movement, shocking turns, the suprise of a shift 
in planes of composition or address. Etymologically, revela-
tion developed from Latin re – opposite of and velare – to 
cover, from velum – veil.
From Revelations to Disclosures, from Epiphanies to Veils
2 . 2 .  F ROM R E V E L AT ION S TO 
DI S C L O SU R E S , 
F ROM E PI PHA N I E S TO V E I L S
Initially, I situate the discussion of 
this chapter in relation to current 
debate about conceptual dance 
and its descendants expanded cho-
reography and post-conceptual 
dance. I am aware that ‘conceptual 
dance’ as a category is controversial 
today, and that there is resistance351 
by some practitioners and theo-
rists to accept ‘conceptual dance’ as a term; even more con-
tested the much younger notion of post-conceptual dance. 
By contrast, I affirm terminological differentiations, not as 
an expenditure of terms, but I have much appreciation for 
the attempt to fan open dynamics of making and thinking 
choreographic work, alongside the desire to attend to the 
nuances of practice and theory manifest as artistic work 
and finding language for those litigations. Framing ‘con-
tact’ in relation to conceptual dance (and its post-concep-
tual sibling) has urgency, because the conspiring together 
of conceptual-philosophical framing and ecologies of aes-
thetic-bodily perception are essential to realising ethico-po-
litical agency. Of course, I mean conspiracy in its most 
positive sense, as indicated by its Latin root conspirare – to 
breathe352 together. Jeroen Fabious writes in The missing his-
tory of (not)conceptual dance that ‘“conceptual” should have 
been attractive to theoretically informed makers from this 
particular field. But then again, the paradoxical framing of 
conceptual dance makes the avoidance of definition an im-
portant part of the conceptual framing game’.353 As much as 
I understand the intention, and practice myself the keeping 
350) See Markus Steinweg, Incon-
sistencies, Cambridge: The MIT 
Press, 2017, p.45.
351) The performance theorist 
and performance maker Bojana 
Cvejič thinks ‘conceptual dance’ 
is a misnomer. Jérôme Bel, Xavier 
Le Roy and Mårten Spångberg – 
interestingly, artists whose work 
has primarily been grouped under 
this umbrella term, and who have 
significantly contributed to its 
development – rejected the term 
on various occasions. The dance 
critic Ramsay Burt joined the art-
ists’ renunciative attitude towards 
the term.
352) For elaborations on the 
significant role of breath in the 
ethico-political project see Crawley, 
2017. My lecture performance 
Baring or red herring? ends with 
the invitation ‘Breath with me’ –  
a gentle prompt for artistic con-
spiracy.
353) See Jeroen Fabious, The 






[accessed January 30, 2018].
For Heidegger,  the  express ion is  not  the  loca-
t ion of  the  truth.  The express ion itsel f  belongs 
to  a  space  of  t ruth that  he  ca l ls  ‘d isclosure’ 
(Erschlossenheit) .  There  must  a lready be  a 
‘re lat ionship of  B eing’  (S einsverhältnis)  be-
tween the  subject  of  the  express ion and its  ob-
jec ts ,  an ‘understanding of  B eing on the  par t 
of  human existence’  (S einsverständnis  von 
S eiten des  Daseins)  before  we can speak of  this 
knowledge relat ion and its  express ion.
Markus Steinweg350
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354) See Xavier Le Roy in a 
‘Self-Interview’ where he responds 
to his question, ‘why should our 
bodies end at the skin or include 
at best other beings, organisms 
or objects encapsulated by the 
skin?’ with the following response: 
‘I don’t know neither but you 
might talk about the fact that the 
body image is extremely fluid and 
dynamic. That its borders, edges, 
or contours are “osmotic” and that 
they have the remarkable power 
of incorporating and expelling 
outside and inside in an ongoing 
interchange?’ See André Lepecki, 
Exhausting Dance – Performance 
and the politics of movement, New 
York: Routledge, 2006, p.43.
355) See Henri Bergson, Matter 
and Memory, (Trans.) Nancy 
Margaret Paul and W. Scott 
Palmer, New York: zone books, 
2005/1896, p.38. To contextualise 
this fragment of thought; I give 
here the full sentence and the two 
preceding sentences: ‘In one sense 
we might say that the perception 
of any unconscious material 
point whatever, in its instantane-
ousness, is infinitely greater and 
more complete than ours, since 
this point gathers and transmits 
the influences of all the points of 
the material universe, whereas 
our consciousness only attains to 
certain parts and to certain aspects 
of those parts. Consciousness, – in 
regard to external perception, – 
lies in just this choice. But there 
is, in this necessary poverty of our 
conscious perception, something 
that is positive, that foretells spirit: 
it is, in the etymological sense of 
the word, discernment.’
terms in ambivalence and naming in motion, I still would 
like to invoke the recognition, specificity and relevance of 
the work we refer to with the term, honouring the works 
impact also dance-historically and – most valuable for prac-
titioners as me – the notable shift that happened in the way 
choreographers approached their work. The critique of the 
representational – as revealed by conceptual dance – ques-
tions our constructions of the dancer’s body,354 the apparatus 
of the theatre and discloses also a reduction of experience, 
image, perception while laying bare a ‘necessary poverty of 
our conscious perception’.355 Discernment, curiosity and a 
desire to understand bare human presence led me to inquire 
the differences, connotations and resonances of revelations, 
disclosures and epiphanies, which – at least for a non-native 
speaker – seem to denote a similar terrain of meaning. All 
three can be translated into the German word Offenbarung. 
For laying open and weaving the ethico-political project of 
artists of my generation into the fabric of dance practices, 
I find it vital to situate the discussion of this chapter ex-
plicitly within the field of conceptual and post-conceptual 
dance. Here a short contextualisation of those two terms. 
In the framework of the conference It Takes Place When It 
Doesn’t. On Dance and Performance after 1989. organised by 
Tanzquartier Wien in 2005, Cvejić elaborated four shared 
features between conceptual art and conceptual dance: (a) 
call for redefinition, (b) self-reflexivity, (c) active address of 
frames of perception, (d) institutional critique. I propose to 
add one more feature: (e) stripping down as significant in-
strument for the process of creation. A short note on con-
ceptual dance’s affinities to minimalism, postmodern dance 
and conceptual art of the sixties and seventies is indicated, 
since all those genres had emerged from the post-World 
War II condition and in the midst of cold war between the 
Eastern and the Western Bloc. Conceptual dance (in some 
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356) I remember my astonishment 
when encountering the term Eu-
ro-crash, a British umbrella term es-
tablished in the late 1980’s for work 
that (from my European perspec-
tive) I would probably have filed 
under physical theatre, such as the 
work of Pina Bausch, DV8 Physical 
Theatre, Wim Vandekeybus,  
and others. Again, I see terms and 
names providing containers that 
we can make productive for differ-
entiated discussion, not necessarily 
for indulging on terminological 
framing games. Of course, there is 
also an inherent economic dimen-
sion to labelling which one must 
not neglect.
357) The Marshall Plan was a 
large-scale economic rescue 
program to help rebuild Western 
European economies after the 
end of World War II, with lasting 
political and cultural effects.
contexts also called anti-dance) of the 1990’s, in my view, 
significantly revived dance as an art form, embracing its full 
potential as embodiment of thought. Historically, Europe 
had remained a depleted dance community, many protago-
nists had been killed or had emigrated to the US, UK, New 
Zealand or other countries. Especially in German-speaking 
countries, where dance before the war had been a thriving 
art form and had given rise to the work of dance artists such 
as Mary Wigman, Gret Palucca, Harald Kreutzberg, Dore 
Hoyer, Rosalia Chladek, Gertrud Bodenwieser and many 
others, there was a palpable local vacuum in the aftermath 
of two brutal world wars. A range of international choreog-
raphers had been able to build careers356 in this vacancy,357 
which at least partly explains the striking internationalism 
of the European dance communities up to today. Conceptual 
dance was thriving on the deployment of cunning concepts, 
sharpness and wit in dramaturgy, its clarity and precise per-
formative acts. Whereas in post-conceptual choreography, 
I perceive a prevalent effort to facilitate the tendency to ex-
pand, to open up towards complexity, at times complicated 
resonances and entanglements loom. Though closely related 
and enwrought with conceptual dance’s bearings, post-con-
ceptual dance claims to go beyond them. I observe a three-
fold expansion (a) toward questions of non-human agency, 
in its associative imaginary pluralities and (mostly placid) 
dissociative detachments from the activity of dancing, (b) 
dilation towards philosophical and antropological practices 
and (c) widening and underscoring choreography’s political 
consciousness. From my perspective, I perceive facilitating 
the tendency of expansion – in its uncertain, indeterminate 
quality (yet to come into being) – as decided movement to-
wards new choreography that facilitates gradual emergence 
of layered ideas in contrast to sharp conceptual astuteness 
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and its self-evident perfect performance.358 Such a move-
ment re-determines choreography in manifold ways. 
Ethico-aesthetic contact holds the potential to raise ques-
tions around autonomy and togetherness. The proposition 
that non-subjective performativity holds is a synthesising 
approach to body and materiality. Exploring non-anthropo-
centric ways and creative use of modes of contact opens up 
choreographic form for relational composition. In relation 
to the post-conceptual choreographic venture, I find the 
word resonance useful, in some extent informed by my long-
standing practice of making music and because parts of my 
artistic practice are embedded in the field of sound art, but 
also and primarily in relation to elaborations on sympathet-
ic resonance359 by the German philologist, political scientist 
and philosopher Hartmut Rosa. Rosa argues that ‘resonance 
is a primordial mode of relating to the world’360 – in my view – 
picking up on the elemental figures and forces of being–
in–contact.361 Encountering bare bodies evokes the vibran-
cy of intimate intensities, ranging from fragile to violent. 
Also, dance theorist Bojana Cvejić engages with the acous-
tic dimension of resonance: ‘Resonance, unlike its optical 
counterpart, reflection, entails the time of delay and isn’t 
given all at once. […] this means that these performances 
engage spectators in such a way that they prolong their ef-
fect, reverberate after the spatiotemporal event.’362 I perceive 
the transition from the choreography as being in itself (a 
concept or idea) to its being with the other (an offering to 
the wit(h)ness) as crucial. The act of resonating for me is a 
distinguishing mark of most performances, but specifically 
post-conceptual dance performance seems to embrace the 
potential space of reverberations after the event of live per-
formance. The unearthing of resonances emerges – so my 
argument – especially in relation to dynamics of laying bare 
and ‘choreography’s “slower ontology”’,363 as the intensities 
358) Of course, generalisations 
are not useful, but I have a sense 
that we have passed the peak of 
conceptual mastery of choreogra-
phy with choreographers such as 
Xavier Le Roy, Jérôme Bel, Tino 
Sehgal and Boris Charmatz.
359) See Hartmut Rosa, Resonanz – 
Eine Soziologie der Weltbeziehung 
(Resonance – A Sociology of the 
Relationship to the World), Frank-
furt: Suhrkamp, 2016.
360) See Hartmut Rosa, The Crisis 
of Dynamic Stabilization and the 
Sociology of Resonance – An Inter-






361) See my previous subchapter 
entitled Figures – Methods – Prac-
tices of Being in Contact.
362) See Bojana Cvejić, Choreo-
graphing Problems, Basingstoke: 
Palgrave, 2015, p.222.
363) See André Lepecki, chapter 3 
‘Choreography’s “slower ontology’ 
in Exhausting Dance – 
Performance and the politics of 
movement, New York: Routledge, 
2006, pp.45–64. Lepecki elaborates 
‘the powerful epistemological and 
political activations contained in 
the still-act, which identifies for 
dance that which does not seem 
to be a proper part of its ontology.’ 
(here p.57). The anthropologist 
Nadia Seremetakis elaborates the 
concept of ‘still-act’ in relation 
to an interruption of historical 
flow of events and the practices 
historical questioning, against the 
default mode of neoliberal flow. 
Analogous post-conceptual dance’s 
expanding the object, doesn’t seem 
to be proper to dance’s ontology 
of subjectivisation, and attends to 
assumed non-human agencies.
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In 2004, I per formed the tableau vivant 
Zakra in the frame of open space con-
ference entitled Was ist Kunst? (What is 
Art?) in the chapel of castle Hernstein. 
Zakra was a site-specif ic intervention, 
staging a nude body. Velvet drapery remi-
niscent of Baroque times played at seduc-
tive contemplation of the female body, 
revealing a hint too much – given the 
sacredness of the catholic chapel space 
and the church’s moralism in relation 
to bodies and speech acts of women. A 
touch of celebratory candlelight and the 
scent of incense per formed the function 
of slowing time, halting movement. Still-
act,  tableau vivant, with subtle,  hardly 
discernible shifts of position. A video 
showed me dancing in nature, in the ru-
ins and remains of an abandoned home, 
reconquered by wild nature. It was pro-
jected onto the skin of my back, serving 
as projection sur face. One wit(h)ness at a 
time was offered a kneeling chair for her/
his immersion in sensual seeing of a nude 
body, facing away from the wit(h)ness. 
The durational per formance took three 
hours. I  recall  having passed a variety of 
modes of being in contact – ‘behind my 
back’,  so to speak – during this per for-
mance, though no direct mutual gaze was 
ever exchanged. Affects circulating in 
the sphere of the holy space ranged from 
coyly cast glances to penetrating looks. 
I sensed each wit(h)ness differently, each 
encounter entailing singular potential to
 shift the atmosphere of the space. There 
was a wide range of responses:  from gen-
tle and esteeming approaching of the 
per formative situation to embarrassing 
profanation. I remember how the indirect, 
exposing relational density shifted in the 
space, in which moments of intensity rose 
because of overstretched dramaturgical 
logics,  constituting the place of the chapel 
anew, for another kind of contemplation 
than the prayers usually spoken at catho-
lic church services.
Photos © Werner Moebius / Zakra / performance: Mariella Greil.
‘One-to-one, Zakra stages the body, 
quieted by the still  breath of death and 
reawakened in the artistic sphere of the 
tableau vivant. A site-specif ic work ad-
dressing churches and bodies and their 
complicated relation.’364
The aesthetics and traditions of the tab-
leaux vivants,  which was a form of en-
tertaining artistic practice cultivated 
between the 16th and 18th centuries,  so-
lidif ies the breathing female body into a 
pose. A living sculpture installed at the 
chapel,  while Guillaume Dufay’s motet 
Nuper rosarum f lores plays on the ghet-
to blaster.  Terribilis est locus iste (This 
place is awesome). Terrible and awesome. 
This work addresses veiling and dissim-
ulation and responds to the call  of the 
place – the chapel,  its history and future. 
I attended to the relational differentia-
tions of laying bare and the slow ontol-
ogy of contemplation, while creating an 
impersonal intimate encounter with one 
wit(h)ness a time.
created in the encounter with the bare entail most of the 
time prolongated reverberations, infiltrating the layered self. 
Radically shifting from sacred space to profane space takes 
place, outside of the performance framework, in a disorient-
ing, overstimulating and mediatised world surrounding us. 
However, both encounters – the selected examples of this 
chapter structure multifunction and Zakra –, even if diamet-
rically opposed, share that the composition of the piece is 
built on a relational proposition. They each reveal in their 
singular way the ‘worlding’365 practiced in and through per-
formance under the dispositive of the bare. For me both the 
making and wit(h)nessing attended to an ethical and aes-
thetical dimension.
So, what does the experience of the bare do in performance? 
It instigates passage, segue, threshold and liminal experience 
between self and other, both ways, from myself to yourself 
and vice versa, between one being-with-another and anoth-
er being-with-one. In Nancy’s words: ‘Not form and funda-
ment, but the pace, the passage, the coming in which noth-
ing is distinguished, and everything is unbound’.366 Major 
issues such as exhibitionism and voyeurism, the governance 
of our subjectivity and biopolitical sensitivity reverberate 
with what(ever)367 is at stake when performing the bare 
body, a body belonging368 to itself.369 
Epiphanies are moments of sudden insight, understanding 
or perception, the intuitive grasp of reality through some-
thing striking – in other words an illuminating discovery 
or realization. They often come along as leaps of conscious-
ness or self-intensification. In brackets Jalal Toufic writes: 
‘(the other source is the connection, out of direct aware-
ness, to what one experienced in a realm of altered body 
364) Excerpt from program note, 
Hernstein, November 13–14, 2004. 
German original: ‘Unter vier Augen 
inszeniert Zakra den vom stillen 
Atem des Todes zur Ruhe ge-
brachten und in der künstlerischen 
Sphäre des Tableau vivant wieder-
erwachten Körper. A site-specific 
work addressing churches and bod-
ies and their complicated relations.’
365) See my discussion of ‘world-
ing’ in Chapter 1.3. An-Archic 
Responsibility, p.111.
366) See Jean-Luc Nancy, The birth 
of presence, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1993, p.2.
367) Agambens concept of ‘what-
ever’ related to singularity needs 
to be understood in ‘its being such 
as it is’ as a body. This ‘whatever’ 
is reclaimed from belonging and 
property and insists on its close 
proximity to the Latin word ‘quod-
libet’. See Giorgio Agamben, The 
Coming Community, Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 
2007/1990, p.1. Michael Hardt 
explains in the translator’s note 
of the book that whatever ‘refers 
precisely to that which is neither 
particular nor general, neither in-
dividual nor generic.’(ibid.,p.107).
368) ‘… it is reclaimed not for 
another class nor for the simple 
generic absence of any belonging, 
but for its being- such, for belonging 
itself. Thus being-such, which 
remains constantly hidden in the 
condition of belonging and which is 
in no way a real predicate, comes to 
light itself: The singularity exposed 
as such is whatever you want, that 
is, lovable.’ See Giorgio Agamben, 
The Coming Community, Minneap-
olis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1990/2007, p.2. The knotting of sin-
gularity and a relational movement 
tied to the set timeframes and score 
of performance holds potentials for 
developing new choreographies –  
pointedly worded – as form of 
relational activism.
369) In this context Agamben 
discusses mediality and fetishism. 
I find his suggestion of a relation 
to the object, that allows for the 
appropriation of the inappropri-
able especially relevant in nexus 
with the performer’s body. See 
Agamben (1993). Stanzas: Word 
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and Phantasm in Western Culture 
and also Mills, 2008, p.4.
370) See Jalal Toufic, ‘About the 
dancer, I, While Certain, Am in
 Two Minds’ in The Dancer’s Two 
Bodies, Sharjah: Sharjah Art Foun-
dation, 2015, p.4.





372) See footnotes 177, p.70 and 
327, p.134.
373) See Jean-Luc Nancy, Das 
nackte Denken, (Trans.) Markus 
Sedlacek, Zurich: diaphanes, 
2014/2001, p.11. In German orig-
inal: ‘Nicht die angebliche Realität 
einer unmittelbaren Präsenz, son-
dern exakt die Nacktheit, indem sie 
sich entzieht und auf diese Weise 
nicht aufhört, sich zu entblößen’.
374) The reference to Brother of 
Sleep (1995), a film by Joseph Vils-
maier based on the novel by the 
Austrian writer Robert Schneider, 
is intentional. Here a short resume 
of the plot: Johannes Elias Alder is 
born in a small village in the Aus-
trian mountains. While growing 
up he is considered strange by the 
other villagers. He discovers his 
love of music, rebuilds and plays 
the organ in the village church. 
After experiencing an ‘acoustic 
epiphany’, he can hear even the 
subtle sounds. After unfulfilled 
love, he takes his own life, having 
decided to not sleep anymore.
375) See Hélène Cixous, ‘Savoir’ 
in Hélène Cixous and Jacques 
Derrida, Veils, (Trans.) Geoffrey 
Bennington, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2001, p.42.
376) For elaborations on exhaus-
tion’s interruptive potential (he 
discursively reframes dance’s 
exhaustion as critiquing moder-
nity’s emblematic movement) see 
André Lepecki, Exhausting Dance 
– Performance and the politics of 
movement, New York: Routledge, 
2006, pp.7–8.
or consciousness, such as dance or death, that one reached 
and “left” across lapses of consciousness)’.370 Here again, a 
differentiation between epiphanies in dance and epiphanies 
in choreography appears useful. Mårten Spångberg writes, 
‘It is first when dance submits to a structure that it can be 
experienced in respect of consciousness, captured and re-
flected, remembered and executed again’.371 A mastery of 
choreographic structure with its philosophical paradox of 
continuous becoming movement and conceptual consist-
ence stands in contrast to dance’s being wild or wild being, 
that ‘exists only in presence’372 performing untamed bodily 
thinking. Contact, revelation and epiphany are all bound to 
presence, the actualising of the moment in and as body. In 
relation to thinking’s disposition conceptualised as immate-
rial practice, we know that moving experience and a coming 
gesture precede all sense-making. Nancy unearths a reality 
that escapes our grasp, the facts of existence of the nude. He 
writes: ‘Not the alleged reality of an immediate presence, but 
exact nudity eludes and thus never ceases to bare itself.’373 
I perceive baring-itself as utterly meaningful, both in close 
reading of shifts, expansions and resonances of terms, phil-
osophical nuancing and embodied artistic practices.
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The vicinity of the French [s’enrobe] 
coating or veiling and [se dérobe] to 
hide from, to elude or hedge, both are 
related to the shared root word [robe], 
meaning clothing. In the attempt to ex-
trapolate my artistic practices through 
the lens of baring, I re-encounter an 
experiment I entitled shrouding, devel-
oped during my stay at PAF (Per forming 
Arts Forum) in St.  Erme. It also deals 
with cloth – linen to be specif ic – and 
the intimate traces,  that a sleeping body 
leaves in the dark of the night. From 
a spontaneous act,  it  developed into a 
practice. I  was making a photograph 
each day in the morning, recording the 
imprints my body had made on the bed 
sheets,  contemplating the folds and 
creases,  indulging in association, digest-
ing the vestiges of my dreams. I enjoyed 
this form of getting ready for my work 
in the studio. Every morning I became 
a reader of tracks, slipped into another 
form of seeing, sensing and experienc-
ing the textures of the fabric.  Sleep, the 
brother of death.374 I  attended to the 
aesthetics of an ‘unmade bed’,  the not 
straightened linens. Timeless shroud.
Photocollage © Mariella Greil / Shrouding .
‘ […] with  your  own winding sheet  unti l  the 
presumed end of  t ime,  w ith  the  impr int  of 
your  face  on the  l inen of  a  shroud,  unti l 
the  end of  t ime.  As  someone wil l  already 
have  always  done’ . 375
Hélène  Cixous  wr ites  to  the  wi ldness  of 
embodied thinking  f rom the  perceptive  of 
it s  exhaustive ,  rest less  movement,  dance’s 
exhausting 376 it sel f :
‘ […] to  be  fatigued,  yes ,  fatigued of  the 
truth,  voi là ,  fatigued l ike  truth,  exhausted 
f rom knowing it ,  for  too  long that  hi stor y 
of  the  ve i l ,  and al l  the  folds  [pli s ] ,  expli -
cations ,  complications ,  explic itations  of  it s 
revelations  or  unvei l ings .  […] uncover ing
and re-cover ing,  unvei l ing  and vei l ing 
[Enthül lung/Verhül lung] ,  di ssimulation or 
withdrawal  [Verborgenheit]  and non-with-
drawal  [Unverborgenheit]  of  the  opening 
[Erschlossenheit] ,  wear y  of  thi s  opposit ion 
that  i s  not  an opposit ion,  of  revelation as 
ve i l ing  […].’ 377
‘Nakedness  appears  as  a  revelation.  The 
gaze  di st inguishes  the  l ikeness ,  it  under-
stands  the  identity  between the  Self  and 
the  Other,  and in  recognizing  that  Other 
sees  it s  nakedness’ . 378
Photo © Mariella Greil / fig leaf.
The f ig  leaf :  dr ied  and crumpled.  No longer 
in  use .  Stemming f rom the  common f ig  tree , 
which i s  growing the  edible  f ig  f ruit  al so,  it 
i s  one  of  the  f irst  plants  that  was  cult ivated 
by  humans.  The innocuous  leaf,  has  l ived a 
stor y  of  turmoil .
It  i s  common knowledge  that  the  leaf  of  the 
f ig  tree  has  ser ved in  Fine  Ar ts  for  conceal-
ing  the  sexual  organs  of  naked people  and – 
not  to  forget  –  it  ac ted in  the  mindscape  of 
the  Old Testament  as  objec t  of  the  overcom-
ing  of  a  sense  of  shame,  however  f l imsy  and 
tenuous  it  ac tual ly  might  appear,  at  t imes 
even working  contra-productively  as  the  f ig 
leaf  even more  so  cal led  for  at tention for 
that  which wanted to  stay  concealed.  As 
a  tool  for  cover ing  nakedness ,  in  t imes  of 
r ig id  obedience  to  decorum of  seemliness ,  it 
even was  added af ter  the  fact ,  in  the  act  of 
restorations  of  paintings  or  sculptures .  In 
today’s  context ,  thi s  i s  reminiscent  of  cen-
sor  bars  used for  defacement  and obscur ing 
genital s  in  dig ital  media.
377) See Hélène Cixous, ‘Savoir’ 
in Hélène Cixous and Jacques 
Derrida, Veils, (Trans.) Geoffrey 
Bennington, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2001, pp.38–39.
378) See Flaminio Gualdoni, The 
History of the Nude, Milano: Skira 
Editore S.p.A., 2012, p.9.
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veil [ˈvāl]
The meaning of ‘a veil’ comprises various sizes of covering 
from the soft-palate, head-covering, liturgical cloth to a sail 




Attitude envelops the way how we encounter, perceive and 
evaluate a concept, a social situation, an art work, and the 
environing world. Cognitions, affects, resonances and actions 
are generated and find singular expression in attitudes.
gap [ɡæp]
A gap can be an abyss or a vacancy or an opening between 
poles. Gaps in one’s memory are to be avoided. Mind the gap!
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2 . 3 .  A PPROAC H , ASPI R AT ION A N D
E X PE R I E NC I NG T H E G A P
My writing-making attendsa to how shifts of meaning oc-
cur in choreographies of bare bodies and what urgency per-
formative actions have in response to the world. I explore 
how to calibrating performance processes with my funda-
mental attitudes of laying bare, mediating the messy body 
and its resistance (but tight affinity) to historicity. My work 
is in constant evolution and re-organisation: this is what 
really matters at cellular level. Alva Noë argues that art is 
‘an engagement with the ways in which our practices, tech-
niques, and technologies, organise us and it is, finally, a way 
to understand that organisation and, inevitably, to reorgan-
ise ourselves’.379379) See Alva Noë, Strange Tools – 
Art and Human Nature, New York: 
Hill and Wang, 2015, p.xiii. Also, 
Gansterer, Cocker, Greil discuss 
fragility, vitality and composition 
in relation to the emergence of 
figures as a shift that holds the 
capacity to alter the ecology of 
experience. See Gansterer, Cocker, 
Greil, Choreo-graphic Figures: 
Deviations from the line, 2017, 
pp.14–15.
Handapparatcard © Andrea Salzmann / more than enough / performance:  
Doris Uhlich.
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380) See Manning 2012, where she 
elaborates relationscape as a rela-
tional movement of sensation and 




February 19, 2018]. The notion of 
aptitude and attitude is generative 
in its etymological-conceptual 
mooring and also their intermix-
ing into a form of clothing of the 
16th century. The question lingers: 
What can attitude envelop today, 
and what do bare bodies veil? I ob-
serve that ‘putting on’ an attitude 
has become mo re mobile and in-
terchangeable over the last decades 
than it used to be. At the same 
time, baring happens increasingly 
in virtual spaces, where attitudes, 
characters and avatars are easily 
swapped.
382) In the sense of two equal 
things, here it emphasises the same 
etymological root.
383) Today’s meanings of aptitude 
such as gift or talent seem to be 
more recent developments, and 
were first recorded in the 18th 
century.
384) The choreographer DD 
Dorvillier writes in her newsletter, 
received on November 16, 2017: ‘We 
need tenderness. It’s the real power. 
It’s long lasting. It’s essential to our 
intelligence, and survival.’ To sup-
port and entertain a tender attitude 
means not to subscribe to violence, 
dominance, or manipulation.
385) Ideally, attitude and perfor-
mance go hand in hand supporting 
each other, forming the integrity 
of the work, which gets even more 
substantial when art and activism 
concur in the work of the artist.
386) Aesthetics can refer to a 
set of principles underlying the 
artistic work(s), to judgements of 
sentiments and sensorial-emotion-
al values in relation to a critical 
and embodied reflection on art 
and culture, sometimes even used 
synonymously for the philosophy 
of art.
387) I saw the exhibition at 
Hamburger Bahnhof in Berlin in 
October 2017.
tender [tɛn.də(ɹ)]  
Tenderness is a necessary quality for both survival and sus-
tainable life practices. Tenderness is the antonym to violence 
and brutal oppression. Tenderness comes with a scent of 
sweetness.
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BET W E E N AT T I T U DE A N D 
A P T I T U DE
It  seems relevant  to  say  a  few words  about 
the  af f inity  between attitude  and aptitude; 
both seem to  have  gained currency  in  cr it i -
cal-creative  practices  over  the  last  decade, 
where  values  were  and are  much di scussed 
economical ly  and polit ical ly,  and thi s  di s-
cussion signif icantly  forms the  relation-
scape 380 of  soc ial  groups  and communities 
and the  (non-)movement  between them.  I 
propose  that  there  i s  more  than just  an ety-
molog ical  relatedness  between attitude  and 
aptitude,  which share  the  same root  (Latin : 
aptus  meaning joined,  f it ted 381)  and re fer  to 
a  posit ioning  as  wel l  as  a  di sposit ion.  The 
doublet 382 general ly  seems to  re f lec t  it s  two-
fold  sense ,  one  resonant  in  the  other :  f irst ly, 
as  a  solidif ied  feeling,  opinion,  sentiment, 
or  habitual  mode of  v iewing (attitude) ;  and 
secondly,  as  manifest ing  a  tendency or  l ike-
l ihood,  a  capacity  for  future  development,  a 
gener ic  movement  towards  that  i s  in  perma-
nent  transit ion,  most  broadly  a  becoming 
appropr iate  (aptitude 383) .  I  sug gest  that  thi s 
l inguist ic  kinship  and the  ev idence  of  the 
shared root  word tenaciously  work against 
a  hardening  of  at t itude  into  some monu-
mental  r ig idity.  Instead,  the  at tr ibution of 
relevance  to  the  proximity  of  the  two words 
opens  a  space  porous  enough and not  im-
movable .  A kind of  aptitudinal ,  inclined, 
wel l -di sposit ioned,  but  tender 384 at t itude 
ar i ses  f rom and turns  towards  a  form of 
thinking-making,  and in  turn nur tures  bar-
ing  or  exposing  per formative  practices . 385 
Along those  l ines ,  bare  thinking-making as 
di scursive-creative  practice  holds  up against 
other  approaches  with  log ical  (e .g . ,  tech-
nocratic ,  analy tical ,  prof it -or iented)  im-
peratives ,  and insi st s  on acts  that  lay  bare , 
expose  or  actuali se  the  dynamics  of  bare 
bodies  –  physical ly  or  f iguratively.
I  emphasi se  the  relation between attitude 
and aptitude  because  I  appreciate  the  an-
tagonist ic  as  wel l  as  the  tender  qualit ies  of 
the  doublet .  Obv iously,  a  bar ing  at t itude 
does  not  have  one  proper  form,  but  the 
potential  to  assemble  multiple  aesthetics 386 
as  they  work against  each other  or  togeth-
er,  manifest ing  in  var ious  modalit ies  or 
shades .  Each projec t  idiosyncratical ly  str iv-
ing  for  content-  and form-related adequacy 
and ar ticulating  of  it s  s ingular,  shimmer ing 
prof ic iency,  however,  or iented along a  con-
si stent  fundamental  at t itude  able  to  hold 
the  body of  works  together.  An embodied 
attitude  obv iously  not  only  needs  to  re f lec t 
the  body’s  stance ,  but  must  have  emerged 
f rom it ,  which implies  a  mental  state  with 
an or ientation towards  and a  dialogue  with 
the  potentialit ies  of  the  body ;  most  aptly  we 
may cal l  thi s  negotiation body-mentation. 
In  the  fol lowing sec tion I  would l ike  to 
at tend extensively  to  the  third ,  highly  per-
t inent  f ield  that  informs attitude,  which i s 
the  polit ical  dimension.  As  many ar ti st s  do, 
I  too  str ive  for  a  sustainable  mutual  perme-
ation of  ar t ,  l i fe ,  and polit ics .  In  German 
culture ,  the  work of  Joseph Beuys  became a 
kind of  l ighthouse  i l luminating  the  way of 
ar ti st ic-polit ical  work as  an ar ti st  and activ-
i st .  Apar t  f rom a great  many per formances , 
hi s  sculptures  are  lasting  cal l s  for  the  projec t 
of  soc ietal  l iv ing  together.  Two of  hi s  most 
prominent  works  direc t ly  ar ticulating  ar ti s -
t ic-polit ical  ac tiv i sm are  ‘Das  Kapital  Raum 
1970–1977’ 387 and hi s  instal lation ‘Unschlit t /
Tal low (Wärmeskulptur  auf  Zeit  hin  ange-
leg t) ’  (1977) .  In  the  lat ter,  Beuys  talks  about 
the  f luid  nucleus  of  the  sculpture  as  ‘ac tiv i st 
cel l s’ ,  s tating  that  each of  us  dec ides  whether 
to  ‘posit ion’  oneself  in  the  heat  of  the  core  of 
soc iety,  where  f r ic t ion manifests  most  in-
tensely,  or  whether  to  stay  at  the  per ipher y, 
where  the  mater ial  ( suet)  i s  in  a  process  of 
hardening,  cooling  down.  He persi stently 
af f irms that  we are  the  revolution and i s  ad-
amant  about  a  generative  dialogue  between 
the  ag gregate  states  warm-f luid  and cold-
hard,  organic- l iv ing  and r ig id ,  centre  and 
per ipher y,  chaotic  and cr ystal  structures . 
And even i f  we  might  be  cr it ical  about  bina-
r ies  in  general ,  the  mater iality  of  the  work 
speaks  to  us  exactly  through it s  mater ial 
ambiguity  and multiple ,  mater ial  aesthetics . 
Beuys’s  work addresses  us ,  exceeds  the  cre-
ated sculpture ,  and instead emphasi ses  the 
soc ietal  processes  of  sense-making and 
awareness .  We each face  the  task  of  re f lec t-
ing  our  ‘at t itude’  and posit ioning  ourselves .
Photo © dpa / Installation space Unschlitt/Tallow (Wärmeskulptur auf 
Zeit hin angelegt) / Joseph Beuys
Ferdinand Uptmoor writes about 
the installation Unschlitt/Tallow 
(Wärmeskulptur auf Zeit hin angelegt): 
Initially,  Joseph Beuys planned to 
f ill  the useless wedge-shaped space 
above the pedestrian tunnel to 
Schlossplatz (until  2012 still  Hin-
denburgplatz) and below the ramp 
of the auditorium building com-
pletely with beeswax. Since this 
project could not be realised for 
f inancial and organisational rea-
sons, the wedge-shaped space was 
precisely recreated as a mold, and 
poured with a mixture of 23 parts 
stearin to 1 part beef tallow. The 
artist then had the almost ten me-
tres long wedge cut up randomly, 
and placed it in the atrium of the 
Landesmuseum.388
There are ‘art detectives’  who spend 
much time reconstructing what in 
Joseph Beuys’s work is f iction and what 
is real.  They search for traces and in-
dications, in stern rejection of Beuys’s 
dream: the potential to create one’s
universe (i .e. ,  the Beuysian world with 
its selected materials,  myths, actions, 
values).  This reconstructing risks miss-
ing the point. In my view, what today 
we call  practice as research can unfold 
its utmost potential exactly between 
spinnings, wild associations, idiosyn-
cratic constructions of dream 
machines, frolics or intuitions that are 
in rigorous relation to current research 
in science, technology, and the human-
ities.  Innovation proliferates in those 
delightful cracks between territories. 
In fact,  I  perceive an aff inity between 
many elements of Practice as Research 
and what I take up for bare bodies 
in terms of its dynamics around con-
cealing and revealing acts.  And I hear 
Beuys ask: ‘Do you want a revolution 
without laughter? ’389 Beuys attests to 
us the potential to engage in artistic as 
much as in activist work, which for him 
are inseparably linked; likewise, f iction 
and biography blend. ‘Art and philos-
ophy share a resistance to the religion 
of facts’ ,  Markus Steinweg writes in his 
discussion of the ‘fantasy of consistency 
known as reality’ .390

In my research, I conceive the shared resistance to the fac-
tual391 in both fields, writing and making. What those crea-
tive practices have in common, is their insistence on poetic 
potentiality. Insistence and resistance do not come as oppo-
sitional but as concomitant forces. I believe that practices 
performed in awareness of their real and speculative con-
ceptual moorings are free to lay bare the crustal thickness 
of sedimentations of artistic-philosophical processes crys-
tallising into material form beyond and besides facts. Bare 
bodies care, but do not worry about transmogrifying what 
reality or consistency might mean.
Video Stills © Victor Jaschke / Anarchival Stroll Baring or Red Herring? / 
Mariella Greil.
According to the philosopher and founder of existential 
analysis Viktor Frankl, there is at all times the gap, that space 
of decision whether to act constructively or destructively 
for oneself and the others. As I argue, performance-making 
purposefully inhabits this gap underscoring and cherishing 
the an-archic responsibility392 living in that space of becom-
ing and decision.
I perceive it as a constant effort to bridge the gap between 
performer and wit(h)ness, spanning the distance between 
the artificiality of dance and living conditions. In my un-
derstanding of the ‘gap’ there is offering and detachment 
as much as the potential for collaborative engagement, as 
the wit(h)ness makes continuous choices and temporar-
ily can move in and out of participation. Even if we look 
at the material places where contemporary choreography 
388) My translation. The German 
text reads: ‘Ursprünglich plante 
Joseph Beuys den nutzlosen 
keilförmigen Raum oberhalb 
des Fußgängertunnels zum 
Schlossplatz (bis 2012 noch 
Hindenburgplatz) und unterhalb 
der Rampe des Hörsaalgebäudes 
ganz und gar mit Bienenwachs 
auszufüllen. Da sich dieses Projekt 
aus finanziellen und organisa-
torischen Gründen nicht realis-
ieren ließ, wurde der keilförmige 
Raum präzise als Hohlform nach-
gebaut und mit einer Mischung 
aus 23 Teilen Stearin zu 1 Teil 
Rindertalg ausgegossen. Der Kün-
stler ließ den fast zehn Meter lan-
gen Keil anschließend willkürlich 
zerschneiden und stellte ihn im 
Lichthof des Landesmuseums 




389) Transcripts from the film 
Beuys by Andres Veiel. German 
original: ‘Wollen Sie denn eine Rev-
olution ohne Lachen?’ From: http://
www.beuys-der-film.de/trailer.php 
[accessed November 2, 2017].
390) See Markus Steinweg, ‘Fanta-
sy of Consistency’ in Inconsisten-
cies, (Trans.) Amanda Demarco, 
2017, p.34.
391) Hélène Cixous writes: ‘No, 
all this is not happening in real 
facts but rather in the domain 
of…of an art? Yes, of an artifice 
through which there arises a very 
delicate reality that comes to exist 
within me: that transfiguration 
has happened to me.’ See Hélène 
Cixous, Three Steps on the Ladder 
of Writing, New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1993, p.128. She 
continues: ‘I prefer to remain in the 
poetic space, which is also philo-
sophical, naturally’. (ibid., p.129).
392) See elaborations in 4.1. Being 
Human and Choreo-Ethical Praxis, 
p.269.
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happens today – studio, lab, stage, but also urban spaces 
such as public squares, shops, cars, swimming pools or sau-
nas – they become secluded and exposed locations by way 
of the conceptual-cultural-political space that comes with 
framing performance as a cultural event with its own set of 
rules. Mannerisms and empty movements stuck in formal-
ism, far removed from life realities, are perpetually luring 
dance as an art form. If we focus just on dance of the last 
century in its constant aspiration to be a contemporary art 
form, we can see since the 1990’s a revitalised relation be-
tween performance practice and the practice of theory.393 Its 
productive mutual interweaving becomes more and more 
apparent in the forming of a robust epistemology. Practice 
as research overcomes the struggle of the two forms of prac-
tices – theorising and practising – for not losing touch with 
each other.394 I have encouragingly witnessed – over the last 
two decades and ongoing – the rise of an embodied, expe-
riential and contemplative engagement with discourse on 
dance that developed alongside such forms as Practice as 
Research, Arts-based Research, Practice-led Research and 
other variants of Artistic Research. Today this field has be-
come a valued approach for the future development and ad-
vancement of dance, choreography and dance studies.
With my thesis, I delve into the complex relational layers 
of selected choreographic assemblages and discuss the ‘ele-
ments with the relations of movement and rest, the affects 
that would make it become […]’.395 I contend with works 
which time and again approach becoming-a-bare-body, and 
which dance between becoming and being.396 Modes of be-
ing-in-contact surface as performative disclosures and as 
‘seeing-with-the-naked eye’,397 attentive to the emergence 
of revelations and provocations. The intense folding into 
each other of performer and wit(h)ness in an unnatural 
393) I explicitly refer here to 
Contemporary Dance and Perfor-
mance Studies.
394) Roger Copeland, professor 
emeritus of Theatre and Dance, ar-
gues in The Routledge Dance Studies 
Reader that he sees two extremes 
of critical writing in dance studies: 
firstly, the over-descriptive, pointing 
at the danger of mutism in the face 
of sensory experience as well as 
remaining – as he phrases it – ‘intel-
lectually insular’. (See Roger 
Copeland, ‘Between Description 
and Deconstruction’ in Alexandra 
Carter (Ed.), The Routledge 
Dance Studies Reader, London: 
Routledge, 1998, pp.98–107, here 
p.103.) Secondly, the over-theo-
rised that obscures by the use of 
deconstructive or other strategies 
for theorisation or, as Alexandra 
Carter states, ‘the tendency to ex-
treme theorization’. (See ‘Review-
ing Dance’ in Alexandra Carter 
(Ed.), The Routledge Dance Studies 
Reader, London: Routledge, 1998, 
pp.89–90, here p.89.) I should like 
to note that the excess of the dance 
critic may well be read otherwise 
in the light of ‘critical enthusi-
asm’. Crawley discusses critical 
enthusiasm in Chapter 3 ‘Noise’, in 
Crawley, 2017, pp.139–196.
395) See Gilles Deleuze and Félix 
Guattari, A thousand plateaus, Lon-
don: Continuum, 1987/2004, p.284.
396) See 4. Being and Becoming, 
p.249ff.
397) See Hélène Cixous, ‘Savoir’ in 
Veils, Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2001/1998, pp.1–16, here p.10.
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I thought maybe that is what we’re do-
ing, to somehow keep occupying these 
spaces that can’t be easily identif ied but 
live in the body and can be activated 
anywhere, and as much as we worry 
that we should be more popular, never-
theless we enjoy this place of privileged 
deviancy that pulls people in, and has 
nothing to do with history but is about 
defiant and intelligent becoming.
(Jonathan Burrows’ keynote address for the 
Postdance Conference in Stockholm, curat-
ed by André Lepecki for MDT and Cullberg 
Ballet,  Stockholm, October 14, 2015)
participation manifests itself pointedly in an encounter be-
tween bare body and naked eye. Through the process of 
making and unmaking of unnatural revelations, epiphanies 
and veilings in performance, I intend to elaborate sensible 
differences and qualitative transformations. I unravel the 
implications of the following quote for my argument, which 
is why I here interpolate a lengthy citation from Deleuze and 
Guattari’s writings (the words in brackets are added):
The rat398 (performer) and the man (wit(h)ness) are in 
no way the same thing, but Being expresses them both 
in a single meaning in a language that is no longer that 
of words, in a matter that is no longer that of forms, in 
an affectability that is no longer that of subjects. Un-
natural participation. But the plane of composition, 
the plane of Nature, is precisely for participation of 
this kind, and continually makes and unmakes their 
assemblages, employing every artifice.399
A fascination with making, unmaking, re-making and mak-
ing-up400 blurs the boundaries of reality and fiction, you, 
me, and us. Approaching the dynamic between the various 
acts of making, the focal questions stays: What forms of 
performative becoming does a bare body seek? The milieu 
of uncovered being (becoming uncovered) resonates with 
the affirmative belief in disclosure, it actually even reveals 
the re-veiling of revealing. I limit myself to exploring the 
resonances of Deleuze’s insights on becoming in an attempt 
to unearth and articulate choreographic epistemologies that 
account for the potential of acts of laying bare. In the vari-
ous stages of developing the creative component of my the-
sis, I placed elements of choreographic material in relation 
to each other, with each other, forming assemblages. The 
anarchive functions as a container for my explorations. João 
398) See Gilles Deleuze and Félix 
Guattari, A thousand plateaus, 
London: Continuum, 1987/2004, 
p.284. Deleuze and Guattari here 
refer to The Rat Man in “Notes 
Upon A Case Of Obsessional 
Neurosis” by Sigmund Freud (for 
details see Patrick Mahony, Freud 
and the Rat Man, New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1986). I discount 
the psychoanalytical interest, 
focussing instead on the constitu-
tive mutuality of ‘an affectability 
that is no longer that of subjects’ 
in its relevance for choreographic 
assemblages fittingly brought to-
gether in the two-word ‘sentence’: 
‘Unnatural participation.’
399) Ibid., p.285.
400) I have an interest in those 
methods of composition (making, 
unmaking, re-making and mak-
ing-up) as an approach to choreo- 
graphy that differs from drama-
turgy by its matter-of-fact quality. 
If we understand dramaturgy as 
dramatic composition, then I see 
some alternative qualities emerge 
in the abovementioned works 
through a radical replacing of dra-
matic composition with choreo-
graphic composition. This being 
said, I would like to highlight 
developments in the field of dra-
maturgy (in dance) that acknowl-
edge the close interconnectedness 
of the choreographic with the 
processual, methodical, and rela-
tional. See, e.g., the work of Bojana 
Cvejic (dramaturge of Xavier Le 
Roy) and André Lepecki (former 
dramaturge of Meg Stuart).
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Biehl and Peter Locke write: ‘In becoming, as Deleuze saw 
it, one can achieve an ultimate existential stage in which life 
is simply immanent and open to new relations.’401 Through-
out my thesis, I explore the relay between the concepts of 
being402 and becoming403 as negotiated through my practice 
both as wit(h)ness and performer. Outlining conceptual and 
perceptual shifts in my approach to bare bodies, I refocus 
on the question how the dispositive of a bare body in per-
formance has an impact. Sabisch identified ‘the methodo-
logical gap in the reception of choreographies’,404 a fissure 
between theoretical terminology and choreographic perfor-
mance. My doctoral project aims to attend to this chasm, al-
beit attempting to bridge the gap by backstitching the prac-
tice of writing and making. The thesis unfolds conceptual 
ideas, accumulates discourses and resonances around my 
making and wit(h)nessing processes in the field of contem-
porary choreography and performance, and culminates in 
the practicalities of choreographic book-making. My inten-
tion is to bring polymorphic making405 full circle with the 
creation of an aesthetic object that materialises the practice 
of my thinking process and traces the contours of baring 
as a fundamental attitude that influences conceptual deci-
sions and artistic actions. My proposition for addressing the 
methodological gap: I choreograph text(ure)s and encoun-
ters with my own practice and that of other choreographers 
alongside theoretical, reflective and resonant writing into 
a mobile layered architecture of text. Expanding the object 
of choreography towards its future horizon, drafts choreo-
graphic language as a form of becoming. This movement 
implies thinking and making in an endless embrace.
Hélène Cixous writes that the ‘poetic machine, the ker-
nel (grain) of phrase is poem […] like an anarchic thing, 
an untamed animal’.406 Écriture féminine attends to the 
401) João Biehl and Peter Locke, 
‘Deleuze and the Anthropology 
of Becoming’ in Current Anthro-
pology, Vol. 51, No. 3, June 2010, 
pp.317–337, here p.317.
402) ‘That Being is being-with, 
absolutely, this is what we must 
think.’ (Nancy, 1996/2000, p.61). 
Manning’s development of ‘mov-
ing-with’ is especially relevant for 
the context at hand, namely the 
choreographic one.
403) ‘Becoming is always double, 
that which one becomes becomes 
no less than the one that the one 
that becomes – block is formed, 
essentially mobile, never in 
equilibrium.’ See Gilles Deleuze 
and Félix Guattari, A Thousand 
Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizo-
phrenia, Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2004/1987, 
p.336.
404) See Sabisch, 2011, pp.27–31.
405) See the differentiations taken 
above into making, unmaking, 
re-making and making-up.
406) See Hélène Cixous ‘Gespräch 
mit dem Esel – Blind schreiben’ 
German translation by Claudia 
Simma in Esther Hutfless and 
Elisabeth Schäfer (Eds.), Gespräch 
mit dem Esel – Blind schreiben, 
Vienna: zaglossus, 2017, p.33. The 
quotes are my translation.
407) Of course, the possibility of 
altogether refusing dichotomies 
(see the works of Fred Moten, 
Ashon Crawley, Jennifer Nash, 
and others) opens up an entirely 
different (queer) perspective than 
staying within the (gendered) 
dichotomy. However, for my elabo-
rations here, the main point is 
attention to the minor.
408) Sensuous knowledge, 
hauntings or intuitive deeds have 
the potential for an objection 
or resistance to normativity of 
scholarship. She writes: ‘But the 
freedom that my book performs 
is not senseless. She claims her 
right for invention, for research. 
You only research what nobody 
has found, but it still exists.’ See 
Cixous, 2017, p.33.
409) One’s biological sex and the 
methodological approach – which 
always already has a gendered 
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emotional-spiritual dimension of writing in an attempt to 
understand self and other, to narrate from the gendered 
perspective of womanhood. Within virile academic cultures 
the writings of Julia Kristeva, Luce Irigaray, Bracha Ettinger 
and Hélène Cixous, whose work I consider the soil on which 
my own writings grow, have been grouped as poststructur-
alist theoretical feminists, emphasising experience before 
linguistic-discursive articulation.407 Especially Cixous at-
tends to the concealed details, the concomitant, minor sen-
sations in experience, and she continues to insist on this 
underestimated dimension of sense-making through laying 
bare seemingly insignificant sensations or activities deemed 
extraneous movements.408
The approach taken for encountering bare bodies – as con-
sidered and developed within the framework of my thesis – 
are rooted in an understanding of research or recherche 
féminine409 that attends to a sense-making experience in 
choreographic practice alongside or before the practice of 
writing. Such concomitant writing touches on a bare body 
in existential search for meaning. Without meaningfulness, 
the created could not sustain artistic relevance in the field.410
Elisabeth Hoult urges the ‘feminine’ researcher ‘to step out 
of protective academic clothing’ and to write ‘as a vulnerable 
human being and a member of the community directly af-
fected by the issues s/he is researching’, to give ‘prominence 
to fictional, mythical, poetical, and nakedly autobiograph-
ical discourses’ and to marry ‘the scholarly with the poet-
ic’.411 The twilight of nudity, the advent of nakedness, and the 
bitter dawn of bare bodies in their required differentiation 
titillate my interest in research in proximity to art practice, 
and encouraged me to develop artistic methodologies that 
occupy the space between baring and concealing, dance and 
dimension to it – do not necessar-
ily have to coincide. Aware of an 
infinite range of deliberately undis-
closed or declared genders (making 
a silly remark – Facebook, e.g., 
as of 2014 has offered 56 gender 
options to its social network users), 
many of which refer to sex or 
sexual orientation, but also broader 
attributions such as the contempo-
rary non-binary, gender-fluid or 
two-spirit (a term stemming from 
indigenous cultures – implying the 
presence of two souls of different 
sex in one and the same person) are 
available, questioning traditional 
gender categories. This has to be a 
sideshow for the topic of my thesis, 
but in relation to thinking about 
bare bodies, revelatory and veiling 
acts in contemporary performance 
and life, further investigation into 
other cultures of performing gender 
as well as cultures of otherness hold 
speculative research potential. My 
encounter with Amaranta Gomez, 
a muxe political candidate running 
for federal office, took place during 
Prisma Forum in Oaxaca, Mexico 
in July 2009, when setting out 
on the journey my thesis proved 
to become. S/he gave a brilliant 
talk, narrating his/her life story, 
and affirmed for me once and for 
all that we have the right to any 
decision related to gender and the 
way we perform the little details 
of our life in relation to normativ-
ities. Indigenous to the Zapotecas, 
muxes have a traditional social role 
(pre-colonial, pre-Spanish), 
and Gomez stated s/he felt strong 
solidarity with feminists. In my 
work, I affirm feminine gender by 
way of methodology in the field of 
research, which comes side by side 
with the broad – and still urgent –  
political concern to strengthen 
minorities in general (women, 
people of colour, refugees or any 
other discriminated group such as 
neurodiverse or differently abled, 
aged or prematurely born bodies – 
bare bodies, as it were).
410) I find it utterly important to 
differentiate meaning from mean-
ingfulness. In my view, dance and 
choreography still have (and always 
had) the potential to move, to shift, 
to articulate and provoke debate 
about meaningfulness in contem-
porary condition, scrutinising what 
the affordances of the art form are 
in an uncompromising, self-reflex-
ive address to the public. I would
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philosophy, moving and thinking. Choreographilosopher.412 
This in-between space is often heated and contested, but – at 
least in my view – one of the most generative encounters.413 
I advocate (as many artist-researcher colleagues would do) 
for practice as research as a form in itself and in its own right, 
most alive in a field of encounter between enquiry and art 
practice, challenging the ascetic concept thinking, instead 
activating thinking as embodied and mindful practice.414
For the choreographilosopher – as one can tell, I like 
Cixous’s neologism – the term encounter415 connotes a 
performance practice situated between or in the midst of 
movement and language, but always in close-knit, self-re-
flexive circulation with the bodies and material conditions, 
forming an absolute field of immanence. In this chapter, 
I ask how416 a bare body articulates in an aesthetic-artis-
tic encounter. Forging links between thinking and doing, 
reflection and action. It is a recurring activity: searching 
again and again for forms of being-in-contact, a form of 
touch417 (live) with the wit(h)ness.
This process for me necessarily means to engage with be-
coming minor, attending to the peripheral, to minor ges-
tures418 or small acts,419 eavesdropping to interwoven 
text(ure)s and choreographic inscriptions, as both text and 
movement in space. Surrender and scrutiny find their idio-
rhythmic420 play. As life dances on in my work, the féminine 
and writing emerge most entangled as white ink.421 In the 
midst of the creative medium, a practice evolves knowing 
that ‘sensations are not private phenomena’.422 Such practice 
is devoted to lifting veils423 and dedicated to ‘seeing-with-
the-naked-eye, the miracle’.424
 like to say it explicitly here: first 
and foremost, meaning arises when 
touching the core of the work, most 
uncompromising if moving through 
all hearts involved – of performers 
and addressed wit(h)nesses. Also 
in relation to Robert Cohan’s state-
ment of wonder (see below) when 
seeing ‘a room full of people who 
still think dance has meaning’. An 
assumption that dance is mean-
ingless, affects me for two reasons. 
First, it renders a major part of my 
life meaningless; but also, and with 
extensive implications (beyond a 
dancer’s life), such an assumption 
sweepingly dismisses everyone who 
watches dance.
411) See Elisabeth Hoult, ‘Exposed 
nonconformity’ in Adult Learning 
and la Recherche Féminine: Reading 
Resilience and Hélène Cixous, 2012, 
New York: Palgrave Macmilan, 
p.187. Arguably, we might think 
that this is what happens anyway 
in today’s academic world, a world 
which I accessed mainly via the 
German-speaking academic land-
scape. However, I wouldn’t be too 
sure. So, for the sake of affirming 
such eclectic practice, I opted for 
the explicit statement above.
412) See Hélène Cixous in a 
trialogue with Jacques Derrida and 
Aliette Armel, ‘From the word to 
life’ in Susan Sellers (Ed.), White 
ink, Interviews on Sex, Text and 
Politics, Oxon and New York: 
Routledge, 2008, p.167.
413) I clearly disagree with the cu-
rator Esther Holland-Merten, who 
argues that ‘discussions about art 
have in recent years found them-
selves increasingly locked into 
academic discourse, to the point 
where it seems almost as if artistic 
projects are there to serve as illus-
trative material for such discourse’. 
See Esther Holland-Merten, One, 
Performing arts/WUK, 2017, p.5.
414) Robin Nelson writes about ‘a 
kind of practical knowing-in-do-
ing which is at the heart of PaR’. 
See Robin Nelson, Practice as 
Research in the Arts, London: 
Palgrave, 2013, p.9.
415) Locating the term encounter 
somewhere between Martin 
Buber’s and Emanuel Levinas’s 
philosophy, Carl Rogers cli-
ent-centred psychotherapy and 
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PRO C E S S NOT E S :  M AY 1 9 ,  2 0 1 5
I start out, move, take notes,  think 
about it,  move once more, revisit sen-
sations, attend to resonating somatic 
memories and again take notes,  no-
ticing what I forgot,  move once more, 
take notes once more, revisit sensations 
again, feeling resonances once more, 
ref lect and go back, move again, put 
everything next to each other, let it 
work, let it  sink, let it  assemble, choreo- 
graph. Then I set out once again …
WOR K I NG A L ONG T H E G A P
With my first movement monochrome 
s wish I created a dance piece that was 
invited for a radio live per formance, 
quite an unusual occurrence for a dance 
piece with no voice involved except 
for the sounds created when the body 
met the ground. I had choreographed 
a repetitive movement sequence that 
worked with variation and accumu-
lation as compositional methods. The 
swishing sounds my body created on the 
f loor were amplif ied and merged with 
the live sounds created by the electron-
ic musician. Moreover, the distinctions 
between disciplines are often related to 
policies of institutions, prioritisation 
of curators,  f inancing of projects.  Still , 
if  the artist is aware of his lineage of 
practices and discourses,  the play in-
stigated at the gap between disciplines 
can be made productive. As for my own 
practice, I  prefer to think of self-ref lex-
ivity as crucial tool for my work and 
trust in the ‘alchemical experiments’  of 
becoming undisciplinary.429
Handapparatcard © Mariella Greil / my body folds
I consistently refused to belong fully to one of the disci-
plines, instead inhabiting the in-between, the cracks, the 
fissures. The experience of not-belonging or un-belonging, 
the denied refuge and comfort of home for my practice, laid 
bare baring’s methodological potential. Oftentimes – in the 
heat of realisation of a project – there were messy dynamics 
and muddled push and pull forces deployed in order to sup-
port and realise a project. Also, pragmatics had a fair share 
in these processes and therefore complicated a conceptual 
framework, which often retrospectively found articula-
tion.425 I stayed true to my processes and revealed the re-
lations between concepts and practices, articulated for fur-
thering my artistic work. I deeply trusted in the processual 
unfolding of practices such as digestion, oblivion and rec-
ollection and the logic of ‘what falls next to you’.426 A prac-
tice invested in continuity and repetition (such as everyday 
artistic or political practices) cannot be conceptualised nor 
realised without reference to the past,427 but instead forms a 
fabric of multiple beginnings that doubt origin428 as a sole 
event, and dispel linearity or chronology as a most desirable 
structural order. 
Viktor Frankl’s conception of 
logotherapy and existential analysis, 
means a responsibility for its transla-
tion into the field of art. Preserving 
its tendency to actualise, emphasises 
the here and now as an experiment 
of being together, and lend weight 
to performance. Janneke Wesseling 
(2017, p.18) explains the interplay 
between undergoing an experience 
and the actual undergoing as per-
ceived. She traces her use of the word 
experience to John Dewey’s text Art 
as Experience (1934) and roots her 
writing in a phenomenological tradi-
tion. She meticulously explains ‘this 
merging of surrender and controlled 
action’ that ‘creates the experience’.
416) See Gansterer, Cocker, Greil 
(Eds.), 2017, pp.63–68 for How-
ness, pp.249–254 for When-ness, 
and pp.309–314 for Where-ness. 
Those three interrogative adverbs 
were deliberately prioritised before 
what and why, as they stay close to 
the direct layer of experience, the 
concrete situation and performed 
acts, questioning the qualita-
tive-processual dynamics, forces 
and intensities. Noteworthily, aware 
that ‘there are things that cannot 
be so easily explained, that refuse 
to be reduced to a map or a guide’ 
(ibid. p.63), I find it important to 
find articulations through doings. 
Affiliated qualities intentionally 
circumnavigate an interpretation of 
what or why something happened 
for a little longer than might be the 
convention when seeing art. We 
know that in average the spectator 
spends ten seconds with a work of 
art in an exhibition. (See Hanno 
Rautenberg’s discussion of ethics of 
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reception in Die Kunst und das 
gute Leben – Über die Ethik der Äs-
thetik (Art and Good Life – About 
the Ethics of Aesthetics), Berlin: 
Suhrkamp, 2015.)
417) Jacques Derrida, On Touching – 
Jean-Luc Nancy, (Trans.) Christine 
Irizarry, Stanford: Stanford Univer-
sity Press, 2005/2000.
418) Erin Manning, The Minor 
Gesture, Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2016. 
419) Adrian Heathfield, Small 
Acts: Performance, the Millennium 
and the Marking of Time, London: 
Black Dog, 2000. 
420) See Roland Barthes, How to 
Live Together: Novelistic Simula-
tions of Some Everyday Spaces, 
New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2013; Henri Lefebvre, 
Rhythm-analysis: Space, Time, and 
Everyday Life, London: Blooms-
bury Academic, 2015.
421) See Hélène Cixous ‘The laugh 
of the Medusa’ in Camille Roman, 
Suzanne Juhasz and Cristanne 
Miller (Eds.), The Women and 
Language Debate: A Sourcebook, 
New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers 
University Press, 1994, p.83.
422) See Arno Böhler ‘Sensorial 
Bodies’ in Gansterer, Cocker, Greil 
(Eds.), 2017, pp.210–211.
423) See 2.2. From Revelations to 
Disclosures, from Epiphanies to 
Veils, p.147ff.
424) See Hélène Cixous, ‘Savoir’ 
in Hélène Cixous and Jacques 
Derrida, Veils, (Trans.) Geoffrey 
Bennington, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2001, p.9.
425) I observe such dynamics not 
only in my projects, but generally 
in practice as research approaches, 
it even might be characteristic.
426) See drawing from what falls 
next to you (2017) – a review and 
inventory of 10 years HZT in 
Berlin. Hochschulübergreifendes 
Zentrum Tanz (Inter-University 
Center for Dance) is one of Eu-
rope’s leading education institutes 
for contemporary dance and 
choreography under the Artistic 
Director Prof. Nik Haffner.
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427) See Adam Czirak and Gerko 
Egert in Dramaturgien des Anfan-
gens (Dramaturgies of Beginnings), 
2016, p.9.
428) See Peter Brandlmayr in 
Interaktionen / Abschnitt 3, where 
he traces his journeys as ‘an exam-
ination of different imaginations of 
how the new emerges in the world’ 
(2005, p.50). 
429) See Nikolaus Gansterer, 
Emma Cocker, Mariella Greil, 
‘Becoming Undisciplinary’, in 
Gansterer, Cocker, Greil (Eds.), 
2017, pp.37–47. Furthermore, I 
find Doreen Massey’s conception 
of throwntogetherness useful, 
which I mentioned in 1.3. An-
Archic Responsibility. For com-
prehensive discussion see Doreen 
Massey, for space, London: Sage 
Publications, 2005.
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bare [bâr]
Bare bodies are bodies that belong to themselves. They are 
non-possessed, not-possessed, or un-possessed bodies. We 
might also call them exorcised bodies. Bodies that either hap-
pen to, or decided to unmake traditions, style, or any other 
conditioning, emerge as bare from the conditions of the pres-
ent moment.
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430) Jonathan Burrows’ keynote 
address for the Postdance Con-
ference in Stockholm, curated by 
André Lepecki for MDT and  
Cullberg Ballet, Stockholm, Octo-
ber 14, 2015.
431) I elaborate baring thought in 
the following in reference to Jean-
Luc Nancy’s La pensée dérobée, 
2001/2014 and Giorgio Agamben, 
Nudità, 2009/2010.
3 .  BA R E B ODI E S
Baring can range from method or 
practice to compositional strate-
gy, from generic attitude to life to 
quest for meaning or aesthetic ap-
proach to art. 
For my purposes here, let me assume that we are concerned 
with an artistic attitude constituted by a form of baring 
thought,431 as an aesthetic approach and a compositional 
meta-method. In other words, I propose to conceptualise 
baring as a fundamental attitude influencing artistic de-
cisions or actions, extrapolating a selection of my artistic 
work through the lens of baring.
In an attempt to evade arbitrariness and a possible shallow-
ness of art making, I strive for events of relatedness, nav-
igating openness and meaningful actions, that can handle 
precise vagueness and hold potential for transformations. 
I mean the relatedness between physis and politics, one- 
and many-ness, baring and concealing. For instance, in my 
work skin (2004), when baring and concealing take place at 
the outmost layer, where skin becomes the surface and the 
cover which simultaneously conceals the body and shows 
it. The folds, wrinkles and creases of the body smooth out. 
Skin is porous and breathes.
Video stills © video: Matthias Brunner/ skin / performance: Mariella Greil.
B ecause  a l l  the  t ime dance is  busy  str ipping 
away and then reclaiming the  messiness  of  ev-
er ything the  body might  throw up and indulge, 
[…] regardless  of  that  construct  ca l led the  con-




The movement of breath into, through and out of the body 
inherent to a dance practice is a permeation of self and world 
at the nanopolitical level, and forms this cellular interweav-
ing in corporeal contact with the dancer’s environment. In 
my writing with Nikolaus Gansterer and Emma Cocker we 
previously speculated that: ‘Alongside the rising and ebbing 
(increase-diminution) of affect, figuring can be felt as a gen-
erative surge or opening, the breathing edges of a live com-
ing-into-existence’.432 Breath happens at cellular level, the 
micro-, or better nano-movements of cellular breathing433 
form through waves of expansion and contraction, excite-
ment and recession. We continued in our writing:434
This opening surge might be considered in relation 
to Martin Heidegger’s concept of poiesis: a ‘bringing 
forth’, ‘a threshold occasion, a moment of ecstasis 
when something moves away from its standing as one 
thing to become another’, like ‘the blooming of a blos-
som, the coming-out of a butterfly from a cocoon, the 
plummeting of a waterfall when the snow begins to 
melt’.435
Such transformative threshold-experience and the move-
ment between poietic and poetic thinking form knowledge 
which anchors in the somatic cellular plane436 and inter-
weaves body, affect and thinking. It also affirms breath as its 
lubricant interface and most fundamental element. Breath-
ing into a cellular structure corroborates the idea of the cell 
as the vital unit of life. Eric Franklin states that ‘The smallest 
independent unit of the body, the cell, contains our complete 
genetic blueprint. Cells, at least theoretically, can survive 
on their own and seem to have some innate intelligence’.437 
And Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen writes: ‘The fluids begin and 
end in the cell; it is within the cell that life exists.’438 Cellular 
432) See Gansterer, Cocker, Greil 
(Eds.), 2017, p.71.
433) The movement artist, 
researcher, educator, therapist 
and developer of the Body-Mind 
Centering® approach Bonnie 
Bainbridge Cohen writes: ‘At the 
cellular level, all of the cells are 
breathing.’ See Bonnie Bainbridge 
Cohen, Embodiment and Expres-
sion for Musicians and Singers, 
El Sobrante: Burchfield Rose 
Publisher, 2015; or On Breathing 
and Breath https://www.body-
mindcentering.com/on-breathing-
and-breath/ [accessed February 
26, 2018].
434) See Gansterer, Cocker, Greil 
(Eds.), 2017, p.71.
435) David Halliburton, Po-
etic Thinking: An Approach to 
Heidegger, Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1981, p.144.
436) I think this is what Jonathan 
Burrows refers to (see excerpt).
437) Eric Franklin, Dance Im-
agery for Technique and Perfor-
mance,1996, p.52.
438) Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen, 
‘The Dynamics of Flow – The Flu-
id System of the Body’ in Sensing, 
Feeling and Action, Northhampton: 
Contact Editions, 1997/1993, p.67. 
Both Franklin and Cohen affirm 
the vital importance of the cellular 
layer for our contact with self, 
other, and world.
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Robert Cohan, dancer with Martha 
Graham and founder of London’s f irst 
modern dance company, came to watch 
a rehearsal of his old dancers and as he 
left he turned to me and said,  
‘Jonathan, this is a room full  of people 
who still  think dance has meaning’,  and 
I looked and he was right and I wasn’t 
quite sure what to make of all  that.
And the possibility that dance might 
have meaning still  hovers,  at cellular 
level,  or at least one might say that 
many of us experience an occasional 
moment of guilty expression, that rises 
like a ghost and must be contextualised. 
And the location of the meaning has 
shifted from the body to the theatre to 
the spectator but it  feels the same when 
you feel it  which is why most of us like 
to dance.
(Jonathan Burrows’ keynote address for the Postdance Conference in 
Stockholm, curated by André Lepecki for MDT and Cullberg Ballet, 
Stockholm, October 14, 2015)

breathing therefore is an autonomous function resting upon 
the natural-existential dimension. 
On a slightly different key, Ashon Crawley unravels the 
political-spiritual aspects of black pneuma. He states that 
‘breathing flesh makes apparent the importance of open-
ness, of otherwise grammar, against borders’.439 I propose a 
reading of bare bodies as social-aesthetic flesh and skin as 
its deep surface. Emergence of a bare body occupies these el-
emental and existential spaces that disclose and activate fra-
gility, precarity and vulnerability,440 insisting on humanity. 
As we know, it is exactly those ‘human weaknesses’ that can 
be converted into a vital prognosis of the body’s tenacious-
ness, resilience and intelligence (as well as its potential frail-
ty and death) that are always there waiting to be happening. 
These constructive forces are not dissimilar in mechanism, 
and their destructive forces have a striking resemblance to 
terrorist sleepers, for example, who wait for the moment to 
take full effect and perform situated, violent acts of destruc-
tion. But those constructive energies come under a different 
sign, namely the positive affirmative sign of empowering 
ways of encountering otherness and the world, affirming 
change and transformation441 rather than homicide, which 
makes all the difference even if force, intention and direct-
edness might be unexpectedly similar. 
In all my projects relating to my thesis becoming is a con-
voluted and sophisticated process, especially if we think of 
the potential of choreographic work as residing between 
concealing and baring. To contemplate becoming under 
this particular precept is specifically difficult to manifest 
in choreography for two reasons: firstly, the dynamic of 
withdrawal is inherent to bare bodies; and secondly, perfor-
mance is such a radically collaborative process, an intricate 
439) Ashon Crawley, Blackpente-
costal Breath – The Aesthetics of 
Possibility, New York: Fordham 
University Press, 2017, p.59. 
Flesh in Black Studies is a core 
conceptual ideation, most useful 
Hortense Spiller’s differentiation 
of body and flesh. She writes: ‘I 
would make a distinction in this 
case between “body” and “flesh” 
and impose that distinction as the 
central one between captive and 
liberated subject-positions. In that 
sense, before the “body” there is 
“flesh,” that zero degree of social 
conceptualization that does not 
escape concealment under the 
brush of discourse, or the reflexes 
of iconography.’ See Hortense 
J. Spillers, ‘Mama’s Baby, Papa’s 
Maybe: An American Grammar 
Book’, in Diacritics, Vol. 17, No. 2, 
Culture and Countermemory: The 
‘American’ Connection. (Sum-
mer, 1987), pp.64–81, here p.67. 
Amber Jamilla Musser writes flesh 
as the ‘not quite human and not 
quite animal body, is a space of 
potentiality’, see https://muse.jhu.
edu/article/627916/pdf. Weheliye 
argues that flesh could be read in 
nexus to Agamben’s bare life as its 
‘social (after) life’. See Alexander G. 
Weheliye, Habeas Vicus: Racial-
izing Assemblages, Biopolitics, 
and Black Feminist Theories of the 
Human, Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2014, p.2.
440) For an elaborate discussion 
on vulnerability in relation to eth-
ical and political subjectivity, see 
Rosi Braidotti, ‘Affirmation versus 
Vulnerability: On Contemporary 
Ethical Debates’, in Symposium: 
Canadian Journal of Continental 
Philosophy, vol.10, no.1, Spring / 
Printemps 2006, pp.235–254.
441) Braidotti refers to ‘a process 
of transformation of negative into 
positive passions’ and acknowledg-
es that ‘such an enterprise involves 
a sense of loss of cherished habits 
of thought and representation, and 
thus is not free of pain. No process 
of consciousness-raising ever is’. See 
Rosi Braidotti, ‘Affirmation versus 
Vulnerability: On Contemporary 
Ethical Debates’, in Symposium: 
Canadian Journal of Continental 
Philosophy, vol.10, no.1, Spring / 
Printemps 2006, p.242.
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co-creation between performer and wit(h)ness.442 Both 
causes make becoming – as an unfolding between conceal-
ing and baring – hard to grasp. The wit(h)ness invests in a 
relation to the choreographic work by spectating, which can 
be read as commitment to the processuality of sense-mak-
ing, and potentially as a willingness to embark on the qual-
itative transformation of sensations. As PA Skantze sug-
gests in Itinerant Spectator/Itinerant Spectacle, ‘spectating is 
a practice – an act of interpretation engaged in more than 
simply receiving the affects of a performance, a companion 
practice to the making of performance’. For her the ongo-
ing explorations of the practice of being a spectator form 
the ‘epistemology of practice as research’. From my perspec-
tive, the radically collaborative process of spectating – or as 
I propose wit(h)nessing – comes along with radical self-re-
gard – a term elaborated by June Jordan443 in her poetic-ac-
tivist work. Having said all this, it is even more indicated 
to appreciate the wit(h)nesses’ investment when deciding to 
encounter bare bodies, which means getting involved with 
complex ethical issues and various challenges in relation to 
body politics.
A dilemma that Stephen Melville pointed out clearly is the 
mimetic interpretation of art. He writes: ‘What is the work 
about? Is a frequently repeated question, instead of: how 
does it present itself to me?’444 Taking the body as the body, 
the text as the text, means to encounter ‘the sensorial ex-
perienceable nature of the work’445 rather than making up 
interpretations of the work’s content, what it represents or 
means.446 Instead of interpreting the meaning of words and 
deeds, dance practice attends rigorously to the rhythms, 
flows and poetics of the spaces between words, the deep sur-
faces of light, body, smell, atmosphere, flesh and breath.
442) See Ruhsam, 2011, p.18, 
where she writes: ‘Choreographers 
and performers scrutinise with the 
invention of innovative collab-
orative practices the hegemonic 
societal models and conventions of 
the art scene, and create perfor-
mances which are open to dispa-
rate interpretations and therewith 
include the spectators as ultimate 
“collaborators” in the enterprise 
of choreography.’ The original 
German text reads: ‘Mit der Er-
findung innovativer kollaborativer 
Praktiken stellen Choreo- 
graphen und Performer hegemo-
niale gesellschaftliche Modelle und 
Gepflogenheiten des Kunstbetriebs 
in Frage und bringen Performanc-
es hervor, die disparaten Lesarten 
offen stehen und dadurch die 
Zuseher als letzte „Kollaborateure“ 
in das Unternehmen Choreogra-
phie miteinbeziehen.’
443) Poet-activist June Jordan 
wrote: ‘To tell the truth is to 
become beautiful, to begin to love 
yourself, value yourself. And that’s 
political, in its most profound way.’ 
See June Jordan, Some of Us Did 
Not Die: New and Selected Essays 
of June Jordan, New York: Basic 
Books, 2002, p.280.
444) Stephen Melville, ‘Phenome-
nology and the Limits of Herme-
neutics’, in Mark Cheetham, 
Michael Holly and Keith Moxey, 
The Subjects of Art History, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1998, pp.143–154.
445) Wesseling, 2017, p.21.
446) Perhaps Robert Cohan was 
directing his remark at such inter-
pretations or representations?
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R E M E M BE R I NG 
I N T H E W RONG PL AC E DN E S S
I recall  encountering Kira O’Reilly’s 
work Inthewrongplacedness (2008) at 
Bluecoat Liverpool.  Her one-on-one 
per formance starts with receiving a 
letter and gloves, which explains the 
sequence of events and invites audienc-
es to touch both the human and non-
human animal, encouraging to engage 
with the complexities of the relation-
ships between skin, touch and species. 
I  witness an intimate duet between the 
per former and a dead pig. She carries 
her, senses the weight of the f lesh, that 
had started to smell like decay. The 
distances and proximity between us 
are measured and serious. Suddenly 
a shift happens in space and we move 
into a trio between us, between species 
and states.  Deadly alive, lively death. 
Every change of position was becoming 
a bare body, every move delicate and 
meaning ful.
pan y cebollas (2007)
video duration: 5:00 
camera: Ramona Poenaru 
cast: Montserrat Payro, Tim Darbyshire, Mariella Greil 
sound: Werner Moebius
pan y cebollas (2007) is the title of a 45 
minutes per formance, including a 5 min 
video for choreographed camera, which 
I created with the Mexican choreogra-
pher Montserrat Payro and the artist 
Ramona Poenaru. The work was inspired 
by the Spanish proverb ‘Contigo, pan y 
cebolla’  (With you, bread and onions) 
which is equivalent with the German 
expression ‘von Luft und Liebe leben’ or 
French ‘vivre d’amour et d’eau fraîche’. 
The passionate undercurrents of this 
popular saying were the starting point for 
the collaboration between choreographer 
Montserrat Payro and myself.  We were 
‘peeling the onion’ to the point of tears, 
abandoned the many skins of memory, in 
search for the axioms of unconditional 
love. The work negotiated distances and 
proximities between bodies.  The dichot-
omy between emptiness and hunger, the 
dilemmas emerging between language, 
body and desires came into focus. The 
theme for the video work – cannibalism –  
arose from in the midst of the f lesh, rad-
ically desiring the f lesh of the other, to 
the point of assimilation. Fleshly incor-
poration of unbound desire.  We dreamt 
the cannibalistic fantasy of two women 
in solidarity. Death, food, aggression, 
sacrif ice,  love, and destruction revolved 
around the pivot of transformation. The 
work deals with the human other and 
her otherness.
Collaboration on Video with Ramona Poenaru, Tim Darbyshire and 
Pavlos Kountouriotis. Excerpts of this work in progress were presented 
on September 21 at the Institute de Mexique in Paris & in Guadalajara, 
Mexico in the framework of Encuentro Internacional Nuevos Creadores 
a Escena, October 7–28, 2007. The video work was presented at various 
dance film festivals. This project was initiated by Sweet and Tender 
Collaborations/Skite, with the generous support of PAF and Mexican 
Foreign Affairs Secretary and National Fund for the Arts.
Cannibalism is the visceral,  provoca-
tive metaphor that emerged in the work 
of Lygia Clark (Brazilian per formance 
artist,  1920–1988), whose work both 
Montserrat and myself  found inspira-
tional.  It  became our shared point of 
reference across cultures.
‘I  dreamt that I opened my mouth 
and took out a substance incessant-
ly. As this was happening I felt  as if  I 
was losing my own internal substance, 
which made me very anguished main-
ly because I could not stop losing it. 
In the work I made afterwards, which 
I called Cannibalistic Slobber, peo-
ple had cotton reels in their mouths 
to expel and introject the slobber.’447 
Lygia Clark
The intimate setting the proposition 
drafts stroke a chord, and the work stayed 
with me for quite some time. I read that 
‘ in the early 1970s, Lygia Clark proposed 
Anthropophágic Slobber to her students 
at the Sorbonne in Paris.  The enactment 
connects meaning from psychoanalytic 
theories of the time against a backdrop of 
Clark’s ties to a counter culture that op-
posed the oppressive regime in Brazil.’ 448
Melville attests to ‘a certain self-baffling vicissitude of ex-
pression that is at once excessive and evasive, simultaneous-
ly asserting and withholding the experience it cannot claim 
[as the actual experience of the spectators always is] and so 
fails to express’.449 The blurred boundaries between frame, 
performative agency, articulation and its withdrawal, map 
a terrain negotiated between performers and wit(h)nesses. 
Together they form ‘a community of storytellers and trans-
lators’,450 each and every one actively creating and appropri-
ating a narration of the experience of the work. I was in-
trigued when I read Janneke Wesseling’s modest note on the 
dual meaning of ‘experience’ as ‘the experience of the spec-
tator and the experience of the art work,451 which I present 
as an active player in my argument’.452 It is a little note, but 
a considerable shift for reception aesthetics. The experience 
of the art work as conceptualised by her is ‘an interaction 
between the “thinking in the art work” and the “thinking of 
the spectator”’.453 They play together.
447) See Marie Carter, The 







448) The reception of Baba 
antropofágica (Cannibalistic 
Slobber) relies on the documenta-
ry film O mundo de Lygia Clark, 
filmed by Eduardo Clark in 1973. 
See http://epenfold1.workflow.
arts.ac.uk/information-file-unit-7 
[accessed March 15, 2018].
449) Stephen Melville, ‘Phenom-
enology and the Limits of Her-
meneutics’, pp.143–154, in Mark 
Cheetham, Michael Holly and 
Keith Moxey, The Subjects of Art 
History, Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998.
450) See Jacques Rancière, script 
The Emancipated Spectator dated 
Frankfurt, August 20, 2004, here 
p.15. The invitation to open the 5. 
Internationale Sommerakademie of 
Frankfurt am Main came from the 
Swedish performer and choreogra-
pher Mårten Spångberg, later pub-
lished with London: Verso, 2011.
451) In the research project 
Choreo-graphic Figures, we were 
much concerned with developing 
the ‘project’s voice’ rather than in-
dividual authored voices, attending 
to how it articulated in experience 
and language.
452) See Wesseling, 2017, p.22. She 
reaffirms this impactful though 
subtle layer of a shift towards 
unearthing the non-human agency 
of the art work, when she writes 
‘The contemplation of art is an 
exchange between two embodied 
players – the active concrete art 
work and the actual spectator.’ 
(ibid., p.76). Furthermore, I con-
sider her careful elaborations on 
the ‘aesthetic object’ (ibid., p.50) 
resonant in my making of the 
book, and my reasoning for a sub-
mission of my written component 
in exactly this form.
453) See Wesseling, 2017, p.26.
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coy [kɔɪ]
Coy comes from the Latin root quietus – quiet. However, just 
taste the rise of disquieting or anxious feelings around coy 
behaviour, when no more hiding is possible. From a bashful 
smile to being bashful, there are fine nuances coming into 
play. The Austrian colloquial term is gschamig.
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The Triplet Naked-Nude-Bare: Tones and Shades 
3 . 1 .  T H E T R I PL ET NA K E D - N U DE - BA R E : 
TON E S A N D SHA DE S 
Drawing © Mariella Greil / Triplet.
This section introduces the use of the triplet naked-nude-
bare and addresses how each term refers differently to body 
and performativity. What might at first sight appear as se-
mantic gadgetry serves differentiation and nuance and has 
the potential to assist the navigation of the complex field 
between the artistic, the erotic and the existential. I employ 
the triplet to clarify the embodiment of bareness in con-
temporary choreographic performance. My proposition is 
to untangle the triplet and attend to the tones and shades 
where they touch, rub and meet each other. Therewith I 
hope to contribute to differentiated, discursive-articulatory 
and inspiring artistic practices in the field of contemporary 
choreography. Acts of baring and concealing are culturally 
situated, singular syntheses of ethical and aesthetic forms of 
engagement with and through the body.
From my admittedly eurocentric perspective, such spaces of 
encounter and practices in relation to bare bodies are rarely 
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thoroughly reflected (though deployed and at work). In this 
regard, it seems absolutely valid and necessary to be aware 
of differences in institutional infrastructures and market dy-
namics between visual arts and choreography, as those im-
pact directly on works and their potential lifespans. There-
fore, a situated and differentiated perspective, aware of who 
is speaking from which basis, seems most expedient. From 
the perspective of fine arts, I share in the following a brief 
recollection of writings by art historians contemplating 
nude, naked, and bare bodies. Art historian Frances Borzello 
writes that ‘Nakedness was an element in the practice of 
many Body artists,454 as the nude had been an element in the 
art of the past.’455 She argues that nakedness emphasises the 
carnal, as artistic discourses of the flesh assert themselves. 
Borzello subtly entitles her book The naked nude, making 
productive the differentiations between nudity and naked-
ness. She contrasts the classic, aestheticised nude with the 
provocative naked bodies coming along with critical ques-
tionings on flesh, gender, emotion and the boundaries of 
the body. Borzello gives an overview from the art histori-
an’s perspective, and in her last chapter Going to Extremes 
introduces ‘the problem of embarrassment’, articulating her 
unease at showing her curiosity for the explicit content in an 
exhibition called Seduced at London’s Barbican Art Gallery 
(2007–2008). She speculates on the shiftings that happen ‘as 
the nude becomes the naked’456 and states in the following:
Artists who deal with the extreme like to complicate 
our certainties. They ignore the barriers of good taste 
and have the courage to tackle all the issues of our 
day from pornography to gender reassignment. I do 
not believe they present extreme images because, as 
the cynics suggest, they want the publicity. They do 
it because they are not convinced by the comforting 
454) The historical line Borzello 
draws regarding Body Art starts 
with the Happenings of Allen 
Kaprow and John Cage’s work 
in the late 1950’s (with a brief 
recourse to Cabaret Voltaire). She 
points at Judson Dance Theatre 
and Andy Warhol’s Factory, the 
work of Valie Export, Gina Pane 
and Carolee Schneemann and sub-
sumes the work of established per-
formance artists Marina Abram-
ovic, Valie Export, Rebecca Horn, 
Yves Klein, Yoko Ono, Orlan, 
Carolee Schneemann, Stelarc, 
Jemima Stehli, Vito Acconi as Body 
Art – as a ‘branch of visual art’ es-
tablished by the end of the 1960’s.
455) See Frances Borzello, The 
Naked Nude, London: Thames & 
Hudson, 2012, p.41. In my view, 
today the timely use of time means 
to embrace a contemporaneousness 
of elements, that were previously 
assigned to certain epochs, to revolt 
against chronology in linear form 
therefore scrutinizing the one and 
only (dominant) reading of history. 
When taking a globalised mix of 
singularities as backdrop, it makes 
sense to engage with questions 
around togetherness, untimely 
collaborations, collective bodies and 
any forms of alliances made con-
templating relational potentials with 
imagination and precision, rather 
than being bound to chronological 
order. A convincing example would 
be the work of Trajal Harrell Twenty 
Looks or Paris Is Burning at the 
Judson Church (2009) or The Ghost 
of Montpellier Meets the Samurai 
(2015), as both works are made up 
of impossible meetings. The former 
imagines an encounter between 
the voguing ball scene and Judson 
Church the later a meeting between 
Dominique Bagouet, renowned 
figure of 80’s New Dance in France; 
and the samurai is Tatsumi Hijikata, 
the founding father of butoh. 
456) Borzello, 2012, p. 182.
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stories457 we all tell ourselves. Their curiosity about 
humanity in all its naked variety sensitizes viewers to 
the commonly held attitudes of our time and some-
times suggests alternative ways to think about them. 
[…] Artists who deal with the body bring humanity 
back to art.458 (footnote within the quote added) 
Borzello coyly, but critically continues to admit that using 
the word humanity might seem old fashioned, in a sci-
ence-dominated world, in which ‘[…] the idea of a think-
ing ‘self ’ is seen as naïve and theorized into oblivion.’459 Still, 
she concludes, ‘that even though it may be bewildering or 
uncomfortable their [the artist’s] use of the body offers the 
viewer a point of contact.’460 For me the point of contact or the 
being-in-contact alluded to when encountering bare bodies 
feels intense, astute and maybe acute, but it won’t leave you 
cold. In reference to Borzello’s conception, I propose a com-
plementary intervention with my conception of bare bodies. 
For me the spectral colours of the unclothed body shimmer 
in the nuances between the revealing triplet nude–naked–
bare, each of which brings with it a qualitative shade and 
unique performative potentiality. My understanding of these 
differentiations was developed in idiosyncratic dialogue 
with art-historical and philosophical writing, which might 
appear an untimely choice, given the richness of discourses 
on gender, flesh and pornography. I solely followed those 
traces of discourse that corresponded to my thinking be-
tween and rubbing against terminologies, which Borzello I 
think eloquently demonstrates. Interestingly, there are – de-
spite the differences between visual art and choreography – 
quite a few overlapping trains of thought in Borzello’s and 
the writings of Fiona Bannon, a choreographer and dance 
scholar. Bannon states:
457) Obsessed as I might be, with 
baring, Hans Christian Anderson’s 
uncomfortable short tale The Em-
peror’s New Clothes (1837) interests 
me. Two weavers who promise 
an emperor a new suit of clothes 
that they say is invisible to those 
who are unfit for their positions, 
extraordinarily simple in character, 
or incompetent - while in reality, 
they make no clothes at all, mak-
ing everyone believe the clothes 
are invisible to them. When 
the emperor parades before his 
subjects in his new ‘clothes’, no one 
dares to say that they do not see 
any suit of clothes on him for fear 
that they will be seen as stupid. 
Finally, a child cries out, “But he 
isn’t wearing anything at all!’ (This 
resume is based on the narration, 
http://www.online-literature.com/
hans_christian_andersen/967 
[accessed February 18, 2018]. In its 
inversion, I cry out with childlike 
bluntness, ‘But performers are 
wearing their skin as costumes!’
458) Borzello, 2012, p. 182.
459) Ibid.
460) Ibid.
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It remains the case that performances that prioritize 
‘the body’ receive unsettled reception in terms of the 
meaningful role they have to play in questioning ex-
perience, our relationship to self and to others. Where 
the body is bare, the cultural materiality of vulnera-
bility, impact, power and gender remains as affective-
ly at play as it did in 1960, 1912 and before. Whilst the 
idea of being bare, undressed, nude, naked may carry 
different socio-cultural ideas in the popular imagi-
nation at different times where works are denounced 
as insensitive, immoral or boorish, the result can be 
that the works are stripped of other meaning through 
complicit moral indignation. A more progressive de-
bate asks of the risks we take when adopting such 
prurient manners, that through fear we further disas-
sociate ourselves from our bodies.461
For me, the notion of other meaning beyond morality and 
fear are the motor of artistic ‘baring all’, as I perceive bare 
bodies to expand beyond specular dimensions of theatre or 
art, beyond ‘look at me to see yourself ’.462 I am convinced 
that we enter complex, sensitive relations when a bare body 
is present between performer and wit(h)ness, a complicated 
play with displacements of desires and deferrals of vulner-
abilities traded between bodies. My invocation of sensorial 
bodies463 becomes crucial in this respect. The summoning 
the sensorial expands the scope of experiences towards a 
wider understanding of performative encounter as it adds 
to and penetrates through all other layers of performance 
such as the visual, acoustic, olfactorial, conceptual and phil-
osophical by activating the body’s erotic potential arising 
between withdrawal and coming. In the sensuous arrival 
of encountering bare bodies, performance offers a space for 
461) Fiona Bannon, ‘Baring All on 
Stage: Active Encounters with Vo-
yeurism, Performance Aesthetics 
and ‘Absorbed Acts of Seeing’’ in 
George Rodosthenous, Theatre as 
Voyeurism: The Pleasures of Watch-
ing (Kindle Locations 2841–2847). 
Palgrave Macmillan UK. Kindle 
Edition.
462) Though I love much in 
the work of Gilbert & George, I 
disagree with them when they say: 
‘We believe that people looking at 
our pictures where we are naked 
are looking at their own naked-
ness as well. It’s not just us. They 
realize their own nakedness under 
their clothes at that moment. In 
that way the pictures are as much 
about the viewer as about us really.’ 
See Hans-Ulrich Obrist (Ed.), 
The words of Gilbert & George, 
London: Thames & Hudson, 1997, 
pp.249–250. I understand their 
idea, but I think that there is more 
to it than such mirroring, be it in 
paintings or performances
463) Arno Böhler, ‘Sensorial 
Bodies’ in Gansterer, Cocker, Greil 
(Eds.), 2017, p. 210–213.
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exploring what arises between self, body and other in all its 
instability and cultural variability.
The utterly oversaturated denseness of contemporary visual 
culture with explicit and exposing selfies circulated on the 
internet in day-to-day life, poses one of the major challeng-
es in addressing the way we perceive bare/naked/nude bod-
ies in the context of contemporary (western) performance. 
There is a close-knit, intense nexus between private bodies 
and the broader cultural context, the cultural bodies, both in 
perpetual transformation. In particular, the boundaries and 
thresholds concerning intimacy, privacy, and public perfor-
mance are in constant negotiation. The most contested ter-
rain spans self and other, most obvious in the bargaining of 
the intersection of shared social life and individual time.464 
The consequences of routines making public what was once 
private and the collapse of distance and authority in specular 
relations (a disquieting example are echo chambers existing 
on social media) have a major impact on the way we live 
together. The prominent question is how we (fail to) insist 
on personal space, public space and the trading of power.465 
Thinking about an imagined (human) future is activated by 
both, the cultural and political field. Forms of intimacy and 
extimacy466 problematise strongly the separation between 
‘inside’ and ‘outside’, or in a more abstract, but related way 
my practice scrutinizes the distinction between ‘depth’ and 
‘surface’, however it seems less and less possible to define or 
locate terms in binaries. These boundaries are continually 
on the move, never stable or static, but time-bound melang-
es of political and ethico-aesthetic milieus. Artistic agency 
forms through the concrete negotiations around the ques-
tion of limits, lingering at thresholds and – for a choreo- 
grapher, dancer or performer – takes place at the level of the 
body, manifesting as bodily, spatial and time-related poli-
tics. The body serves both as artistic material for generating 
464) ‘Time of One’s Own’ has 
become most precious. I think this 
adaptation in relation to the famous 
feminist essay by Virginia Woolf ‘A 
Room of One’s Own’ (1929). From 
my perspective, the pressured area 
of time management is fraught 
with tension, endless time-con-
suming activities such as increased 
self-administration (online banking, 
administration of the various 
reservations, services etc.) and 
self-presentation in social media 
are prevalent. Profound rethinking 
of our relation to time economies 
seems indicated. In the framework 
of the project Basic Income Dance 
(see footnote 23, p.26.) the organisa-
tion of one’s time and how we want 
to spend our time was addressed.
465) A pointed example of such 
negotiation is the dissemination of 
a pornographic imaginary, crossing 
the triangle of personal space, 
public space and power in a most 
complicated and tricky way. The 
actionist Herman Nitsch responds 
to the accusation of pornography in 
relation to his action Nacktes Mys-
terium der Ästhetik: ‘what used to 
be pornography is now happening 
theater, it quotes the term por-
nography – I can not do anything 
with it, pornography doesn’t exist 
for me or may not exist today, 
pornography had and always has 
bad conscience […] pornographers 
show their products never out of 
conviction, the actions of the o.m. 
theater happen out of conviction, 
the unappetizing about pornogra-
phy is the lack of conviction, the 
lack of self-evidentness.’ German 
original: ’was früher pornogra-
phie war, wird jetzt anschaubares 
theatergeschehen, es zitiert sich der 
begriff pornographie –  
ich kann damit nichts anfangen, 
pornographie gibt es für mich nicht 
bzw. darf es heute nicht geben, 
pornographie hatte und hat immer 
schlechtes gewissen […] pornog-
raphen zeigen ihre produkte nie aus 
überzeugung, die aktionen des o.m. 
theaters geschehen aus überzeu-
gung, das unappetitliche an der 
pornographie ist die überzeugung-
slosigkeit, der mangel an selbstver-
ständlichkeit.’ See Hermann Nitsch, 
Das Orgien-Mysterien-Theater: 
Manifeste, Aufsätze, Vorträge, Salz-
burg: Residenz Verlag, 1990a, p.34.
466) In Lacanian terms extimacy 
refers to intimate exteriority, and 
was specifically developed in 
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a response to its politico-historical context and as cultural 
carrier contributing to future development of the art form 
of contemporary choreography, dance and performance.
The theatre scientist Ulrike Traub states in her book Theatre 
of Nakedness:467
The focus on the relation between nakedness and 
civilisation of the body emphasises how essential the 
issue of nakedness is at each given moment in (histor-
ical) time. The naked body is never just an idea of the 
director, it is always a touchstone for the society, to 
which it is presented.468
Throughout her writing there are careful socio-historical 
contextualisation, but little philosophical-conceptual explo-
ration of and reflection on body politics and bare bodies, 
although the subtitle of her book, ‘The change of meaning 
of exposed bodies on stage since 1900’, seems to call for such 
an enquiry. With my thesis, I want to offer the fanning out of 
the nuances of meaning between nude, naked and bare bod-
ies in contemporary choreographies, untangling the tones 
and shades of the triplet while referring each term differ-
ently to body and performativity. I also unearth philosoph-
ical mooring for my own work and discuss my practice of 
spectating and making in a circular movement between af-
fect and ethics, sensuous address and response. By contrast, 
Traub’s writing stays rooted in observations of sociological 
and cultural phenomena.469 The proposition of my thesis is 
to tackle conceptual reflections on bare bodies situated in a 
philosophical discourse, and examine their relation to cho-
reographic practices. In her conclusive statement, particu-
larly the argument that ‘in contrast to the uniforming effect 
of clothing, the naked body expresses the individuality of 
relation to art. See Jacques Lacan, 
The Seminar. Book VII. The 
Ethics of Psychoanalysis, 1959–60, 
(Trans.) Dennis Porter, London: 
Routledge, 1992, p.139.
467) The original German title is 
Theater der Nacktheit. Zum Bedeu-
tungswandel entblößter Körper auf 
der Bühne seit 1900. (Theatre of 
Nakedness: The change of meaning 
of exposed bodies on stage since 
1900), Bielefeld: transcript, 2010. It 
is the publication of her disserta-
tion at Ruhr-Universität Bochum.
468) My translation. German orig-
inal: ‘Der Fokus auf die Beziehung 
von Nacktheit und Körperzivi-
lisation verdeutlicht jedoch, wie 
essenziell das Thema Nacktheit in 
jeder Zeit ist. Der nackte Körper 
ist niemals nur ein Regieeinfall, 
er ist immer ein Prüfstein für die 
Gesellschaft, der er präsentiert 
wird’. Ibid., p.359.
469) Traub profoundly elaborates 
on German ‘Nacktkultur’, the 
‘sexual revolution’ of the sixties 
and today’s ‘body culture’, however, 
her discussion of contemporary 
performance stays mostly focussed 
on theatre and new burlesque, 
with merely short debate of the 
work of choreographer Sasha 
Waltz and Johann Kresnik’s 
‘choreographic theatre’ in relation 
to ‘nudity in theatres’. Whereas my 
thesis focusses on the delimited 
field of bare bodies in contempo-
rary choreography and draws on 
philosophical, bio-political and 
ethical discourses.
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470) Here the original German 
quote: ‘ […] im Gegensatz zu uni-
formierend wirkender Kleidung 
ist der nackte Körper Ausdruck 
der Individualität einer Person’. 
See ibid.
471) For me, Traub’s argument 
lacks reasoning as well as the 
rigour of critically and in-depth 
working through and examin-
ing her previous line of thought 
around touchstones (see above). 
Generally, there is a lack of criti-
cal-philosophical underpinning 
to her argument. Still, the work 
does provide detailed analysis of 
artistic works from the perspective 
of the theatre scientist. Having 
said this, one could argue the exact 
opposite – that the unclothed or 
bareness has a uniforming effect 
and consequently it would be the 
dressed body that best expresses 
‘the individuality of a person’. This 
would say as little as the above, 
as there are several paradigms 
assumed and the question lingers: 
What does individuality mean? 
Who is a person – on stage? And 
how does a body emerge as naked?
472)The nude (as in fine arts) is 
translated in German as ‘der Akt’, 
which has an interesting etymology. 
The Latin root actus is the perfect 
participle of agere – to do, drive, 
to set in motion, to pass or spend 
time. In its original meaning, there 
is an affinity with movement of 
the human body, hence a study of 
human anatomy, proportions, pos-
tures and poses is called Aktzeich-
nung (nude drawing). The perfect 
participle (as in having done, having 
passed time) is often used for form-
ing a passive voice, which – given 
the relational dynamics (as we used 
to imagine them) between painter 
and (naked or clothed) model –  
seems to be quite aptly called 
‘actus’. If you translate back from 
the German word ‘Akt’ to English 
you will find a puzzling plethora 
of meanings: act, action, coitus, 
deed, document, nude. As we see, 
the semantic political implications 
around agency, the thorny forms 
of textual/sexual politics and pow-
er relations, are pretty complex.
a person’470 (my translation) appears unpersuasive.471 In my 
work, the trading between my body and the other’s body 
takes place in careful negotiation of decolonising practic-
es. Cultivating contact by revealing and concealing, ‘pres-
encing’ the encounter are methodological interventions. 
Traub’s argument seems to rest on the idea that singularity 
or differentiation is only truly delivered in flesh, whereas 
clothing dissimulates and doesn’t have the same differentiat-
ing or disclosing power. Her book attempts to cover a broad 
field of genres such as theatre, musical theatre and action-
ism, contemporary choreography among them, represent-
ed by Sasha Waltz’s trilogy Körper, S, nobody. Still, Traub 
doesn’t unfold the complicated and genre-specific histories 
and relations in between presenting bodies, and disclosure, 
nor does she address nanopolitical entanglements or poten-
tial transversal alliances of revelatory or concealing acts. In-
stead she situates her reflections in a set of binaries (beauty 
and ugliness, humility and vanity, innocence and libidinous 
drives) affirming history as we know it (at least from the 
eurocentric perspective, mostly subsumed in terms of du-
alisms). She engages with considerations about societal ac-
ceptance by using reviews of critics and interviews as main 
sources. Intended as differentiated analysis, parts of her 
work fall short on nuanced philosophical and conceptual 
understanding, or seem to not even attempt to attend to the 
complex nature of such debate. Some of the undifferentiat-
ed tone might arises due to the fact that there is only one 
word in German for nakedness as well as nudity, which is 
‘Nacktheit’. In difference, I am interested to explore with my 
thesis a synergy of performativities, both rooted in registers 
and conditions of the socio-historical and resistance to nor-
mative flows, movements, assumptions in relation to bodies 
performing in the nude.472
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The nude, as practiced in the context of fine arts, the aesthet-
icised nude – within a longstanding artistic tradition and its 
well-established discourse on ideal form – ostensibly seems 
to imply the de-erotisation of nudity. Flaminio Gualdoni, 
the author of The history of the Nude points us to the du-
plicity of nudity (a) in its ‘sensorial and mental plentitude’ 
and (b) in its ‘absence, as a figure of loss’.473 Aesthetic beauty, 
as he continues to elaborate ‘The appreciation of beauty is 
thus never truly absolute, full, abstract: it needs to be recog-
nized over and over again, from body to body, without ever 
being appeased by timeless perfection and always starting 
out from the carnal implication of physical desire’,474 in oth-
er words, he attends to beauty’s evanescence and affiliation 
with sexual attraction. After centuries of Christianity475 and 
decorum476 in Western civilisation, ‘the nude as an artistic 
genre of representation was invented’, as Gualdoni point-
edly states, ‘using the beauty of art to exorcise what could 
not be eliminated from the beauty of the physical body’.477 
This dissociation of fleshly desire and sublime beauty has 
its roots in religious belief and art historical abnegation of 
‘an aesthetic gaze that cannot be separated from lust’.478 But 
looked at more closely, I suggest the possibility of a compli-
cated choreography of wild relations, delicious intimacies, 
aesthetic pleasures and sublime feelings at play in reference 
to the agency of the painter and the nude. Broadly speak-
ing, artistic aestheticising of nudities in combination with 
the culturally endorsed (bourgeois) sublimation of animal 
instincts479 emerges as being at the basis of conceptions of 
the body as desexualised480 object481 in the arts.
Even so, the history of nudity on stages is younger than 
nudity in the context of fine arts; its more extensive use 
in contemporary choreography, especially in the last dec-
ades, is striking. Particularly in choreographic discourse the 
473) See Flaminio Gualdoni, The 
History of the Nude, Milano: Skira 
Editore S.p.A., 2012, p.9.
474) Ibid., p.10.
475) Christianity’s continued com-
plicated relationship to naked bod-
ies spreads the taboo of nakedness 
and advocates chastity to today.
476) Decorum and seemliness are 
closely related to manners, norms 




479) The discussion on animal and 
human nature returns in 4.1. Being 
Human and Choreo-Ethical Praxis, 
p.281.
480) Katherina Zakravsky states: 
‘I always found it a bit suspicious 
that the game “bare body on stage” 
usually has so much in common 
with the “nude beach” and so little 
with the “sex game”.’ See Katherina 
Zakravsky, ‘Unbareable’ in Sigrid 
Gareis, Krassimira Kruschkova 
(Eds.), Uncalled – dance and 
performance of the future, Berlin: 
Theater der Zeit, 2009, p.346–348.
481) Here a reference to André 
Lepecki’s exquisite discussion of 
the ‘Resistance of the Object’ – 
exploring the line between 
objecthood and subjectivity and 
their call to act (see Lepecki, 2016, 
pp.26–54) is vital to affirm. Espe-
cially relevant seem the sections 
‘A choreographic affirmation of 
things’ and ‘A choreographic reaf-
firming: dance as some thing, forty 
years later’.
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somatic-animal dimension of human nature saw a growing 
attention in the last century, perhaps in response to the clas-
sical paradigms and aesthetics of virtuous levity, sublime 
grace and superhuman elegance (concretely, the various 
styles and technical methods of ballet, where even the an-
imal characters hover light-footed). These aesthetic pref-
erences prevail during the second half of the 19th century 
and precede the work of expressionist482 dance artists. The 
reform movement Monte Verità (the mountain of truth) in 
Switzerland coincides with Gustav Klimt’s creation of the 
Beethovenfries at Secession, which ‘turned the nude into 
the main allegorical motif […] the nude became the pre-
dominant theme. The provocative undoing of divine beauty 
by the grotesque dances of Gert Valeska for example con-
temporaneously coincides with a longstanding art-histori-
cal interest in the nude in visual arts.483 
Although the critical field of thinking about nudities is vast, 
my concern in this work must be bounded by how I can 
re-encounter my practice through this lens, through working 
it methodologically through. As my choreographic practice 
is situated in the unclosing field negotiated between dance 
and visual arts,484 that in some contexts is called contempo-
rary performance, there is an entangled history to be traced 
and a complex narrative to be told, particularly in relation 
to bare bodies.
There are several shades and tones within the triplet nude-na-
ked and bare that differ according to the perspective, point 
of departure, and the related discourses in the respective 
context. An awareness of such differentiations is both in-
formed by and decisive for the orientation chosen for the 
realisation of my work.
Still, let me begin by tracing back to Kenneth Clark’s popu-
lar definition of ‘nude’ as distinct from ‘naked’, before I add 
in the third constituent of the triplet: ‘bare’. To do justice to 
482) Expressionist dance was a rev-
olution, major protagonists were 
Mary Wigman, Ruth St. Denies,  
Loie Fuller, Isadora Duncan, Gret 
Palucca, Hilde Holger, Harald 
Kreutzberg, Valeska Gert, Rudolf 
von Laban, Kurt Joos, Rosalia 
Chladek, Gertrude Bodenwieser.
483) See early and comprehensive 
discussions of the nude in the fine 
arts context, i.e. Kenneth Clark, 
The nude –A Study in Ideal Form, 
New York: Doubleday Anchor 
Books, 1956 and also Wilhelm 
Hausenstein, Der nackte Mensch 
in der Kunst aller Zeiten und 
Völker. Mit mehr als siebenhundert 
Abbildungen, München: R. Piper 
& Co, 1913. Furthermore, there is 
the pragmatic economic link that 
many dancers work(ed) as nude 
models for the painter’s, sculptor’s 
or photographer’s studies from the 
nude. In the 1920’s dance artists 
such as Claire Baudroff, Valeska 
Gert, and others were nude models 
for the photographers Trude  
Fleischmann, Alexander Binder, and 
others. For contemporary accounts 





January 25, 2018] or a more recent 
event in 2010, when the solo dancer 
of the Vienna State Opera Ballet  
Karina Sarkissova got sacked for pos-
ing in the nude for photos that were 
printed in the magazine Wiener and 
– after her apologies to the director 
of the Vienna State Opera Ballet 




digt [accessed January 25, 2018]
484) In 2016 ImPulsTanz – Vien-
na International Dance Festival 
launched a workshop & research 
series – visual arts X dance curated 
by Tino Sehgal, Louise Höjer, 
Rio Rutzinger as they state on the 
website ‘for an exchange of craft and 
techniques for dance as well as visual 
art practitioners. More than 30 
“couples” – mostly “blind dates” –  
make for an intense exchange 
beyond established genre borders 
opening their doors to art students 
and artists, performers and chore-
ographers, curators and everyone 
working on the edges of visual arts 
and dance.’ For more information 
on the curated program
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Clark’s statement, let’s review what he wrote, as it was op-
erative and leading for quite a while in fine arts discourse 
(and for certain areas of art discourse and particular writers 
affiliated to that field, his writing surely still is significant to 
today). Therefore, here the quote from the original, intro-
duced as a starting and departure point for my discussion. 
He wrote in The Nude: A Study in Ideal Form: 
The English language, with its elaborate generosity, 
distinguishes between the naked and the nude. To be 
naked is to be deprived of our clothes, and the word 
implies some of the embarrassment most of us feel 
in that condition. The word ‘nude’ on the other hand, 
carries, in educated usage, no uncomfortable over-
tone. The vague image it projects into the mind is not 
a huddled and defenceless body, but of a balanced, 
prosperous, and confident body: the body re-formed. 
In fact, the word was forced into our vocabulary by 
critics of the early 18th century to persuade the artless 
islanders that, in countries where painting and sculp-
ture were practiced and valued as they should be, the 
naked human body was the central subject of art.485
Clark’s486 opening up of a dichotomy between nude and 
naked might have been useful for a painter’s or sculptor’s 
context, affirming a subject-object division, but proves in-
creasingly difficult for our complex contemporary world 
and especially for dance in the age of performance.487 To-
day transfigurations of bodies and a fluid conception of re-
lations form an expanded understanding of the agency of 
subjects and objects. Lepecki criticises the ‘urban bourgeois 
subject, living and moving under the choreopoliced condi-
tions’ and forcefully introduces the ‘possibility of existing 
as a being-for-metamorphosis’488– which I read as useful 
 see https://www.impulstanz.com/
en/archive/proscene/2016/id4219/ 
[accessed January 15, 2018] and 
for in-depth scholarly discussion 
see the dissertation by Evva-Mari 
Haikala’s PhD with the title An 
Attempt to Mirror the Painterly and 
Stillness in Autobiographical Visual 
Practise submitted in 2016 at 
Roehampton University, London.
485) Clark, 1956, p.23
486) Besides his curious (elit-
ist, colonialist and urbanized) 
differentiation between islanders 
and ‘countries where painting 
and sculpture were practiced and 
valued’, which from a European 
perspective reads odd (though 
assuming the famously dry British 
humour and irony, it strange-
ly clashes with the violence of 
linguistic dominance), this passage 
reveals something about the 
separate and independent – maybe 
even idiosyncratic, art-historical 
developments during a politically 
eventful period in early modern 
Britain. Clark therewith eloquently 
performs the ‘elaborate generosity’ 
of English language he reflects 
upon. Furthermore, he claims in 
his introduction that the nude ‘is 
an art form invented by the Greeks 
in the fifth century BC, just as 
opera is an art form invented in 
seventeenth-century Italy’. ‘The 
nude is not the subject of art but a 
form of art [my emphasis]’, he says, 
and adds, ‘in all its conventions 
and styles in western painting and 
sculpture’.
487) André Lepecki elaborates on 
dance in the age of performance 
and makes it the subtitle of his 
book. Especially relevant for my 
point here is Lepecki’s Introduc-
tion and there particularly the sec-
tions entitled “Dance, performance, 
and the neoliberal rationality” and 
“The paradox of performance” (see 
Lepecki, 2016, pp.7–9).
488) Lepecki, 2016, p. 98.
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conception for a contemporary movement in relation to the 
encounter between dancers, choreographers and audiences. 
Furthermore, I recall the lines where Lepecki speaks about 
and to ‘those who trust the necessary opaqueness and com-
plexity of life’, and points out the widespread impatience 
‘with those who create the non-recognizable and don’t care 
about being recognized’.489 It strikes me as necessary to undo 
Clark’s clear-cut (probably even moralistic) definition and 
instead advocate the elaboration of a more fluid, blurring 
and blending, still differentiated understanding of bare, 
naked, and nude modes of embodiment in the context of 
contemporary performance. My questions around reveal-
ing acts aim at complicating the issue (beyond ‘ideal form’ 
or ‘sex sells’ reasoning) and attempt to touch on and cut 
through multi-layered strata: the dominance of normativity 
and potential of experimentation, bodily-fleshly dimensions 
of the political, attending to psychosomatic reactions and 
nanopolitical sensibilities as well as adding the framework 
of precarious existence to the discussion. My argument is 
an attempt to scrutinise how those baring acts and per-
formativities actually materialise and matter. What do they 
promise, and how can we unlock the potential of the subtle 
differences between those revelatory modes? What are the 
dynamics around those performative acts, and how and for 
what reason do they articulate themselves?
Interestingly, when Clark wrote his statement in 1956, artis-
tic practices such as Dada, Cabaret Voltaire and Surrealism 
had already been on the horizon for a while. They all had 
been at work even during World War I, with quite differ-
ent tools, concepts and attitudes than described by Clark. 
Admittedly those unconventional art movements did not 
happen prominently on the ‘Island’490 – and even if they 
did, there most probably were subdivisions and parallel 
489) Ibid., p.2.
490) In the light of the current 
Brexit negotiations – besides major 
consequences for the political and 
economic fields, it is expected 
that there will be again a period 
of “parallel developments” ahead, 
as there will most probably be less 
support (project fundings, festival 
collaborations, international sym-
posia etc.) available for exchanges 
and collaborations in arts, science 
and education between UK and 
Europe, which actualises the 
concern.
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491) For a more detailed review 
on encounters, rubbings, overlaps 
between performance rooted in 
fine arts or choreography see an 
essay by Andy Horwitz, Visual 





July 8, 2017] as well as comprehen-
sive discussion in An Attempt to 
Mirror the Painterly and Stillness 
in Autobiographical Visual Practise 
by Eeva-Mari Haikala, Practice as 
Research PhD, submitted 2016 at 
Roehampton University.
492) See the section on ‘Praxe-
ological practice: On irritations, 
resistance and responsive research’ 
in Mariella Greil and Vera Sander 
(Eds.), (per)forming feedback, 2016, 
pp.126–149.
developments in the various artists’ communities. Soon 
after Clark had published the book, the rise of Body Art, 
Happenings and Performance Art (in part as a response to 
conceptual art) contributed to a profound revision of the 
notions of body, flesh and aesthetics. Still, a radical call for 
more complex understanding of performativity of bodies 
(clothed or unclothed) might have been in the air, but ap-
pears to have not yet been much acknowledged or elaborat-
ed by Clark. Though the historical rooting491 in time-based 
arts (choreography, contemporary performance, sound art, 
post-dramatic theatre, and dance) or in object-based arts 
(fine arts, sculpture, body art and performance art) obvi-
ously makes sense and rightly claims importance. However, 
the comparison between internal disciplinary peculiarities 
(processual, epistemological, methodological, praxeologi-
cal492) seem questionable to me, because creation processes – 
in my experience at least – tend to elude and resist cate-
gorisation while doing. Conclusively, also the triplet eludes 
clear demarcation, instead it activates negotiations along the 
suggested lines and across cultural performances.
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naked [ˈnā-kəd] 
Being naked means to be without clothing, covering, conceal-




Nudities – Reproached or Re-Approached?
493) See excerpt from ‘Le temps 
et le corps: dedans/dehors, sur 
la penseé du buto chez Hijikata 
Tatsumi’, Le Temps des oeuvres, 
mémoire et prefiguration, Vin-
cennes: Presses universitaires de 
Vincennes, 2001, p.110; excerpt 
from ‘Imprisoned!’, in Mita 
Bungaku, January 1961. English 
translation Anna Preger, from 
Patrick de Vos’ French translation 
of the Japanese original.
494) See Joy, 2014, p.13.
495) Ibid., p.7.
496) This excerpt comes from an 
email conversation on May 19, 
2008 in reference to his rehearsal 
process for Regarding the Pain 
of Others (2008), performed in 
London (2008, Laban), Porto 
(2008, Maus Habitos and in the 
framework of Sweet and Tender 
Fragments of Experience), Tilburg 
(2009, Festival Incubator), 2010 
(Greenroom, Manchester).
497) See Gadamer, 1976, p.102.
498) Seen from the standpoint of 
capitalist economies exclusively 
geared towards Economic Value 
Added (EVA) – the activity of 
engaging with art as a spectator 
could be seen as excess, as going 
beyond the usual live business of 
being productive in an economic 
sense. From a certain angle, it 
could be seen as beyond necessities 
to ‘invest’ time in the experience 
of art, as no money is generated. 
One exception though: if you 
engage with Tino Sehgals This Is 
Exchange (2003), the visitor – as a 
co-producer of the piece – receives 
a partial refund of the admission 
fee. If engaging in a conversation 
with an exhibition attendant about 
the market economy and gamely 
playing along for over five minutes, 
he earns money – a reminder that 
we are all immersed in the market 
economy. I encountered this work 
3 . 2 .  N U DI T I E S –  R E PROAC H E D OR 
R E - A PPROAC H E D ?
In the field of tension between re-
vilement and rapprochement, the 
nude body has lost its innocence, 
or maybe the nude body was never innocent or naïve in the 
first place? All attributions such as guilt and shame or puri-
ty and innocence are what they are, attributions – and thus 
highly mobile albeit sticky social constructions, tangential 
to a bare body – in its existential profundity. Therefore, for 
all art forms that work with the body as their prime materi-
al, it is a given to grapple with both the stickiness and mobi-
lisation of attributions and the various biases. Dance artists 
today are inevitably faced with complications and the melt-
down of a conception of the body as a body we know. In 
search for what a bare body could be, my doctoral research 
dances between ‘a physical body that is also intrinsically 
theoretical’494 and renders ‘the choreographic as an atmos-
pherics of encounter, along its violent and erotic edges’.495 
In my constant attempt to write and read bare bodies, I run 
into the problem of withdrawal of the body from itself. The 
interspace (or interval) between the real body and its con-
ception emerges as discrepancy that is prone to misreading. 
The performance artist, choreographer and performance 
theoretician Pavlos Kountouriotis writes: ‘When nudity is 
disguised as nakedness it distorts reality with the powerful 
potential to produce severe misreadings of the body.’496 The 
misreadings of bodies, their re-readings, close-readings, and 
the unread bodies take place between baring and disguising. 
The art work’s ‘excess of meaning’497 emerges through two-
fold contemplation: the contemplative excess of creation by 
the artist and the contemplative excessive engagement498 of 
the other with the art work. Janneke Wesseling elaborates, 
Without  pr ior  warning,  a  nude body comes 
into  v iew.  The nude is  bleeding.
Hijikata Tatsumi493
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(and got paid) at Liverpool Tate 
as part of the exhibition The Fifth 
Floor with the other featured 
artists Rineke Dijkstra, Nina Edge, 
Paul Rooney and Dan Perjovschi, 
marking the end of Liverpool’s 
year as European Capital of 
Culture in 2008.
499) See Wesseling, 2017, p.27.
500) I draw a line to Stern’s 
conception of layered self, where 
the ‘verbal self ’ arises out of the 
emergence of the previous layers 
of selves.
501) Ibid.
502) I deliberately skip ‘about’ – 
because aboutness at times results 
in unidimensionality (at least this 
happens to my writings), whereas 
more open verbalisations or 
writings parallel to events and hap-
penings can reveal multilayered 
accounts.
503) Obviously, this is the start of 
the list, tbc.
‘contemplation of art is a performative action […] an active, 
critical relationship […] contemplation uncovers the criti-
cal potential of the art work’.499 I perceive the (mis)reading 
of a work as an orbiting motion: the moving-thinking-mak-
ing-perceiving-interpreting-articulating-rethinking-un-
making-misunderstanding-feeling-recalling-overlook-
ing-disbelieving-unthinking of movement between self500 
and body. I hear Wesseling’s argument: ‘The wordless “un-
dergoing” of a work’s meaning is not enough […]. When we 
identify the perception of the art work, put it into words, we 
augment our understanding of it.’501 That is comprehensi-
ble to anyone who immerses him/herself occasionally in the 
field of art or calls it his/her practice, be it as artist or spec-
tator (or as I suggest, wit(h)ness). Developing a vocabulary 
for ‘speaking experiences’502 is a complex process; it involves 
perception, observation, empathy, translation, interpreta-
tion, reflection, questioning, resonances, and503 finally finds 
form as articulation transposed to language.
The blood is circulating, without giving 
the all clear a nude body is out of sight.
Drawing @ Mariella Greil / Layered self (after Stern).
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L AY I NG BA R E OF L A NG UAG E
In  my work →back to  f ront← (2005)  there 
were  projec ted textual  r ibbons  of  white 
l ight  looping  for  the  duration of  the  per for-
mance ,  c irculating  f ragments  of  thoughts 
donated by  wit(h)nesses  of  prev ious  per-
formative  iterations  ( see  an excer pt  next 
page ,  for  a  descr iption of  the  work see  pp. 
34–38) .  I  think of  the  text  in  it s  ongoing 
let ter  by  let ter  emergence ,  typewrit ten by 
a  ghost ly  hand.  Sur facing  as  l ight  on the 
transparent  paper,  it  i s  shimmer ing  be-
tween mater iality  and immater ial  thought . 
Breath.  Pause .  Move on.  There  i s  kinship 
to  the  in  and out  of  focus  of  the  breathing 
l ight  of  the  s l ide  projec tor.  The  f irst  words 
were  remnants  of  the  many personal  let ters 
I  had wr it ten and handed out ,  one  to  each 
wit(h)ness  at  the  beg inning,  which slow-
ly  blended into  the  col lec ted and shared 
thoughts .  Coming ful l  c ircle .
Drawing © Walter Lauterer / Stage set →back to front←.
Excerpt from the script from →back to front← (2005) – here the 
projected and looped text fragments of the version created for a per-
formance at Mains d’ouevre, Paris.
504) Julius Lange quoted by 
Arnold Hauser, Social History of 
Art, Volume 1: From Prehistoric 
Times to the Middle Ages, London: 
Routledge, 2003/1951, p.61. Also, 
Wilhelm Hausenstein quotes 
the painter and art educator 
Julius Lange, who worked for 
the royal family in Milan and 
later in Munich. Here in German 
original: ‘Die Nacktheit ist wie der 
Tod demokratisch’. See Wilhelm 
Hausenstein, Der nackte Mensch in 
der Kunst aller Zeiten und Völker. 
Mit mehr als siebenhundert Abbil-
dungen, Munich: R. Piper & Co, 
1913, p.193.
505) Not to be mistaken with 
the short for Democratic Party 
in the United States of America. 
Until 1824 the official name of the 
party was Democratic-Republican, 
which today seems unconceivable, 
as Democrats and Republicans 
represent political opposites, 
even more radically performed 
under president Donald Trump 
(Republican Party), who was 
elected on November 8, 2016. The 
Democratic-Republican party 
splintered in 1824 into the Jackso-
nian movement, which became the 
Democratic Party in 1828.
506) The democratic contains 
democracy, similarly – in a parallel 
movement – the choreographic 
contains choreography, also in its 
expanded form.
507) See 1.3. An-Archic Responsi-
bility, p.111ff.
508) Since 2011, Claudia Bosse 
and Günter Auer (in collaboration 
with theatercombinat) have kept 
developing a collection entitled 
some democratic fictions, which 
consists of local interviews with 
people of all walks of life in various 
cities on topics related to democra-
cy. See http://www.theatercombi-
nat.com/projekte/sdf/SDF_de.pdf
3.3 .  TOWARDS THE BARE DEMO CR ATIC
The democratic505 is a hypernym506 
of or for democracy, favouring and 
facilitating that which the ‘common people’ (Greek: demos) 
decide and vote for as their ‘strength and power, rule or gov-
ernment’ (Greek: kratos). I engage here in the movement of 
thought between ‘parliamentary democracy’ and ‘common 
strength’, which would both be a possible translation from 
the Greek compounds. I further probe my proposed con-
ception – if we recall, bare bodies are bodies that belong to 
themselves – by arguing the democratic body as bare body. 
For that matter, I refer back to my previous discussion of 
an-archic responsibility507, where a closer examination was 
undertaken of the kind of performativity that the demo-
cratic508 invokes. I had unearthed layers of unpreparedness, 
resistance and scepticism towards smooth performance as 
signs for holding in suspense. Such activity was expound-
ed as a movement underneath, and its democratic agency is 
activated in the anarchival stroll following my performance 
lecture performance in the creative component of the the-
sis. A democratic co-existence with others (human and 
non-human) and an ethics of hospitality was introduced. – I 
scrutinise the relevance, potential and future impact that a 
heterotopian concept of the bare democratic might hold. In 
relation to unfolding the notion of the bare democratic in 
the space of contemporary performance, I define the per-
formance of bodies as fundamentally solidary, though au-
tonomous. Every body has the freedom (in the hypothetical 
as much as in the practical space of the imaginary axis so 
present in the arts) to decide on its relation to power, in its 
basic condition. I take the desire to be a we-body and at the 
same time a me-body as a given. With my thesis, I explore 
the zones created along that line. With a movement towards 
Nakedness  is  democrat ic  l ike  death. 
Julius Lange 504
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509) See 4.1. Being Human and 
Choreo-Ethical Praxis, p.269ff.
510) See Doreen Massey, for space, 
London: Sage Publications, 2005, 
p.149.
511) See ibid., p.162.
512) The conference entitled There 
is no more poetry than action took 
place at Museo Nacional Centro de 
Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid in April 
2013.
513) The Austrian artist Edwin 
Lipburger built a small, round 
house (about eight metres in 
diameter) which in 1982 found 
its official place in the Viennese 
Prater. In 1976, he had announced 
kugelmugel to a republic, which 
since has probably been the 
smallest micro-nation on planet 
earth. Lipburger was sentenced 
to and served a ten weeks prison 
term for unauthorised assumption 
of authority.
514) See Tony Fisher, Theatre and 
Governance in Britain, 1500–1900, 
Democracy, Disorder and the State, 
2017, Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, p.8.
515) Martin Puchner, The Drama 
of Ideas – Platonic Provocations in 
Theatre and Philosophy, Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2010, p.26.
516) See Fisher, 2017, p.62. I 
discussed aptitude in relation to 
attitude and called for the double 
notion of a positioning as well as 
a disposition. See 2.3. Approaches, 
Aspiration and Experiencing the 
Gap, p.163.
the bare democratic, I emphasise the movement towards 
politico-aesthetic ecologies. In this chapter I also prepare 
the ground for choreo-ethics an ideation that I discuss in 
the following chapter.509
The British geographer and social scientist Doreen Massey 
writes: ‘There may be parallels here with Derrida and with 
theorists of radical democracy and notions of democra-
cy-to-come, of a continually receding horizon of the open-
minded-space-to-come, which will not ever be reached but 
must constantly be worked towards.’510 I agree with her that 
‘[…] it is the unique, the emergence of the conflictual new, 
which throws up the necessity for the political’.511 For me, 
she clearly articulates the necessity for art practice to meet 
activist practice on the threshold where the political calls for 
resistance and action – where art and activism confide in 
each other, turn towards sustainable futures. In my view, it 
is the poetics of creating, activating, doing the democratic – 
or as the title of a conference in Madrid postulates: There 
is no other poetry than action.512 The performative creation 
of a world with rules and regulations of its own513 disre-
gards ‘the divine provenance of the law, while the well-or-
dered society demands the suppression of those democratic 
predilections’.514 Radically opening the spectre of the bare 
democratic common means including the potential of the 
intolerable, the disturbing otherness, in performance means 
to accept an increased degree of ‘rule of the audience over 
a production’.515 In retrospect, I find that Basic Income 
Dance (2014) quite unexpectedly touched on what Tony 
Fisher emphasises as ‘Platonic justice’, which he elaborates 
as ‘founded upon the order of vocations. It [Platonic justice] 
is determined by the scale of social rankings, where each is 
to find his place according to the just distribution of apti-
tudes, capabilities and talent’.516 The idea of unconditional 
218
517) See 1.3. An-Archic Responsi-
bility, p.111ff.
518) See 4.1. Being Human and 
Choreo-Ethical Praxis, p.269ff. 
519) See David Wiles, Theatre 
and Citizenship: The History of a 
Practice, Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2011, p.208.
520) See http://www.anavujanovic.
net/2012/10/examining-commu-
nitas-20112012/ [accessed March 
1, 2018]
basic income (UBI) is a movement towards the heterotopia 
of everyone becoming appropriate (in the sense of belonging 
to the community of people) or appropriate becoming (in 
the sense of coming-into-being and in the making of a good 
life for everyone). By thinking the proposition of both my 
ideations – an-archic responsibility517 and choreo-ethics518 – 
alongside the heterotopian space of art-making, I excavated 
and located these propositions of my thesis as fundamentals 
for my artistic work. More broadly, I also consider them cre-
ative-critical, conceptual tools for artistic work. I discovered 
that these interventions opened up the possibility for setting 
into motion ethics long believed to be static – in the flesh 
of a conceptual as well as of a practical level. David Wiles 
argues that ‘it becomes increasingly irrelevant to talk of de-
mocracy in the absence of a functional “public sphere”’.519 I 
can follow his logic, yet I feel a resistance to totally renounce 
a common strength (the democratic), render it irrelevant or 
not worthy of discussion, as such a discussion builds and 
tends relations, which again form communities whose ac-
tivities have the potential to evolve towards the reactivation 
and expansion of public spheres. At the heart of my artis-
tic research is the intent to instigate relation and public dis-
course. Ana Vujanovic writes: 
Communitas: The term is borrowed both from Victor  
Turner and Roberto Esposito, in order to question 
and to hack the social community as it is today. We 
understand communitas as a proto-community, 
where social structure is still not defined, therefore ei-
ther opening possibility for solidarity of the equals or 
reminding us on the impossibility to immunize our-
selves when surrounded by others.520
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521) See my discussion in 2.1. Fig-
ures – Methods – Practices of Being 
in Contact, p.133ff. and for in-depth 
discussion Félix Guattari, Chaos-
mosis, an ethico-aesthetic paradigm, 
(Trans.) Paul Bain and Julian Pefan-
is, Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1995/1992, p.84.
522) See Chantal Mouffe, The return 
of the political, London: Verso, 
1993, p.149.
523) See my remarks on Basic 
Income Dance in 1.1 Decolonising 
Practices, p.103ff.
Solidarity as much as contestation, the failures as much 
as the potentials of a coming bare democratic discern the 
profoundly political practice of creating an ethico-aesthet-
ic paradigm521 different from neoliberal-economic or so-
cio-political paradigms currently at work. The bare demo-
cratic emerges as a plurality, ready to lay bare its workings 
and failures in forming communitas. The community is a 
coming togetherness, a promise as much as a future. Chan-
tal Mouffe writes: ‘Instead of trying to erase the traces of 
power and exclusion, democratic politics requires that they 
be brought to the fore, making them visible so that they 
can enter the terrain of contestation.’522 I discovered that re-
vealing the ethico-aesthetic paradigms and attending to the 
critical potential arising in my choreographic work have an 
impact on how I address the world and its many complex 
issues in relation to my local and global community. An ex-
ample that can demonstrate this is the project Basic Income 
Dance I developed in collaboration with Sabina Holzer and 
Nikolaus Gansterer. We took time to root the project care-
fully in the local socio-politically relevant public spaces. We 
finally decided for the 10th district in Vienna, which is a di-
verse area, historically a workers’ district with a high ratio 
of people with a migratory background. There also is a busy 
shopping promenade in the district. It was a task of listening 
to the city, finding out where to locate the project – physi-
cally. We planned which route to take when we walked to 
the theatre, spent time discussing and rehearsing the vari-
ous choreographic interventions, weaving our interventions 
into the urban-historic context along this way. We also pre-
pared public talks with invited guests knowledgeable in the 
field of Unconditional Basic Income.523 My ethico-political 
engagement in response to entanglements of injustice, ex-
ploitation, and ruthless economic maximisation of profits 
and efficiency permeates my work and shows as activism, 
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524) Agamben, 2000/1996, p.16
525) See Tara Young 12th Septem-
ber 2013 retrieved from https://
borgenproject.org.
526) Brandon LaBelle – as I re-
member his lecture This Weakness 
That I Am (held on 29th July 2016 
at Angewandte Innovation Lab 
in Vienna) argued that “There is 
no such thing as a (my emphasis) 
body”. His reasoning was based on 
an understanding of the body as a 
kind of weakness and an entan-
glement with others, claiming – in 
my interpretation of what LaBelle 
said – that protecting oneself as a 
body/nation thought as an entity 
or sovereignty is over.
not in its demonstrative form as shouting and protesting, 
but in gentle, sustained resistances and subtle commitments. 
I consider my art-making a response to the crisis of pol-
itics, committed to engage in making concepts, exploring 
alternatives, experimenting with ideas for working towards 
a future, cultural, human encounter with socio-ethical and 
political agency.
It is even possible that, if we want to be equal to the 
absolutely new tasks ahead, we will have to aban-
don decidedly, without reservation, the fundamental 
concepts through which we have so far represented 
the subjects of the political (Man, the Citizen and 
its rights, but also the sovereign people, the worker, 
and so forth) and build our political philosophy anew 
starting from the one and only figure of the refugee.524
With this radical renunciation Agamben seemed to respond 
to the Kosovo War (1996–2000) with its cruel concentra-
tions camps, that left millions of refugees in disastrous situ-
ations in camps in Albania, as well as the First Congo War 
(1996–1997), which resulted in around two million refu-
gees.525 Furthermore, Agamben somewhat curiously antici-
pated with his conception of ‘bare life’ in Homo Sacer (1995) 
events that were famously actualised later in Abu Ghraib 
(2003) and Guantánamo Bay (2004) – sometime after he 
wrote the book – and its current brisance with more than 11 
million people on the run since the Syrian Civil War began, 
following the Arab Spring Protests in 2011.
Undocumented migrants (sans papiers) having lost both 
their homes and their legal status, and therewith all dem-
ocratic rights. The figure of the refugee, or in Brandon 
LaBelle’s words, the migrant body526 matters significantly in 
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our contemporary world. In my work the figure of the ref-
ugee resonates in the bare body as vulnerable and in con-
tact with bare human existence. Though I am acutely aware 
that ‘We don’t like to be called “refugees”’, as Hannah Arendt 
wrote in her pertinent text ‘We refugees’. She continued that 
‘With us the meaning of the term “refugee” has changed. 
Now “refugees” are those of us who have been so unfortu-
nate as to arrive in a new country without means […]’.527 
Today (according to UNO528) globally 65.6 million people 
are fugitives. ‘Life – in its state of exception that has now be-
come the norm – is the naked life that in every context sep-
arates the forms of life from their cohering into a form-of-
life.’529 Agamben criticises Bataille’s thought as ‘useless to us’, 
because he has ‘mistaken such a naked life separate from its 
form, in its abjection, for a superior principle – sovereign-
ty or the sacred’.530 He might have a point there; however, I 
don’t share Agamben’s view that multifarious forms of life 
abstractly recodified as social juridical identities supersed-
ed the scission (Marxian) between man and citizen. Instead 
I perceive a basic distinction between citoyens and private 
individual – as the political philosopher Isolde Charim elab-
orates – simultaneously at work with specified social roles. 
In my view, the examples Agamben gives, such as ‘the voter, 
the worker, the journalist, the student, but also the HIV-pos-
itive, the transvestite, the porno star, the elderly, the parent, 
the woman’,531 are sub-categorisations resting on the differ-
entiated and still relevant movement between citoyens and 
particulier. Each manifests as compound, only appearing in 
relation to singular act(ion)s or omissions as either citoyens 
or particulier, ultimately being an oscillatory rather defining 
agitation of the political sphere. Some of us transverse sev-
eral of those traits and are implicated in complex relational 
fields, with real rubbings, precarities and problems (not the-
oretical at all). I find Agambens’s categorisations of labour 
527) See Arendt, 1943/1994, p.110. 
My emphasis.




529) See Agamben, 2000/1996, p.6.
530) Ibid, p.7.
531) Ibid, p.6–7.
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and biological situating as identities problematic, because 
people can be many contradictory things at once.
Let me briefly do the impossible and test a politically incor-
rect linkage for the sake of reflecting how the ‘bare’ came 
to be such a relevant concept and therefore deserves re-
gard. For sure there are major differences (looked at more 
closely) between refugees and pathologized, criminalised or 
otherwise precariously living people, but there is an evident 
shared trait: the being without means and being deprived of 
rights, the sharing of an abject-status.
In my reading of Hannah Arendt’s text ‘We refugees’, obvi-
ously borne by my contemporary perspective and current 
political contexts, it was the first word ‘we’ that caught my 
attention, as it calls into question who this ‘we’ is. This ‘we’ 
is most probably as much in question today as it was back 
then. Who is implicated? I suspect (after a close reading of 
Arendt’s text) that ‘we’ refers to a basic human condition,532 
a cyclopedic ‘we’.533 The first person plural seems to embrace 
us altogether each and everyone. We refugees. As she points 
out in her last paragraph. She prosaically and matter-of-fact-
ly states that ‘The comity of European peoples went to pieces 
when, and because, it allowed its weakest member to be ex-
cluded and persecuted’.534
Is there anyone who would choose to be called, or voluntar-
ily – deliberately, so to speak – become classified as a refu-
gee? ‘We don’t like to be called “refugees”’, yes; still, if we take 
on Agamben’s proposition that the refugee is the one and 
only political  figure, then we all are refugees, since there 
is no non-refugee status535 possible any longer. If we follow 
Agamben’s call to ‘build our political philosophy anew start-
ing from the one and only figure of the refugee’, a ‘weak’ 
532) See Arendt, The Human Con-
dition,1958, where she elaborates 
action as political in reference to 
both, the existential and aesthetic 
plane.
533) I read Arendt’s text as 
referring to the ‘Jew’ (not in its 
religious, but in its abject dimen-
sion) in everyone, because ‘as long 
as there are anti-Semites, every Jew 
belongs to any other’ and is de-
fined at a glance by the other. (see 
Jean Amery, 1977, retrieved on 
June 2, 2017 from http://www.zeit.
de/1977/37/grenzen-einer-solidar-
itaet. We are the others of the other, 
never one. Not in an appropriative 
way, but always already related.
534) Arendt,1958, p.119.
535) In my experiment of theoret-
ical-conceptual thinking through 
the notion of omnifarious ‘we’ this 
would include the 1% who own 
most of the resources. 
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figure living a ‘bare’ life becomes pivotal. This calls for a rad-
ical rethinking of our economies of togetherness. We cannot 
withdraw from this figure, because in his proposition it con-
stitutes the political, it forms the foundational element of 
our political architecture. The being without means then be-
comes the common denominator, a shared attitude towards 
life for all people, not necessarily bound to the economic 
situation, but a shared political emotional space. As Hannah 
Arendt also implies, it is exactly the way ‘we’ form a shared 
political space that pervades, informs, but also stretches our 
most basic (in)human condition towards other life forms 
(animals, environments, matter). This joint space asks for a 
singular response from each of the many, in a plural society a 
heterogenic, polyphonic chorus. Potentially the figure of the 
refugee can be activated by each and every one at any time 
for a wide range of reasons, reasons as succinct as Arendt 
summarised in her annotation that ‘[…] Hitler didn’t like 
us’.536 We are always already the fugitives, we are on the run 
into an uncertain future, as we never know who might ‘not 
like’ us on another day. We (if we can relate to solidarity as a 
constitutional paradigm for political activity) probably feel a 
resonance when reading Arendt’s testimonial, even though 
the text was written in a very different context. I have the 
following questions: Can this felt resonance be more than 
altruistic rhetorics of economic redistribution? How can 
solidarity and social mobility be strengthened today? Mu-
nificence, openness and enlightened thinking lead to the in-
dispensible fact – which is also an affective fact – that each 
and every situation is singular and that we can form singu-
larities that hold the potential to meet, rub, collide in what 
we constitute as a public sphere, the bare democratic space. 
But what if a monolithic attitude of nationalist colouring 
bumps into the variegation of today’s society, consisting of 
paradox composites and challenging encounters, such as 
536) Arendt, 1958, p.115.
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the man with a gamsbart hat sitting next to the woman in 
a burka on the underground, both sharing that they decid-
edly wear clothing that reveals their basic convictions and 
values? The manifestation of fundamental attitudes by way 
of clothing is what I call deep surface. 
Handapparatcard © Mariella Greil / hands-on
The bare proliferates across the seemingly superficial. I re-
call Charim’s narration that when immigrating to the US, 
the future American citizens entered the barn by the front 
door, took off their personal (traditional or contemporary) 
garments – with all the pathos that lingers in this symbolic 
act of baring all, also a highly performative act – and re-
dressed in American clothing (I imagine a pair of jeans and 
cotton T-shirt) to be able to leave the barn through the back 
door. Dressing like an American was obviously considered a 
significant part of becoming American. Gaining access and 
refuge in another nation’s legislation is a concrete, true-to-
life movement towards the bare democratic.
The German writer and philosopher Byung-Chul Han 
states: ‘Concern for the good life, which also includes life 
as a member of the community, is yielding more and more 
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to the simple concern for survival.’537 After World War II, 
but probably ultimately by the turn of the last century, a 
philosophy of survival seems to have replaced a philosophy 
of life, and in the arts accordingly practices of survival have 
emerged538 as radical conceptual-praxeological delineations, 
rigorously scrutinising how art tenaciously struggles for a 
response to the traumatic, racist blood-shedding of histo-
ry and prevailing, which actually leaves us – in our shared 
human condition539 – lost for words and acts, overwhelmed, 
mute, bared of language.
 
Letter of the young Agamben to Hannah Arendt, 1970, retrieved on July 12, 2017 
from http://www.critical-theory.com/letter-young-giorgio-agamben-hannah-arendt/
Still, this wrestling for grounding and articulation in the face 
of war and terror motivated the coining of political philos-
ophy that generated terminology540 addressing bare life, ex-
istence, survival, and problematised existential extremities. 
537) Byung-Chul Han, The 
Burnout Society, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2015, p.13.
538) See Tehching Hsieh 1986–
1999, I kept myself alive. I passed 
the Dec 31,1999.
539) Viktor Frankl writes: ‘So what 
is the human? It is the being that 
always decides what it is. He is 
the being who invented the gas 
chambers, but at the same time 
he is also the being who has gone 
into the gas chambers, with his 
head proudly raised and with the 
Lord’s Prayer on the lips or the 
Sh’ma Yisrael.’ German original: 
‘Was also ist der Mensch? Es ist 
das Wesen, das immer entscheidet, 
was es ist. Er ist das Wesen, das die 
Gaskammern erfunden hat, aber 
zugleich ist er auch das Wesen, 
das in die Gaskammern gegangen 
ist, mit Stolz erhobenem Haupt 
und mit dem Vaterunser auf den 
Lippen oder dem Sch’ma Jisrael.’ 
Viktor E. Frankl, Logotherapie und 
Existenzanalyse, Munich: Ernst 
Reinhard Verlag, 1987, p.213.
540) Of course, there is a resistance 
to belong in any category, but 
still it is apparent that there are 
spiritual kinships, and generally 
Agamben seems to have affinities 
for existentialist philosophers, and 
especially Hannah Arendt 
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Byung-Chul Han writes: ‘Life today is even barer than the 
life of homo sacer’.541 And what he means with this radical 
statement is that we have lost our understanding of good 
life, meaning cultivating community and living together 
in an accommodating sense. The practice of the artist and 
academic Simon Bayly discusses the failure to accommo-
date in relation to the social and architectural formation 
of the camp. He writes: ‘The camp could be interpreted as 
the physical accommodation of a failure to accommodate, 
in all senses of the word.’542 Staging theatrical work in col-
laboration with expatriates, he makes the ‘attempt to weave 
a relationship between the performance aesthetics of the 
camp, organized around a dialectic of ecstatic revelation 
and clandestine concealment, and a performance ethics 
of the camp, organized around a combination of inspiring 
but fragile belonging, violent displacement, defeat and de-
spair’.543 The philosopher, cultural theorist and performance 
artist Katherina Zakravsky states, ‘the phenomenon of the 
camp appears to be the most extreme of the rhizomatic pro-
liferation, which has formed the underground mycelium of 
racist biopower’.544 What Agamben describes as the political 
topology of the camp, namely the enclosing exclusion,545 ar-
gumentatively follows a logic rooted in exception and sover-
eignty, which surfaces as a first act of debarment in a zone of 
indistinguishability, and follows territorial logics.546 Even a 
state of exception is administered within a legal framework; 
however, Agamben with his term bare life seems to mark a 
vacancy, a space of humility, where terminology stops be-
ing negotiable. Confronting this humano-ontological abyss, 
Zakravsky argues that ‘it definitely matters to locate this 
zone of logical restlessness as field of political constitution, 
resisting to shortcircuit the dangerous relation between bio 
powers and bare life with an ontology of the human’.547 I will 
take up this thread of thought and unfold my contribution 
541) Byung-Chul Han, 2015, p.18.
542) For his nuanced discussion 
of notions ranging from glamping 
(luxurious camping) to the heavy 
histories of concentration camps to 
recent Occupy encampments across 
the globe see Simon Bayly, ‘Carry 
on Camping?: Spectacle, conceal-
ment and failure in the performance 
of politics’, in Eve Katsouraki and 
Tony Fisher (Eds.), Beyond Failure: 
new essays on the cultural history of 
failure in theatre and performance, 
London: Routledge. I refer here to 
a draft version from February 2018 
he generously shared.
543) Ibid.
544) Zakravsky writes in the 
German original: ‘[…] erscheint 
doch das Phänomen des Lagers 
nach dem Modell des Rhizom wie 
das extremste Gewächs, das das un-
terirdische Myzel des rassistischen 
Biomacht ausgebildet hat.’ See 
Katherina Zakravsky, ‘Revelations. 
On the Critical Reception of “Bare 
Life”’(German:Enthüllungen – Zur 
Kritik des „nackten Lebens“) in Re-
treat from the Concentration Camp: 
Overcoming the Modern Spatial 
Paradigm in Political Philosophy, 
Bielefeld: transcript, 2007, pp.59–77. 







545)  Zakravsky uses the German 
term ‘einschließende Aus- 
schließung’. Ibid., p.6 ff.
546) See my discussion of deterri-
torialising and decolonising prac-
tices in 1.1 Decolonising Practices, 
p.99ff. Here I refer to Zakravsky, 
p.6 (my translation).
547) Ibid., p.9.
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in relation to the methodologies developed in my artistic 
practice in 4.1. Being Human and Choreo-Ethical Praxis.
Recently, notions of constituting a field of force for polit-
ical activation arises with urgency, not solely in the Arab 
world, but globally, in Africa, US, Europe, and locally in 
Austria (given the results of the legislative elections): I re-
turn to questions we addressed in Basic Income Dance: 
What acts constitute democracy? What kind of sociality is 
formed through assembly and participation in public spac-
es, and what is their potential choreographic agency? How 
do resistant figurations occupy and activate politics through 
forms of artistic activism and democratic participation, and 
realise change in the nature of social debate? How can we 
meet those questions with our bare bodies?
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fundamental [fʊndamɛnˈtaːl]
Fundamentals prepare the ground for an idea or a system of 
thoughts. They have the capacity to form foundations. Bodies 
are fundamentally bare bodies.
229
movement [ˈmuːv.mənt]
Attending to movement invites the somatic to come to the 
fore. The wind touches the contours of the body as a gentle 
breeze. When we run, walk, dance, ride, turn and twist, fall 
and leap, it touches the skin.
230
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3 . 4 .  E X P O SI T ION :  M I N I NG T H E DE E P 
SU R FAC E S OF BA R E B ODI E S
Handapparatcard © Mariella Greil / My Favourite Everyday Lecture
In my lecture performances548 I activate the notion of expo-
sition, trying to not fall into the trap of explaining the work, 
but laying bare the ideas, significant conceptual decisions, 
and generally experimenting with poetics and potential 
movements within the format of a lecture performance. Ex-
position549 has recently also gained currency as a scholarly 
term, as elaborated by Michael Schwab and Henk Borgdorff 
in the context of artistic research. They state:
With the notion of ‘exposition’, we wish to suggest 
an operator [operation] between art and writing. Al-
though ‘exposition’ seems to comply with traditional 
metaphors of vision and illumination, it should not 
be taken to suggest the external exposure of practice 
to the light of rationality; rather, it is meant as the 
re-doubling of practice in order to artistically move 
from artistic ideas to epistemic claims.550
548) See My Favourite Everyday 
Lecture, denn das Denken der 
Hand lungert herum.
549) As part of the practical 
component of my thesis I created a 
digital anarchive, see research 
exposition: https://doi.
org/10.22501/rc.505199.
550) See Michael Schwab and 
Henk Borgdorff (Eds.), in The 
Exposition of Artistic Research –  
Publishing Art in Academia, 
Leiden: Leiden University Press, 
2014, p.15.
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In my body-oriented approach and specifically for my the-
sis, however, I prefer Nancy’s thinking around exposition as 
developed in his book Corpus (2008/2006). I elaborate the 
specific qualities attributed and associated with exposition 
as a form of impersonal intimacy which emerges through 
encounters and as elusive performativity between selves. 
This transmogrified performative intimacy opens up the 
experimental space of co-presence in our shared cultural 
responsibility. Nancy writes: ‘“Exposition”, on the contrary, 
means that expression itself is an intimacy and a withdraw-
al. […] this vertiginous withdrawal of the self from the self 
that is needed to open the infinity of that withdrawal all the 
way up to self. The body is this departure of self to self.’551
Handapparatcard © Mariella Greil / Cut-Up-You-In
In search for what constitutes a bare body, the peeling away 
layer by layer, attempting to reveal what cannot (or not yet 
or almost not) be seen, became my motive for movement 
as main material for my artistic work. This perpetual de-
parture – in its German translation [Aufbruch] attending to 
551) See Jean-Luc Nancy, Corpus, 
New York: Fordham University 
Press, 2008, p.33, on the bodies’ 
becoming skin.




R E F L E C T ION S ON ‘W HAT DI D 
NOT TA K E PL AC E’
‘Something that could have and, per-
haps, should have happened did not 
take place’,552 Agamben writes on ref lec-
tion of Vanessa Beecroft’s  VB55 per-
formed on April  8,  2005 in the vitreous 
temple by the architect Ludwig  
Mies van der Rohe at the Neue Nation-
algalerie Berlin (New National Gallery 
Berlin). A few ref lections on that sit-
uation where I haven’t been: 100 nude 
women wearing transparent pantyhose 
in the temple of glass – so to speak – a 
per formance in vitro, a testing out-
side the usual context,  which would 
be a clothed context,  which radiates 
an atmosphere of a kind of study. The 
per formers wearing transparent pan-
tyhose, the visitors wearing winter 
clothes. Methodical multiplying, decos-
tuming, a tableau vivant by concealing 
nudity through baring, or as Agamben 
resumes: ‘What did not take place […] 
was rather, simple nudity […] – there 
seemed to be no trace of nudity. The 
event that was not produced called the 
very nudity of the human body une-
quivocally into question.’553 Here the 
non-production of the event as event 
rests on the installation and per forma-
tivity, the quality of address and the 
‘stuff ’  traded between wit(h)nesses and 
the work. Agamben says that ‘the girls 
in pantyhose were the implacable and 
severe angels’  and continues that ‘there 
was nothing more per fidious than the 
bored and impertinent gaze that espe-
cially the youngest girls seemed to be 
continuously casting toward the de-
fenseless spectators’ .554 As an audience 
we navigated conscious, alienating and 
unsure responses.  It  was the controlled 
environment in which the female nude 
bodies availed themselves of per forma-
tivity as a tool of veiling. We also know, 
that Agamben’s wit(h)nessing inevitably 
came from his white,  male, Italian, of 
course gendered perspective.
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awakening, fissure and start alike – moves towards an en-
counter with a bare body, which became my most elemen-
tal motivation. I cherish the potential of art-making to start 
afresh again and again, an ongoing artistic as well as epis-
temological search, or – as Erin Manning coined the term 
with reference to the work of SenseLab – a research-crea-
tion that generates ‘new forms of experience […] and cre-
ates operative strategies for a mobile positioning that take 
these new forms of knowledge into account’.555 To sustain a 
mobility of positioning, I situate my work at the periphery 
of an art market that is hungry for unique selling points, 
overtly burning out artists in the frenzy of festival activity, 
not leaving space or time for in-depth enquiry. Enquiry for 
me means discovery, discussion, discourse and disclosure.556 
Finding the productive distance between depth and surface 
is what is at stake for this search of the bare body. It is the 
quest for encounters that lay bare the ethico-political im-
pact of the way we come into contact and how we sustain 
processes of taking place557 and becoming in performances.
So how does something take place? An appearance or dis-
appearance seems to emerge somewhere between imma-
nence and potential, a leaning towards those acts at the 
cusp of time, catching the moment when everything feels 
right. Dancing at the edges of the now. According to Daniel 
Stern, kairos refers to ‘the coming into being of a new state 
of things, and it happens in a moment of awareness.’558 Stern 
further describes how this auspicious upsurge ‘can crash 
upon us like a wave, or appear almost without notice and 
then slip away like a sea swell’.559 When performing I am 
presencing along the contours of now moments, no longer 
my body, nor do I have my body. I intuit the implication of 
Nancy’s sentence. He wrote: ‘No longer be oneself or have 
555) See Erin Manning ‘Ten 
Propositions for Research-Crea-
tion’ in Noyale Colin and Stefanie 
Sachsenmaier (Eds.), in Collab-
oration in Performance Practice, 
London: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2016, p.133.
556) The prefix dis- indicates – 
‘separation, reversal, negation’. See 
introduction to ‘elemental figures’ 
in Gansterer, Cocker, Greil, 2017, 
p.83.
557) Agamben’s observations of 
‘what did not take place’ when he 
attended Vanessa Beecroft’s VB 55 
seem worthwhile to think about. 
See Giorgio Agamben, Nudities, 
(Trans.) David Kishik and Stefan 
Pedatella, Stanford: Stanford Uni-
versity Press, 2011, p.56.
558) Daniel Stern, The Present 
Moment in Psychotherapy and 
Everyday Life, New York: W. W. 
Norton & Company, 2004, p.7.
559) Ibid., p.25.
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oneself [s’être ou s’avoir560], voilà the truth without truth that 
is looking for me at the end of the world.’561
Handapparatcard © Mariella Greil / Hair
Derrida’s use of the word explicitations [Ausdrücklichkeit] 
emphasises as the process or evidence of becoming explic-
it or of causing to be explicit, that which makes something 
explicit. 
Giuliana Bruno reminds us of the ancient thought to treat 
‘surface as anything but superficial’ and observes ‘a tendency 
in recent times to denigrate surfaces as just that’.562 Touching 
the surface of my own body, the soft fleshy parts, the bony 
corners, the different textures of nails, hair, the cartilaginous 
tip of the nose or the squishy ear makes my body tangible in 
its materiality by the reading with my hands, but simultane-
ously from the inside of feeling my own touch. Reinsuring 
self-touch, counterbalancing my dance experience of dance 
as an art form that mostly leaves no material trace, that is 
radically liable to disappearance. Titus Lucretius Carus 
writes in De rerum natura:
560) Here Derrida plays on the 
phonetic semblance of s’avoir 
(to have oneself) and the title 
of Hélène Cixous’s text ‘Savoir’ 
(knowledge) in Hélène Cixous and 
Jacques Derrida, Veils, (Trans.) 
Geoffrey Bennington, Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2001, 
and possibly also a subtle reference 
to the book of the social psycholo-
gist Erich Fromm with the title 
To have or to be? (1976), which 
in the German edition has the 
subtitle ‘Die seelischen Grundlagen 
einer neuen Gesellschaft’ (the psy-
chic-spiritual foundations of a new 
society) and develops a programme 
for socioeconomic change.
561) Cixous and Derrida, 2001, p.42.
562) Giuliana Bruno, ‘Surface 
Encounters’ in Supercommunity – 
Diabolical Togetherness Beyond 
Contemporary Art, Julieta Aranda, 
Brian Kuan Wood, Anton Vidokle 
(Eds.), London: Verso, 2017, 
pp.167–172, here 167.
563) German original: Pragmatik 
der Oberflächenspannung oder 
eine Artikulation ästhetischer 
Phänomene im Tun – Experiment 
2: Das Hoffen und Bangen in 
fragilen Verhältnissen. Die Kün-
stlerische Forschung ist möglich, 
weil die Kunst - in meinem Fall 
das Choreographische, Tanz und 
Performance – ein elastisches 
Verhalten zeigen. Ähnlich wie Seif-
enblasen –, wo die Oberflächen-
spannung des Seifenwassers nur 
ein Drittel so groß ist wie die des 
Wassers, unterliegt auch die Küns-
tlerische Forschung einer anderen 
Dynamik als die Künstlerische 
Produktion oder die Wissenschaft. 
Im Beispiel der Seifenblase wird 
die Verdunstung verlangsamt und 
somit werden die Blasen länger 
halten und das ist auch der Grund, 
warum es nicht möglich ist aus 
reinem Wasser Blasen zu machen. 
Das Interesse am Epistemologis-
chen verlangsamt die Verdun-
stung der Kunst. Künstlerische 
Forschung verstanden als eine 
Reflektion des Ästhetischen, ein 
Spiegeln der Interferenzfarben 
und vor allem das Bilden einer 
Membrane, die kommuniziert. Bei 
der Seifenblase wird die Membran 
gehalten von beiden Seiten, von 
innen und außen, aufgrund des 
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PRO C E S S NOT E S ON ST U DIO 
PR AC T IC E :  DE C E M BE R 3 ,  2 0 1 4
If  creations happen in tender revela-
tion, come into being, I feel out my 
artistic decisions, the forms, tones, 
movements, words, darkness and light, 
with measured force or pressure, borne 
by an opening, the becoming of a body, 
bared of representation, instead wilfully 
present, porous, and palpable. Explicit 
body.
In my lecture per formance On Sur face 
Tension: Ref lection and Inter ference 
in Artistic Research (2017) I ask about 
forms of baring that proliferate into 
profundity, and where sur face actu-
ally begins. The lecture per formance 
consisted of three video excerpts,  text 
readings, a children’s game and an ex-
periment for everyone exploring handy 
experiment to the tension and tension 
of elastic relations.
Photos © Mariella Greil / lecture performance: On Surface Tension: 
Reflection and Interference in Artistic Research (2017)
Here an excerpt from the lecture script 
On Sur face Tension: Ref lection and In-
ter ference in Artistic Research (2017). 
While I was reading this section,563 the 
wit(h)nesses were blowing bubbles,  cre-
ating a dreamlike scenario:
Experiment 2: Hope and fear of fragile 
relations 
Artistic research is possible,  because art – 
 in my case the choreographic, dance 
and per formance – shows elastic behav-
iour. Similar to soap bubbles,  where 
the sur face tension of the soap water is 
one third of the sur face tension of clear 
water, also artistic research follows 
different dynamics than artistic produc-
tion or the sciences.  In the example of 
the soap bubble evaporation is slowed 
down, whereby the bubbles last longer. 
This is also the reason why we cannot 
make bubbles from pure water. 
The interest in the epistemological 
slows the evaporation of art.
Artistic research is understood as re-
f lection of the aesthetic,  the shimmering 
of inter ference colours and first and
 foremost the creation of a membrane 
which communicates discoveries and 
discloses knowledge.
In the soap bubble the membrane is 
held from both sides,  from inside and 
from outside, because of the difference
 between gas pressures.  The pressure 
within the bubble is much higher than 
the pressures outside.
Exactly alongside this boundary some-
thing is forming, form taking place, a 
delimited space – in artistic research 
this is the laboratory – a relational mi-
lieu, a f ield, a procedure, for pursuing 
and thinking-doing in a speculative-re-
f lexive way with the means of art about 
a question.
BE C OM I NG SK I N /  BE C OM I NG F L E SH
Text  excer pt  by  Arno Böhler
[…] the sur faces of bodies become 
skin.564 Sensitive zones which capture 
and make their surroundings percep-
tible in a lived-body by cross-linking 
them with all  the f ibres of f lesh availa-
ble to a body. Even if  contact that goes 
under one’s skin is perceived in a lived-
body, the affected body definitely not 
only senses ‘ itself ’ ,  i .e. ,  a body isolated 
from its environment. Wherever sen-
sations occur, that which takes place 
is rather the sensitive localisation of 
one’s own corporeal being-in-the-world 
to which a body is exposed at its phys-
ical sur face everywhere in the world. 
Consequentially,  feeling ‘oneself ’  means 
perceiving oneself  as a body touched by 
others,  exposed to others in the middle 
of the world. One perceives one’s be-
ing towards others,  towards other hu-
man and non-human bodies,  together 
with which one forms a sensorial f ield 
whenever one feels sensations. There-
fore, sensations are not private phe-
nomena. They are forms of transport 
into the world’s world-wide-ness.  Pores 
that provide us with a sensorial – as it 
were haptic approach – to the world’s 
objects,  which then allows us to have 
objects before us so that we then can 
regard them objectively.565
[…] the spirit diffused in the depths of the body has 
come to the surface and evaporated like smoke? That 
explains why the body is transformed and collapses so 
utterly into decay; its inmost foundations are sapped 
by the effusion of the spirit through the limbs and 
through all the body’s winding channels and chinks. 566
The depth of the body comes to the surface in order to va-
porise. ‘The interest in the epistemological slows the evapo-
ration of art’,567 I argued in my lecture performance On Sur-
face Tension: Reflection and Interference in Artistic Research. 
Experiencing my body as emerging body is located in both 
the studio laboratory and in performance. I have discovered 
the distribution of my sense-making throughout the whole 
of my body, from cellular to skin layer, from bone to fascia, 
from elbow to knee. In the routine of somatic practices, at-
tention practices and dance training, and also in a different 
key, but similarly in the heightened awareness of perfor-
mance, I have learned to process information with anticipa-
tion and intuition. Dancing and thinking are bound togeth-
er, and if skilfully activated (which is not a stable condition, 
I think), the body emerges in its profundity and evaporates 
as the sweet sweat of epistemological perception of the oth-
er, the wit(h)ness. Such communication is concrete practice, 
it is the encounter between bodies. Making oneself porous 
means to breathe well. Alva Noë wrote:
We need to draw on understanding, thought, and the 
intellect, if we are to have any hope of doing justice 
to the phenomenon of presence in all its varieties, in-
cluding the distinctive presence of that which with-
draws or has withdrawn. […] Theirs is a withdraw-
ing, unattended, absent presence, but it is a presence 
nonetheless.568
Unterschiedes der zwischen dem 
Gasdruck besteht. Der Druck in 
einer Seifenblase ist höher als der 
Druck außerhalb. Genau an dieser 
Grenze formt sich etwas, eine For-
mung findet statt, ein abgegrenzter 
Raum – In der künstlerischen 
Forschung ist dies das Labor – ein 
relationales Milieu, ein Feld, eine 
Prozedur, um etwas Nachgehen zu 
können oder einfach eine spekula-
tive-reflexive Art und Weise etwas 
zu tun, über eine Frage mit küns-
tlerischen Mitteln nachzudenken.
564) See Nancy, 2008, p.33, on the 
bodies’ becoming skin.
565) See Arno Böhler, ‘Sensorial 
Bodies, Forces – Bodies – Sensa-
tions’, in Gansterer, Cocker, Greil 
(Eds.), 2017, pp.210–213, here 
pp.210–211.
566) Titus Lucretius Carus, De 
rerum natura (On the nature of 
the Universe), (Trans.) Ronald 
Melville, London: Penguin Books, 
1994, p.81.
567) See my lecture performance 
Über die Oberflächenspannung 
in der künstlerischen Forschung: 
Reflexion und Interferenz (2017) 
(On Surface Tension: Reflection and 
Interference in Artistic Research) 
performed as part of Wissenstadt 
Salzburg, Stoffwechsel im_flieger,  
and at the Austrian Cultural Fo-
rum in Budapest.
568) Alva Noe, 2012, p.9.
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Noë continues to emphasise ‘engaged living’ and a holding 
back from over-intellectualising the intellect. I conceive the 
intellect and the body as mines, each unearthing raw mate-
rial that together bring to light the potential for co-presence. 
With co-presence I mean the passing encounters between 
bodies of performers and wit(h)nesses, choreographic 
forms of being in contact with the other, which in that sense 
is the world.
The mortality of the body is a testimony to the cycle of the 
rise and evanescence of the world. The shock and sensory 
reality of the sudden death of my mother moves through my 
work in the form of a shifted understanding of the liminality 
between life and death. It changed my thinking and concep-
tion across the threshold of mortality and vitality. Bareness 
resonates with senses of the mortal in the form of my inten-
sified orientation towards care, surrender and devotion to 
the other.
Handapparatcard © Mariella Greil / Cut-Up I-On
Jean-Luc Nancy elaborates and establishes in La pensée 
dérobée569 (2001) the bare as ‘without aim or end’570 and 
569) Jean-Luc Nancy, La pensée 
dérobée (Naked Thinking), Brussels: 
Yves Gevaert, 2001. I read the 
book in the German translation 
Das nackte Denken, (Trans.) 
Markus Sedlaczek, Zurich: 
Diaphanes, 2014, a compilation of 
essays written by Nancy between 
1996 and 2001 on various occasion 
(details see textual evidence 
pp.229–231), most texts were pub-
lished in a revised version. 
570) Nancy, 2014, p.10.
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Parenthesis.
Loss. 
‘She is fading away. I lightly hold and caress her. 
Tears fall. She is leaving. I stay.’ (memory from 
July 2015). At the deathbed of my mother, I 
unexpectedly encounter the bare. 
Aneurysm. Dilation.
      
Cerebral Angiograms © Creative Commons.
A widening, not only of perception, but also 
relationally. Yes, I do count on a relation across 
the threshold of life and death. We are in con-
tact. You are nearer than ever before.
interpenetration 
[ˌin-tər-ˈpe-nə-ˌtrāt-shən]
Interpenetration is a potential that dwells in performance. It 
holds the space for sharing zones of intensity, an encounter, or 
a co-[i]mplication (Paz Rojo). It is the relational choreogra-
phy of a mutual permeation, pervasion – or in German, Alles-
durchdringung – on the compositional plane.
nude [nyüd]
The nude is the aestheticised artistic representation of an un-
clothed human figure, a body that appears as an abstraction, 
seemingly not naked personally. Maybe it is the grace of art 
which covers up the naked corporeality of the nude?
compares it with desire’s desire that actually withdraws 
[dérobe], and therewith opens up towards infinity. He writes:
Infinitely close and to touch the desire of the other, 
but in this way infinitely withdrawn and still to reach. 
[…] The nudity always retreats further than any ex-
posure, in this way it is nudity. It is not a state, but a 
movement [my emphasis], and indeed the liveliest of 
all movements – alive to death, the last nakedness.571
The last withdrawal, death, as we lose contact, becomes an 
intense encounter with a bare body. Being as bare as we 
can be. ‘Exactly because of care for life death is the radical-
ly banned, which can only massively rupture, when those 
until then unknown boundaries of life are set.’572 I start-
ed from the notion of ‘bare life’ (in reference to Giorgio 
Agamben’s work) and the naked body. I coined ‘bare bod-
ies’ in relation to a fundamental attitude of baring reflected 
on the horizon of the arts as courageous entanglement of 
historical visualisation [Sichtbarmachung] and political re-
sponsibility. I read that life as such had formerly manifested 
as divided into bios and zoè, politically qualified and pure 
life, public and private, vegetative life and life in relation to 
others. Our contemporary condition is ‘a dislocation or dis-
persion, which transgresses the interiority of the subject and 
connects it to its surroundings and other subjects, living and 
passed away’.573 I intensely felt the expanded relation to my 
mother across the divide between life and death.
Nicole C. Karafyllis attends to skin in its mediality, because 
it is ‘not considered a mere surface nor a physical contain-
er but instead as a hybrid of constantly rearranging natural 
and social orders’.574 This quote for me braids together the 
complex interweaving of my conception of bare bodies, as 
571) I encountered this text in 
German, so adding the German 
version here feels meaningful: 
‘Unendlich nah und dem Begehren 
des Anderen zu berühren gegeben, 
aber auf diese Weise auch unend-
lich zurückgezogen und immer 
erst noch zu erreichen. […] Die 
Nacktheit zieht sich stets weiter 
zurück als alle Entblößung, auf 
ebendiese Weise ist sie Nacktheit. 
Sie ist kein Zustand, sondern eine 
Bewegung, und zwar die lebendig-
ste aller Bewegungen – lebendig 
bis in den Tod, die letzte Nack-
theit’. Ibid., p.10.
572) Original text in German: 
‘Gerade, weil der Tod das aus der 
Sorge ums Leben radikal verbannt 
ist, kann er nur massiv einbrechen, 
wenn eine bis dahin unbekannte 
Grenze des Lebens gesetzt wird’. 
(Katherina Zakravsky, ‘Enthül-
lungen. Zur Kritik des “nackten 
Lebens”’, in Ludger Schwarte 
(Ed.), Auszug aus dem Lager: 
Zur Überwindung des modernen 
Raumparadigmas in der politischen 
Philosophie, Bielefeld: Transcript, 
2007, pp.59–77, here p.64.)
573) Terry Smith, The contempo-
rary composition, Berlin: Sternberg 
Press, 2016, p.9.
574) Nicole C. Karafyllis, ‘Endoge-
nous Design and Biofacts: Tissues 
and Networks in Bio Art and Life 
Science’, pp.43–58 in sk-interfaces, 
2008, Liverpool: Liverpool Univer-
sity Press and FACT.
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bodies that perform skin, attending to natural order and the 
choreography of the social. I am not so much engaging with 
an interest in rearranging orders, I am not modifying the 
materiality of the skin, but I am modifying the materiality of 
the thought about the skin in relation to its social meaning. 
Beyond bio-materiality, I am not even going with my work 
to the threshold of modifying or manipulating skin, yet the 
difficult question lingers: how to attend to the ‘inbetween-
ness’ of skin? Skin is neither interior nor exterior, but me-
diates between the internally fluid and changeable and the 
external or peripheral hardening, the becoming of a mem-
brane, the dermis, an image, a representation. Karafyllis 
states that ‘in the face of the other the skin cannot be ob-
jectified’,575 but it can cross the boundary between public 
and private, nature and culture. Furthermore, she speaks of 
‘an ongoing biologization of the soul, the innermost part of 
living beings which is assigned no specific location’.576 Both 
attempts at locating the innermost or the outermost are re-
dundant. What we can experience instead is the generative 
mining of deep surfaces.
For me a bare body manifests in its existential profundity, 
when meaningfulness becomes a reality between my body 
and the body of the other, whether in life or art is a matter of 
modulation, intensity, ramifications, obviously happening 
under quite different auspices. From another perspective 
the psychologist Martin Seligman writes: ‘Human beings, 
ineluctably, want meaning and purpose in life. The Mean-
ingful Life consists in belonging to and serving something 
that you believe is bigger than the self […].’577 Interestingly, 
Byung Chul Han re-establishes the religious dimension of 




577) See Seligman, 2011, p.11–12.
578) For detailed tracing of his ar-
gument see Byung-Chul Han, The 
Burnout Society, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2015, p.59.
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If late-modern achievement society has reduced us all 
to bare life, then it is not just people at the margins 
or in a state of exception – that is, the excluded – but 
all of us without exception, who are homines sacri. 
[…] Here the word sacer doesn’t mean ‘accursed’ but 
‘holy’. Now bare, sheer life itself is holy, and so it must 
be preserved at any cost.579
The relation between an emergence of bare bodies and the 
ethics and care for life gets to the heart of my search for 
the spiritual dimension in both life and work. I find embod-
ied responses to my philosophical questions in my dance 
practice. The thesis had provided a framing that allowed for 
articulation of philosophical anchoring by developing my 
own language, such as the ideation of Choreo-Ethical Praxis, 
which I elaborate in the next chapter.
Drawing © Mariella Greil / Heart.
579) Byung-Chul Han, 2015, p.19.
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580) See Flaminio Gualdoni, The 
History of the Nude, Milano: Skira 
Editore S.p.A., 2012, p.9.
581) I realised that Robert An-
telme is Robert Antelme, not the 
author, writer or poet Robert An-
telme. He is being himself with his 
life story, his relations. His life is a 
memorial of a bare body’s move-
ment along the precarious line 
between named and nameless, he 
is the one who is Robert Antelme, 
he found shelter in his name, as he 
survived a nameless death. 
582) Robert Antelme, The Human 
Race, (Trans.) Jeffrey Haight and 
Annie Mahler, Evanston: The 
Marlboro Press, 1998/1957.
583) See Jean-Luc Nancy, ‘Robert 
Antelme’s Two Sentences’, in 
Daniel Dobbels (Ed.), On Robert 
Antelme’s Human Race: Essays 
and Commentary, (Trans.) Jeffrey 
Haight, Evanston: The Marlboro 
Press, 2003, pp.113–114.
584) See 2.1. Figures – Methods – 
Practices of Being in Contact, p.133.
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4 .  BE I NG A N D  BE C OM I NG
I begin this chapter on Being and 
Becoming with Jean-Luc Nancy’s 
reflection on Robert Antelme’s Two 
Sentences. Robert Antelme,581 married to the writer and 
film maker Marguerite Duras, was active in the French ré-
sistance and got imprisoned in the concentration camp in 
Dachau in 1944. He survived the so-called death march, the 
evacuation of the camps during the end phase of World War 
II. His autobiographic book L’espèce humaine (The Human 
Race582) from 1947 was one of the first detailed accounts of 
the cruelties of the Nazi regime. The book’s publication co-
incided with his divorce from Duras. I appreciate the clarity 
in Jean Luc Nancy’s writing as he attends to the dimensions 
of being in relation to what he called ‘Robert Antelme’s Two 
Sentences’:
The first sentence declares that ‘man’ (which consti-
tutes his species, what is special to him) is nothing 
other than an absolute, impenetrable resistance to 
annihilation […], he is being, or existence, as abso-
lute affirmation. This affirmation is sufficient; it is the 
affirmation of nothing outside itself. It is sufficient 
‘unto itself ’, although in itself it has no ‘self ’. This 
sentence defines an ontology and an ethic: an ontol-
ogy without substance or subject, an ethic without 
morality or right. It defines the ethos of being in the 
face of the nothingness that it is itself.583 [The last two 
emphases are mine.]
I argue for an analogy between the described ontology and 
the bare bodies’ ontology. I have earlier introduced the no-
tion of the layered self 584 as porous selfhood composed of 
In the  beginning the  body was  not  naked,  it 
s imply  was .
Flaminio Gualdoni580
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plural, simultaneous layers of selves, not stabilised into one 
self. On that base, I examine self as affirmative, malleable, 
and resistant to annihilation. I argue for affirmation against 
annihilation, a kind of self-sufficiency in an autopoiet-
ic sense that the self folds unto itself, is sufficient to itself 
though porous to other tender, malleable selves (no sub-
stantiations needed). Such exceptional workings form the 
particular space that performance offers to both performer 
and wit(h)ness: the unconditional openess to experience, 
be it violent, erotic, boring, the scope is infinite. Similarly, 
the ethics of the bare is mobile rather than fixed, its attri-
butions are in movement (khoreia). Choreo-ethics is not 
liable to pre-established morals. But before looking at my 
ideation around choreo-ethics,585 choreography is ground-
ed in the body’s double task: Being and Becoming, revealing 
its presence unto itself, resisting its elimination. It is total 
affirmation of its being itself just as it is subject to constant 
becoming. I perceive an insistence and affirmation of the 
ethic of being in the midst of movement’s relational becom-
ing, as there is always a form of movement to the perfor-
mance of choreography, even if we expand the notion of 
choreography beyond human agency. The ontology of bare 
bodies ‘without substance and subject’ (see Nancy’s quote) 
reveals bareness in its plain potential for sense-making at 
the stratum of existence, in an affirmative movement. An 
urgency for non-subjective performativity arises from that 
ground and with that movement and claims aesthetic-po-
litical cultivation.
The second sentence – as Nancy resumes – refers to ‘a po-
etics of being’. He writes: ‘A poetics of being, or of what 
exists, newly born to the sense that it is, newly born to 
the feeling of absenting itself, thrust up from nothing, 
for nothing, a poetics that engages the praxis of the same 
585) See 4.1. Being Human and 
Choreo-Ethical Praxis, p.269 ff..
586) Sue Taylor highlights Hans 
Bellmer’s statement that: ‘the 
affective images man creates of his 
body will not correspond to the re-
flection in the mirror.’ (p.101) and 
she attends to Bellmer’s convic-
tion that ‘mathematical processes 
operate not just in the abstract but 
in the flesh. The body participates 
in intellectual life.’ See Sue Taylor, 
‘Pseudorationality and the Virtual 
Body’ in Hans Bellmer. The 
Anatomy of Anxiety, Cambridge, 
Mass.: MIT Press, 2002.
587) See Jean-Pierre Dubost [alias 
Heinz, Jean-Pierre], ‘Wie soll 
ich ihr einen organlosen Körp-
er machen? Einige Gedanken 
zu Bellmers Kunst’ in Heinz & 
Tholen (Eds.), Schizo-Schleichwege: 
Beiträge zum Anti-Ödipus, (‘How 
am I supposed to make her an or-
ganless body? Some Thoughts on 
Bellmer’s Art’ in Heinz & Tholen 
(Eds.), Schizo-Hidden Paths: Con-
tributions to Anti-Oedipus) 1983, 
pp.107–111, here p.109.
588) See Sue Taylor, Hans Bellmer. 
The Anatomy of Anxiety, Cam-
bridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2002.
589) For elaborations on synthetic 
processes of body anagrams see 
Marvin Altner, Hans Bellmer: Die 
Spiele der Puppe: zu den Puppen-
darstellungen in der Bildenden 
Kunst von 1914–1938. Weimar: 
VDG, 2005, pp.123–146.
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PR I VAT E I N V E ST IG ATOR’ S 
DR E A M M AC H I N E
As an embodied contention, the work 
imagines an (im)possible future of a 
body that multiplies,  modifies,  and 
transgresses itself.  A micro-choreography 
evolves of a body morphing and dou-
bling. A cruel,  sensuous and strangely 
poetic monstrosity made through re-
lentless distortion with the help of the 
mirror machine,586 the core element of 
Private Investigator’s Dream Machine, 
imagining the grim perversion of pro-
cessed body images and pseudo-organ-
ic symmetry in f luid, f leshy and futile 
creatures.  With this work, I attend to 
the (im)possible future of a (genetically) 
modified body that multiplies,  meshes 
with and transgresses itself  as a body. 
As per former, I am confronted with the 
doubling of myself.  The relationship 
between self-perception, observation and 
surveillance gets probed. The dichotomy 
between object and subject,  human and 
machine becomes visible,  as I encounter 
the other of myself  on the screen.
Video Stills © Private Investigator’s Dream Machine / choreography and 
performance: Mariella Greil / live-video composite: Synes Elischka.
Private Investigator’s Dream Machine 
is ‘a perpetual reorganization of the 
body’587 and emerged in contiguity to my 
preoccupation with an organless body as 
looming in Bellmer’s phantastic-realistic 
works around the anatomy of the uncon-
scious or anxious body588 and body ana-
grams.589 When tracing the origins of the 
concept of the organless body590 to the 
Theatre of Cruelty by Antonin Artaud591, 
Stephan Günzel writes that ‘the f leshly, 
cruel images pulp and hypnotise the sen-
sibility of the spectators […]’.592 Private 
Investigator’s Dream Machine lays bare 
the neither natural nor artif icial con-
tact between per former and spectator, 
set-up and movement. Its techné is expo-
sure, the in-between, negotiated between 
us, locating touch in the movement we 
make, the movement to come, sur facing 
on the screen. ‘The places,  the sites of 
the existence of being, are henceforth the
 exposition of the bodies,  that is,  their 
laying bare […]’.593 The work.station for 
spectators invites the activation of expo-
sure and opened up the possibilities for 
encountering bare bodies in becoming. 
The installation allowed an experience 
of a body always in forming, constant 
becoming, preceding organism or system. 
The set-up enabled the mutual creation 
of technical organs and spaces and was 
inhabited by new composite bodies sur-
facing at the skin of the screen.
Photocollage © Synes Elischka / Private Investigator’s Dream Machine / 
performance and choreography: Mariella Greil.
In my project Private Investigator’s Dream 
Machine there are three sections. The f irst 
two are per formed with clothes, the third 
(and last) section is per formed without 
clothes. The per formance begins with 
entering the space of being double. I  en-
counter the ‘other’  of myself  on the screen, 
the twin image stereoscopically doubled. 
It is  a space exclusively dedicated to pres-
ence, withholding past and future. The 
dance solely consists of sequentiality and 
directionality. In the second section a shift 
happens, the two collapse into one dys-
morphic body, and a different quality and 
space arise.  I  search for the body’s central 
axis,  where the vir tual body meets itself. 
Itchiness,  the pulling off  of some sur face, 
skin, shell ,  and there is no rest,  though my 
body stands still  on one spot.  The hands 
and head move along my uprightness,  and 
I remember Pessoa, ‘The Book of Disqui-
et’605,  un-quieting a desired restful,  cen-
tred body. I seem to have entered the met-
aphysical plane, my concentration is fully 
with the creature that comes and becomes 
there on the screen. It is  a being that is all 
dependent on my movements and a be-
coming that is all  free. In the third part, 
my body is bare, cradled on the ground, 
a static superposition of the body with its 
double. The reality of the vir tual becomes 
an experience of a third body as the physi-
cality of the amalgamated body emerges in 
distortion on the screen.
I activated bare bodies in my works 
Zakra (2004), Private Investigator’s 
Dream Machine (2010), Trilogy (2005), 
which carve out the elision of identity. 
In the tableau vivant Zakra, the bare 
body revealed itself  as a provocative 
being present (‘presencing’) in the midst 
of the sacredness and morality of the 
space of a catholic chapel.594 Private 
Investigator’s Dream Machine lays bare 
the stereoscopic apparatus that creates 
a third, synthesised bare body.595 And 
Trilogy creates three movement mono-
chromes, each exhausting the variations 
of rotation, the turning around a frag-
ment of movement, and thus creating 
the conditions for the emergence of a 
bare body.596 The dancers and choreo- 
graphers Angela Schubot and Jared 
Gradinger explicitly state: ‘what they 
are instead of (2009) searches to ex-
haust the “I” in order to make it disap-
pear. Their subsequent piece is maybe 
(2011) goes even further by producing 
a hybrid being, without identity […].’597 
What all  these works have in common 
is that they go beyond identity, they 
face nothingness as the condition from 
which bare bodies (not contained in 
‘I’)  emerge. Instead, the laying bare of 
being in contact takes place, be it  physi-
cal,  imaginative, acoustic or visual.  The 
qualities of withdrawal, displacement, 
wrong-placedness,  destruction, fragility,
Being and Becoming
endurance, friction of or with the bare 
body arise.  Such affective forces speak 
to the conditions of bare bodies,  they 
prepare the ground for disclosures.
In my work, I engage with the ongo-
ing circular movement between poiesis 
(making) and poetics (ref lecting598 the 
made with artistic or literary means).
ethos.’599 In this chapter I invoke the ethical notion of ‘bare 
being’ in resonance with the thinking of the philosophers 
Agamben,600 Nancy,601 Han602 and recent practices in con-
temporary choreography and performance. Throughout my 
thesis I refer to the choreographic as being in contact, as an 
ethico-relational practice.603 I especially highlight the affec-
tive movement of encounter with the bare when audiences 
make contact with choreographic works in which the body – 
or the choreography – emerges as bare through revelation, 
provocation, articulation. In line with Erin Manning and 
Petra Sabisch, both writer-artists who unfold approaches to 
choreography that are informed by Deleuze’s conceptualis-
ation of becoming604 and the creation of intensive zones, I 
take relation as core for developing a methodology of the 
choreographic. 
My thesis Being in Contact: Encountering a Bare Body 
evolves from my practice of performing and wit(h)ness-
ing recent and current work in the specialised field of new 
choreography. I draft being and becoming as coming to the 
fore, whereas acting and directing fade into the background, 
which makes a major difference in planes, modes and tones 
of composition. I deliberately resist the radical notion of ever 
just becoming, without being, because from my perspective, 
being and becoming are two mutually productive modes in-
herent to the ontology of performance.606 This conception 
relates to my understanding of bareness, it continuously 
becomes and comes-with-another, in search of revealing or 
laying bare. To bare as a verb – or even used as an adjective, 
as in bare body – indicates a process in motion, a form of 
becoming, whether a process taking place or a result of such 
a process, attributing a quality. In my understanding, ‘bare’ 
relates to existence. ‘Everything that exists only becomes and 
never is’,’607 writes Jon Roffe on Deleuze’s work. So, then, 
590) See elaborations on Deleuze’s 
terminology Body without Organs 
(BwO), footnote 132, p.60.
591) See Marc Rölli, Wie verschafft 
man sich einen organlosen Körper? 
Zur dialektischen Schlüpfrigkeit 
der Differenz (How do you get an 
organless body? On the dialectical 
slipperiness of difference), http://
www.literaturkritik.de/public/
rezension.php?rez_id=1617
592) See Stephan Günzel, Imma-
nenz. Zum Philosophiebegriff von 
Gilles Deleuze (Immanence. On 
the philosophy concept of Gilles 
Deleuze), Essen: Die Blaue Eule 
Verlag, 1998.
593) See Jean-Luc Nancy, Corpus, 
Zurich: Diaphanes, 2007/2000, 
pp.78–79. My translation. In 
German: ‘Die Orte, die Stätten der 
Existenz des Seins, sind von nun 
an die Exposition der Körper, das 











598) Reflection comes from late 
Latin reflexionem, in reference to 
surfaces throwing back light or 
heat.I follow this line of thought 
in my performative lecture Surface 
tension (2017). Rubbings of surfac-
es generate heat, which has here a 
positive charge, see the previous 
discussion of Beuys’s Installation 
‘Unschlitt/Tallow (Wärmeskulptur 
auf Zeit hin angelegt)’ (1977).
599) Ibid., p.114.
600) Agamben unfolds the concept 
of bare life as sheer biological fact. 
In his book Nudities he develops 
the argument of an identity with-
out the Person, purely determined 
by biological facts, which are 
recorded by the apparatus with ret-
ina recognition as biometric data, 
beyond one’s will or control. As a 
consequence, this being no longer 
recognised by another human, 
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deeply troubles the construction 
of a personal ethics (see Nudities, 
pp.52–53). However, he retains the
 potential for ‘humanity that 
always exists even in the extreme 
posthistorical threshold in which 
Western humanity seems to have 
stranded’ (ibid., p.52) and calls for 
a search of the ‘new figure of the 
human’ (ibid., p.54). See Giorgio 
Agamben, Nudities, Stanford: Stan-
ford University Press, 2011/2009.
601) Nancy and Ferrari engage 
with the bareness of thought, the 
surface of the skin as they move-
think along 26 images. Artist 
and thinker fall together as they 
collaboratively work their way 
through the Alphabet, which is 
the simple structure underlying 
the compilation of texts, allowing 
for a complex unexpected web of 
both connections and disparities. 
They reveal the nudity of being. 
See Jean-Luc Nancy and Federico 
Ferrari, Being Nude – The Skin 
of Images, New York: Fordham 
University Press, 2014/2006. 
602) See Byung-Chul Han, 2015, 
p.14 and p.18. Han speculates on 
‘a horizon of meaning extended 
beyond bare life’ (p.18). He writes 
‘Only human beings can dance’ 
and therewith ‘escapes the achieve-
ment-principle entirely’. (p.14). For 
him, out of ‘a lack of Being arise 
nervousness and unease’ (p.18). 
603) See Manning, 2009; and 
Sabisch, 2011.
604) For relevant ruminations 
concerning my understanding of 
becoming, please see Manning’s 
‘Introduction: Events of Rela-
tion Concepts in the Making’ 
(Manning, 2009, pp.5–11) and her 
chapter 6 ‘From Biopolitics to the 
Biogram, or How Leni Riefenstahl 
Moves through Fascism’ (ibid., 
pp.119–141), and also Sabisch’s 
chapter 1 ‘Contamination’ (Sabisch, 
2011, pp.17–93).
605) I read it in German. Fernando 
Pessoa, Das Buch der Unruhe – des 
Hilfsbuchhalters Bernardo Soares, 
(Trans.) Inés Koebel, Frankfurt: 
Fischer, 2011.
606) Here I deliberately choose the 
term performance, which embrac-
es dance and choreography as well 
as contemporary performances 
and live art. For me this seems to 
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becoming a bare body. In accordance with Roffe I affirm the 
bare body – as I conceptualise it here – in constant move-
ment, always becoming, though for me being and becom-
ing are not in opposition to each other, but are adjacent to 
each other. For me, the kairotic being of ‘now moments’ falls 
into becoming which gravitates and collapses in a dynamic 
way into being, therewith becoming a circular movement 
or better a Moebius strip. I emphasise the linking word and 
in the title of the chapter: Being and Becoming. It connects 
the vitality of the moment with the movement towards the 
bare bodies’ emergence. So, then, being a bare body. Becom-
ing-a-bare-body dances between being and becoming. It is 
exactly the relay between the concepts of being (Nancy) and 
becoming (Deleuze) which I negotiate through my practice, 
both as a performer and wit(h)ness. Nancy writes: ‘That Be-
ing is being-with, absolutely, this is what we must think.’608 
More than eighty years ago (in 1936, to be accurate), T.S. 
Eliot famously wrote in his poem Burnt Norton: ‘At the still 
point of the turning world. Neither flesh nor fleshless; / 
Neither from nor towards; at the still point, there the dance 
is.’609 Bare bodies are still bodies. Still acts in dance bring 
forth bare bodies, they get born through attending to their 
presence. Nancy writes: ‘To be born is the name of being.’610 
Those bare bodies are emergent bodies, at the same time 
they are becoming bodies. And Agamben argues: ‘At the still 
point, there where the potential of dance waits to become 
movement, there are “the bodies to come”’.611
Becoming is always double, that which becomes and that from 
which it becomes in its transformative becoming as different 
from what it was. This goes too for that other birth of bodies – 
choreographies – meanings. I argue for a correspondence 
between the processual genesis of creation and birth. Giving 
birth, giving voice, making songs, a gift to listen to, to receive. 
be the adequate word to describe 
the broad notion I aim for at this 
point of my argument.
607) Jon Roffe, ‘Deleuze‘, Article in 
Internet Encyclopedia of Philoso-
phy. Available at http://www.utm.
edu/research/iep/d/deleuze.htm 
[accessed January 15, 2018].
608) See Nancy, 1996/2000, p.61.
609) My emphasis. The full 
paragraph (lines 64–69) of Burnt 
Norton, Section 2 is: 
‘At the still point of the turning 
world. Neither flesh nor fleshless; 
Neither from nor towards; at the 
still point, there the dance is, 
But neither arrest nor movement. 
And do not call it fixity,  
Where past and future are gath-
ered. Neither movement from nor 
towards, 
Neither ascent nor decline. Except 
for the point, the still point, 
There would be no dance, and 
there is only the dance.’ (T.S. Eliot, 
Gesammelte Gedichte 1909–1962, 
Collected Poems 1909–1962 (bi-
lingual edition), Eva Hesse (Ed.), 
Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1988/1972, 
p.282.
610) See Jean-Luc Nancy, The birth 
of presence, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1993, p.3.
611) See Giorgio Agamben ‘Les 
corps à venir. Lire ce qui n’a jamais 
été écrits’, in Desclée de Brouwer 
(Ed.), Image et memoire, 2004, 
pp.113–119. 
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Repeating, insisting, prescribing, writing poetry, coming to 
meet. Responding, reverberating, replying. Language. Cho-
reography. Translating, figuring as there is no beginning, but 
polyvalent returns of responses and resonances.
Nancy writes about writing: ‘Who writes, listens, commits 
to and engages in listening and through listening.’612 Ech-
oes. Listening to scattered echoes. He continues: ‘To write 
means to engage in an encounter, to approach an encoun-
ter and to make the promise of an encounter.’613 Nancy’s 
approach to writing resonates strongly with my artistic 
understanding of dance-making and choreography, since 
my work almost always intends to invite an encounter with 
the other(s). My choreographic work never happens alone 
or isolated, though often self-initiated and on my own. My 
body becomes a vascular body, resonant of other voices, vi-
brant of movements, unclosed to opening, an opening up of 
the body towards self and other. This opening is an intense 
leaning towards the future, engaging with what is to come. 
The movement cannot stay in itself, it needs reverberation 
and addressing, this is where the public comes in. Standstill 
(in distinction to a still life) would be a non-movement or 
movement without moving, collapsing into mute, meaning-
less, secretive movement. For me choreography, as choreo – 
more than one, graphy – writing, is the movement between 
being and becoming. Nancy writes: ‘The writing is the name 
of this reverberation, this resonance of the voice. It is the call, 
the encounter and the commitment that determines the call 
to meet.’617 In my case this manifests as choreography, which 
actualises in and through the dancing body, and also in the 
reading of my writings in lecture performances. My aspira-
tion is to engage in the artistic-political meaning of poetics of 
encounter and also the poetic dimension of a language cho-
reography. Creating a resonant container, a vital vessel that 
612) My translation. In German: 
‘Wer schreibt, hört und verp-
flichtet sich zum und engagiert 
sich im Zuhören und durch sein 
Zuhören’. See Nancy, Das nackte 
Denken, 2014/2001, p.203.
613) Ibid., p.203. In German: 
‘Schreiben heißt, sich in einer 
Begegnung engagieren, heißt auf 
eine Begegnung zugehen und das 
Versprechen einer Begegnung 
eingehen’.
614) See the section on ‘An 
Epilogue to Doing – Quartet in 
Words’ with Ulrika Berg, Samara 
Davis, Mariella Greil, Rasmus 
Ölme in Mariella Greil and Vera 
Sander (Eds.), (per)forming feed-
back, 2016, pp.46–56, here p.54.
615) Jean-Luc Nancy, The birth 
of presence, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1993, p.4.
616) See Hélène Cixous, ‘The laugh 
of the Medusa’, in Camille Roman, 
Suzanne Juhasz and Cristanne 
Miller (Eds.), The Women and 
Language Debate: A Sourcebook, 
New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers 
University Press, 1994,p.83). 
See also a collection of narratives 
around the bold reality of moth-
erhood, nurture and violence in 
Elske Rahill, In White Ink, London: 
Apollo, 2017.
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NA M E S A N D T H E PL A N E OF 
BE I NG .
A short excursion ‘On being – Miguel 
Gutierrez’ for underpinning my argu-
ment that names matter (not in the 
sense of name dropping) but in their 
relation between names and the plane 
of being. So far this issue appeared only 
tangentially in footnotes in its econom-
ic labelling dimension (footnote 356), 
and brief ly in its aff irmative dimension 
as named (in distinction to nameless, 
see footnote 589). Now in a closer con-
sideration the relation between being 
and naming is examined. The art writer 
Samara Davis narrates in Epilogue to 
Doing – Quartet in Words:
There’s a part of a per formance by Miguel 
Gutierrez that this idea of self-expres-
sion in contemporary dance brings me 
back to it.  He spends the last f ive minutes 
of Retrospective Exhibitionist (2005), 
naked, on all  fours,  almost convulsing 
and wrenching out these unintelligible 
sounds from his body. He repeatedly 
pushes out these cries until  they slowly 
transform into language, into something 
he articulates as ‘I  am’. After scream-
ing the then articulated ‘I am’s’  several 
times, all  the sudden he snaps upright 
and says plainly : Miguel Gutierrez.614
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Samara Davis sees Gutierrez’s physical 
working-through as aff irmative like the 
‘I  am’, not so much in its relation to a 
stable identity but in aff irming these 
processes before the naming, even if  it 
is  in the service of naming or getting 
to some kind of intelligibility.  That his 
upright snap was so quick in relation 
to the long f ive minutes of strenuous 
physical transformation, in her view 
demonstrates how powerful the naming 
is,  that it  can subsume so much com-
plexity in a second, and reorder time 
and space.
For me the power of naming (resonant 
in any kind of writing and also in this 
choreography of text) attends to the 
becoming of a being that wants to be-
come, it  is  a bir th of more than a name, 
the bir th of a being that is in becoming. 
Nancy writes:  ‘To be born: to f ind our-
selves exposed, to ex-ist.  Existence is an 
imminence of existence.’615
‘… a woman is never far from a “moth-
er” (I mean outside her role functions: 
the “mother” as a nonname and source 
of goods).  There is always within her at 
least a little of that good mother’s milk. 
She writes in white ink’.616
Hélène Cixous
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It was a hot day. My belly round, but I 
still  could have covered up that I was 
two. Inside me the haunting that some-
thing would happen today. It was not 
the time yet,  we all  knew. Still ,  it  had to 
be that way. Giving birth unexpectedly. 
Thrownness.  Breathing. Strength. Out. 
Push. Too fragile to breathe on his own. 
Every cell  wanting to live. Each cell 
f ighting to withstand, we stand with you 
in love. Miraculously tiny hands and 
feet,  a beating heart.  I  see your defence-
less desire to live. My heart at once full 
of love and gentleness.  We are here for 
each other. A transgenerational bound 
conveyed in this happening, that we 
have borne in the face of our common 
bare bodies.  All  naked. Separated be-
fore we were ready for it.  Remembering 
the act,  he cutting the umbilical cord. 
You being born – prematurely – into the 
world, me into motherhood. Among us, 
we knew that we had both walked the 
slim line between death and life and 
either have survived. Me giving bir th to 
you. Miracle.  Encountering a new form 
of us, while being in contact with an 
immense life/death force. Bare.
Remembering the bir th of my son on 
June 9, 2010.
has the capacity to resonate, to reverberate, for being recep-
tive to phrasings of meaning- A fugue of sensate, aesthetic 
experience of being-with through the interwoven activity 
and passivity of sharing emerges, a desire for the other as 
resonant body. This can clearly be attributed to the resonant 
character of meaning itself, its original concern. Becoming 
is difficult to grasp in a dialectic analysis often applied in bi-
nary oppositions or representations. Instead of polarisations, 
the being in contact makes for a synthesising encounter with 
the bare body. A bare body emerges and only in its relational 
recognition becomes the qualified body in performance. Still, 
the bare bodies in choreography stay bare in their original 
sense, even while qualifying through the encounter, the im-
plied community. Without the other, without the wit(h)ness 
the bare body has no significance. Its meaning and weight 
are relationally and ethically negotiated. Even if it might be 
a female Don Quixotian dream618 of a performative form of 
being human in its richest profundity, it is a valid, hetero-
topic proposition.
617) Ibid., p.204. In German: ‘Die 
Schrift ist der Name dieses Wider-
halls, dieser Resonanz der Stimme. 
Sie ist der Ruf, die Begegnung und 
das Engagement, das den Ruf zur 
Begegnung bedingt’.
618) Kathy Acker writes: ‘Lan-
guage presupposes community. 
Therefore without you, nothing I 
say has any meaning. […] Where 
and when have people gotten along 
together and allowed each other to 
dream publicly? That is, to do art?’ 
See Kathy Acker, Don Quixote: 
Which Was a Dream, New York: 
Grove Press, 1986, p.202. 
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4 . 1 .  BE I NG H UM A N A N D C HOR E O -
ET H IC A L PR AX I S
Throughout my thesis, my focus 
lies on a discussion of choreo-
graphing relations of and through 
modes of baring as negotiated 
along the threshold of the ethical. In this chapter, I explore 
the notion of being human in its choreo-ethical scope, 
in resonance with Agamben’s concept of ‘bare life’ and a 
Deleuzian understanding of ethics.620 I do not refer to a tra-
ditional set of questions of morality or normative concepts 
of right and wrong, but rather take the forming of relations 
in their aesthetic-ethical, choreographic dimension as core. 
I am interested in making these relations productive as a cre-
ative set of tools for dance-making and performance, as well 
as for the ongoing project of humanisation. In my view, such 
project matters as key to dance-making, includes expanding 
perception and sensibility and has the potential to lead to-
wards increased ecological intelligence. Choreo-ethics621 is 
the ideation I propose around an enfleshed, incarnate eth-
ics shaped by the social and the choreographic, inextricably 
entangled as they are. The question of sociality emerges in 
its complex choreographic differentiations. Andrew Hewitt 
uses the term social choreography,622 which mediates be-
tween an aesthetic continuum and social organisation. He 
advocates careful reflection on the modes of production of 
social relations and aesthetic ideologies, and emphasises 
the (social) work of art rather than its manifestation as ar-
tefact. He speaks of ‘a space in which social possibilities are 
both rehearsed and performed’.623 For me, it is not either the 
communicational structures and process of art or an arte-
fact that show up in performed relational assemblages; in 
my understanding, they are co-constitutive, as there would 
‘It  i s  not  the  consciousness  of  men,  their 
being,  but ,  conversely,  their  socia l  being that 
determines  their  consciousness .’  
Karl Marx619
619) In German: ‘Es ist nicht das 
Bewußtsein der Menschen, das 
ihr Sein, sondern umgekehrt, ihr 
gesellschaftliches Sein, das ihr 
Bewußtsein bestimmt’. Karl Marx, 
‘Zur Kritik der Politischen Ökon-
omie – Vorwort’ in Karl Marx/
Friedrich Engels – Werke, Band 
13, Berlin: (Karl) Dietz Verlag, 
7.Auflage 1971, unveränderter 
Nachdruck der 1. Auflage 1961, 
Berlin/DDR, pp.7–11, here p.9. 
(Karl Marx, ‘The Critique of 
Political Economy – Foreword’ 
in Collected Works of Karl Marx 
/ Frederick Engels, Volume 13, 
Berlin: (Karl) Dietz Verlag, 7th 
edition 1971, unchanged reprint of 
the 1st edition 1961, Berlin / DDR, 
pp.7–11, here p.9.
620) ‘Notably, within his meta-
physics he [Deleuze] favored a 
Spinozian concept of a plane of 
immanence with everything a 
mode of one substance, and thus 
on the same level of existence. He 
[Deleuze] argued, then, that there 
is no good and evil, but rather only 
relationships [emphasis added] 
which are beneficial or harmful 
to the particular individuals. This 
ethics influences his approach to 
society and politics, especially 
as he was so politically active in 
struggles for rights and freedoms.’ 
See http://www.iep.utm.edu/
deleuze [accessed January 20, 
2011].
621) I presented the ideation of 
choreo-ethics in footnote 29, p.33.
622) See Andrew Hewitt, Social 
Choreography: Ideology as Per-
formance in Dance and Everyday 
Movement, Durham: Duke Univer-
sity Press, 2005.
623) Ibid., p.4.
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be no choreographic artefact without the relations, and vice 
versa. So, what do those possibilities of social choreography 
reveal about bare bodies and their political function today? 
What are the complexities at stake in the social choreogra-
phy of being human?
Choreo-ethics attends to the distance guarded by the hy-
phen, the gap between choreo in the sense of ‘in movement’ 
or from chorus ‘more than one’, and ethics as relating to one’s 
ethical attitude.624 Choreo-ethics – as I argue – means the 
assembly of values in motion and their situated negotiation 
in relation to the responsibility of being human. My curi-
osity for working with the human form (Gestalt of the hu-
man) and being human in its contingencies, resonances,625 
resilience, just as my sympathy for significant artistic con-
tributions to the shaping (Gestaltung) of society, led me to 
explore the field of social aesthetics, which has gained some 
currency in the last decade, especially in the field of sociol-
ogy. My investigations were both intellectual and practical. 
With projects such as Basic Income Dance or method lab 
openings during Choreo-graphic Figures: Deviations from 
the line, I had developed ‘containers’ for inquiring into how 
to approach my practice from the perspective of social aes-
thetics and the forming of temporary communities. I found 
a recent sociomusicological publication particularly useful 
in respect to those communal interactions. Georgina Born, 
Eric Lewis and Will Straw introduced a conceptualisation 
of the aesthetic as immanently social and political.626 In my 
work, I recognise and emphasise the critical and solidaris-
ing potential of aesthetic public spheres. Also, Peter Blouw 
argues that ‘the social and the aesthetic are mutually consti-
tutive, and neither in isolation can explain artistic produc-
tion’.627 Through my research I came to believe that social 
aesthetics is a term that will leave reverberations in the arts, 
624) See my discussion on attitude 
and aptitude, p.165ff.
625) For example, I see potential 
in reviewing the correspondences 
between body intelligences and 
collective intelligences. Since the 
body works as and with elas-
tic tensegrity structures, it has 
developed osmotic communica-
tional structures and has become 
a complex networked creative 
creature that has the ability for 
autopoiesis, as the neurobiologist 
Humberto Maturana elaborates. 
I am especially interested in the 
conceptual, perceptual and em-
bodied processes underlying the 
development of social-aesthetic 
cultivation. For further elaboration 
see 4.2. Immanent Being: Between 
Poiesis and Poetics, p.291.
626) See Georgina Born, Eric 
Lewis and Will Straw (Eds.), Im-
provisation and Social Aesthetics, 
Durham: Duke University Press, 
2017, pp.1–12.
627) See Peter Blouw, What is 




thetics.pdf [accessed February 6, 
2018].
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the humanities, and philosophy of the future. During my 
immersion in social aesthetics and its non-continuous his-
tory, I found that social aesthetics – at least from a Germanic 
tradition – is a term rooted in Friedrich Schiller’s humanis-
tic philosophy of life and notions of an ethico-aesthetic cul-
ture circulating the term at the beginning of the last century, 
before the two world wars. I made the startling discovery – 
that social aesthetics had come up previously, more than a 
hundred years ago – during a comprehensive, nuanced dis-
cussion on the bare human condition, which obviously co-
incides and intertwines surprisingly with my conception of 
‘bare bodies’. Again, I need to point out that in German there 
is no differentiated diversification of nude, naked and bare. 
However, in an antiquarian bookshop in Biburg I found a 
comprehensive cloth-bound book titled Der nackte Mensch 
(1913) by the art historian and diplomat Wilhelm Hausen-
stein. Since there is no professional English translation, I 
would propose The Bare Human for the English title – in 
line with the argument and differentiations discussed in my 
thesis, which attends to the existential dimension resonat-
ing in the word bare, in distinction to naked or nude. As I 
elaborated above, nude and naked attend less to the plane of 
being in its ontological-philosophical significance, but are 
more culturally rooted in the art-historical discourse or gen-
re. In his broad historical tracing of nudity from prehistoric 
to the late Greek period, Hausenstein states: ‘The full eman-
cipation of the naked man was achieved […] in the sphere 
of the Greeks, saturated with the noble democratic spirit.’628 
The democratic spirit he mentions resonates (though maybe 
not as noble) with my debate in 3.2. Towards the Bare Demo-
cratic. If I look beyond the antiquated language, reminiscent 
of times so different from today’s context, I still can unearth 
the vision, the promise of emancipation and freedom attrib-
uted to the democratic. Democracy is always a process that 
628) German original: ‘Die 
volle Emanzipation des Nackten 
wurde […] in der mit dem edlen 
demokratischen Geist gesättigten 
Sphäre der Griechen erreicht’. 
Wilhelm Hausenstein, Der nackte 
Mensch, Munich: R. Piper & Co, 
1913, p.204.
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needs to be activated by the people. Facing an intense wave 
of political apathy, spreading populism and totalitarianism 
in Europe and beyond, the ‘presencing’ of the democratic 
becomes aggravated. The search for how I can engage in po-
litical activation or activism, enlivening a political attitude 
and occupy the spaces for democratic processes, altered my 
dance practice. On a conceptual and discursive level my 
ideations around an-archic responsibility and choreo-ethi-
cal praxis emerged as a potential contribution to the discus-
sion around dance and politics. Also, the democratic itself 
appears to me to be currently in crisis, radically re-consti-
tuting what its conceptualisation might mean in relation to 
today’s debate of democratisation processes not only in the 
digital629 era, where this issue is most prominent, but also on 
a global political perspective in relation to human rights. I 
meet this task as an artist and my proposition is an affirm-
ative one ready to be activated for a contemporary, specu-
lative movement towards the bare democratic. This entails 
the call for solidarity and humanity in the midst of a politi-
cally precarious situation. I recall Anna Mendelssohn’s gra-
cious, deeply political and moving intervention in her work 
Nietzsche and I And You and the Horse and the Group, where 
she invited the audience to dance a Sirtaki.630 For me, her 
intervention was a call for European acts of solidarity and 
refuge, a simple but touching recollection of being human, 
living and celebrating life together across economic crisis. 
From my perspective Mendelssohn’s intervention gently, 
but insistently, put economics into their place as just one 
form of reality, pointing us towards the myriads and rich-
ness of cultural and social dimensions.
In my ideation of choreo-ethics I foreground an ecology of 
immanence and mobilising potential, transforming bare-
ness into qualified ethical encounters between bodies. The 
629) In his dissertation, Georg 
Michael Faltis points out that 
transparency, responsivity, allo-
cation, distribution of power, and 
participation potentially support 
the distribution of economic and 
social power, so that citizens have 
the opportunity to access and in-
fluence actively public matters. See 
Georg Michael Faltis, Demokratisi-
erungspotentiale durch Kooperation 
im Internet am Beispiel regionaler 
Portale, Münster: LIT Verlag, 2002, 
p.9. However, the Internet’s under-
belly and its dark side have shown 
up over the last decade in the form 
of echo chambers and cruel social 
mobbing or pathological media 
addiction. Still, I remember the 
vision, excitement and enthusiasm 
for a potential democratisation 
process through the world wide 
web. Today I see spreading disap-
pointment in relation to the vision, 
as google, facebook and co. exploit 
the factitious ‘free data flow’ for 
data mining.
630) Performed on November 
28, 2015 at Tanzquartier Wien in 
the framework of Scores N°10 // 
Philosophy on Stage #4, when the 
‘Greek crisis’ came to surface fore-
boding harsh austerity measures.
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proposition that comes with the term choreo-ethics is to 
attend to more than one mode of performing material pres-
ence, a presence embedded in an understanding of vital eth-
ics in terms of responsibility with others. This conception dif-
fers in tone from responsibility for others (as developed by 
Levinas631) and is emphatic to the diversification of respon-
sibility in relation to the various agencies coming together 
in choreographic encounters. Concretely, this implies that 
the performer performs with rather than for the audience. I 
share Richter’s advocacy for ‘materialist ethics [that] holds 
tensile and contingent both modes of experiencing and 
modes of acting’.632 Furthermore, I evoke Levinas’s diag-
nosis of ‘the inconsistency of man’,633 as we are left with no 
principal consistency; instead, the anarchic interweaving of 
responsibilities emerges between us in polymorphic ways. 
‘I can be responsible for what I have not done’,634 writes 
Emmanuel Levinas, and therewith places each of us inevi-
tably at the core of the ethicopolitical635 responsibility of re-
lation, not necessarily binding responsibility to activity and 
presence. Undeniably, we bear responsibility for everything 
we do and don’t do. 
Choreo-ethical relations – in their minor gestures and mul-
tiple challenges – are crafted by artist and wit(h)ness alike. 
They are particularly tangible and motile in contemporary 
choreography, because of the constant shifting and actu-
alising of relations in time and space. I find those shifting 
grounds an indication for ‘a counter-intuitive and difficult 
movement from responsibility to the subject, from respon-
sibility to consciousness, from responsibility to unicity’.636 
An-archic responsibility therewith becomes the constant 
between all agents, while choreo-ethics arise in its manifold 
manifestations.
631) Richard A. Cohen writes in his 
Introduction to Levinas’s Human-
ism of the Other: ‘The moral self is 
the self-emptying, the “fission”, the 
“denucleation,” of selfhood in and 
as responsibility for the other – up 
to the ultimate self-sacrifice, to die 
for the other’s welfare. Care for the 
other trumps care for the self, is 
care for the self. Nothing is more 
significant.’ Richard A. Cohen, ‘In-
troduction’, in Emmanuel Levinas, 
Humanism of the Other, (Trans.) 
Nidra Poller, Urbana: University of 
Illinois Press, 2006/1972, pp.vii–xliv, 
here p.xxvii. Levinas himself writes: 
‘Pure passivity preceding freedom is 
responsibility. But the responsibility 
that owes nothing to my freedom is 
my responsibility for the freedom of 
others. There where I could have re-
mained spectator, I am responsible, 
that is to say again, speaking. Noth-
ing is theatre anymore, the drama 
is no longer a game. Everything is 
serious.’ Ibid., pp.45–57, here p.55.
632) See Sarah Richter, ‘Towards 
an Immanent Choreoethics of the 
Anarchive’ in Mariella Greil and 
Vera Sander (Eds.), (per)forming 
feedback, Centre for Contempo-
rary Dance Cologne, in collabora-
tion with the Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research and the 
Dance Education Biennale, 2016, 
p.119. Also see footnote 29, p.33.
633) Levinas, 2006/1972, pp.45–
57, here p.45.
634) ‘Je peux etre responsable de 
ce que je n’ai pas fait’ [I can be 
responsible for that which I have 
not done]: Emmanuel Levinas, ‘Le 
nom de Dieu d’après quelques tex-
tes talmudiques’ [The name of God 
according to some Talmudic texts], 
in Emmanuel Levinas, L’intrigue 
de l’infini, [The intrigue of the 
infinite] Marie-Anne Lescourret 
(Ed.), Paris: Flammarion, 1994, 
p.219ff., here p.229.
635) I refer here to what Guattari  
terms the ‘ethicopolitical’, whereby 
he points to transversal move-
ments across existential and 
ontological dimensions, some kind 
of transformations in relation to 
evolving historical contexts.
636) Alain Toumayan, ‘The 
responsibility for the other and the 
responsibility to protect’, in Philos-
ophy and Critical Socialism, 2014, 
Vol. 40(3), pp.263–288, here p.272.
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Karl Marx writes in 1845 in Thesen über Feuerbach: ‘All social 
life is essentially practical. All the mysteries that prompt the 
theory of mysticism[s] find their rational solution in human 
practice and in the comprehension of this practice.’638 I find 
that the innumerable possibilities for human practice and 
‘a worlding of the human’639 come particularly to the fore 
in contemporary choreography (in comparison to other art 
forms) due to the manifest singularity of ‘bodies at both 
work and play’.640 In an effort to go beyond understanding 
the body as trope, but instead ‘making real’ the work of per-
formance, the labour of the dancer, the bodies reveal their 
human substance. Hijikata Tatsumi writes ‘[…] my craft, 
commonly known by the appellation of “dancer”, is an en-
terprise of Human restoration’.641 The continuing endeavour 
to unfold the human at its finest is the perpetual mainte-
nance that dancers are so familiar with. The body needs 
much work and care to stay available with all its sensibili-
ties, visceral wisdom, and its ingenious organic structure. 
The singularity and diversity of bodies and minds being the 
most precious good of humankind.
637) My translation of the evening 
programme. German original: 
‘Die Beats und die Pausen haben 
wir vertauscht, um das Punctum 
in der Beziehung zwischen den 
zwei Performern hervorzuheben. 
Auch das Tempo der originalen 
Partitur haben wir nicht komplett 
übernommen, sondern es den 
jeweiligen Maschinen überlassen, 
die Beats pro Minute zu definieren’.
638) My translation from the 
German original: ‘Alles ge-
sellschaftliche Leben ist wesentlich 
praktisch. Alle Mysterien, welche 
die Theorie zum Mystizism[us] 
veranlassen, finden ihre rationelle 
Lösung in der menschlichen Praxis 
und in dem Begreifen dieser Prax-
is’. Karl Marx, ‘Thesen über Feuer-
bach‘, in: Marx-Engels-Werk Bd.3, 
p.7. / These 8 (Theses on Feuerbach 
in Marx-Engels-Archive). Emphasis 
in the English text added by me.
639) See Massumi, 2002, 
pp.127–128.
640) See Hewitt, 2005, p.19.
641) See excerpt from ‘Le temps 
et le corps: dedans/dehors, sur 
la penseé du buto chez Hijikata 
Tatsumi’, Le Temps des oeuvres, 
mémoire et prefiguration, Vin-
cennes: Presses universitaires de 
Vincennes, 2001, p.110; excerpt 
from ‘Imprisoned!’, in Mita 
Bungaku, January 1961. English 
translation by Anna Preger from 
Patrick de Vos’ French translation 
of the Japanese original.
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Photos © Top: Fenia Kotsopoulou, bottom: Daz Disley / Two bobs and a 
Steve / Performance: Pavlos Kountouriotis and Philipp van der Heijden.
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WIT(H)NESSING PRACTICE: BEING 
HUMAN AMIDST MACHINES
The audience enter a stage set that 
resembles an exhibition space, except 
there is anticipation in the air,  we are 
all  on stage and wait for the beginning 
of the per formance. It lasts a bit,  but 
not too long until  the two wooden box-
es start moving. Obviously, the bodies 
of the per formers are hidden inside 
as they push forwards. The boxes are 
sculpted in a way that they can open 
each other when pushed together. This 
task fulf illed, the per formers get out of 
the boxes and move on to the next ma-
chine. They each sit down on a wooden 
chair and start pumping air into two 
rubber tires with two squeaking foot-
pumps. The rubber tires,  placed under-
neath the chairs,  are slowly but steadily 
getting f illed with air.  Who is going to 
fall  f irst? This question arises again 
when the two ‘workers’  sit  down on the 
wooden planks and start sawing (in 
precise rhythmical and mathematical 
per formance of the score) each other’s 
seats.  Be it  the smashing of two white 
f irebricks, setting the pendulum with 
trickling sand in motion, per forming a 
movement sequence or a pillow fight, 
all  actions are per formed according to 
the mathematical structure of the score.
In Pavlos Kountouriotis’s  work Two 
bobs and a Steve which premiered on 
March 8, 2018 at K3, Hamburg incal-
culable play, work and responsibility 
come to the fore. The per formativity of 
the work is thoroughly traversed by the 
musical score of Steve Reich’s Clapping 
Music,  every action held in relation to 
the defined musical movement. Reich’s 
score was transformed and transcribed 
in order to reveal the dramaturgy of 
the mathematical score, based on the 
compositional technique of phasing, 
as rhythms drift temporally apart 
and re-approximate each other. In the 
evening programme, I read that ‘beats 
and pauses have been interchanged, to 
emphasise the punctum in the relation 
between the two per formers. Also, the 
timing of the original musical score is 
not completely introduced but is up to 
the respective machines to define the 
beats per minute.’637 Each of the twelve 
phases of the piece is per formed by a 
machine. All machines are either inde-
pendent and self-propelled by gravity 
or need to be activated by the per form-
ers’  work, or are a mix of both. The 
machines and two humans frame the 
spheres in terms of acoustics,  visuality 
and choreography. The two ‘workers’ 
operate the simultaneously sophisticat-
ed and simple machines, and actually – 
on the meta-level – the apparatus of
 the theatre (as the thirteenth machine, so 
to speak) is laid bare in its mechanisms. 
Nothing stays hidden, no magic theatre 
tricks.  Instead, the labour of per formance 
gets exhibited and in a way amplif ied by 
the machines. The per former’s submis-
sion to a rigorous concept and precise 
per formativity is laid bare – somewhere 
showing up between slapstick and the 
Sisyphean. In the midst of twelve machines 
(music automatons) created for the per for-
mance, the human emerges unpretentiously 
and humorously, revealing the work of the 
per former as having no choice (as soon as 
he enters the apparatus) as much as a la-
bour of love, not necessarily prone to com-
petition, but instead per formed in human 
solidarity. The machines paradoxically 
reveal the many layers of human nature – 
the wrestling with failure, exhaustion, 
absurdities and pleasures of the deeply 
human excess that we call  work. Emotions 
travel light when passing through human 
per formativity that emerges between the 
radical rigour and precision in per forming 
Steve Reich’s modified score. Playfulness 
ref lecting the decision-making that hap-
pens in its interpretation, the minor ges-
tures and freedoms between duties of keep-
ing within the parameters of the apparatus 
show, there is always room for upsetting 
and edging, f inding the thresholds of
 experience within the systemic; this is the 
place where dramaturgy takes place.
In Kountouriotis’s  work I detect attention 
to more than one mode of per forming ma-
terial presence, each recognised and appre-
ciated as embedded in a singular ecology 
of immanence (in the form of a machine). 
Between human and non-human agencies, 
he choreographically mobilises and lays 
bare the dynamics of an encounter between 
all  involved bodies and their materialities, 
potentialities and practicalities – surpris-
es included. The seam of the per formance 
Two bobs and a Steve lies in the details of 
practicality,  but is tightly interwoven with 
conceptual rigour. 
The score of Clapping Music is the sophis-
ticated and elaborate composition that 
drives the per formance, somewhat from 
the underground. Its intricate composi-
tional phasing technique interposes wit(h)
nesses and per former. We witness every 
detail  from the beginning to the end of the 
per formance – except for one machine, 
which started before the audience entered 
the space. In fact,  it  probably needed to be 
that way, because the impulse of setting 
the theatre machine to work necessarily 
has to occur (chronologically and proce-
durally) before we arrive. However much 
the roles of per former and wit(h)ness are 
co-constitutive, the initial motor is the 
artist’s  idea and desire.
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As we know, human and non-human animals share a com-
plicated history of living together, if we consider extensive 
domestication or the long list of extinct animals.643 But also, 
we should not forget the nuanced shifting between volun-
tary, ‘normative self-taming of humans’,644 processes of au-
todomestication645 as well as limitrophical646 performances. 
Especially in the last century there was a growing interest 
in interspecies affective moments as well as the meaning647 
of ‘the animalitas and the humanitas of man’.648 A quite ex-
plicit, early account of that relatedness is given by the text 
The dance of the future (1903) by the dancer Isadora Duncan 
which reads idealistic and visionary, but confronts our con-
temporary view with a range of complicated demarcations 
around being human:
The movements of the Savage, who lived in freedom 
in constant touch with Nature were unrestricted, nat-
ural and beautiful. Only the movements of the naked 
body can be perfectly natural. Man, arrived at the 
end of civilization, will have to return to nakedness, 
not to the unconscious nakedness of the savage, but 
to the conscious and acknowledged nakedness of the 
mature Man, whose body will be the harmonious ex-
pression of his spiritual being. And the movements of 
this Man will be natural and beautiful like those of the 
free animals.649 
Given that she wrote her manifesto before (or parallel to) 
the early psychoanalytical developments of Freud and co., 
and before both World Wars, it becomes obvious how very 
different the landscape of cultural practice and thought 
was from today’s. Her statement that ‘the conscious and ac-
knowledged nakedness of the mature Man, whose body will 
be the harmonious expression of his spiritual being’ needs 
642) Ibid., portrait frontispiece.
643) See Antonia Baehr’s Abece-
darium Bestiarium – Portraits of 
affinities in animal metaphors for 
which she invited her friends to 
write short pieces, choosing an ex-
tinct animal that they feel strongly 
about. This brings about heteroge-
nous choreographic miniatures in 
which the invited authors reflect 
their respective affinity to the cho-
sen animal as well as their friend-
ship to Antonia Baehr, a human of 
sorts, specified as artist.
644) André Lepecki reflects on the 
rather depressing link between 
self-taming and choreographic acts 
of repetition, those rehearsal pro-
cesses geared towards conforming, 
effortless perfection – and finally 
only then passing as natural when 
concurring with established cate-
gories. See Lepecki, 2016, p.92.
645) Krõõt Juurak is an artist and 
performer whose work com-
prises performances for human 
and non-human audiences. She 
states: ‘Autodomestication is about 
becoming what one already is. 
Autodomestication asks the partici-
pants to colonise themselves to the 
furthest edges of our souls, extend 
in all directions and go nowhere.’ 
https://www.impulstanz.com/
en/workshops/2017/artist893/ 
[accessed August 19, 2017]
646) See Jacques Derrida and 
Marie-Louise Mallet, The Animal 
That Therefore I Am, (Trans.) David 
Wills, New York: Fordham Uni-
versity Press, 2008; André Lepecki, 
‘Limitrophies of the human’ in 
Singularities – Dance in the Age 
of Performance, Oxon: Routledge, 
2016, pp.85–114; Jennifer Parker- 
Starbuck, Performing Animality –  
Animals in Performance Practice, 
Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2015.
647) Giorgio Agamben states that 
‘In our culture, the decisive polit-
ical conflict, which governs every 
other conflict, is that between the 
animality and the humanity of 
man.’ (2004, p.80)
648) See Agamben, 2004, p.74.
649) Isadora Duncan, Der Tanz der 
Zukunft (The Dance of the Future), 
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to be contextualised in movements such as Freikörperkultur 
(literally, ‘free body culture’, i.e., nudism) and the alterna-
tive living experiments of Monte Verità. In Julia Benkert’s 
documentary film Sanatorium Europa from 2017, Lorenzo 
Sonognini, Director of Monte Verità, states:
This avant-garde brought forth futurism, Dadaism, 
the revolution of expressive dance with Rudolf Laban 
etc. This sowed the seed for a new society at the be-
ginning of the 20th century; even more urgently we 
have to ask ourselves today what has become of it. For 
nowadays we still, and even more, need visions, pos-
itive visions of a society not just about bare survival, 
being born, working, consuming, and dying. There 
must be a superior cause why we are in this world.650
Drawing © Mariella Greil / Seed.
While taking up again the previous thread of rooting ar-
tistic practice within the field of socio-aesthetics, I attend 
to the discontinuity of thinking-making of such living 
Karl Federn (Ed. and Trans.),
 Leipzig: Eugen Diederichs (Breit-
kopf & Härtel), 1903, pp.12–13. 
650) Originally, he responds in 
Italian. My English translation is 
based on the German translation 
for the film: ‘Diese Avantgarde 
brachte den Futurismus hervor, 
den Dadaismus, die Revolution 
des Tanzes mit dem Ausdruck-
stanz von Rudolf Laban usw. 
Damit war zu Beginn des 20. 
Jahrhunderts der Keim für eine 
neue Gesellschaft gelegt; umso 
dringlicher müssen wir uns heute 
fragen, was ist aus dieser neuen 
Gesellschaft geworden? Denn 
auch oder vielmehr gerade in 
der heutigen Welt brauchen wir 
Visionen, positive Visionen einer 
Gesellschaft, der es nicht nur um 
das bloße Überleben geht, um 
Geborenwerden, Arbeiten, Kon-
sumieren und Sterben. Es muss 
doch einen höheren Grund geben, 
warum wir auf dieser Welt sind’.
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Photo © Anonymous / Isadora Duncan.642
When rehearsing synchronised ensem-
ble movements, I  remember the choreo- 
grapher’s instruction ‘to move as one 
big animal’.  I  vividly remember asking 
myself:  ‘What animal in whose bodies –  
and for what reason all  those move-
ments,  all  that sameness of timing, 
accorded rhythms and attuned range of 
motion? ’
I was questioning the assumption that 
animality is an integrity across bodies, 
or that animality would involve same-
ness in the group. For me empathy and 
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deep listening to each other’s bodies, 
a tuning into anticipatory and intui-
tive moving together, are the prevalent 
qualities in synchronised movement 
sequences. Synchronisation processes 
in my view hold most potential if  they 
evolve from tuning into idiorhyth-
mic per formance, both in f ine-tuning 
self-regulating processes and processes 
of dancing with others.  The collective 
dance-body forms as an ensemble, in-
formed by multiple intelligences and 
solid dance practice.
experiments, acknowledging the rupture which the coming 
into power of National Socialism meant. The community of 
people living at Monte Verità probed alternative living con-
cepts, philosophy or art practice that proposed a culturally 
diverse, plural conception of the human being. Those exper-
iments were bringing together life practices651 and artistic 
practices. The ‘seed for a new society’ that Sonognini notes 
emerged in the work and life of the dance artist Isadora 
Duncan, who was a declared feminist. She had met Rudolf 
von Laban at Monte Verità (between 1913 and 1918) and 
read the philosophical texts of Friedrich Nietzsche. Duncan 
was a pioneer on the cause of dance technique that respects 
the human anatomy of the body and the physical law of 
gravity, and took on the political and spiritual potentialities 
and responsibilities of dance as an art form. With all my re-
spect for her uncompromising work and the intense life she 
lived, I agree with Hewitt that ‘truth and nakedness can no 
longer be unproblematically and rhetorically linked as they 
were for Duncan’.652 I also agree with Hewitt’s critique that 
‘to ontologize the body itself as a minimal resting place of 
untrammelled, noncompromisable subjectivity is to engage 
in the worst form of aesthetic ideology’.653 I corroborate my 
conception of bare bodies as attending to revelatory poten-
tial and rigorously rethinking subjectivity from the body as 
body, not as representation. Aware that ‘becoming always 
remains unstable’ though in steady continuous transfigura-
tion,654 I conceive the bare, performative body as a public 
body without personalised identity.
Here is my question: If a bare body emerges, what kinds of 
experiences and acts, sensibilities and visceral responses 
does it provoke? For me the work of Jared Gradinger and 
Angela Schubot responds to this question – not in a direct 
way, as they have their own project in mind, but their works 
651) Simon O’Sullivan writes, 
‘the aesthetic paradigm might be 
thought of as an expanded field of 
creative life practices that are not 
necessarily restricted to what is 
typically considered art’. See Simon 
O’Sullivan, ‘Guattari’s Aesthetic 
Paradigm: From the Folding 
of the Finite/Infinite Relation 
to Schizoanalytic Metamodel-
isation’, in Deleuze Studies 4.2, 
2010, p 256–286, DOI: 10.3366/
E1750224110000978, here, 
p.258–259.
652) ‘She will dance […] in the 
form of woman in her greatest 
and purest expression. She will 
realize the mission of woman’s 
body and the holiness of all its 
parts. She will dance the changing 
life of nature, showing how each 
part is transformed into the other. 
From all parts of her body shall 
shine radiant intelligence, bringing 
to the world the message of the 
thoughts and aspirations of thou-
sands of women. She shall dance 
the freedom of woman.’ Isadora 
Duncan, ‘The Dance of the Future’, 
in The Art of the Dance, Sheldon 
Cheney (Ed.), New York: Theatre 
Art Books, 1969, p.63.
653) Hewitt, 2005, p.186 and p.18.
654) See Luce Irigaray, Marine 
Lover of Friedrich Nietzsche, New 
York: Columbia Press, 1991, p.41.
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demonstrate that a body striving to overcome identity can 
radically activate the aesthetical as political. In their retro-
spective Soon you are theirs,655 Jared Gradinger and Angela 
Schubot ask ‘what it means to be human, what it means to 
have a body and what this human body is’. The writer and 
cultural theorist Sylvia Wynter656 engages in narrations of 
humanness as praxis, and articulates ‘a non-identitarian, but 
nonetheless a comprehensive and planetary humanism’.657 
My argument rests on a praxeological weaving together of 
reading, writing and dancing, a back and forth movement 
between bodies and words.
Photo © Rachel de Joode / Soon you are theirs / performance: Jared Gradinger / 
Angela Schubot.
I wit(h)nessed Gradinger and Schubot’s works What they 
are instead of658 and is maybe and was struck by the dancing 
bare bodies, the sheer bareness and intimacy of breath, and 
the powerful physicality of their non-subjective performa-
tivity659 beyond social codes. In both performances, the two 
performers became one human organ. Not afraid of intimacy, 
they encountered each other unconditionally in radical con-
tact and within the act of intense breathing together, which 
formed the soundscape throughout the piece. Gradinger 
and Schubot asked concrete and material questions, and 
655) The retrospective at Tanzfo-
rum Berlin in collaboration with 
HAU Hebbel am Ufer showed 
three duets by Schubot and 
Gradinger. All works orbit the 
de-bordering of the body. ‘what 
they are instead of (2009) searches 
to exhaust the “I” in order to 
make it disappear. is maybe (2011) 
goes even further by producing 
a hybrid being, without identity, 
which emerges from the radical 
symbiosis of two bodies. The two-
part project LES PETITES MORTS 
(2013) links back to this ques-
tion, but adds a new dimension 
to the theme of the dissolution 
of the self.’ See http://english.
hebbel-am-ufer.de/programme/
festivals-projects/2013-2014/soon-
you-are-theirs/ [accessed February 
10, 2018]. Closing the retrospec-
tive with UNTANGLE – a bondage 
installation, the bondage artist 
Dasniya Sommer bound and 
suspended the dancers Angela 
Schubot and Jared Gradinger 
together as part of a concert by 
electronic musician Leyland Kirby.
656) Sylvia Wynter’s scholarly 
work around the epitome of 
humanity has been significant 
especially for the development of 
this chapter 4.1. Being Human and 
Choreo-ethical Praxis. See Anthony 
Bogues (Ed.), After Man, Towards 
the Human: Critical Essays on 
Sylvia Wynter. Kingston, Jamaica: 
Ian Randle, 2006; Katherine My-
Kittrick (Ed.), Sylvia Wynter: On 
Being Human as Praxis, Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2015; and 
Sylvia Wynter, ‘Unsettling the 
Coloniality of Being/Power/Truth/
Freedom: Towards the Human, 
After Man, Its Overrepresenta-
tion – An Argument’ in CR: The 
New Centennial Review 3.3 (2003), 
pp.257–337.
657) David Scott, ‘The Re-En-
chantment of Humanism: An 
Interview with Sylvia Wynter’, in 
Small Axe, 8, September 2000, 
pp.119–207, here p.121.
658) I saw the performance What 
they are instead of in the frame-
work of ImPulsTanz Festival 
Vienna on August 09, 2012, and 




[accessed February 10, 2018].
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found answers that were vital and ever changing. Their 
pushing, rolling, throwing, falling, surrendering into each 
other’s bodies, the sweat and heat of the dancer’s work to-
gether with the intense breathing sounds has become etched 
into my memory. I find – in my thinking around Gradinger’s 
and Schubot’s work – resonances of Nancy’s philosophy 
around ‘one-as-many’, and affective memories of my experi-
ence and narration of being two bodies in one during preg-
nancy, being in total interdependence and co-emergence.
Photo © Winnie Mahrin / is maybe / performance: Jared Gradinger / Angela 
Schubot.
Photo © Fengran Zhou / What they are instead of / performance: Jared 
Gradinger / Angela Schubot.
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So, retrospectively, this chapter could be read as a possible 
response to the question in Friedrich Schiller’s famous poem 
Der Tanz, 1796. Even if our understanding of ‘harmony and 
vigor’ certainly has changed over time, the desire for order 
and repose in our contemporary society is still prevalent. My 
response to Schiller’s question doesn’t differ in content from 
his own, but differs in register and of course in diction. My 
proposition discussed in this chapter is that being human 
and choreo-ethical praxis can be activated in the context of 
the choreographic and performance, and have the potential 
to constitute organisations and re-organisations that allow 
us to be in contact with the world and with ourselves. The 
emergence of such encounters and assemblages we can read 
through the prism of social aesthetics.
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E XC E R P T S F ROM A N I N T E RV I E W 
W I T H E R IC BE RT H IAUM E I N 
MON T R E A L ,  JA N UA RY 2 0 1 6 .
Gradinger :  ‘We tr y  to  l ive  it  on the  body. 
We tr y  to  l ive  it  w ith  each other,  rather 
than tr y  to  represent  al so  something,  to 
show it ,  we  tr y  real ly  to  do it .  Real ly,  to 
let  go  of  something,  how can we real ly  stop 
say ing  I ,  I ,  I ,  I ,  I  and go  into  thi s  other  to 
see  what  el se  then comes  out  of  it .  So,  it ’s 
real ly  an equation,  a  problem that  then 
even has  some kind of  answer,  and the  an-
swer  changes .’
Schubot :  ‘Ever y thing  we do i s  ver y  organic , 
ver y  round,  ver y  normal  poses  actual ly,  it ’s 
l ike  not  we stand up with  a  straight  back, 
or  we stretch  a  leg.  It  i s  a  ver y  human body 
and I  think thi s  i s  ver y  impor tant  for  us . 
[…] We real ly  came f rom the  sets  be  one 
organ,  what  i s  the  strongest  connection, 
ah to  breathe  together  and not  leave  each 
other.’
Photo © Rachel de Joode with Jared Gradinger / Angela Schubot / 
sculpture: Bone.
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Immanent Being: Between Poiesis and Poetics
No! – disentangled glides the knot, the 
gay disorder ranges – 
The only system ruling here, a grace 
that ever changes. 
For ay destroyed – for ay renewed, 
whirls on that fair creation; 
And yet one peaceful law can still  per-
vade in each mutation. 
And what can to the reeling maze 
breathe harmony and vigor, 
And give an order and repose to every 
gliding f igure?660
       
Friedrich Schiller
660) German original: ‘Der 
Knoten entwirrt sich, / Nur mit 
verändertem Reiz stellt sich die 
Ordnung mir dar. / Ewig zerstört 
und ewig erzeugt sich die dre-
hende Schöpfung, / Und ein stilles 
Gesetz lenkt der Verwandlungen 
Spiel. / Sprich, wie geschiehts, 
daß rastlos bewegt die Bildungen 
schwanken, / Und die Regel doch 
bleibt, wenn die Gestalten auch 
fliehn?’ Excerpt from the poem 
Der Tanz (The dance) by Friedrich 
Schiller, in Musen-Almanach 
für das Jahr 1796, Neustrelitz: 
Michaelis, 1796, pp.33–34. I found 




661) Jean-Luc Nancy, Being Nude, 
2014, p.93.
662) See my discussion of exteri-
ority in 1. Encounter, Affect and 
Response, p.85.
663) See William Franke, A 
Philosophy of the Unsayable, Notre 
Dame: University of Notre Dame 
Press, 2014, p.172.
4 . 2 .  I M M A N E N T BE I NG : 
BET W E E N P OI E SI S  A N D P OET IC S
Throughout various phases of my research, I repeatedly 
encountered the dilemma of the eluding concepts of im-
manence, transcendence and presence. When dancing, I 
experience full presence that leans towards its future po-
tentiality. For articulating this experience, the following 
thought by Nancy was useful for differentiation. He elab-
orates the relation between nudity’s presence, immanence 
and transcendence: 
Bodies float and meet and assert their own existence, 
which is to say, their own being outside of themselves. 
In this sense, the nude is no longer about absolute im-
manence, as if the nude enjoyed a defined and apodic-
tic depth, as if nudity […] sinks in its own absence of 
depth. Nor is it about trans-cendence, a moving beyond, 
a passage to a further dimension with respect to the pre-
sumed artificiality of ornament that would cover over 
the bare [nuda] truth of a full presence that is to come.661
I comprehend ‘being outside of themselves’ as exteriority,662 
as the methodical tending of the gap between myself and the 
performative selves at play, the distance that allows for or-
ganisation and figuration for the purpose of creation. In my 
dance practice, I differentiated carefully the experience of a 
body experiencing itself outside of itself (self-release) from 
self-abandonment. I perceive it as a slight misreading when 
William Franke argues that Nancy understands ‘The giving 
up of self for others […] linguistically in terms of address, 
of language turned toward an Other’.663 Instead in my read-
ing, Nancy does not articulate self-negation or giving up of 
self – in the sense of self-abandonment – as condition for 
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the address, but instead states that ‘psyche understands itself 
as extended’664 when ‘bodies float and meet and assert their 
own existence’.665 Nancy coins the interesting neologism 
trans-immanence, which he describes as ‘a passage between 
two or more presences’,666 locating the meaning of nudity ‘in 
the singular experience of a meeting, in the exposition of a 
body that emerges as if suspended and that opens onto itself 
and outside of itself toward the infinite’.667 Similarly the gaze 
of the other ‘emerges from and ends in nothingness’.668
In harsh contrast to ‘desexualised nudity’ and ‘natural bodies’ 
as heralded by Freikörperkultur (nudism), I see bare bodies as 
adhering to their flesh, emerging exclusively at thresholds as 
they perform ‘The ultimate resistance that consists of keeping 
himself from dying’.669 Performing survival is most pointedly 
articulated in performances that radically challenge the thresh-
old between life and death, or in a figurative sense between 
presence and absence. The theatre scientist and writer Gerald 
Siegmund has dedicated a comprehensive book to Abwesenheit 
(absence), where he thinks about dance’s presence and absence 
as deeply entangled. He discusses death as the most radical ab-
sence and proposes absence as a critical instrument to counter 
the society of the spectacle.670 Contemporary dance’s ontology – 
as I understand it – ‘becomes itself through disappearance’671 
as much as through fleshly emergences.
Dance’s attempt to sustain itself – as a form of immanent being 
absolutely bound to the body – in its endless becoming move-
ment, surfaces as poetics of the body. For my work, I discern 
the oscillating movement between poiesis and poetics and the 
unfolding of encounters with the other of itself as generative. 
‘If one takes the body and its own laws as a starting point, the 
result will be a dance in which the actions have grown out of 
each other’,672 states the German dancer Valeska Gert.
664) See Nancy, Being Nude, 2014, 
pp.93–94.
665) Ibid., p.93. For me, obviously 
self and body are closely joined 
together, interwoven and thus in 
this exact case synonymous. Recip-
rocally, for me psyche can also be 





669) Myriam Revault d’Allonnes, 
‘Man Naked’, in Daniel Dobbels 
(Ed.), On Robert Antelme’s Human 
Race: Essays and Commentary, 
(Trans.) Jeffrey Haight, Evan-
ston: The Marlboro Press, 2003, 
pp.115–116, here p. 116.
670) Gerald Siegmund, Abwesen-
heit – Eine performative Ästhetik 
des Tanzes (Absence – A performa-
tive aesthetics of dance), Bielefeld: 
transcript, 2006, p.22.
671) Peggy Phelan, Unmarked. The 
politics of Performance, London: 
Routledge, 1993, p.146.
672) See Valeska Gert, ‘Dancing’ 
(transcript from a talk given at 
Radio Leipzig), in Schrifttanz, vol. 
IV, No. 1. June 1931, pp.13–16, 
as cited in Boris Charmatz and 
Isabelle Launay, Undertraining, 
2011, p.222.
673) The translation of the titles 
from German original is difficult, 
since the nuances and conno-
tations of language, as well as 
onomatopoetic intentions get lost 
or only partially carry over. The 
German original titles are: Trilogie: 
rausch n / lAUT / lauschen.
674) See Hakim Bey, section 2. 
‘Hermes Revividus’, in The Obelisk, 
http://www.t0.or.at/hakimbey/
obelisk.htm [accessed January 25, 
2018].
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My per formance  tr i log y 673 i s  based on three 
movement  monochromes  that  grew organi-
cal ly  out  of  each other,  negotiating  di sap-
pearance  and emergence .  Dur ing  the  creation 
phase ,  I  coined the  term movement  mono-
chrome as  it  seemed to  capture  the  monochro-
matic  quality  of  repetit ion and dif ference  in 
the  var iations  of  each selec ted shor t  sequence 
of  movement.  The three  pieces  (each lasting 
between 12 and 22 minutes)  belong togeth-
er,  hence  are  held  together  by  the  brackets  of 
the  formal  spec if ication of  their  tr ichotomy. 
The f irst  par t  s  w ish  i s  a  meditation on the 
torsional  moment.  The desire  to  re f lec t  and 
explore  the  bodi ly  perception of  geometr ical 
spaces  and the  v iewing of  the  painting  Black 
Circle  (1923)  by  Kazimir  Malev ich prov ided 
the  init ial  inspiration for  the  composit ion.  I 
was  wonder ing  how the  body would respond 
dif ferently  to  a  round space  (as  an imaginar y 
proposit ion) ,  g iven the  body’s  conditioning  to 
architec ture  that  relies  mostly  on squares  as 
it s  basic  structur ing  element. 
Photo © Kurt Hörbst / trilogy – s wish / lOUD / eavesdrop / 
performance: Mariella Greil.
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Pivoting  around the  body’s  physical ,  hor i-
zontal  axi s ,  which i s  turning  around the 
ver tical  axi s  of  the  space ,  creates  a  spin-
ning  motion on the  f loor.  An elaborate 
use  of  steadi ly  shif t ing  (weight ,  emphasi s , 
dynamics ,  direc tion)  i s  central  for  thi s 
work.  Ef f ic ient  anatomical  aligning  of  my 
body,  modulating  the  body’s  tension and 
training  to  sof ten into  the  ground al lowed 
me to  contain nausea and keep ver tigo  at 
bay.  On the  acoustic  level ,  the  continu-
ous  pivoting  with  var iations  introduced a 
scraping  sound which ser ved as  an ongoing 
acoustic  element  in  the  piece .  Music  and 
dance  could  no longer  be  perce ived indi-
v idual ly,  as  they  coalesced synaesthetical ly. 
The  looping  sound created by  the  body’s 
constant  movement  across  the  f loor  became 
par t  of  the  music ,  the  music  par t  of  the 
motion.  Soundscape  and movement  were 
monochrome and durational  in  their  in-
si stence .  I  worked with  both reduction and 
repetit ion as  composit ional  tool s ,  and pur-
sued the  synaesthetic  fusion of  bodyscape 
and soundscape.  Each of  the  three 
Handapparatcard © Jaron Möbius and Mariella Greil / print: 
square and circle
movement  monochromes  unfolded a  spec if -
ic  colour ing,  taste ,  rhy thm and af fec tive 
quality  by  repeating  a  micro-sequence  of 
movement.  In  a  meticulous  process  in  the 
studio,  each core  motive  had been di st i l led 
f rom extensive  movement  explorations . 
The  second of  the  tr ipar tite  sequence  i s 
lOUD ( it s  German tit le  i s  lAUT),  a  recur-
r ing  ‘NO’ .  Apar t  f rom it s  meaning as  an 
adjec tive  (noisy,  boi sterous ,  unquiet) ,  in 
German phonetics  the  noun ‘Laut’  i s  the 
smallest  acoustical ly  ar ticulated entity  of 
spoken language .  In  thi s  par t  of  the  per for-
mance  an ar ticulated movement  detai l  i s 
s ing led  out ,  amplif ied  and projec ted.  lOUD 
( in  an inversion of  case  sensit iv ity)  con-
stitutes  f rom focussed reduction,  intensity 
through high sound density  (noise  music) 
and concentrated movement  mater ial ,  pin-
nacled to  the  turning  point  between atlas 
and axis .  For  me the  bodi ly  action of  turn-
ing  my head –  at  least  in  Europe  cultural ly 
a  gesture  of  negation –  i s  in  physical  res-
onance  of  Yvonne Rainer’s  NO manifesto 
f rom 1965.  She  wrote : 
‘No to  spectacle . 
No to  v ir tuosity. 
No to  transformations  and magic  and 
make-believe . 
No to  the  g lamour and transcendency of  the 
star  image. 
No to  the  heroic . 
No to  the  anti -heroic . 
No to  trash imager y. 
No to  involvement  of  per former  or  spectator. 
No to  sty le . 
No to  camp. 
No to  seduction of  spectator  by  the  wi les  of 
the  per former. 
No to  eccentr ic ity. 
No to  mov ing  or  being  moved.’
lOUD has  a  par ticular  af fec tive  quality  both 
f rag i le  and harsh at  the  same time. 
The third  par t  of  the  tr i log y,  eavesdrop ( laus-
chen)  concludes  the  arc  of  the  tr i log y.  eaves-
drop re f lec ts  the  gaze  of  the  other  f ramed by 
a  gap.  Light  fal l ing  through a  crev ice ,  i l lu-
minates  what  i s  concealed,  the  body par ts , 
the  skin,  immersed in  the  shimmer ing  of  l ight 
and darkness ,  caresses  the  body’s  outline .  My 
star ting  point  for  developing  thi s  par t  was 
Hakim Bey’s  sentence  ‘Let’s  just  say  we are 
looking  for  patches  of  sunlight’ . 674 For  me the 
last  par t  of  the  tr i log y  has  a  sense  of  surren-
der  and tender  resolution.  I  think of  it  as  a 
poem,  a  dance  moulded by  warmth of  body 
and soundscape  in  search of  each other.
In  the  tr i log y,  each of  the  three  movement 
monochromes  per forms a  bare  body. 
s  w ish  reveal s  the  exhausted bare  body,  in 
lOUD it  i s  the  resi st ing  bare  body,  and in 
eavesdrop the  dark bare  body emerges .  Al l 
three  par ts  establi sh  an apparatus  that  forces 
the  body into  repetit ion,  into  a  movement  as-
sembling  acoustics ,  v i sual s ,  and motion.  The 
choreographic  emerges  as  both operative  and 
poetic .  As  per former,  I  perce ive  the  tr i log y  to 
at tend to  ‘a  f ierce  at tachment  to  l i fe’ 675 and 
a  sense  of  urgency,  a  cal l  immanent  to  being 
human.  The durational  orbit ing  of  not  only 
the  turning  movement,  but  al so  the  repetit ion 
and var iation of  a  micro-sequence  of  each 
selec ted movement  motif,  create  an intense 
at tachment. 
Surrender ing  to  the  score  binds  the  body to 
the  moment,  an ever  emerg ing  here  and now, 
continuously  renewing the  moment  of  it s 
per formance .  Also,  I  perce ive  the  piece  to  be 
a  cal l  for  choreo-ethical  praxis ,  in  the  sense 
that  it  establi shes  intensity  in  the  encounter, 
evoking  an ethics  that  moves  across  bodies 
and goes  under  the  skin  of  the  wit(h)ness . 
Af ter  reading  the  texts  of  Sylv ia  Wynter  
and re-approaching  the  tr i log y  form the 
perspective  of  the  bare ,  I  di scovered and was 
interested  in  the  way how ‘a  di ssonant,  a 
non-identitar ian,  but  nonetheless  a  compre-
hensive  and planetar y  humanism’ 676 was  laid 
bare  by  the  composit ional  choices  I  made in 
the  tr i log y  s  w ish  /  lOUD /  eavesdrop.  The 
recurrence  of  motives ,  the  radical  c ircular ity 
present  on the  var ious  level s  (physical ,  senso-
r ial ,  composit ional)  makes  for  an intensif ica-
tion of  exper ience .
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Understanding the contemporary condition in relation to 
a body in the becoming, my works lean towards poetics, at 
least at first glance. Still, in the process of creation, I found 
the tension between poiesis – the making of something for a 
purpose, an earmarked act – and poetics – the lyrical, associ-
ative, affective making of relations, generative for my artistic 
work. I deliberately work with scores that have or accept a 
poietic or auto-poietic element to counterbalance my poetic 
tendencies. As an example, the score for eavesdrop was that 
movement and sound would counter-rotate, the fading of 
sound calling for movement, and stillness in turn calling for 
sound. This rigorous score manifested in the performance as 
organic movement and spacious music, growing apparent as 
poetic qualities, although the underlying score is pragmat-
ic and poietic, in the sense that sound and movement are 
mutually exclusive and depend on each other’s disappear-
ance. Only when the sound has died, the body can move. 
Knowing the score of a performance reveals the apparatus 
of the artistic work. In Kountouriotis’s work Two bobs and 
a Steve,677 the audience is given the musical score in the 
evening programme. The work navigates between elaborate 
poietic and autopoietic spaces, which somewhat surprising-
ly develop a particular human poetics. Being human and the 
dimension of immanence are firmly tied to both the mate-
riality of the body and its spirit, but also show in how the 
performers interact with the score, the apparatus, and the 
system. Hubert Dreyfus and Sean Dorrance Kelly write in 
their book All Things Shining that there is
a kind of sacred practice still available at the margins 
of our culture that will lay the groundwork for putting 
physis in its proper place. That nurturing practice was 
called poiesis organized a central way things mattered. 
[…] This cultivating, craftsman-like, poietic 
675) Revault d’Allonnes, in  
Dobbels (Ed.), 2003, p. 116.
676) David Scott, ‘The Re-En-
chantment of Humanism: An 
Interview with Sylvia Wynter’, in 
Small Axe, 8, September 2000, 
pp.119–207, here p.121.
677) See above black pages p.275ff.
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understanding of how to bring out meanings at their 
best was alive […].678
Dreyfus and Kelly elaborate how resisting nihilism and 
adopting or ‘reappropriating’ physis in our secular age, will 
allow us to find a world of things shining, at times concealed 
but crucial to meaning oriented being. I use the term physis 
in relation to the body’s nature and in connection with the 
craft of dancing. Later in their essay, Dreyfus and Kelly con-
tinue: ‘If wild, ecstatic physis is the sacred realm of mean-
ing still evident today, gentle, nurturing poiesis is a dying 
art.’679 For me, poiesis has an orientation towards craft and 
functionality, whereas poetics reflect the affective-relation-
al and lyric qualities of a work. The poiesis and poetics of 
encounter680 emerge in my artistic work as crafted, choreo- 
graphic relations and come together with an exploration of 
non-subjective performativity. In the following chapter 5. 
Provocation, I consider the active non-, not-, and un-doing 
as a rather potent, critical and sustainable form of engag-
ing with choreography. I esteem still acts (i.e., acts in still-
ness), minor gestures or small dances as valid resistance to 
the dominant neoliberal paradigm of economisation and 
the constant flow and production of movement. My argu-
ment reveals the choreographic in its potential for a human, 
choreo-ethical praxis.
678) Hubert Dreyfus and Sean 
Dorrance Kelly, All Things Shining, 
2011, p.209.
679) Dreyfus and Kelly, 2011, 
p.212.
680) Andy Horwitz argues: 
‘Performance practitioners are ex-
perience-makers, not object-mak-
ers, and as such they are con-
cerned with human engagement. 
Directors, choreographers and 
other performance-makers may 
be engaging with making manifest 
the inner life of human beings, 
defining the space between audi-
ence and performance as a shared 
field of intersecting subjectivities.’ 
see Andy Horwitz, Visual Art 





July 8, 2017]. Launched in 2003 
as a blog for Performance Space 
122 in New York City, Culturebot 
has operated independently since 
2007 and enters into dialogue 
with performance work through 
creative-critical practice.




Provocation is a movement of contamination. It accounts for 
and calls forth diverging relations, anticipating response and 
differentiation or difference and conflict in response. Emerg-
ing as a characteristic of choreography and performances in 
which baring occurs, provocation is all about incitement and 
arousal, gentle or rough setting into motion. Getting to the 
heart of the matter is its mission. 
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681) See Sabisch, 2011, particularly 
her considerations of experimental 
method and philosophical practice 
have an impact on my understand-
ing of provocation as a qualitative 
transformation of contact in 
encounters.
682) Michael Corris, Jaspar 
Joseph-Lester, Sharon Kivland 
(Eds.), Provocation, London: Art-
words Press, 2011, p.9.
683) Ibid., p.9.
684) In the live performance pan 
y cebollas, a kiss between two 
women is staged in the context of 
a long list of famous lovers. This 
kiss provoked the director of the 
University of Guadalajara, Mexico 
to cancel his sponsorship of the 
Festival Encuentro Internacional 
Nuevos Creadores a Escena, and 
lead to heated debate with the cu-
rator. In the European context, the 
same scene was read as ironic.
685) James Helling, ‘Shocking 
(Rancière’s) Spectators’, in Prov-
ocation, Michael Corris, Jaspar 
Joseph-Lester, Sharon Kivland 
(Eds.), London: Artwords Press, 
2011, pp.47–56, here p.48.
686) See ‘Figure of Translational 
Flux’, in Gansterer, Cocker, Greil 
(Eds.), 2017, p.284.
5 .  PROVO C AT ION
Besides articulation– as comprehensively elaborated by 
Petra Sabisch681 – I propose choreographing relations of 
provocation as a tool for bringing to the fore an-archic re-
sponsibility and choreo-ethics. The making productive of 
the disruptive nature of a performative provocation is an 
act that takes place in a public situation and before a tes-
timonial audience (ranging from one-on-one performance 
to many). A private provocation, is something quite differ-
ent. Provocative art has the potential to ‘trigger cycles of 
change’682 and can become an instrument for ‘accessing dif-
ferent forms of political agency’.683 Etymologically the word 
provocation stems from the Latin word provocare – mean-
ing to call forth, to challenge. The nature of provocation is 
both disruptive and pleasurable, which is also resonant in 
artistic provocations, which are in the majority of cases crit-
ical and eminently context-bound. What might be consid-
ered provoking in one context, might not stir anybody in 
another context.684 There is ample provocativeness around 
in the local and international artists’ communities that I en-
counter and feel part of, and what they share is the aspira-
tion to self-governance and also living and working spaces 
that allow for idiosyncrasies and experiments. However, in 
relation to the wit(h)nesses of art works and performance, I 
find James Helling’s observation of importance that ‘Art is a 
complex object requiring the labour of translation; it cannot 
be fully experienced as a form of “edutainment”, it stands in 
need of philosophy (aesthetics)’.685 The arising of translational 
flux in a performance, the empathetic and transformational 
back and forth, the mutual give and take of performers and 
wit(h)nesses on the plane of forces and energies, emerge 
in fidelity and facilitate ‘an experiential process of discov-
ery’.686 In relation to my artistic practice, I speak of tender, 
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but sustainable provocation, not so much spectacular shock 
that often will be associated with the word ‘provocation’. In 
my choreographic work, I am more interested in the last-
ing movement of gentle trickling affects rather than making 
an appearance as a flashing explosion, both of which can 
be manifestations of provocation, I think. André Breton is 
cited to have critically reflected that ‘the tactic of audience 
provocation was rapidly becoming “stereotyped” and “fos-
silised”’,687 which I can relate to quite well. There’s nothing 
more boring than sedimented provocativeness, when any 
performative situation ends in automatic provocation, and 
therewith becomes predictable and devoid of meaning. 
‘Presencing’ of provocation needs a sophisticated labour of 
keeping the ‘calling forth’ vital, especially if performers have 
developed a strong persona, character or role in their work. 
With this short introduction to this chapter, I come to the 
last three provocations, each in a subchapter, discussing The 
Power of Non-, Not-, Un-Doing, reflecting on Defacement 
and Anti-Authorship as methodical tools and revisiting se-
lected Terms and Conditions in connection with expanded 
choreography. 
687) André Breton, cited in 
Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, 
Déjà Jadis – ou du mouvement 
Dada à l’espace abstrait, Paris: Rene 
Julliard, 1958, p.86. Quotation 
translated by Claire Bishop. In 
her book she discusses the critical 
reflections that Breton articulated 
in relation to performative tactics 
of audience provocation as used in 
Dadaist performances. See Claire 
Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participa-
tory Art and the Politics of Specta-
torship, London: Verso, 2012. 
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Photo © Mariella Greil / pomegranate.
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688) Katherina Zakravsky, ‘Un-
bareable’, in Sigrid Gareis, Kras-
simira Kruschkova and Martina 
Ruhsam (Eds.), Ungerufen – Tanz 
und Performance der Zukunft = 
Uncalled – dance and performance 
of the future, Berlin: Theater der 
Zeit, 2009, pp.346–348, here p.347.
689) Horsfield, 2006, p.65. Empha-
sis added by me.
690) The modern theologist Erik 
Peterson wrote an article entitled 
Theologie des Kleides (Theology of 
Clothing), which Agamben refers 
to in his discussion on veiled and 
unveiled bodies. See Agamben, 
2011/2009, p.58.
691) For a synopsis see footnote 
457, p.201.
5 . 1 .  T H E P OW E R OF NON - , 
NOT- ,  U N - D OI NG 
The power of negation is always in 
relation to the doing, to the posi-
tive, the something that is negated 
or suspended. The power of Non, 
Not-, Un-Doing attends to the 
impossibilities and impracticalities (that which cannot be 
done) as a source of inspiration for thinking with the cho-
reographic, through its materiality in gestures, acts, and 
movements. The artist Craigie Horsfield writes with regard 
to his fine art practice:
And almost by default art has come to be one of the 
very few places in our culture in which thinking as 
social and active is made ostensible in doing, where 
thinking and doing happen at once and where the 
struggle to tell the material world in its intractability 
may be attended to. This is a notion of the making of 
art in which meaning is discovered in what is accom-
plished, in that which cannot be done, and in the limit 
between these apprehensions at which the otherness 
of things is manifested.689
I explored the link between baring – as I proposed and elab-
orated in my thesis – and an aesthetics of negation. The act 
of baring bodies in performances provokes shifting firstly 
the culturally dominant Christian theology of clothing690 
towards its negation, towards a practice of baring; and sec-
ondly, it announces the order of invisible clothing, the inver-
sion of the established public rule of enveloping bodies (and 
especially their private parts). In the fairy tale The emperor’s 
new clothes691 the saying nothing didn’t come from the newly 
It  i s  not  the  search for  a  core,  i t  i s  the  ver y 
taking of f  of  the  layers  that  draws us  into  the 
ar t  of  bar ing.  E ach layer  is  as  precious  and as 
cont ingent  as  the  one underneath. 
Katherina Zakravsky688
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692) See http://www.corpusweb.net.
693) Helmut Ploebst, no wind no 
word – New choreography in the 
society of the spectacle, Munich: 
Kieser, 2001, p.7. 
694) See Constanze Schellow, 
Diskurs-Choreographien zur 
Produktivität des “Nicht” für die 
zeitgenössische Tanzwissenschaft, 
(Discourse choreographies on the 
productivity of the “non” for con-
temporary dance studies). Munich: 
Epodium, 2016, p.119.
695) I still recall the Latin sentence 
otium com dignitate (leisure with 
dignity), though it was a long time 
ago that I had Latin classes. The 
Latin word otium means free time, 
freedom from business and leisure, 
whereas negotium – its negation – 
refers to occupation, employment, 
(public or private) affair. As we can 
see, the perspective has changed, 
today we look from busy to otiose 
times, whereas the Romans had 
a reversed perspective, taking the 
otiose as the main condition from 
which negotium emerged. I double 
checked my memory at https://
www.etymonline.com/word/otiose 
[accessed February 14, 2018]. For 
me, the gaps in schedules, where 
otiosity can happen, serve for 
guarding free thought and inspira-
tion in relation to my choreograph-
ic practice, and for keeping at bay 
too much pressure to perform. See 
2.3. Approaches, Aspirations and 
Experiencing the Gap, p.163ff.
established and accepted norm of being naked (the known 
order of concealment was still in place) – staying silent rather 
served to conceal incompetence, which the lie of the tailors 
had made apparent. The complex interweaving of truth and 
lie, the revelations and reveilings of what is acknowledged 
between bodies, is core to Andersen’s tricky fairy tale. An 
aesthetics of negation, I mean the performativity of non-, 
not-, and un-doing bodies, concepts and ideas on dance and 
choreography features as generative for my artistic practice. 
In the expanded object of post-conceptual dance, I perceive 
the pause, the not doing, as a form of resilience and integ-
rity, a promise of the materiality that lies in the situation, 
in the emergence of a moment, that needs carving out and 
careful crafting. The founder of the web portal CORPUS692 
and long-standing Austrian dance critic Helmut Ploebst 
elaborates the potentiality of a zero point693 as an opening 
and stretching towards dreaming up other possibilities. To 
put a hold on daily routines and the perpetuation of auto-
matic workings, invites the possible emergence of a turning 
point – a shift from productivity to ‘a movement of thought 
in relation to negation, negativity and absence’.694 For crea-
tive-critical practice, I find the debate about the generativity 
of the gap, the vacancy in its negation of doing, and the con-
scious handling of otiosity695 indispensable.
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5 . 2 .  DE FAC E M E N T A N D 
A N T I - AU T HOR SH I P
Handapparatcard © Werner Möbius / photo: Intimate Sun / performance: 
Mariella Greil
Restless desire and no place to lay one’s head. If – as Alain 
Toumayan argues – ‘the face calls the subject to his respon-
sibility for the other’,697 what does defacement call for? The 
revelation itself – not by peeling off the mask, but instead by 
concealing the face – is what defacement proposes. Again, 
what is to be revealed? Is it the counterintuitive act of en-
shrouding in order to see better, veiling in order to disclose, 
paradoxically breaking open towards the vigorous exposure 
of what lies underneath? Below the surface of my artistic 
work resides my desire, and in relation to defacement it is 
the desire to activate ‘the potential for reconfiguration of 
696) Emmanuel Levinas, Totality 
and Infinity, (Trans.) Alphonso 
Lingis, Dordrecht: Kluwer Aca-
demic Publisher, 1991/1969, p.299.
697) My emphasis. See Alain 
Toumayan, ‘The responsibility for 
the other and the responsibility to 
protect’, in Philosophy and Critical 
Socialism, 2014, Vol.40, No.3, 
pp.263–288, here p.272. He refers 
to Levinas, 1991/1969, p.236.
To begin with the  face  as  a  source  f rom which 
a l l  meaning appears ,  the  face  in  its  absolute 
nudity,  in  its  dest itut ion as  a  head,  that  does 
not  f ind a  place  to  lay  itse l f ,  i s  to  af f irm that 
being is  enacted in  relat ion between men,  that 
Desire  rather  than need commands acts . 696
Emmanuel Levinas
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the face with the body and therewith the reconfiguration of 
reality with fantasy’, as Michael Taussig writes.698 So, what 
kind of facial reality or bodily fantasy is waiting to be un-
covered? Or is it the other way around: bodily reality and 
facial fantasy? In the course of re-encountering my works, 
I realised and more fully understood my aspiration for 
non-subjective performativity, implying a fluid concep-
tion of identity. I clearly delineate here the conscious act 
of renunciation of heroic presence from unintended fad-
ing into weak performativity out of performative inability 
or lack of skill. The self-reflexive, conscious act of the artist 
shows in a layered understanding of one’s work in relation 
to traditions and histories, and includes the crafting of ar-
ticulation around the performative spell of the work. With 
this proviso, it seems necessary to explain what I mean by 
non-subjective performativity. I think that the critical dis-
lodging of the overemphasised ‘I’, calls forth the unveiling 
of common grounds of self and others, the deterritorialising 
acts between being and becoming with each other, where a 
softening of identities can take place. Encounters with bare 
bodies emerge at the threshold, in the proliferation of tem-
porary identities and communities, the probing of together-
ness. Latin subiectus means lying underneath, and since the 
14th century has carried the connotation of ‘person under 
control or dominion of another’699. As a verb, it means ‘to 
render submissive or dependent’.700 I use the word non-sub-
jective in the sense of not non-objective being and freeing 
from individual concerns or any fortifying acts of develop-
ing the heroic ego by subjecting the other. Instead, I tend the 
arousing performativity’s potential for drafting new forms 
of ‘we’ and letting go of identitarian bounds. Kathy Acker’s 
question ‘from what was identity exiled?’701 resonates and 
makes me ponder. Obviously, an in-depth elaboration of her 
question exceeds the scope of my thesis, but since my focus 
698) Michael Taussig, Defacement – 
Public Secrecy and the Labour of 
the Negative, Stanford: Stanford 





701) Kathy Acker, Empire of the 
Senseless, New York: Grove Press, 
1994, p.63. I give the context of 
the quote, where she writes: ‘Exile 
was a permanent condition. A 
permanent community, in terms 
of relationships and language. In 
terms of identity. But from what 
was identity exiled?’
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ON DE FAC E M E N T
In  Bor i s  Charmatz’s  work Con for ts  f leuve 
(1999)  faces  are  concealed. 
Photo © Jean-Michel Cima / Con forts fleuve / performance: Nuno 
Bizarro, Dimitri Chamblas, Boris Charmatz, Julia Cima, Vincent Du-
pont, Myriam Lebreton, Catherine Legrand ou Olga de Soto Et deux 
figurants / Choreography: Boris Charmatz.
In my own work, defacement was my 
way not to grasp or hold on to a cer-
tainty of who I am, who I or others 
thought I was, suspending the claim of 




C ON N E C T I V E T I S SU E
When working in the studio, I perceive 
a polyphony of others passing through 
my body, writers,  dancers,  thoughts or 
actions. It is  my rehashing of encoun-
ters with others to again form new 
encounters with other others in future 
per formances. I  physically tune into 
the connective tissue that links across 
spaces and times, attending to move-
ments of thought and their resistances. 
The creation process is a negotiation 
along the thresholds of affective ex-
cess and the ethical,702 both of which 
emerge ‘ live’  in the folds and f lections 
of identity. Nevertheless,  the gesturing 
towards un-doing the spell  of strong 
per formativity and irresistible presence 
is a valid cause, because in my project 
of non-subjective per formativity per for-
mance fails when it becomes a submis-
sive703 gesture. 
lies on choreographing relations of and through modes of 
baring, I at least nod to that question, which continues to 
feature as a major issue of our contemporaneity. From my 
perspective, her question is not a territorial one, I think that 
for her, exile is the dwelling with strangers, the unknown 
others, a methodical, quite practical artistic question. I think 
this is where the force of defacement lies in its methodolog-
ical, contradictory powers. The estrangement of veiling the 
unveiled, the negation of negating the face its clothing, or 
in the discovery of what Taussig calls the public secret,704 
by which he refers to the secreting of secrets – the generally 
known, common secrets. Fairy tales like ‘Santa Claus’ or ‘The 
emperor’s new clothes’ twist the meaning of laying bare. In 
both cases a public secret is established and performed. 
Agamben states:
If dance is gesture, it is so, rather, because it is noth-
ing more than the endurance and the exhibition of 
the media character of corporal movements. The ges-
ture is the exhibition of a mediality: it is the process 
of making a means visible as such. It allows the emer-
gence of the being-in-the-medium of human beings 
and thus it opens the ethical dimension for them.705
In resonance with the idea of making visible the mediality of 
dance, or in my language, encountering a bare body, I deeply 
doubt the potentiality of the heroic, solipsistic author.706 The 
‘being-in-the-medium of human’ means being in contact. In 
today’s spectacular frontal, face-centered culture of commu-
nication, the renunciation of showing one’s face can be seen 
as resistance to becoming a familiar face which unavoida-
bly sediments into a mask. Instead, by ostensibly undoing 
the power of the face, occurring as ‘a strategy to survive by 
702) In resonance with a Deleuzian 
understanding of ethics, I do not 
refer to questions of morality or 
normative concepts of right and 
wrong, but rather the forming 
of relations (implying an ethical 
dimension) as a creative set of tools 
for performance.
703) The shift I had argued from 
spectator to wit(h)ness is a propo-
sition closely linked to non-subjec-
tive performativity. Wit(h)nessing 
doesn’t demand from the other to 
be submissive to the (heroic) per-
former, the person under control. 
Instead, it leaves the wit(h)ness to 
independently (though empath-
ically) witness and experience 
without being subjected by the 
imagery or actions of another, but 
rather being invited into a shared 
field of experience, at all times 
having the option to reject the 
offered experience.
704) Walter Benjamin pointedly 
states: ‘Truth is not a matter of ex-
posure, which destroys the secret, 
but a revelation that does justice 
to it.’ See Walter Benjamin, The 
Origin of German Tragic Drama, 
(Trans.) John Osborne, London: 
New Left Books, 1977, p.31.
705) Agamben, 1996/2000, p.58. 
My emphasis.
706) And I am certainly not the 
first or only one who is sceptical 
of such a construction – or should 
I call it ‘male fantasy’? I am aware 
of heated debates following the 
publication of Roland Barthes’ 
essay ‘The Death of the author’ 
(1967), but also of the longstand-
ing concern and ambition of artists 
across times to become ‘a subject 
without an identity’ (see Richard 
Wilson, ‘The picture of Nobody: 
Shakespeare’s anti-authorship’, in
 Authorship, Vol 3, No 1, 2014, 
p.13. http://www.authorship.
ugent.be/article/view/1067/1076 
[accessed February 15, 2018]). 
Deliberate gestures of elusion and 
self-concealment, the aspiration 
for undoing of corporate identity – 
that was a concern already for 
Shakespeare, before the indus-
trial revolution, capitalism, or 
post-fordist economies – have a 
place in the arts.
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the trivializing of oneself ’,707 my phenomenological experi-
ence of defacement in previous performances was the cali-
bration and tuning of presence. A solidary movement takes 
place: ‘the reconfiguration of the face with the body’ (see 
above) either laid bare or veiled in equivalence. In response 
to the ambivalent exposition that ‘the artist-performer’ oc-
cupies in our culture in relation to power, both outlawed 
and instrumentalised at the same time, my practice affirms 
the even distribution of ethical responsibilities shared with 
everyone engaging in the matter of cultural venture. I cher-
ish the idea of the wit(h)ness as a spirited critical agent. For 
me, defacement provides an option to keep the contact with 
our an-archic, cultural responsibility alive, and not to be-
come overwhelmed in the face of such a responsibility, but 
to create a meaningful approachable facing between artist 
and counterpart, be it with one or many wit(h)nesses.
Taussig writes: ‘This is the timeless time of defacement, an 
expanding space wherein everyone tears off their mask and 
therewith their face. How could it be otherwise?’708 I am 
hesitant to agree with Taussig on that point, because laying 
bare means more than tearing off masks. It is the art of rev-
elation, layer by layer, tasting the conditions and contingen-
cies of each ply laid open.
Photo © Werner Moebius / intimate sun / performance: Mariella Greil
707) Richard Wilson, ‘The 
picture of Nobody: Shakespeare’s 
anti-authorship’, in Authorship, 
Vol.3, No.1, 2014, p.11, http://
www.authorship.ugent.be/article/
view/1067/1076 [accessed Febru-
ary 15, 2018]. 
708) Michael Taussig, Defacement – 
Public Secrecy and the Labour of 
the Negative, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1999, p.260.
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We saw the rise of defaced pop groups (The Residents), the 
political acts of defacement by Subcomandante Marco709 in 
Mexico since 1994710 or lately Pussy Riot711 in Russia or the 
activist’s collective Anonymous.712 In my own work, I use a 
wig to double my hair, as if my head had been overgrown by 
the mysterious organic, regrowing substance that our body 
produces: hair. In Tehching Hsieh’s One Year Performance, 
1980–81 hair has measured the passing of time713 along-
side Hsieh’s attesting his labour on an hourly beat. The rub-
bing between the body’s organic structures and the forceful 
strictness of chronos, shows the softness and insistence of a 
body’s ongoing process of growth (the growing of the hair) 
and transformation within the clocked hourly punching of 
time. How to catch a breath on time?714 I take a moment in 
my argument to attend to the transformative and contingent 
potentials and dynamics of embodied performance – a mo-
mentum inherent to the human body. Performing the bare 
body or a mode of laying bare of choreographic process, 
uncovers not only the suchness of the body’s process, but – 
I would argue – especially tackles its ethical implications, 
particularly in respect to our being with one another, in life’s 
process and – in a condensed and composed form – when 
coming together as performer and wit(h)ness in contempo-
rary performances. Nancy prompts us to ‘[…] bring to light 
the fact that “meaning”, used in this absolute way, has be-
come the bared [dénudé] name of our being-with-one-an-
other. We do not “have” meaning anymore, because we 
ourselves are meaning – entirely, without reserve, infinitely, 
with no meaning other than “us”.’715 Nancy’s statement strips 
bare the fundamental ontology of performance conceptual-
ised not as disappearance, which is a common framework 
in Performance Studies, but as radical co-appearance of per-
former and audience in a shared performance space-time.716 
Taking this proposition seriously might lead us to engage in 




January 02, 2018]. I perceive the 
kind of discourse guerrilla that 
the artistic-political persona of 
Subcomandante Marco performs 
both in theory and practice, as 
quite unique, and his sleight of 
hand with defacement a powerful 
artistic activist intervention.
710) On the day of the North 
American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA) on January 1, 1994, the 
artificial political character Sub-
comandante Marcos appeared for 
the first time in the public sphere 
as the spokesperson for Ejército 
Zapatista de Liberación Nacion-
al (EZLN). After twenty years 
on May 24, 2014 the collective 
decided to let Subcomandante 
Marcos ‘die’, for making Galeano, 
who died during the attack of 
CIOAC (Central Independiente 
de Obreros Agrícolas y Campes-
inos) in the village La Realidad. 
See http://www.jornada.unam.
mx/2014/05/09/politica/018n1pol 
[accessed January 30, 2018] The 
death of Subcomandante Marcos 
coincides with the birth of Sub-
comandante Insurgente Galeano, 
who was to be reborn as a collec-
tive, to live on in the many.
711) Pussy Riot is a Russian 
feminist punk rock band founded 
in 2011. The group came to world-
wide attention through an action 
in the central church of the Rus-
sian Orthodox Church, followed 
by their arrest in March 2012. The 
activists perform with ski masks in 
co-opted public space.
712) Anonymous is an activist 
and hacker collective, active since 
2008.
713) See Tehching Hsieh’s One 
Year Performance April 11, 
1980–April 11, 1981, in which he 
punches a time clock every hour 
for one year. In the unedited film 
documenting the process of Hsieh, 
the most visible marker of passing 
time is his growing hair.
714) Mariella Greil, ‘Pirate without 
bearings professional of hope she 
says and continues breathing’ was 
my contribution reporting on 
dance in ‘Austria’ in the context of 
Europe. Breathing as the life force 
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and elemental matter for survival, 
a minor movement, became 
central to my thinking about the 
place of dance in the Western 
culture. The text was published in 
January 2008 in the Portuguese 
On-line-Magazine OBSCENA 
https://issuu.com/revista_obscena/
docs/obscena10 [accessed January 
22, 2018].
715) Nancy, 2000/1996, p.1.
716) See Sabisch, 2011, p.76, where 
she unfolds the determinability of 
space-time as a condition to allow 
the conceptualisation of relations 
and therewith choreography.
717) Hubert Dreyfus and Sean 
Dorrance Kelly, All Things Shining, 
New York: Simon & Schuster, 
2011, p.209.
718) Hubert Godard writes: 
‘You could say that physiological 
characteristics, or the corporeal 
schema, are established through 
proprioception, through inner 
development, but that at a certain 
point I will unify myself via the 
gestures I perform. We can no 
longer speak of the body but, like 
Michel Bernard, of corporeality, or 
gestosphere, with all its symbolic 
import.’ See Hubert Godard, ‘Le 
geste manquant’ (The missing 
gesture), an interview conducted 
by Daniel Dobbels and Claude 
Rabant, cited in Boris Charmatz 
and Isabelle Launay, Undertrain-
ing, 2011, pp.112–113.
719) My conception of encounters 
resonates with ‘mutually penetrat-
ing address’, as Jenn Joy eloquently 
puts it. See Joy, 2014, p.5.
720) I am acutely aware that at my 
age, dancers traditionally relin-
quish their career. At the Viennese 
State Opera, dancers on average 
retire at the age of 33.
721) Efva Lilja, Do You Get What 
I’m Not Saying, Lund: Ellerströms, 
2012, p.44.
the theory and practice of anti-authorship, superseded by the 
co-constitution also resonant in the proposed shifting from 
spectator to wit(h)ness. Hubert Dreyfus and Sean Dorrance 
Kelly write: ‘The task of the craftsman is not to generate the 
meaning, but rather to cultivate in himself the skill for dis-
cerning the meanings that are already there.’717 I can well 
relate to that argument, because I too approach my body, 
movement and the choreographic material in a way that res-
onates with cultivating and revealing what is already there. 
Although for me, it is in no way occult practice, but rests on 
the radical trust in the corporeal scope of possibilities and 
practice, what Hubert Godard called the ‘gestosphere’,718 a 
sphere established by given gestures. These founding ges-
tures accumulate to our individual ways of being in relation 
to the world through meaningful encounters.719
In the field of contemporary choreography, I perceive an ap-
parent gap between language and the body, manifesting as 
resistance to speak of the body, a resistance to representa-
tion and to cultivating the ‘body as object’. The critical po-
tential unearthed by a set of live art practices – at times ex-
plicitly, intrusively or violently – is undoubted, but a gentler 
opening approach had to come around in my own work, as I 
aim for a life-long720 creative-critical dance practice. I intend 
to be inquisitive but also respectful in relation to ethical lim-
its, and found my practices on care, attention and being in 
contact. 
As a choreographer, I can control time, the pace, the 
energy and the path movement makes through space. 
I do my best to manipulate your mind as well. Do you 
get what I am not saying? I want you to take your time 
and to be present. Help yourself to what is on offer 




Survivors and other lovers of life laugh at it. Strangers em-
brace each other, foreigners peek into the window of perform-
ing bodies. The flood still came.
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W I T ( H ) N E S SI NG W E
August 7, 2012 / wit(h)nessing 
Emily Sweeney dance, after a long 
conversation.
Part of me. Part of you. I don’t like to 
wonder why someone is dancing, as if 
I  were supposed to know why. I am not 
watching, but rather listening to sensa-
tion. Nerves have beginnings and end-
ings. Proliferations. We.
August 7, 2012 / Emily Sweeney wit(h)
nessing my dance, again after a long 
conversation.
Still .  We. Yet another place of revela-
tion, the sensate distributing myself  in 
others – ‘we’ multiplying my sensibility 
through movement, creating a social 
body, contoured by measurements of 
closeness and distance. We take place.
Handapparatcard © Mariella Greil / photo: double
722) Efva Lilja, 100 exercises for a 
Choreographer and Other Survi-
vors, Lund: Ellerströms, 2012, p.6.
723) See the creative research pro-
ject Performance Matters, where 
I contributed a dialogue project 
culminating in the performance 
Séances of Presences with Emily 
Sweeney, performed at Potentials 
of Performance, a public pro-
gramme across three venues in 
Hackney Wick, London, October 
26–27, 2012, available for viewing 
on http://www.thisisperformance-
matters.co.uk/home.html.
724) Note from Paz Rojo’s trainings 
lecture on October 29, 2012 at 
TQW Studios Vienna with the title 
Corporeal sensitivity as political art? 
The choreographer and artist-researcher Efva Lilja devel-
oped a small book containing 100 exercises for a Choreogra-
pher and Other Survivors, generously shared for developing 
‘sensitivity towards that which carries meaning in human 
movement’.722 In my understanding, the dance artist’s selves 
are training to become neither fully subject nor object, they 
are a paradoxical exteriority surfacing as poetic agency. The 
performing ‘subject’ could not take place without the other 
as it needs realisation in its relation, in its being seen, being 
heard, being felt by the other. Likewise, non-subjective per-
formativity cannot take place without the wit(h)ness. I am 
talking about an expropriated body, the being-in-the-medi-
um and a sense of commonality that goes beyond subjects, 
properties and finitudes, where what I don’t see is seen by 
someone else, what I don’t say is said by someone else, and 
so on. We experience shared, an-archic responsibility, ex-
panded performance. In this sense exteriority brings about 
a practice of ego-dissolution and dissolution of boundaries: 
‘We are many and we dance in you’, I wrote in the dialogue 
project with Emily Sweeney.723 We is not more specifically 
detailed, but definitely includes you and I, and the many, the 
social body that we form together as performers and wit(h)
nesses. The shared social body imprints not only the spatial 
but – foremost, I think – the affective movement. Paz Rojo724 
uses the word co-[i]mplication when talking about the com-
plicating of a sense of commonality. When I to we is not a 
sum, then you is always an address to all. 
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doublet [ˈdʌblət]
An anachronistic word referring to the sense of two equal 
things. It may mean the sharing of the same etymological root. 
Doublet can also embrace two different narratives of the same 
event, and refer simultaneously to the narration of the wit(h)
ness and the performer’s narration. In yet another rendition, 
doublet may refer to an item of clothing, a word used in the 
14th–16th centuries for a man’s jacket, which seems quite apt 
for narrations of bare bodies.
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5 . 3 .  E X PA N DE D C HOR E O G R A PH Y: 
T E R M S A N D C ON DI T ION S
What remains to do before I come to A relational movement: 
Conclusion, is to zoom into differentiations and demarca-
tions of terms and conditions. The terms and conditions 
used in my thesis are not general, but differentiations in re-
lation to singular happenings. Conditions refer to states of 
being and their implications. Terms generate the language 
used for articulating conditions, which ultimately need to 
be held mobile and in an evolving process in order to per-
form in meaningful correspondence to conditions and the 
emergence of artistic work. I expound three major axis of 
my discussion in relation to being in contact and the en-
counter with bare bodies, also valid to expanded choreog-
raphy: (a) responsibility – freedom, (b) spectator – wit(h)
ness (c) work – otiosity. I see the doublets as parenthesis 
rather than polarities. The binary forms and contains a field 
of conditions, delineated by the forming of an axis.
The first doublet is opening the ethical dimension between 
responsibility and freedom as has been elaborated around 
my proposition and discussion of an-archic responsibility.725 
Levinas writes in a footnote to his Chapter ‘Humanism and 
An-archy’: ‘Embodiment – thoroughly erotic – is also the 
impossibility of escaping oneself, that is, running away from 
one’s responsibilities.’726 This pair unfolds the somatic and 
philosophical negotiation between resistance and surren-
der.  Surrender can protrude as the unconditional devotion 
to coming into contact with each other, with the human be-
ing or the being human or in other words surrendering to 
the experience and sense of performance (both as perform-
er and wit(h)ness). It holds the potential for ‘unveiling the 
deeply engrained subconscious’727 and to ‘achieve the plane 
725) See 1.3. An-Archic Responsi-
bility, p.111ff.
726) Emmanuel Levinas, ‘Human-
ism and An-archy’, in Humanism 
of the Other, (Trans.) Nidra Poller, 
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 
2006/1972, pp. 45–57, here p.74.
727) See Pavlos Kountouriot-
is’s elaborations of surrender in 
relation to the subject’s identity, 
where he opens up the dimension 
of the lived, bodily practice of 
secular Whirling (pp. 113 ff.) and 
introduces a three-step process in 
surrendering: realisation – inhibi-
tion – inquisitive endurance. This 
process arises most significantly 
in my trilogy, where each part 
composes a movement mono-
chrome that surpasses the ‘normal’ 
temporality and flow of movement 
by repeating and differentiating a 
fragment of turning (in s wish and 
lOUD it is the physical act of turn-
ing, whereas in lauschen it is the 
act of taking turns) for an extensive 
amount of time, thus stretching the 
perception of time and provoking 
both performer and wit(h)ness to 
attend to the detailed richness of 
variants within one movement. 
The trilogy unveils the vital forces 
and movement’s motor waiting 
below the conscious plane to be 
uncovered by working through 
repetition’s physical exhaustion. 
It is the opening up towards the 
forgotten or unacknowledged, 
the subterranean movements and 
stillness of the body. See Vasileios- 
Pavlos Kountouriotis,  
Techniques of Training Pain in 
Performance: Somatic Practices and 
Altered States of Consciousness, 
dissertation 2017, Roehampton 
University, particularly Chapters 
III and IV, pp.51–138, here p.59.
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of immanence by surrendering’.728 The in-act surrender is 
core to opening up the spectrum of experience issued be-
tween responsibility and freedom. Performance demands 
the continual decision-making in both creation and recep-
tion. Erin Manning argues that ‘The in-act is where the joy 
is, where the minor gestures tune experience to its more-
than, where activity is not yet dedicated to cause, or to an 
effect, but open for the desiring.’729 Joy and desire arise in the 
aesthetic condition, attending to the an-archic, the wide-
open plane of artistic potentiality and it can be argued ‘[…] 
because it is indeterminate the aesthetic condition “restores” 
freedom (Schiller 1902)’.730
Those negotiations between an-archic responsibility and 
freedom, lead us inevitably to the questions of subjectivity: 
who is engaging with such negotiations? On the side of the 
performer I have laid out my response in a discussion on 
non-subjective performativity. For the other side, the im-
plicated other, I expound my second axis: (b) spectator – 
wit(h)ness.731 From my perspective, the passing of specular 
relations based on the visual has been overvalued in theatre 
and performance, and I underscore once more the weight 
of kinaesthetic and proprioceptive senses, the emergence of 
sensorial bodies. Jalal Toufic writes:
‘His thing’ was not to identify with and embark on 
the quixotic path of modeling himself on the protag-
onist (nothing has been as cheapened, programmed 
and manipulated in twentieth century culture); but to 
incarnate, to coincide with the audience implied by 
the artwork – a much more demanding endeavor. He 
had distantiation toward the actors and characters, 
but not toward the implied audience.732 
728) Ibid., p.112.
729) Manning, 2016, p.188.
730) My emphasis. See Stefan- 
Sebastian Maftei,’Social Aesthetics: 
Contemporary Approaches to a 
Schillerian theme’ in Georgeta 
Raţă, Patricia-Luciana Runcan and 
Michele Marsonet (Eds.), Applied 
Social Sciences: Philosophy and 
Theology, 2013, pp.65–70, 
here p.69.
731) The differentiation between 
spectator and voyeur has been 
discussed in 1.2. Between My Body 
and the Body of the Other, p.90ff. 
The proposed shift from spectator 
to wit(h)ness discussed here was 
first introduced in 0.2. Prelude: 
Plurality and the Choreographic, 
p.53.
732) Jalal Toufic, The dancer’s two 
bodies, Sharjah: Sharjah Art Foun-
dation, 2015, p.4–5.
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Initiated by the artist, but co-constituted by performer and 
wit(h)nesses, the conditions for the incarnation, the meet-
ing in the flesh are ‘to take it just as we feel it’,733 emphasising 
the feeling, while allocating the visual senses an equivalent 
place among the other senses. The term wit(h)ness attends 
to transsubjective co-emergence, therefore it is the one I 
find most accurate for my thesis. 
With the third axis work – otiosity, I take up again the 
thought on Praxis als Werkform (practice as work form). The 
conditions for my dance-making are practices of both doing 
and undoing that interweave with practices of thinking and 
imagining. To expand the term ‘work’ towards practice by 
including practice as work format, shifts the role of process, 
product and the notion of work all together. Andrew Glynn 
discusses in relation to Heidegger’s Beiträge the ‘notion of 
a work as an active revealing’734 and concludes that it was 
Heidegger’s intention ‘through form, to reveal the nature 
of revelation’.735 This once again underscores my decision 
for the written component to come as aesthetic object that 
invites the reader into a revelatory, eventful (ereignishaft) 
experience. The format of my choreographed book there-
with becomes an active constitutive element of my doctoral 
research. Martin Heidegger himself wrote ‘The artist is the 
origin of the work. The work is the origin of the artist. No 
one is without the other. Nevertheless, neither of them car-
ries the other alone. The artist and his work are each in their 
own way and in their mutual relation through a third, which 
is the first, through that, namely, from where artists and art-
work have their name, through art.’736 Through the practice 
of art the meandering movement emerges between otiosity 
and active non-, not-, un-doing and the working through 
the various practices and what they produce.
733) William James, Essays in 
Radical Empiricism, Whithorn: 
Anodos Books, 2017/1912, p.22.
734) See Andrew Glynn, ‘Heidegger’s 
Subtle Revealing of revelation’, in 
Horizons of Identity, 2010, p.3. See 
https://www.beyng.com/docs/Beit-
rage%20as%20a%20%27Work%27.
pdf [accessed January 15, 2018].
735) Ibid., p.4.
736) German original: ‘Der Kün-
stler ist der Ursprung des Werkes. 
Das Werk ist der Ursprung des 
Künstlers. Keines ist ohne das an-
dere. Gleichwohl trägt auch keines 
der beiden allein das andere. 
Künstler und Werk sind je in sich 
und in ihrem Wechselbezug durch 
ein Drittes, welches das erste ist, 
durch jenes nämlich, von woher 
Künstler und Kunstwerk ihren Na-
men haben, durch die Kunst’. See 
Martin Heidegger, Der Ursprung 
des Kunstwerkes, 1978, Stuttgart: 
Reclam, p.7.
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737) See Antje Hildebrandt, 
Expanding the object: post-con-
ceptual dance and choreographic 
performance practices’, University 
of Wolverhampton, 2014.
738) See Mårten Spångberg 




739) See Performance Matters: 
Gavin Butt, Lois Keidan and  
Adrian Heathfield in Conversa-




740) Hear the resonances here of 
two revolutionary works – Gilles 
Deleuze’s Difference and Repetition 
(1968) and Walter Benjamin’s The 
Work of Art in the Age of Industry 
(originally written in German in 
1935, Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter 
When expanding the object (as in the title of Hildebrandt’s 
dissertation737) towards life practices – we attend to the raw 
material of dance, bare bodies expanding towards vitality, as 
‘an absolute immediate consciousness whose very activity 
no longer refers to a being but is ceaselessly posed in a life’.738 
Adrian Heathfield argues ‘that it is artists who have made 
performance a life project who are the most important in 
terms of the development of forms, cultural and political 
significance’.739 He insightfully attends to the fine differenc-
es and nuances in terms of performativity, differentiating 
between those ‘who move[s] to and through performance 
from other valued forms and centres of interest’ – mention-
ing the roving, interdisciplinary provocateur at home in the 
visual arts as a widespread example – and those ‘whose life 
practice is the pursuit of performance […] whose training 
or oeuvre has substantially grown within other disciplines 
(say for instance theatre and dance)’. Heathfield calls at-
tention to the dynamics of dominant models and process-
es of validation, patronage or marginalisation, and related 
economies and critiques, saying that ‘The anti-theatrical 
prejudice of previous decades is still lingering’ in the field 
of Performance. In the context of such sophisticated and 
versed reception of performance, I want to emphasise once 
more the mattering of the body as a bare body that witnesses 
and archives encounters and experiences, accumulating in 
an interwoven body-mind-spirit that communicates atti-
tudes and performs integrity on the strength of life practices 
forming artistic bodies of work, but also creative communi-
ties. Having said all this, I strongly emphasise my advocacy 
for an awareness of the transitional passage from material to 
immaterial, art to life practice that has lingered at the verge 
of performance coined as art genre. It scrutinises the separa-
bility of artist and oeuvre and its circulation as commodity. 
Dance’s submission to form and structure is the beginning 
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of choreography, a form of materialisation that becomes re-
peatable and reproducible.740 But let me say a bit about what 
it means to dedicate your life to dance practice, or in more 
general terms, to sustain a life practice and creative commu-
nity, especially in this light of subject and method. As Ashon 
Crawley writes: 
To ‘live in the along’ is to live as flesh, to refuse the 
enclosure of language that produces grammar, the 
enclosure of land that produces private property, the 
enclosures of flesh that produce the conceptual body. 
[…] to have a way of life as movement as horizontal 
and in the presence, in the cause, of others.741
Ashon Crawley further argues that enfleshment is distinct 
from embodiment, a movement of an ensemble rather than 
the act of generating the body as a subject. And I cannot 
but agree with him when he argues that ‘aesthetic practic-
es allow for the emergence of alternative modes of social 
organization’.
In my conception, partial enunciators are organised move-
ments, choreographed events, or structures for encounters 
between people, things and nothings, atmospheres, created 
with cultural agency, probably also with political agency. In 
my view, the notion that such partiality is inherent to each 
and every artistic work, goes against the Wagnerian Gesamt-
kunstwerk742 (total work of art), as it is not the ostentatious 
union of dance, tone and poetry. Again Kishik (because he 
says it so clearly): ‘A whatever singularity may […] shuttle 
between a number of identities.’743 This makes sense for un-
folding selves, deliberately in their plurality. Co-constituted 
in its middle, the oscillating contact between performer and 
wit(h)ness forms the encounter as being-with. This might 
seiner technischen Reproduzier-
barkeit, first published in French 
a year later under the title: L’œuvre 
d’art à l’époque de sa reproduction 
mécanisée). See also our work on 
‘figure>< figuring’ in Ganster-
er, Cocker, Greil (Eds.), 2017, 
p.69–80.
741) See Ashon Crawley, 
Blackpentecostal Breath – The 
Aesthetics of Possibility, New York: 
Fordham University Press, 2017, 
p.84. Furthermore, he argues that 
‘These choreographic, sonic, and 
visual practices and the sensual 
experiences they create are not 
only important for imagining 
what I call ‘otherwise worlds 
of possibility’, they also yield a 
general hermeneutics, a meth-
odology for reading culture in 
an era when such expressions 
are increasingly under siege’. His 
emphasis of a methodology for 
reading culture coincides with 
my interest in reading practices 
and their performativity, which is 
another good reason for exploring 
the format of lecture performance 
as a component of my thesis. An 
interesting contribution in this 
respect is Veronika Reichl’s prose 
series and reading performance 
with the title Reading Theory: The 
Feeling of Thinking. Her project in-
vestigates reading philosophy as a 
moment-bound experience and at 
the same time persistent practice. 
She narrates ‘stories about how
reading feels, how it is enjoyed and 
endured, and how it determines 
the lives of the readers’. We had 
an interview in August 2017 on 
my reading experience of Giorgio 
Agamben which is currently being 
revised. See more information on 
her project as well as a video ex-




742) Richard Wagner referred to 
‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ in two essays 
Die Kunst und die Revolution 
(Art and Revolution) and Das 
Kunstwerk der Zukunft (The 
Artwork of the Future), both 
published in 1849, developing his 
idea of unifying all works of art 
via theatre and discussing the role 
of art in society.
743) See David Kishik in The 
Power of Life, 2012, in the chapter 
Present While Absent, p.83.
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mean a change from loose to intense contact, then drifting 
away to return later, again coming adrift, and so on.
However, it is important to distinguish between the sociolog-
ical and philosophical notions of identity in order to be able 
to attend to the shared senses. In my lecture performance I 
perform such shuttling, resistant to perfect systematisation, 
instead offering an imperfect choreography that problem-
atises choreography itself. Claudia Moser remarked: ‘It is 
noteworthy that thinking in its reflection on itself can deter-
mine that what it understands with its means, as a merely re-
lational structure, is precisely not what it wants to include – 
reality as a perfect system.’744 So, when thinking (as relation-
al structure) thinks about itself relationally, it cannot reflect 
both its systematic construction and its reality. Therefore, 
it seems to require another practice than thinking thoughts 
to attend to its relational kinetics. Thinking dance has both 
the potential for enfleshment in the spirit of condividuality, 
and for crystallising into embodied choreography – be it in 
movements, language or sculpted thingness.
Bare Bodies as partial enunciators – in contrast to ‘Cadavre 
Exquis’745 – disclose everything that was already there, re-
vealing the whole field rather than a partial extract (purpose-
fully hiding the previous creations). In this sense partial is 
not related to the internal structure of singular projects, nor 
the overall body of work, nor does it follow a pars pro toto 
paradigm. Instead, partial enunciators mediate a dynamic 
relational structure that is aware of its singular granularity, 
but relies on the interplay of its parts, forming a field of force 
that is not wilfully fragmented, but rather counts on connec-
tive sensibilities. The togetherness of partial enunciators – 
as I propose – is not for the release of free associations or 
unhinging of overly critical thinking, as the methodical 
744) Claudia Moser, Erkenntnis 
und Realitätsproblematik bei 
Francis Herbert Bradley und 
Bernard Bosanquet, Würzburg: 
Königshausen & Neumann, 1989 
(her dissertation was submitted in 
1987 at the University of Mainz). 
In German it reads:‘Bemerk-
enswert ist, dass das Denken in 
seiner Besinnung auf sich selbst 
feststellen kann, dass das, was es 
mit seinen Mitteln begreift, als 
bloss relationales Gefüge nicht das 
ist, was es in sich einschliessen  
will – die Realität als vollkom-
menes System.’ (see ibid., p.91).
745) ‘Cadavre exquis’ (exquisite 
corpse) is both a game and an artis-
tic practice, working methodically 
with that which is concealed, in 
order to free imagination and un-
hinge critical thought. The artists/
players write or draw in turn on 
a sheet of paper, fold it to conceal 
what they have written/drawn, and 
pass the folded paper on to the next 
player – but adapted so that parts 
of the text/body are drawn before 
passing it on. Exquisite corpse was 
invented in 1925 in Paris by the 
surrealists Yves Tanguy, Jacques 
Prévert, André Breton and Marcel 
Duchamp. For exquisite examples 
by Jake and Dinos Chapman, 
see http://www.tate.org.uk/art/
art-terms/c/cadavre-exquis-exqui-
site-corpse. [accessed November 
7, 2017].
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intent of cadavre exquis might be, but for affirming and 
establishing a creative relational practice, not subordinated 
to perfection or coherence, but instead fully devoted to the 
activity of reformulation. Each and every reformulation is a 
complex attempt at a narrative structure tracing the process 
of encountering bare bodies. Encountering a Bare Body – 
thus the second half of the title of my thesis – can disclose its 
conditions and circumstances when it remembers itself, but 
cannot comprehend itself fully. Its reflection is bound to re-
main fractional for two reasons: firstly, the ontology of con-
tact unconditionally implies the other (human, thing, or any 
other form of being), and hence brings up the dimension of 
the unforeseeable; and secondly, for me thinking is an ac-
tivity that goes beyond mere comprehension and exceeds 
cognition, as it inherently attends to multimodal layers of 
perception and sensual knowledge. In the language of the 
cognitive scientist Michael Kimmel et al.746 – bringing both 
arguments together – this phenomenological experience (of 
partial enunciators and togetherness) emerges as participa-
tory sense-making and socio-cultural embodiment.747
746) I refer to discussions in 
preparation for a collaborative 
lecture performance with Somatic 
Ecstasy Group and Michael 
Kimmel in the framework of 
the Symposium on Educational 
Consultation in Contradictory 
Times (Bildungsberatung in 
widersprüchlichen Zeiten) in 
December 2017. Some arguments 
of our discussion are resumed 
in the abstract of Participatory 
Sensemaking, Socio-Cultural Em-





The focus of our contribution 
to the symposium was on forms 
of managing the unexpected 
as in encounters – an attempt 
to bridge from dance to educa-
tional consultation via cognitive 
sciences. We combined lecture 
format, workshop and improvisa-
tory performance, followed by a 
qualitative interview focussed on 
dyadic micro-interaction.
747) I here refer exclusively to 
the socio-cultural embodiment 
of dance performances aimed at 
an audience (be it one-on-one or 
large audiences). Obviously there 
also exist forms of dance without 
an audience (tango, various ritual 
dances, etc.) that attend to ‘the 
opportunity to invent and explore 
realities that exist outside of the 
compass of shared experience’, as 
argued by Nicola Clayton, Pro-
fessor of Comparative Cognition 
in the Department of Psychology 
at the University of Cambridge 
in her lecture ‘What is Dance 
without an Audience?’ on Febru-
ary 6, 2018 in the series Dance & 
Academia: Moving the Boundaries 
in Oxford. (See SCUDD-newslet-
ter, received on January 18, 2018; 
SCUDD represents the interests of 
Drama, Theatre and Performance 
in the Higher Education sector in 
the UK.). These forms of dance 
are outside of the compass of 
my thesis; however, I refer to life 
practices including studio practic-
es, rehearsals and training, all of 
which are directed at future public 
sharing in various formats, and 
therefore are not private matters.
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748) Pieter T’Jonck writes in 
his review: ‘… the audience in 
fact completes the performance. 
Müller stages this main role of 
the audience explicitly. At the 
start of the show you find yourself 
standing in front of a red curtain. 
You expect the play to unfold 
behind this curtain but it in 
fact conceals the audience seats. 
You were therefore unwittingly 
standing in the place of the actors. 
Later on, when the actors begin 
to ask themselves who is sitting in 
front of them, the spotlight shines 
no longer on them but on the 
audience. The final scene shows 
an empty stage. You only hear 
the voices of the actors. They are 
asking themselves what remains of 
their presence here. What remains 
is, of course, the construction in 
the mind of the spectator.’ (see 
Pieter T’Jonck, ‘The Spectator’s 
Piece’ in: De Morgen, Belgium, 




ing-it-together/ [accessed March 
21, 2018].
750) I perceive Ivana Müllers 
careful decision in giving the title 
‘While we were holding it together’ 
to be indicative, and especially 
prominent her choice for past con-
tinuous tense. This grammatical 
subtlety enables describing ac-
tions, situations, stories or events 
in a time before now (the moment 
of performance), which began in 
the past and are still going on at 
the time of performing, exactly 
revealing an unfinished or incom-
plete action in the past, pointing 
beyond and across times.
751) See Erin Manning, ‘In the 
Act’ in The Minor Gesture, Dur-
ham: Duke University Press, 2016, 
p.187.
752) See Jean-Luc Nancy, Being 
Singular Plural, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2000/1996, p.xiii. 
There is a section in Jan Ritsema’s 
talk when he was asked about 
what he meant by ‘we’ as he kept 
speaking in plural – obviously not 
in majestic plural, which would 
historically have been used in 
order to give weight to what the 
monarch said, but instead a form 
of saying we that is the conse-
quence of an embodied, radical 
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The practice  of  di str ibuted sense-making 
has  a  long  tradition in  the  per forming ar ts , 
but  was  probably  not  named as  such.  As  a 
sel f -re f lexive  activ ity  it  culminated for  me 
in  Ivana Müller’s  per formance  While  we 
were  holding  it  together  (2006) ,  rev iewed 
by  the  architec t  and dance  cr it ic  Pieter 
T ’ Jonck as  The Spectator’s  Piece . 748 In  a 
sequence  of  tableaux v ivantes ,  which shif t 
f rom one to  the  next  in  the  black  outs  be-
tween scenes ,  Müller  pays  a  tr ibute  to  the 
hidden,  the  concealed,  the  not  yet  outspo-
ken,  that  st i l l  i s  present .  Is  it  the  scener y 
of  a  picnic  in  the  forest ,  a  rock  band or  a 
random group of  people  gathered at  the  ho-
tel  room? The per formance  i s  ‘a  tr ibute  to 
the  power  of  imagination’ 749 and a  cleverly 
composed work.
Photo © Ivana Müller / While we were holding it together (2006), / 
performance: Katja Dreyer / Sarah van Lamsweerde / Albane Aubry, 
Pere Faura / Ricardo Santana / Arnaud Cabias, Karen Røise Kielland / 
Hester van Hasselt / Anne Lenglet, Stefan Rokebrand / Jobst Schnibbe 
/ Geert Vaes / Sébastien Chatelier, Jefta van Dinther / Bill Aitchison / 
Julien Gallée – Ferré / concept, direction: Ivana Müller.
From my perspective, the f ine co-con-
stitutive meanderings between wit(h)
nesses and per formers in an activity 
of distributed creativity and shared 
sense-making is exceptionally strong 
in this work. We are all  included – as 
the title announces – in the forming of 
this per formance work, we are ‘hold-
ing it  together’.  It,  the per formance, 
depends on our labour of distributing 
and recollecting pieces of information 
passed between us. We hold together, 
what is singularly intertwined, but not 
bound up in just one form, our experi-
ence fragmented by black outs between 
scenes. In my view, it  is  not necessarily 
the task of the audience to complete750 
the per formance (as T’Jonck thinks), 
but to actively ascribe sense to both the 
visible and invisible scenes, the acts 
and gaps traded between per formers 
and spectators.
And again – refocussing on the subject – 
my question is:  How do bare bodies – 
not necessarily naked or nude bodies – 
achieve significance in the nuanced 
interplay between wit(h)nesses and 
per formers? What dynamics emerge 
in distributed sense making that is in 
place in encounters with bareness,  at 
this vivid interspace between my body 
and the body of the other? How do we 
distribute this amalgamation of
 co-constituting sense – simultaneously 
as noun (the sense) and verb (to sense) 
between us? What reveals in the act of 
baring? But also, what does laying bare 
reveal about the potential that with-
drawal holds for per formance? Manning 
writes ‘What is revolutionary is not the 
act in itself,  but the opening of the act 
to its ineffability,  to its more-than’.751 
All  my curiosity goes to this zone of 
aperture. The opening of a bare body 
towards the other emerges as a bareness 
that connects us to a togetherness where 
the ineffability of the more-than can be 
held. Jean-Luc Nancy wrote ‘[…] this 
is us.  We who are supposed to say we 
as if  we know what  we are  say ing  and who 
we are  talking  about .’ 752 Per formance  holds 
the  potential  for  say ing  ‘we’ ,  for  explor ing 
forms of  togetherness  that  go  beyond ever y-
day interactions .  Dance  per formance  ac-
tively  engaged the  imaginar y,  the  sensual , 
and cal l s  for  a  movement  ‘towards  meaning 
as  the  creation of  the  common’ . 753
A Relational Movement: Conclusion
ypsilon [ˈʏpsilɔn]
One finds the ypsilon at the end rather than at the beginning 
of words. Key, theory, tyranny, they, inventory, journey, joy, 
choreography, curiosity, agency, visibility, matriarchy, way, 
empathy, bay, everyday, continuously – stay yielding.
754) See epigraph of Preface, p.9.
755) The documentation of the 
lecture performance ‘Baring or 
red herring’ and the anarchival 
stroll are made available in the 
format of an exposition entitled 
Digital Anarchive: Being in Con-
tact – Encountering a Bare Body. 
The digital anarchive comprises 
documentation (photos, writings, 
videos, drawings, sounds) of works 
created in the framework of the 
thesis, including a selection of 
relevant documentation of my past 
practice that is referred to in the 
written component. See https://
doi.org/10.22501/rc.505199.
756) The poietic dimension of my 
handmade book carries through 
my thread of making, attends to 
the craft of binding together my 
thoughts into the material format 
of the book, and appreciates the 
knowledge of the hand (see lecture 
performance Denn das Denken der 
Hand lungert herum…).
6 .  A R E L AT IONA L MOV E M E N T: 
C ONC LU SION
This relational movement is the closure of my research pro-
ject in the format of the choreographed book. The book was 
present and re-opened in the live components of my thesis. 
Where proliferations wanted to escalate out of shape and 
threatened to split the binding, so to speak, it was my writ-
erly butcher’s job to ‘frame that monstrous, infinite flesh and 
cut it into pieces that something the size of the mouth can 
take in’, as Clarice Lispector754 writes. The viscera needed 
pickling and soaking, and some of it admittedly stayed in-
digestible. Still, all of my work was undertaken for you (the 
other, the wit(h)ness) to savour the delicate conspiracy of 
practice and theory. My choreographed book practices schol-
arly work with language set in motion. Being in Contact: En-
countering a Bare Body explored in a practical movement 
of thought, procedures of laying bare and the emergence 
of bare bodies drawing on my artistic life praxis. It is one 
among the manifold perspectives one can take towards the 
complexity of contemporary choreographic works.
The fundamental questions of the thesis get addressed in 
three ways: in the formats of a choreographed book, a lec-
ture performance, and an an-archival stroll.755 How do we 
encounter bare bodies and make sense of such experiences, 
and what procedures do baring acts entail? The methodo-
logical thread unfolds between poiesis756 and poetics, the 
factual and the lyric. In the relational field that choreog-
raphy entails, I attend to a movement between immersed 
and distal perspectives organised around encounters and 
the trading of affects. My argument distinguishes identity 
from the emergence of the self, differentiating artistic stamp 
and economic value from processes of artistic development, 
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practice of sharing. See Jan  
Ritsema talking about Performing 
Arts Forum (PAF) at the Fantastic 
Institute, BUDA, kunstencentrum 
in Kortrijk, Belgium, https://vim-
eo.com/206172780.
753) See ‘Figure of Ventilating 
Meaning’ in Gansterer, Cocker, 
Greil (Eds.), 2017, pp.268–275, 
here p.268.
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maturity and growth. With my proposition that the bare 
body becomes axiomatic in respect to the value and digni-
ty of being human, I situate the bare body underneath the 
bio-psycho-social dimension. This provides the grounds 
for the suspension of demarcations of the subjective, pro-
posing instead a rooting in the profundity of the body. 
Accounting for their mobile and fluid nature, I draft bare 
bodies as dividual and in constant becoming. Not merely 
a relational structure, dance emerges as enfleshed experi-
ence in the spirit of condividuality, or crystallises into em-
bodied choreography, be it as choreographed movement, 
language, or any other materiality. These are the resonanc-
es and residues of encounter and movement that sediment 
into spheres, memories, future potentialities. Calling cho-
reographic manifestations ‘partial enunciators’ – a term 
coined by Guattari – I have a tool at hand for mediating the 
dynamic relational structure of the lecture performance. 
The togetherness of partial enunciators in their interplay 
of parts forms a field of force attending to connective sen-
sibilities, uncovering the agency and mattering of bare 
bodies. Through undoing subjectivity,757 a shift towards 
non-subjective performativity evolves.
Existing debate in the field of contemporary choreogra-
phy mainly falls short on the philosophical movement of 
thought in relation to bare bodies and nuanced differen-
tiation between the terms nude, naked and bare. I am not 
a philosopher, and will not become one, but by engaging 
with the field758 of philosophy, my artistic practice got 
propelled and challenged into an articulation of ‘practical 
philosophy’.759 My thesis is constituted by the methodical 
accumulation and synthetic movement between bodies, 
philosophical discourses and experiences of making and 
wit(h)nessing performances under the dispositive of bare 
757) Crawley drastically writes: 
‘Entry into subjectivity is violence 
and violative.’ See Crawley, 2017, 
p.179. He states this in the con-
text of criticising the economic 
condition and the forces inherent 
to capitalist thought, which is 
about positionality ‘possible for 
those who can be citizen-subjects’ 
(ibid.). Non-subjective performa-
tivity proposes the undoing of the 
privileged positon of the artist.
758) In practices of reading, trans-
lating, dancing, bodily re-reading 
and scoring, I developed a set of 
studio practices.
759) A sophisticated discussion 
on the making productive of the 
differences between philosophy 
and choreography see Sabisch, 
2011, pp.236–238.
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bodies. Speaking of practices, which may come into play 
with each other, my argument relies on the forces generat-
ed between bodies, fostered by decolonising practices that 
acknowledge diversity and plurality, while attending to 
equivalence. When the feminist, peace activist and anar-
chist Emma Goldman speaks about practicalities and im-
practicalities of anarchism, she emphasises the connection 
between practice and vitality for overcoming stagnancy. She 
argues that ‘Anarchism is indeed practical […]; more than 
any other idea, it is building and sustaining new life’.760 In that 
light, in order to render encounter, affect and response per-
ceivable as materials for sustaining new choreographies, one 
needs to understand the transmogrified performative inti-
macy particular to contemporary performance and expand-
ed choreography. Impersonally intimate differs from private 
or social forms of intimacy or – as the performance artist 
Karen Finley has it – establishes ‘a different kind of intima-
cy’.761 This form of transmogrified intimacy between bodies 
emerges exclusively in the form of artistic live performance 
and opens up the potential for an experience of corporeal 
co-presence and human consciousness unique to this mutu-
al, shared cultural agency. Consequently, my creative prac-
tice expanded towards practices of wit(h)nessing762 as well 
as performing, reflective writing and dancing, choreograph-
ing763 bodies and words. Narrations of bare bodies formed 
along the relational axioms of being-in-contact, encounter 
and resonance. Cultivating contact as ethico-philosophical 
project means the ‘presencing’ of the one as relentless orbit-
ing towards the other. The ‘Zueinander’ (to one another) be-
comes the stipulation for performative encounters and con-
figures the passage between us. I introduced the ideation of 
an-archic responsibility, which might easily be dismissed as 
a rebellious or untamed (even adolescent) intervention into 
cultural practices, but I mean it. Seriously and in a scholarly 
760) Emma Goldman, ‘Anar-




[accessed March 25, 2018]. See 
also the Conference Performance, 
Identity and Community – Anar-
chism, Optimism and Performance, 
September 5–7, 2018, University of 
Aberystwyth.
761) See Finley, 2000.
762) See my account of wit(h)ness-
ing Dominic Johnson’s Transmis-
sion (2009), Silke Bake and Peter 
Stamer’s a piece you remember to 
tell – a piece you tell to remember 
(2016), or Jared Gradinger and 
Angela Schubot’s What they are in-
stead of (2009) and is maybe (2009).
763) My artistic practice was sig-
nificantly altered by anchoring in 
the waters of artistic research and 
particularly in respect to my PhD 
process. In retrospect, I see a ma-
jor shift took place: a movement 
towards exploring the potentials of 
the format of lecture performance 
and anarchives, which without the 
framework of the PaR PhD might 
not have happened.
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sense. My argument for an-archic responsibility rests on the 
dismantling of hierarchies in order to unearth and cultivate 
liabilities that are differently organised, not necessarily by 
policing rules and regulations. Instead, ‘throwntogether-
ness’764 becomes the common purpose: it brings perform-
er and wit(h)ness together for exploring associative as well 
as dissensual potentialities of ‘choreographed’ encounters. 
Doreen Massey claims a politics of negotiation, not just for 
the human, but for a broader ecological contemporaneous 
co-existence. On the grounds of such argumentation, I elab-
orated non-subjective performativity, beyond the human 
body. In the field of tension between poietic apparatus and 
human poetics,765 connectivities arise. The second ideation 
is the neologism choreo-ethics, which emphasises the space 
of the how. Artistic works in which the encounter is pivot-
al, propose composition that choreographically frames how 
we relate to each other. With this proposition, ethics are set 
in motion, in Greek khoreia – dancing and ethos – dispo-
sition.766 Choreo-ethical praxis works with the body – the 
body is not subject, object or art work, but instead becomes 
the instrument for generating a new sense of self through 
others by creating a joint body. This obviously happens for 
anyone engaging in the process. Lygia Clark understood 
herself as an ‘initiator of processes’,767 a conception of artist-
ry which also proved to be a useful approach for my think-
ing around the ‘anarchival stroll’ (part of the creative com-
ponent of my thesis). The anarchive in that sense creates a 
space for rehearsing and challenging both of my proposi-
tions: an-archic responsibility and choreo-ethics.
The choreographer Deborah Hay was asked: ‘Is dance politi-
cal?’ Her answer was: ‘Dance is my form of political activism. 
It is not how I dance or why I dance. It is that I dance.’768 My 
ongoing commitment to dance and choreographic practice, 
764) See Doreen Massey, for space, 
London: Sage Publications, 2005, 
p.160.
765) See my reflections in relation 
to Pavlos Kountouriotis’s work 
Two bobs and a Steve, p.275ff.
766) For the root of both com-
ponents of the compound word 
see https://www.etymonline.com 
[accessed March 25, 2018].
767) The reception of Baba 
antropofágica (Cannibalistic Saliva) 
relies on the documentary film O 
mundo de Lygia Clark, filmed by 






ty-of-space/ [accessed March 19, 
2018].
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in its expanded and relational notion, announces encounter 
to be an experience of the liminal arising between bodies 
and acknowledges the gravity of nanopolitical acts of baring 
all. I examined defacement and non-, not-, and un-doing 
in their methodological relevance for baring and conceal-
ing. Aesthetics of negation, the relevance of renunciation, 
and the making productive of denial were discussed. I ar-
gued for the threshold between the accomplished and that 
which cannot be done as crafting of meaningful moments 
in performance. The gap was unearthed in its kairotic space 
of potentiality and as a space relevant to decision-making. 
Thinking about artistic practices in relation to bare bodies 
became apparent in the movement between poiesis and po-
etics. My differentiations on tones and shades of the triplet 
nude, naked, and bare showed ambiguity, the grey zones 
activated in performance unsettled my speculative deline-
ations. Ambivalence arose and toppled what would be one 
or the other, instead becoming either or or and. In respect 
to ethics – rehearsed and probed in the space of art – I find 
this a potent intervention in avoiding the stasis that morals 
(the disciplinary faculty of ethics) establish. The arguments 
I unfolded around being human and choreo-ethical praxis, 
became devices for activating the ‘resonance and reverbera-
tion of being “vestibular to culture”’,769 despite (or rather be-
cause of) the messy exuberance of affects proliferating into 
ambivalences, provoked by encounters with bare bodies. 
Unconcealing is the gift. I propose a reading of bare bodies 
as social-aesthetic flesh, and skin as its deep surface. The 
value of my differentiations can only be revealed in time 
through folding them back into practices of making and 
thinking, into the fabric from where they arose.
769) Crawley, 2017, p.167.
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8 .  A PPE N DIC E S 
Do cumentation of  le cture  p erformance emb e dde d 
in  Digita l  Anarchive
Full length documentation of the Lecture Performance Baring or red herring? and the anarchival stroll, performed on 
20th June, 2018 at Studio 5, Drama, Roehampton University Campus in London is available at:  
https://doi.org/10.22501/rc.505199 (or direct url: https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/505199/505200).
The Digital Anarchive is a research exposition bringing together research materials relevant to the process of develop-
ing, performing and reflecting the creative component of the PhD. It consists of documents, photos, drawings, sketches, 
sound and video files, that were part of the live event, or are gathered around documentation of selected works. This 
timeline is woven from practices crystallized into works and guides the wit(h)ness to encounter the materials either in 
a chronological or in a playful-discovering-intuitive way. The format of the anarchive (both analogue and digital) lends 
itself to offering a range of possibilities of explorations, navigations and relationalities.
L ist  of  p erformances  /  le ctures
Silke Bake and Peter Stamer, a piece you remember to tell – a piece you tell to remember, performed on June 19, 2016 at 
Schauspielhaus Hannover. 
Vanessa Beecroft, VB 55, performed on April 8, 2005 at Neue Nationalgalerie Berlin.
Jérôme Bel, Nom donné par l’auteur (name given by the author) (1994), performed on March 4 and 5, 2005 at 
Tanzquartier Vienna.
Matthias Brunner, Mariella Greil, skin, video work shown on October 11, 2003 at Tanzquartier Vienna.
Judith Butler, Bodies in Alliance and the Politics of the Street, lecture held in Venice on September 7, 2011, in the 
framework of the series The State of Things, organised by the Office for Contemporary Art Norway (OCA).
Judith Butler, Monique Jenkinson, Ordinary Practices of the Radical Body, lecture demonstration on November 3, 2017 
at CounterPulse stage.
Boris Charmatz, Aatt enen tionon, performed on February 9, 1996 at La Halle aux Grains/Scène Nationale de Blois in 
the framework of the Festival Dansez Maintenant.
Lydia Clark, Antropophágic Slobber, 1973, performance at the Sorbonne in Paris.
Nicola S. Clayton, What is Dance without an Audience?, lecture on February 6, 2018 in the series Dance & Academia: 
Moving the Boundaries in Oxford.
Igor Dobricic, Table Talks, performed on November 26, 2009 at Basis Biro, Amsterdam.
Synes Elischka, Mariella Greil, Christian Schröder, Private Investigator’s Dream Machine performed in Vienna in 2010, 
Austria at im_Flieger / crossbreed, at MAK nite at the Museum of Applied Arts Vienna, and Video and Digital Arts 
International Festival (VAD), Girona, Spain.
Karen Finley, A Suggestion of Madness, performed on January 19, 1988 at Performance Space 122’s downstairs space in 
New York.
Nikolaus Gansterer, Thinking Matters Other Others – A Translecture, performance lecture on November 27, 2014 at 
Tanzquartier Wien in the framework of SCORES N°9 (No/Things).
Jared Gradinger, Angela Schubot, What they are instead of, performance on August 9, 2012 at WUK in Vienna in the 
framework of ImPulsTanz Vienna International Dance Festival.
Jared Gradinger, Angela Schubot, is maybe, performance on August 11, 2012 at WUK in Vienna in the framework of 
ImPulsTanz Vienna International Dance Festival.
Mariella Greil, my everyday favourite lecture, performance lecture on April 19, 2009 at Dansenshus Oslo.
Mariella Greil, schicht, performed on June 26, 2003 at the festival fluten in a historic water tower in Vienna Favoriten.
Mariella Greil, Zakra, tableau vivant performed on November 13 and 14, 2004 in the framework of the open space 
conference entitled Was ist Kunst? (What is Art?) in the chapel of castle Hernstein in Lower Austria.
Mariella Greil, Sabina Holzer, Nikolaus Gansterer, Basic Income Dance, (Grundeinkommenstanz), performed in 2014 at 
Imagetanz – festival for choreography, performance and care at brut and at ImPulsTanz Vienna International Dance Festival.
Mariella Greil, ... because thinking-in-the-act lingers in space ..., lecture performance on November 14, 2014 at 
Tanzquartier Studios Vienna.
Mariella Greil, Das Herz in die Hand nehmen, performed on October 25–26, 2015 as a contribution to Unter Tag/ 
Assembly for Everyone on invitation by AO&, Marino Formenti & Tanzquartier Wien as part of a 24 hours performance 
at Halle G, Museumsquartier Vienna.
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Mariella Greil, Über die Oberflächenspannung in der künstlerischen Forschung: Reflexion und Interferenz (On Surface 
Tension: Reflection and Interference in Artistic Research), lecture performance performed in 2017 and 2018 as part of 
Wissensstadt Salzburg, Stoffwechsel im_flieger, and at the Austrian Cultural Forum in Budapest.
Mariella Greil, Arnold Haberl, Walter Lauterer, →back to front←, performed in 2005 at Brut and Konzerthaus Wien.
Mariella Greil, Lisa Hinterreithner, local horizon – collapsed form, performed in 2013 at sead Salzburg, Tanzquartier 
Studios Vienna, and Chelsea Theatre London.
Mariella Greil with Emily Sweeney, Séances of Presences performed on October 26–27, 2012, at the Yard Theatre, 
Hackney, London.
Mariella Greil, Werner Moebius, Theorem Trans Radix, residency April–June 2005 with the opening on June 19, 2005 at 
the Center for Choreography in Hebron, New York.
Mariella Greil, Martina Ruhsam, I want to work with you because I can speak for myself – dialogue, documented on 
https://vimeo.com/41489283 [accessed July 27, 2017].
Mariella Greil, Montserrat Payro, Werner Moebius, Pan y cebollas, performed on September 21, 2007 at the Institute de 
Mexique in Paris and October 7–28, 2007 in Guadalajara, Mexico in the framework of Encuentro Internacional Nuevos 
Creadores a Escena.
Mariella Greil, Emily Sweeney, A Collection of loose Ends, dialogue project in the framework of Potentials of 
Performance by Performance Matters, London.
Mariella Greil, Emily Sweeney, with Werner Moebius and Audrey Chen, entweder oder oder und (either or or and), 
performance on October 5, 2009 at Akzent Theater Vienna.
Mariella Greil, Alexander Wallner, Bernadette Reiter, trilogy s wish / lOUD / eavesdrop, performed since 2005 in a 
range of contexts, at Imagetanz Festival/dietheater Vienna, MAK nite at the Museum of Applied Arts, Kleylehof, Burg 
Schrattenstein, Symposium Lindabrunn, various galleries, and Kunstradio Wien.
Miguel Gutierrez, Retrospective Exhibitionist, performed on December, 2, 2005 at Dance Theater Workshop in New York.
Trajal Harrell, Twenty Looks or Paris Is Burning at the Judson Church (2009), performed in August 2013 at ImPulsTanz 
Vienna International Dance Festival in various sizes (XS, S, M, L, M2M).
Trajal Harrell, The Ghost of Montpellier Meets the Samurai, performed on October 14–17, 2015 at the Paris Autumn Festival.
Tehching Hsieh, I kept myself alive. I passed the Dec 31,1999, performed 1986–1999 in New York.
Tehching Hsieh, One Year Performance, performed April 11, 1980–April 11, 1981 in New York.
Dominic Johnson, Transmission, performed January, 17, 2009 in the Great Hall, People’s Palace, Queen Mary University 
of London.
Pavlos Kountouriotis, Philipp van der Heijden, Two bobs and a Steve, performed on March 8, 2018 at K3, Hamburg.
Brandon LaBelle, This Weakness That I Am, public lecture performed on July 29, 2016 as part of Choreographic Figures 
involvement in Visual Arts X Dance / ImPulsTanz Vienna International Dance Festival at Angewandte Innovation Lab, Vienna.
LISA, structure multifunction –performed August 10-13,2006 at Hundsturm in the framework of ImPulsTanz Vienna 
International Dance Festival.
Anna Mendelssohn, Nietzsche and I And You and the Horse and the Group, performed on November 28, 2015 at 
Tanzquartier Wien in the framework of Scores N°10 // Philosophy on Stage #4.
Ivana Müller, While We Were Holding It Together, performed on October 15, 2009 at Tanzquartier Vienna.
Reza Negarestani, In Praise of Rootlessness, live-streamed on May 20, 2013, his lecture via Skype was moderated by 
Hisham Awad at Ashkal Alwan in Lebanon.
Kira O’Reilly, Inthewrongplacedness (one more time with feeling), performed on April 5 and 6, 2008, at Liverpool 
Bluecoat.
Paz Rojo, Corporeal sensitivity as political art?, training lecture on October 29, 2012, at Tanzquartier Studios Vienna.
Tino Sehgal, This Is Exchange (2003), marking the end of Liverpool’s year as European Capital of Culture in 2008, 
performed at Liverpool Tate as part of the exhibition The Fifth Floor with other featured artists Rineke Dijkstra, Nina 
Edge, Paul Rooney and Dan Perjovschi.
Doris Stelzer, Lieve De Pourcq, shifted views. Performed on July 25 and 27, 2007 at ImPulsTanz Vienna International 
Dance Festival.
PA Skantze, I’m A Strange Kind of In-Between Thing, public lecture performed on July 22, 2016 as part of Choreographic 
Figures involvement in Visual Arts X Dance / ImPulsTanz Vienna International Dance Festival at Angewandte 
Innovation Lab, Vienna.
Sasha Waltz, Trilogy: Körper, S, nobody, performed on January 22, 2000 at Schaubühne am Lehniner Platz, Berlin.
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L inks  to  Ar t  C enters/  Res earch C enters/  Archives
http://airberlinalexanderplatz.de/de/lab/where-do-we-sit-within-all-of-this/ [accessed Feburary 10, 2018]. Marina 
Vives, Sonia Fernández Pan in a conversation with Irit Rogoff on November 15, 2015.
http://ashkalalwan.org/?s=Reza+Negarestani [accessed February 11, 2018]. Lecture by Reza Negarestani at the Lebanese 
Association for Plastic Arts, Ashkal Alwan, a non-profit organisation based in Beirut, Lebanon.
http://dance-on.net/en/first-edition/productions/tenacity-of-space/ [accessed March 19, 2018]. A research repository 
dedicated to the theme of ‘dance and age’.
http://english.hebbel-am-ufer.de/programme/festivals-projects/2013-2014/soon-you-are-theirs/ [accessed February 10, 
2018]. The HAU is a cultural institution in Berlin for hybrid forms of art and theatre.
http://enlacezapatista.ezln.org.mx/2014/05/27/between-light-and-shadow/ [accessed January 2, 2018]. Text ‘Between 
light and shadow’ by Subcomandante Marcos.
http://geldoderleben.imagoscope.com/ [accessed February 14, 2018]. A web series about Unconditional Basic Income. 
http://libcom.org/library/intellectuals-power-a-conversation-between-michel-foucault-and-gilles-deleuze [accessed 
September 13, 2014]. An open resource for texts explaining key issues and topics in relation to philosophy. 
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solidarity [ˌzolidaʀiˈtɛːt]
Social movement is: take a subjective body, put it in the mid-
dle, divide it and create space between the pluralities to in-
crease scope. Sometimes revolt is a dance.
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